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PEEFACE.

I HAVE BEEN ASKED why I liave adopted the fonu in

which this naiTative of Indian life appears, instead of

treating the subject in the first person, the incidents all

being personal experiences of my own and my ftiends.

I had- several motives for so doing.

For the sake of making the book more interesting to

my youthiful readers ; to enable me to impart much in-

formation in a pleasant colloquial manner, without the

pedantry which might have been too obtioisive in an

egotistical narration ; and, finally, to allow me to select

from a mass of notes, jotted down at various times, those

cases only which exliibited certain peculiarities in the

animals concerned, and to arrange them in such a way as

to carry the reader month by month through the succes-

sive seasons of the year.

I had no intention, Avhen I took up my pen, of

writing for the veteran sportsman, though I dare say

there are many bits in the following pages—notices of

birds and plants and insects, and traits of animal

character—that vnU recall fond memories of the past to

many an old shikaree. My book is Avritten chiefly for

younger followers of Saint Hubert, wliether they be

bound for India or not, and my aim throughout has
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been to inculcate a love for nature, and to make secondary

to it the mei-e destrojdng of %vild beasts.

The European characters have been created for the

work, but the natives are real beings. Some of my
readers will not only recognise tlie scenes, but will re-

member old Sheykha, Soma the Lebhana, and my old

follower the Lalla. The death of the latter by a tiger has

been vividly desciibed by Captain Forsyth in his ' High-

lands of Central India,' though the story of his life is

incorrect ; the true account will be found in the Xotes

at the end of this volume. In the nomenclature of the

birds and mammals I have followed Dr. Jerdon, an old

friend and encourager of the natural history prochvities

of my youthful days. For the botany Eoxburgh's ' Flora

Indica,' Voight's ' Hortus Suburbanus Calcuttensis,' and

Balfour's ' Trees of India,' have been my authorities.

The legend of Taj Klian illustrates the superstitious

customs of the Mahomedaus, who are firm behevers in

witchcraft and the raisins; and casting out of devils. The

Lalla's story is a sample of the art of the Hindoo improv-

visatore.

A short topographical and historical account of the

district appears in the Appendix.

PiOBERT A. StERKDALE.

Thames Ditton : March 1877.
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It was a bright, crisp morn-

ing in the month of January.

The sun had been up about

an hour, driving the mists

from the valleys and bathing the whole landscape in

a flood of light. The air was cold and bracing more
so than it usually is in the plains of India, even in the

cold season. When we say the plains of India, the

term is used in contradistinction to those mountain
ranges which are commonly known as ' The Hills.' India
is intersected by other ranges of lesser grandeur, whose
plateaux, elevated above the sea some 2000 or SOOO
feet, have a cooler range of temperature than the low
levels of the true plains. Of all these highlands, the
Highlands of Central India—so termed by an old friend
and fellow-sportsman, now gone to his rest^ in his faithful
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account of them—are the most enjoyable to the hunter

and the naturahst. The lordly bison haunts the bamboo-

clad slopes of the Satpura range, and interferes not with

his unwieldy neighbour and cousin the buffalo, who keeps

to his grass-grown plains. The red deer herd in the

fertile valleys watered by the Halone and the Bunjur

;

the sambur and the axis, the stately blue bull and the

tiny, toy-like, mouse deer, all have their haunts in the

forests that are spread over the imdulating plateaux.

There are the rocky ravines for the bears, and the stony

plains haunted by antelope and bustard. The grim tiger

roams over thousands of square miles, and the stealthy

panther scruples not to carry off his prey even from the

heart of a station.

Since the time of whicli we write, the axe and the

plough have been steadily eating into the vast soUtiides ;

but there are still thousands ofsquare miles of forest-land

which never will, and never can, be cleared—extensive

beds of laterite and piles of trap boulders which, though

bearing a dense covering of timber and underwood, are

undisturbed by human hands unless for the excavation,

here and there, of iron ore. Thus cover will always

remain for wild animals, wliich find refuge during the day

in the thickets, from whence they emerge at night to lay

waste the growing crops, or attack the stragglers of the

homeward-wending herds.

It is in the district of Seonee,—which forms a portion

of these high table-lands formed by the Satpura range of

which we have been speaking,—that we would place our

reader on that bright January morning. The road, or

rather path, for it was httle else, had led over a gentle rise

composed of red kterite, which when worn by the feet of

men and cattle had all the appearance of a made gravel

walk in a slirubbery, being fringed by a variety of bushes.
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For a mile or two it had been thickly wooded as the

traveller passes through a belt of salai ^ forest—a pecu-

liar, aromatic, but rather worthless tree—but now it

emerged on a broad low valley, down the centre of which

ran a small brook, dotted here and there with clumps of

butea'-'and grislea^ bushes. On the other side another

gentle slope was covered with thick scrub, over which the

morning mists were slowly floating off.

The air was full of the songs of birds and the discor-

dant cries of the peafowl and painted partridge. One old

peacock was strutting about the grassy glades, spread-

ing out his gorgeous plumes to the morning sun, whilst

three or four more sober-coloured peahens ran about,

fussUy looking for tit-bits. Kow and then a flock of

green parroquets flew over, each one trying to out-

scream the rest ; and occasionally a rocket-bird would

glide across the open space between the two belts of

wood, his long tail streaming like a white riband after

him.

But what makes the peacock suddenly lower his

train, and his dusky wives to glide rapidly into cover ?

Over the swell of the ground at the head of the valley

dashes at full speed a noble blue bull : straining every

nerve, with labouring breath and distended nostrils,

with heaving flanks, that seem jet-black as the perspira-

tion streams down his side, he dashes headlong down the

grassy slope. A few j^ards behind pressed a horseman at

the same reckless pace, and it was evident that the stride

of his charger was too much for the pursued. As the crest

of the hilhvas passed the rider, pressing his horse's flanks,

urged him to a final rush, and, ranging up alongside the

bull, the sharp crack of a rifle rang through the stillness

' Soswellia thurifera. " Biitea fromlor,n.

•* Orhlen to)nc'nliisii.
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of the glen. The nylghau staggered, but bvavelj' held

on. Another shai'p report and he plunged heavily on his

head, driving his short, pointed horns deep into the turf.

The impetus of the horseman carried him a few yards

beyond, when, wheehng sharp round, he sprang off by the

side of his quarry.

The fii'st glance the hunter gave at the dying bull was

one of mingled satisfaction and pity ; his eyes flashed with

pride at the well-placed shots, but a sadder expression

came over them as they met the glazing orbs of the

animal. He turned away to loosen his horse's girths,

muttering to himself—' Those lazy loons will lose their

meat if they don't run harder than they did at first.'

The bull lay in the stillness of death as he cast one

more look at it, before proceeding to caress his reeking

steed. It was a golden-chesnut Arab, promising great

speed, sinewy and hard as nails ; not an ounce of super-

fluous fat. His faulty point was his head, as far as good

looks were concerned ; he lacked the Arab, deer-like head,

so much admired. It was rather coarse and heavy, but

he had an honest brown eye, and, as his master would

proudly observe, little fault was to be found with the rest

of him.

Casting the bridle over his arm so as to let his favou-

rite crop the dewy grass, the master sat down upon a

trap boulder which cropped up out of the turf. About a

yard from his feet lay the dead nylghau.

' Poor brute !
' he softly said to himself, ' you had

a sharp tussle for it ; but I gave you every chance. I

might have shot you down standing where we first came
upon you, but I gave you a run for your life ; not much
chance though with Cossack at your heels. I wish those

lazy fellows would run up, however,' he continued, scan-

ning the landscape ;
' they will lose their meat, and serve
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them right. There will be a meal in every Gond's hut in

the village, and all the more for the loss to the squeamish

Mahomedans. I wanted some marrow-bones, too, for to-

night's dinner. There's that boy coming out, and tough

chicken is hardly the hunter's fare he expects. All ! here

comes Nusseer Khan at last.' A shrill peal from the

master's dog-whistle directed the panting runner, who
had just paused on the crest of the slope, to the spot where

the group was. The sight of the dead bull stirred the

man's blood, and, waving his hand with a shout to his

comrades behind, he bounded down the valley.

'Now, Nusseer Khan, look sharp,' said his master,

pointing to the nylghau.

The man drew a long Lahore knife from his girdle as

he bent over the animal. ' It is too late,' he muttered,

shaking his head ;
' his breath is gone out of him.'

' What of that ? ' impatiently exclaimed the Enghsh-

man. ' I know more of the Book than you people do ; if

blood follows the knife it is fit—it is no matter. Cut and

lose no more time.'

Murmuring the appointed prayer, the Pathan drew

the heavy blade across the bull's throat, and looked

incredulously at the crimson stream as it sank into the

moist earth.

By this time two other men, breathless w-itli hard

limning, arrived, one a Pathan like Nusseer Khan,

stalwart and fair-complexioned, the other a Goiid, or

aboriginal dweller of the country, short in stature, dark

as a negro in colour, and somewhat negritic in type, as

far as curly hair, broad nose, and high cheek-bones are

concerned.

The denizen of the jungle came forward with a grin

from ear to ear, as be foresaw a plenteous feast of meat

that evening ; no scruples of conscience afflicted him as
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to wliether the beast ^vas properly killed according to

the Mosaic and Mahoinedan laws, whether ' the blood

thereof which is the life thereof ' had been let in proper

niauner, with the customary invocation; omnivorous, and

by no means fastidious, his mouth watered at the

thought of broiled collops.

Leaving the Gond and the second Pathan to make

arrangements for bringing the bull into camp, the

Englishman tightened his horse's girths and, mounting,

rode slowly off, followed by Nusseer Khan carrying his

master's rifle.

Major Fordham, our successful rider, was a tall, spare

man, wiry, and bronzed with much exposure. He seemed

about forty, had a mild grey eye, a pleasant, smiling

mouth, shaded by a heavy grey moustache, and a quiet,

low voice. He had th.e character of being a studious

man, more of a naturalist than a shikaree ; but in this

case popular opinion was wrong. If he was solitary in

his habits, oljjecting to jovial hunting parties, it was

because mere killing had no charm for him, and emulation

was distastefid ; he never bragged of his own exploits,

and so he lost much credit as a mighty hunter. His aim

was deadly, his seat on a horse Avas sure ; perhaps he

wai* a little over-cautious, but his coolness and com-age

in difficulties were known to the native shikarees of the

place more than to the residents of the station. The

natives used to say of his gun that it Avas his gholam, or

slave. For real jungle-knowledge concerning the habits

of animals, skill in tracking, and reading the many signs

essential to perfect woodcraft, he was far supeiior to

many a more noted sportsman of his race. As a rule

English sportsmen do not attain to the pitch arrived at

by the native ; they are fearless, hard-hitting, straight-

forward Kimrods, readv to ride down, spear, or shoot
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anything that is put before them. Compared with the

lithe native they are indifferent stalkers. They cannot

lie or sit for hours in a cramped position, nor does the

bent twig or cropped blade of grass catch their eyes as

they stride along the jungle path. We do not wish to

decry our brethren, but we think they might learn more

from the native than they do ; but it requires a special

aptitude, quick sight, habitually observant nature, and

unvarying patience—all these are necessary, and as they

are exercised these faculties get stronger and stronger,

till it becomes a second natiu-e to a man to let nothing

escape his notice.

Fordham was one of the few who had exercised these

gifts, and he was little inferior to Jeythoo, tlie bison

tracker of Sonawani, to whom in due time we will in-

troduce the reader, whose wonderful powers of following

up a trail quite equalled what Cooper tells us in his

thrilling tales of the feats of the Eed Indians. Ford-

ham's fondness for this kind of woodcraft had been in

no small degree fostered in his youth by those very tales,

and also by memoirs and traditions in his family, one of

his ancestors having seceded in the War of Independence,

and attained eminence under Washington. Many were

the hours spent in his boyish days trying to hurl the

tomahawk or dart the knife like the heroic Delawares,

and, we must confess, with but indifferent success. Instead

of sleeping quietly in his bed like other good boys of his

age, he would drop out of his window, and roll himself

up in a blanket under a low branching yew tree in the

garden, greatly to the disgust of sundry cats who had

made it a favourite trysting-place. Therefore when he

came to years of greater discretion, and found himself

his own master to a certain extent, and within reach of

the forests he longed for in his boyhood, he entered
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thoroughly into the enjoyment of a hunter's life, spending

days and nights out in the jungles, whenever he could

get leave from his regiment. Scorning luxuries, he went

in for roughing it, and rather overdid it at first, till a few

severe bouts of jungle fever somewhat restrained him.

Then the Punjaub campaign of '48 took him to more

stirring scenes, after which, through the influence of some

friends who were interested in him, he was given a staff

appointment, and, at the time of which we write, he was

holding a special post which enabled him to remain nine

months out of the year in camp, and to carry out his

favourite pursuits.

He was now expecting a young friend to join him,

who had lately landed in India.

' Nusseer Khan, was the mare taken out to Moh-

gaon ? ' asked his master, who had ridden slowly about a

mile towards his camp, which could now be seen in the

far distance, the white tents showing like specks against

the dark foliage of a mango grove. ' Was the mare

taken out to Mohgaon, and the brown Cabul to Piperia for

the chota sahib ?
'

' Yes, my lord, your slave himself saw them off.'

- ' And did you send a Sowar with them to show the

sahib the way across country ?
'

' Azim Khau went, protector of the poor.'

' 'Tis well,' replied Fordham, taking a glance up-

wards at the sun. ' The boy ought to be in camp by this

time if he started at the crow's dawn.'

The crow's dawn is an expressive native term for the

dark hour just before the first streak of grey in the

eastern sky, when those sagacious birds seem to know
that daybreak is at hand, and commence a vigorous

cawing as if to stir up the lazy ones, who may feel in-

clined to tuck a sleepy head under a wing once more.
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As the sun was beginning to get Avai'ra Fordliani

ordered his attendant to come on leisurely, whilst he,

giving rein to his horse, cantered off in the direction of the

camp. A long stretch of rice fields lay between him and

the tents. Here and there was a large tank studded at

this time of the year with innumerable wild fowl. As

he cleared a low bund, or mud embankment dividing two

fields, he startled a large flock of grey geese, which flew

off with discordant cries.

Over another bund, and he shook his fist laughingly

at a grey fox, which darted from under his horse's feet.

The little rascal had been cautiously stalking the geese,

and miight have secured one had his little game not been

spoiled by Cossack's thundering hoofs, as he bounded over

the hard soil in a manner which showed that his run of

the morning had not much affected his spirits.

A few more fields. A gentle declivity with a saridy

bottom, which served as a watercourse in the rainy

season ; a slope of turf, then a grove of huge, gnarled, old

mango trees, and the horseman pulled up his snorting

Arab at the door of a large single-pole tent.

At a little distance another smoking steed was being

rubbed down by a native groom or syce, whilst a

dismounted trooper stood at his horse's head waiting

to make his report. Seeing these signs of his friend's

arrival, Fordham threw his reins to a bystander, and was

soon welcoming to tent-life a slim young Englishman,

Avhose fresh complexion showed that an Indian sun had

not as yet had time to turn the roses of the old country

into tan.

The two men had mutual friends at home, and the

3'ounger one soon got over a certain amount of restraint

which he could not help feeling at first at the other's

superior age and position, and, whilst their baths were
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being prepared, they were deep in an animated convei'sa-

tion. Fordham's manner was so free from affectation of

any kind that he seldom failed to make the most timid at

home in a very short time, and he noted with pleasure

that his young companion was also devoid of that worth-

less lacquer which yomig men so often think passes for

sterling gold, and with which they hide the natural com-

plexion of their nature.

Nothing is more to be admired than a young man,

honest and open-hearted, just beginning life Avith all the

ardent holies and sanguine nature of youth ; fresh and

enthusiastic, willing, and not too proud to learn from those

of greater experience, and straightforward in all things.

And, on the other hand, nothing is more to be deplored,

than to see a similar youth aged beyond his years,

hipped and hlase, a wretched counterfeit of an old roue,

who thinks he is up to a trick or two, in his own misera-

ble parlance, and who considers it weak to show any

natm'al freshness whatever.

There was a striking contrast between Fordham and

Ernest Milford in dress. The elder was clad in a close-

fitting suit of stout drill, dyed with the barks of the

mango and babool trees to the true shikar colour, a sort

of ohve greenish-brown; the shoulders were pi'otected by

pieces of leather to bear the friction of the rifle ; leather-

lined pockets in front held a small powder flask, caps, and

bails, sewed up in greased cloth—for these were the days

before the common use of breech-loaders ; a hookrie or

Ghoorka knife, an awkwai'd-looking but favourite weapon

of Fordham's, and a short-bladed, straight, double-edged

dagger were attached to a broad belt of sambur leatlier
;

leggings of the same material completed his attire, Avhich

savoured more of the backwoods than of civilisation, and

formed a dingy contrast to tlie modern-cut shooting-coat.
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buckskin breeches, and highly varnished boots of his

younger companion.

A servant approaches to tell them their baths are

ready ; so let us leave them for a while and look about the

camp.

The mango grove was on the borders of a noble tank,

and was for some distance surrounded by a cultivated

plain, beyond which rose a range of blue hills. A little

to the right, nestled amongst trees, was a large native

village, inhabited by an industrious and skilful race of

cultivators called Ponwars, but a litigious, untrustworthy

set, much given to removing, if they could, their neigh-

bours' landmarks, and delighting in the incessant law-suits

arising therefrom. A few miles on the left the smoke

rose from another large village owned by a Pathan, and

colonized by that more stalwart people. They were de-

scendants of the Pathans who invaded the country in the

armies of the emperors of Delhi, and who acquired lands

in virtue of conquest, and when, about a.d. 1700, the

district of Seonee was ceded by the ruhng prince of the

Eaj Gond dynasty, Narendra Sa, to Bukht Boolund, the

Kaja of Deogurh, a Pathan adventurer, named Taj Khan,

so distinguished himself before the latter by slaying a

bear with his sword that he gave him a command of

horse, and afterwards the talooqa, or division of Doon-

gertal, where he built a fort, of which the ruins still

remain. Taj Khan's descendants soon spread themselves

over the place, and one of them now held the village to

our left, from whence he kept up an active quarrel with his

Ponwar neighbour on the old subject of a disputed boun-

dary, the ins and outs of which Fordham was now trying

to unravel.

The camp within the mango grove was an animated

scene, from the various groups of which it was composed.
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First there were four tents of sorts. The two larger ones

for Fordhani's special use, round which clustered nume-

rous servants in neat attire. Then there was a tent for

bis office-people, and a fourth, consisting merely of two

uprights, a ridge pole, and a cloth stretched over it, for

the use of the Sepoy guard which escorted his camp, and

in front of which paced a sentry guarding the piled arms.

The Sepoys themselves were mostly away in a corner

where the village dealers had opened an impromptu

shop of groceries of various kinds, and were bargaining

for the materials of which they make their frugal meals.

Some of them were already hard at work making their

flour into dough, and then roasting their flat cakes on

round iron plates, whilst a little pot of dal—a kind of

pulse—was simmering away beside the fire.

Beyond the bunniaKs shop was a group of camels,

most of them lying down ruminating after their morning's

work. Further to the left was a fine female elephant,

lazily fanning herself Avith a branch, whilst her keepers

Avere busily preparing cakes similar to those of the Sepoye,

only four times the size, which Avere intended for her

special benefit, her allowance being thirty pounds of flour

daily, with half-a-pound of ghee and half-a-pound of

treacle to supply the place of butter and jam ; besides

Avhich she was allowed as much as she could eat of grass,

succulent branches, and millet stalks. So on the whole

she was about the best treated of all the four-footed

members of the camp.

At some distance from the elephant were picketed

two rows of horses—four of them in the front rank, from

their superior accoutrements as well as appeai'ance, were

easily to be recognised as Fordhara's; the other four

belonged to his mounted orderlies. In those days district

officials were more liberally supplied with attendance than
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they are now. Having inade the round of the camii,

passuig a small tent, from which a savoury smell and

sounds of hissing frying-pans issuing told that it was the

kitchen, we find oi.u:selves again in front of the prin-

cipal tent door. A large white dog of the common
Pariah breed, but in better condition than most of his

species, stood licking his lips as each dish was carried in by

the khidmutgars and placed on the breakfast table. He
knew his place better than to go in till his master called

him—not that Fordham was his master beyond being

master of the whole camp ; Bhoora's legitimate owner

was a camel -driver, but the dog, having shown mar-

vellous sagacity in tracking wounded deer on one or

two occasions, was taken notice of by Fordham, and

always at meals was allowed a bone from the major's

table.

Breakfast having been served, and the two Englishmen

having bathed and changed their attire, they set to work

with hunters' appetites. Omelettes and khichree—afavour-

ite Indian dish of rice and pulse, boiled together with

savoury spices, and served up with butter and fried onions

—dry curries, a round of cold corned beef, potted wild

duck, eggs, toast and chuppatties—a species of thin flour

cake, or scone, baked on an iron plate, something like

what we have seen the Sepoys making, only thinner

;

various kinds of jams completed a meal to which ample

justice was done.

' What will you drink, Milford ?
' asked his host.

' Oh, tea, please,' rejoined the other, laughing. ' I have

not got over my Enghsh habits yet, and could not fancy

beer and claret, as all the others did in the station.'

' I am very glad to hear it. I always take tea myself.

if those fellows in the station would only drop beer in the

morninss and take more exercise, we should hear less of
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liver complaint among them. By the bye, I have for-

gotten old " Bhoora " and the cats too. Here, " tit, tit,

tit !
" there now, what do you think of those ?

' he con-

tinued, as two beautiful little spotted cats came racing

down from their resting-place on the inner canvas roof of

the tent, and began rubbing themselves against his legs,

and mewing for food. They were beautifully shaped, like

miniature leopards—^greyish in colour, with black spots,

white chest and belly, with large black bands and splashes,

and narrow stripes of black, white, and tan down the fore-

head.

' What splendid little fellows
!

' exclaimed Milford
;

' what are they ?
'

' A species of Pardine cat, called by naturalists Felis

rubiginosa. They were brought to me when very young

by a Gond shikaree, as I am known throughout the

district as a collector of animals. At first they were

savage, but they gradually got tamer. Even now they

will not let me handle them, although they both, and one

especially, will lie in my lap for hours whilst I am read-

ing or writing. They never leave the tents, and at night

sleep in a basket, in which they are carried from stage to

stage. You will see them by-and-by playing, and will

marvel at their agility, which far exceeds that of the

common cat. Here, Bhoora, old boj-, here is a bone for

you. Now, Milford, I must do some office work, and, if

you can amuse yourself in the mean time, we will go out

at foiu: in the afternoon and see if we can beat a hoo- out

of the cane fields beyond the village.'

' Well, if you will allow me to take a book and sit

quietly in a corner of your office tent, I should like to

see how you go on ; it will be a novelty to me, whose
only notions of a court of justice are connected with

bewigged and gowned judges and barrister?.'
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' All, we don't sport wigs and gowns in the jungles,'

rejoined his companion, laughing, ' but I think we mete

out as good justice, if not better, in our rough way; we
have no intervention of attorneys and barristers ; the

parties concerned plead their own causes, and bring up
their own witnesses. However, come along and see for

yourself.'

To an adjoining tent the two Enghshmen adjourned.

Milford chose an easy- arm-chair in a corner, where he

pretended to read, wliilst Fordham took possession of a

small table placed nearly in front of one door. Behind

his chair stood a venerable old jemadar of chapprassies,

or chief of the orderlies, a grey-bearded old Pathan, with

snow-white turban with a gold band across it, blue cloth

tunic and crimson shawl round his waist, in which was

conspicuously thrust a handsome silver-moimted, ivory-

handled Lahore knife, the badge of his rank. Behind

him again stood two ordinary chapprassies, dressed in

similar uniform but of inferior quality, and instead of the

dagger they wore an engraved brass-plate, with the name
of the office to which they belonged.

Two natives now entered, and, making a low salaam

to Major Fordham, sat down, one on each side ; one was

a Mahomedan, stout and black-bearded, and with an air

of considerable dignity and self-importance. This was

the serishtadar, or native secretary of the office, a person-

age of no small consequence. His rival (in many ways)

on the other side was a sharp-faced Hindoo, meaner in

appearance, much marked with small-pox, and very

obsequious and insinuating in his manner. Milford, as

he looked at him, thought him a most untrustworthy man,

and set him down as a rogue at once ; tliinking the

serishtadar rather a fine fellow : so much for appearances.

As neither character will figure in our pages attain we
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may us well say that the portly serishtadar was, if

possible, the greater rascal of the two, and both of them

were commonly supposed to fatten on ill-gotten gains—

a

state of things which the utmost vigilance on the part of

the European district officers was powerless to prevent.

Each man was accompanied by a clerk, and a peon

carrying a large bundle of papers tied up in a red cloth.

The Hindoo, who was the nazir, or financial secretary

and accountant, opened his bundle, took out a paper, and,

receiving a nod from his master, began in a very wheezy

voice, that seemed to filter through a layer of cotton wool,

to read a paper written in Hindi. Fordham listened, and

rapidly gave some orders. The nazir passed the paper

over to the clerk behind him, who entered the instructions

on a corner of the document.

The serishtadar now produced a lengthy report in

the Persian character, which he read in sonorous tones,

rocking his body to atid fro, and reading as much as

could be done at a time in one breath, regardless of stops,

when with a deep inspiration he made a dash on at

another series of deeply-mouthed words.

Milford thought nothing could be more monotonous,

and Fordham slily winked at him as he watched his

silent astonishment. Similar orders were passed on this

paper, and endorsed in the same manner. Then the nazir

got another innings, then the serishtadar, and so on, till

all the reports for the day were finished.

At this jimcture Nusseer Khan, divested of his brown
shikar suit, and arrayed in uniform as a chapprassee,

came in and informed his master that the blue bull had
arrived.

' Some of my morning's work,' said Fordham, turning

to his companion with a smile ;
' do you care to go out

and see it ?
'
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' Oh, yes,' rejoined the other, springing up from his

chair ;
' everything is fresh to me. Good gracious ! what

a monster ! what do you call it ?
'

' Well, he is a big fellow, certainly,' replied Fordham

;

' it was almost a sin to shoot him. I generally call them

blue bulls, for it is difficult what to call them ; they

belong properly to a genus of antelopes which is more

common in Africa than in this country. He has the

mingled attributes of the antelope, cow, and horse. The

native name, nylgdo, signifies blue bull.'

' He is almost as big as a horse,' remarked Milford.

' Yes, I suppose he is about Galloway height, 13^- or

maybe 14 hands ;
you can hardly judge of his size as he

lies strapped up on this bullock-cart. Poor brute I he

gave me a smart gallop before I knocked him over.'

' What ? did you kill him on horseback ?

'

' Yes, I generally do so when I kill them at all, and

I only try to kill them when we are in want of meat, or

for the villagers whose crops they destroy, and who are

glad to get them to eat, poor fellows ! Now all these

Gonds roundabout are rejoicing at the anticipated feast,

whilst those stupid Mahomedans of mine will not touch it,

I am sure, because Nusseer Khan did not arrive before the

breath had left its body. It is no use my telling them

that their law is founded on tlie old Mosaic ordination

regarding the blood, and that as long as the blood flows

at the cut and customary prayer they may safely eat it.

They are mostly ignorant men, knowing but some of the

fundamental rules and ceremonies of their religion, and a

few prayers in Arabic which they learn like parrots

;

and, by living so long amongst the Hindoos, they have

insensibly imbibed many of their idolatrous neighbours'

prejudices. I have a learned Mahomedan with me, a

Moulvec, or Doctor of Divuiity, but he is absent from

e
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camp to-day on business, and will not return till the

meat is all disposed of ; otherwise I am sure he would

agree with me. The serishtadar is almost as great an

ignoramus as the rest, whose mouths are watering for a

bit, but they won't touch it for fear of its not being

properly killed, or 'halal' as they term it. Here,

Nusseer Khan, cut off the head and take it to the cook ;

tell him to pickle the tongue and also to secure the

marrow-bones, and then take the animal to the other

side of the tank and cut him up. Give the meat to the

Gonds, and you may keep the skin for yourself.'

As Xusseer Klian made a low salaam Milford mis-

understood the gesture, and asked if he had changed his

mind and was going to take some of the meat.

' Oh, no,' rephed Fordham, ' it was for the skin he

made the salaam ; they use it for various purposes ; some

parts of it, the neck and chest especially, are as thick

and tough as buffalo hide. The nylgai are the only

members of the Indian deer tribe that are strong enough

to bear a bm-den. I have seen them carry a man,

whereas a sambur stag of equal size will not carry a

child. Ycu shall see my menagerie when we return to

the station, and judge for yourself; I have almost all the

deer of this part of India.'

They then returned to the tent, and Milford took to

his book and easy chair again, whilst Fordham called on

a case. It was one which he had come to investigate,

and to which we have before alluded as having consti-

tuted an old family feud between the old Pathan farmer

or malgoozar as he is termed—and his Ponwar neighbour.

We must here digress a httle from our story, and try

to explain, in as few words as possible, the relation which

exists between the State and the landholder in India

generally.
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The first principle is, that the whole of the land is

the property of the State, and the use of it by the

cultivator has to be paid for. It is only since the year

1861 that the surplus and waste lands of the State have

been allowed to be sold to purchasers, who acquire entire

proprietary right. So then the State is the great landlord,

and it has to arrange to gather its rents in the form most

convenient to itself. Now, if it were to deal directly

with each tiller of the soU, there would be endless

trouble—therefore it makes an arrangement with one, or

sometimes two or more, head men in a village, for the

half-yearly payments of the Government demand, leaving

him or them to realise from the petty holders in detail.

These petty holders become quasi-subtenants of the head

men, but they have their prescriptive rights, which are

protected by the State. For instance, as the head man

—

malgoozar or zemindar—cannot be turned out so long

as he pays the Government assessment, and his office is

hereditary, so the mourousee assamee, or hereditary

tenant, cannot be ousted from his holding so long as he

does his part in paying his rent regularly. His fields

which he received from his father will descend to his son,

so he is in fact a part proprietor. A tenant whose rights

are not so secured becomes a tenant-at-will, and is liable

to be ousted by the malgoozar, if a higher bid is made

for his land. But twelve years' occupancy would entitle

him to claim the rights of a mourousee tenant, and the

law would protect him accordingly. Each village or

group of villages has its canoongoe, or village accountant,

whose duty it is to submit to the State the accounts of

each tenant's holding. These canoongoes, or putwar-

rees, are remunerated by fixed cesses levied on all the

cultivators.

In certain cases the State makes over a talooqa, or
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division containing many villages, to one man—in olden

days generally a noble. He is expected to pay a certain

fixed sum to the Government, and he then makes his

terms with his malgoozars, and they with their tenants

—

the rights of each being still guaranteed by the State.

He then is termed a talooqdar. When for some special

service the Government demand is remitted altogether,

in favour of one or more individuals, the grant is termed

a jaghir, and the holder a jaghirdar. Of coiurse the

systems of land tenure vary greatly in different parts of

India, but, as our story has to do with the Central

Provinces only, the slight sketch above given is all that is

necessary for present purposes.

When those territories were ceded to the British in

the year 1818 several settlements or assessments of the

Government jumma, or revenue, were made for short

periods, which was a wise arrangement. Much of the

arable laud lay still covered wdtli forest, and the cultivated

portion was impoverished by over-taxation. By a series

of short but gradually lengthening settlements, at low

rates, time was given for the cleared land to recover,

and settlers were encouraged to open up the fertile

valleys that had hitherto lain waste.

It was now about the time for a.fresh assessment, and

for thirty years ; and before entering into the question of

how much each village ought to pay, it was necessary to

have an accurate survey of the whole, with a definite

demarcation of boundaries, and final adjustment of all

disputes. And this was no easy matter : all the old feuds

about a few yards of soil ; obsolete traditions of a river

bed having been diverted by one of those freaks of

nature, which will occasionally take place in the rainy

season ;
deliberate assertions of land-marks being forcibl}!^

removed ; every conceivable invention and falsehood
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were brought into play on all sides, in the hope of

getting a few extra acres out of a neighbour's land.

Such was the case being now investigated by Fordham.

The natural demarcation between the two villages was a

nullah, or brook, which, amongst other contortions pecuhar

to the brook kind, had made a decided start to the right,

and then, after taking a short bend, tiu-ned back again, as

if it had repented its little freak, and thus formed a horse-

shoe before it flowed on again in its original direction.

The few acres of ground thus enclosed were of good

quality, and formed the casus belli ; not that quality

mattered in the least—if it had been barren rock it

would have been all the same, and Fordham often declai-ed

that the final settlement of the quarrel would be a sad loss

to both parties. The value of the land was the last thing

they cared about ; it was a point of lionour with the fiery

Pathan to have what he considered his own, in spite of

the wily Ponwar, and he held it by force and put in his

ploughs by force—and with the latter it was a secret

pleasure to gall his neighbour by incessant appeals, and

endless litigation, and now came the fijial tussle when

the matter was to be decided for good. The Ponwar

declared that the brook ran originally across the base of

the loop, but that his opponent's grandfather made a dam
which stopped the water in the rains, and caused it to

find a fresh channel for itself, which it did by encroach-

ing on his lands—that the boundary ran straight from a

palas tree at the first bend to a semul tree at the second

—

and what could his ancestors do ? There was a Mussul-

man Soobah at Seonee, and justice was not to be obtained

by a Ponwar against a Mahomedan.

The contending parties stood on opposite sides at the

door of the Kutcherry tent, just in fi-ont of the table

;

the space in the middle being occupied by the witness
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wliose deposition was being recoixled. The Ponwar was

an oily-looking, slim, fair man, with cringing manners,

but with a vein of caustic humour with which he oc-

casionally touched up his impetuous opponent, who
formed a great contrast in appearance—a fine, soldiei'ly-

looking man of about fifty, tall and portly, with bushy

grey beard and whiskers, which were trained to stand

out hke those of a wild cat ; a good rider, and keen

sportsman ; a killer of tigers and bison. Was he to be

bearded and thwarted by an idolatrous, effeminate Hindoo,

and a mongrel sort of Hindoo to boot ? Soobhan Allah

!

it was enough to make his hair bristle.

Fordham was greatly amused at setting these two old

foes against each other, but he was careful not to show

the least favour or partiality to the Pathan, who was an

old friend of his.

' It is very strange,' he remarked, ' that you two can-

not live together in peace.'

' Two snakes in a basket
!

' murmured a bystander,

at which there was a general titter ; the propensity of

the larger reptile to swallow the weaker one seeming to

apply to the present case.

' So we will, Maharaj,' pleaded the Ponwar; 'only give

me my land.'

'His land!' snorted the Moslem. 'As much his

land as the sahib's tent is his. Is not the nullah the

boundary, and always has been? Am I a magician,

that I can make the waters flow where I like ? Pah

!

thooh ! but why should I talk before the sahib to one of

a generation of liars.? Ghureeb-Purwar (protector of

the poor),' continued he, altering his tone to a re-

spectful one, as he turned to Fordham, ' let my witness

be called. The Gonds are truthful and not like the

Ponwars.'
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Fordham nodded to tlie serishtadar, wlio called out,

' Summon Bukloo Goud.'

' Bukloo Gond, Bukloo Goud !

' shouted the court

peons.

' Ho, dada !
' replied a primitive-looking old savage.

Rising from the ground, and casting his axe over his

shoulder, he advanced to the table and stood on one leg,

the Gondi attitude of respect, and with his hands joined.

'Administer the oath.'

' Nov7, repeat after me,' said the serishtadar, in his

pompous manner.

' Ho, dada !
' replied the simple old man.

' You mustn't say " Ho, dada
!

" Eepeat the oath after

me.'

' Ho, dada
!

'

The serishtadar shrugged his shoulders and asked

him in high-flown language what god lie worshipped.

But it was of no avail. The old fellow could only grin

and answer ' Ho, dada
!

' whilst the bystanders were con-

vulsed with suppressed laughter, and Fordham himself

[jould not help smiUng. Seeing at last that there was no

chance of the serishtadar, who either could not or would

aot descend to the level of the Gond's intellect, being

ible to make the old man understand, Fordham took

aim in hand himself.

' Now then, dada,' said he, addressing him in his own
iialect, ' what god do you worship ?

'

' Burra Deo, Maharaj,' replied the old man, grinning

Tom ear to ear.

' Well, then, hold your hand up and swear, " Burra

Deo ka kirria."

'

' Burra Deo ka kirria,' repeated the old man solemnly,

lolding up his hand.

' What's vour name ?
'
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'Bukloo.'

' How old are you ?
'

' How can I say, Maharaj ?—about twelve or thirteen

years maybe—

'

This from an old fellow of seventy-five or eighty

elicited a burst of laughter, but Fordham interposed.

' How often have you seen the bamboo flower ?

'

'Twice, Maharaj, and a third approaches.'

' Put him down as seventy-five,' said Fordham to the

serishtadar. ' Now go on and teU us what you know of

the boundary of the village.'

' I knew it, Maharaj, when there was not an acre of

ground on its banks under the plough. On either side

for a quarter of a mile towards the villages was waste,

and used for herding cattle. The brook ran where it

does now : there has been no change.'

' There, see, my lord,' burst forth the fiery old Pathan ;

' it is true, the Gond speaks the truth !

'

' Who gives him two khundies of land for kodoo, rent

free ? ' glibly insinuated the Pouwar.

A snort from the indignant Khan was followed by an

injunction from the serishtadar to keep silence before the

hakim.
' Do you know the palas tree and the semul tree at

the two bends of the nullah ?

'

' Ho, Maharaj.'

' Beema Putail declares that his boundary runs in a

straight line across, and that the nullah used to flow in

that direction till it was diverted by Oomrao Khan, the

present malgoozar's grandfather—is it true ?

'

' It is true, and it is not true, Maharaj. I knew tlie

Khan sahib's grandfather, and Beema Putail's great-grand-

father, and neither of them turned the brook ; it was a

greater than either of them did it—it was,' continued the
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old man, lowering his voice to a solemn and mysterious

whisper—'it was Doongerdeo who did it. The nullah

flowed on both sides of the land. So I have heard my
fathers say ; and the land was an island sacred to him.

In the midst of it stood an enormous semul tree, where

the Gond people laid their offerings, and where the souls

of our ancestors hved ; but one day Soojahut Khan, the

father of Oomrao Khan, cut down the semul to make

himself a large canoe for the tank, and since then there

has been ill-feeling about this land. Doongerdeo dried

up one channel of the nullah, and the place was no

longer sacred ; for long no one would go near it. At

last the cattle grazed there, and then Suka Putail, the

great-grandfather of Beema Putail, laid claim to it, and

there has been war about it ever since : but Doongerdeo

dried up the nullah—my people have said it.'

There were varied expressions at this old legend

amongst the listeners. Not a few believed in it, for tales

of wonder were not uncommon in a land of forest and

mountain, peopled by superstition with woodland fays

and deities.

Fordham was amused with the tale, though in his

own mind he was of opinion that the channel had been

diverted by natural causes, not infrequent in the rainy

season.

The Pathan malgoozar's face showed a mixture of

contempt and somewhat of disgust at the compromising

nature of the evidence, but a smile gradually came over

it at the mention of the tree having caused the feud, for

he remembered the canoe as a boy ; it was now rotten

and sunk, but it had been the finest donga ^ in the district.

Beema Putail was half fiightened at the supernatural

' A dug-out canoe.
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part of the story, and half disgusted at the evident cre-

dence it obtained.

' Let my lord order a punchayet ^ on it,' at last he

exclaimed.

' Nay,' said the Pathau, ' let Beema Putail put his

hand on his son's head and walk over the boundary he

claims.'

' Well,' remarked Fordham, ' I think the punchayet

will be the best plan. Will you agree to one, Wuzeer

Khan ?

'

' Ghureeb-Purwar, I will do whatever you advise.'

' Well, name one, Beema.'

' Earn Lall Seyt, Khodawund.'
' Well, Wuzeer Khan, do you agree ?

'

' Without doubt, my lord ; Eam Lall Seyt is a good

man and a just, and urdike the rest of his caste. May
the curse of the Prophet light on them

!

' he muttered in

an undertone, as he remembered sundry cash transactions

with the banker caste, of which Eam Lall was a member.
' Put down Eam Lall Seyt as sir-punch. Now,

Wuzeer Khan, name another.'

' Bakm- Mahomed Khan.'

' His wife's sister's husband. I object, my lord,' cried

Beema.
' Well, then, Eaheem Khan, of Bitlee ?

' demanded the

other.

' Very well, I agree,' said the Ponwar, adding, sotto

voce, ' He's the same religion, but they're reputed to dis-

like each other.'

' Now, Beema, another on your side.'

' Nuncoo Putail, of Khapa.'

' No, no,' cried the Pathan ;
' you lent him three hun-

' A jury or board of arbitration, usually cousislinp of five, viz. four

members and a sir-punch or president.
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dred rupees for his daughter's marriage, and do you

think he will give fair j udgment ?
'

Beema appealed to Fordham, but was told he must

name some one to whom his opponent would agree, so

after great wrangling they chose a Gond. Then the

Pathan named another Gond, who was accepted without

demur, both sides apparently having faith in the simple

honesty of the aborigines. Finally, Beema proposed

another Ponwar, who, after some discussion, was ac-

cepted. And so the arbitration stood as follows. One
Mahomedan and one Ponwar, twoGonds, and a Mahajun,

or banker, for sir-punch, or president.

Orders were then passed for the summoning of the

arbitrators, and the court closed for the day.

' I am afraid it is rather late for the hog,' remarked

Fordham, looking at his watch ;
' however, we can but

try, though we have some little distance to ride. Allans,

boot and saddle !

'

' Are we sure to find them soon ? ' asked Milford.

' Pretty certain. There are few places in this district

where you can ride pig, and we are going to one of the

best. There are some sugar-cane fields, in which they

lie sometimes for days together, and there is a clear run

of about two miles before they can get into thick cover

;

but it is ticklish riding over black cotton soil for the first

mile : after that we come on a bed of laterite, which is

first-rate.'

Here the old jemadar came in and whispered some-

thing to his master.

' Ah ! I quite forgot, Milford ; do you mind putting up

with small game to-day and leaving the pig for the

morning ?
'

'Ko, not in the least. I am ready for anything.'

' Well, then, I must tell you I want a live adult
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male of the rilj-face, or barking deer, for my menagerie,

and so I gave orders for a small hill, which is supposed

to contain one or two of these animals, to be surrounded

by nets on three sides and driven on the fourth. We
will take spears, in case we get a tough customer like a

panther or hyena in the nets.'

The horses were already saddled, and a few minutes

sufficed for the sportsmen to don their shikar suits.

Fordham looked with interest at the bran-new guns in

their glossy cases which his young companion had brought

out, but there was no time to lose in looking over all the

latest improvements ; so he turned to his own weather-

beaten rifles, every piece of which had its story to tell

of hair's-breadth escapes and stirring scenes, and his eye

brightened, and his heait warmed towards them as he

thought that the finest battery modern skill could turn

out would hardly replace his old, well-tried friends.

' I shall take this with me to-day,' he said, turning to

Nusseer EHian, and tapping a long single-barrelled rifle.

' You are in disgrace, my friend, since you missed the

man-eating tiger at Sirekha ; but we will give you a

chance now and then of retrieving your character.'

' That's a killing-looking weapon,' remarked Milford,

as he noticed its great length, and the heaviness of the

metal.

' Yes ; as a rule it carries very truly, but my faith

was shaken in it the other day,' rejoined Fordham. ' I

had been out after a tiger at Sirekha, at the confluence

of the Hirrie river with the Ban Gunga, and after much
toil came upon him, lying under a clump of bamboo.

I was particularly anxious to get him, for he had lately

taken to man-eating, and, as he lay looking at me with his

head between his paws, I foolishly laid down the double

rifle I had in my hand, and took up ' Plugger,' thinking
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to brain him as he lay, and for the first time the weapon

played me false, or rather, I should say, my own eye and

hand, for, after all, it is httle a shooting-iron can do if

the aimer's hand shakes.'

Their route from the camp lay along the edge of the

tank—a sheet of water which in England would pro-

bably be called a lake—and the younger Englishman

was greatly interested in the variety of water-fowl which,

most of them new to him, dotted its surface or which

sported along it's banks. Wild ducks in countless num-

bers tlironged the placid bosom of the waters, or

circled round and round in the air preparatory to settHng

down—along the edges stalked long-legged cranes—the

graceful sarus,^ with his crimson head and stately carriage,

towering above the smaller storks and ibises around him.

Here and there a solitary heron stood motionless, watch-

ing for an unwary fish. Stilts and sandpipers hunted

along the oozy margin for their food, and the elegant

pheasant-tailed, golden-necked jacana glided swiftly over

the leaves of the water lilies.

' Look,' said Fordham, pointing to a clear patch of

water, out of the midst of which a slender-pointed head

like that of a serpent rose, looked round for a second,

and then withdrew again, to be raised afresh a few yards

further.

' What is it ?—a snake ? ' asked Milford.

' No, not a snake, but a snake-bird. It is a most ex-

traordinary creature, a very handsome species of diver ;
^

in the morning you may often see it perched on a

stone, with its wings spread out like a Prussian Eagle,

basking in the sun and looking the essence of stupidity,

but in the Avater they are most wary birds, generally

' Griis Aniiffotie. Plotus mclanogastcr.
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swimming with the body submerged, and it is little

use shooting at them, for, in addition to tlie very small

mark they afford, they dive at the flash like an American

loon ; they have beautiful plumes which, in some parts of

the country, are considered emblems of nobility like those

of the heron.'

A large batch of teal now came whirling over their

heads, and fell plump like a shower of shot into the lake

;

at the same instant, with a sound like the whizz of an

arrow as it passes close to the ear, darted a bhyri, or

peregrine falcon, but this time the teal were too quick

for him, and the disappointed hawk soared, on and

upwards in his swoop, and passed over to the other side.

By this time the horsemen had neared the end of the

tank, and surmounting a slight slope, covered with low

beyr bushes, they came in sight of the hill to be driven,

which lay jutting out from a low range which bounded

the horizon.

' Hist !
' whispered Fordham, ' there is a chikara just

within range. Now, Milford, try your luck.'

The graceful little gazelle^ was unconsciously nibbling

some of the tender shoots, and had not as yet noticed the

party. Milford seized his glossy Purdey, fresh from its

case, and, eagerly aiming, fired. The gazelle bounded

high in the air, and went down the slope at a pace which

showed that not much damage had been done.

The young sportsman blushed with disappointment

and vexation, but Fordham assured him a chikara was no

easy mark for a beginner, and he would soon get over

the little excitement that always prevails at first. And
then, as they went on, he related several anecdotes of his

own failures in years gone by.

' Gazella Bmnettii.
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On arriving at the hill they found the nets all

arranged, and the beaters waiting.

' You must not consider this poaching business as an

introduction to Indian sports, Milford,' remarked his com-

panion. ' This is merely to gratify my mania for collecting

living specimens of animals, and I find that if I trust to

the natives to trap them, they invariably hurt the poor

things in some way. Now, look here, these are long

fishing nets, strong enough to hold the creatures I want,

but you can never be certain in this district that the

smallest copse does not contain a tiger or other savage

animal, and therefore I warn you to look out. Hyenas

are very common in such places as this ; consequently

I have given each net-watcher a spear. I shall guard

this run myself, as I see some tracks here of rib-faced

deer, kakur or bherki as the natives call them. You

take the next. Nusseer Khan, who has got the end net

to the left ? it's a likely run.'

' That one-eyed shikaree from the Putail's village,

my lord.'

' Oh ! that braggart ; he won't do much even with a

hyena. Now tell the beaters to begin.'

Some minutes elapsed before a messenger could get

round to the back of the hiU where the beaters were

assembled, and during the interval the two Englishmen

hid themselves as much as possible behind bushes, and

awaited the advance. The nets were placed on supports,

so as give way with an animal of the size of the kakur

and fall over him, and were partially hidden by light,

feathery branches of the aonla tree,i planted here and

there in front. Milford, to whom all was new and

fresh, felt intensely excited as the faint sound of drums

' Phyllanthus emblica.
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and shouts came, borne by the breeze which swept over

the hilL Then birds of all kinds came flying over ; the

chattering and screaming latora,^ or buflf-magpie, first

attracted his notice. Then a jungle-fowl rose with a

whirr and swept over his head ; then a peacock with a

magnificent train—^how his fingers itched to pull a trigger

at it as it passed ; then another and another ; out dashed a

liare, and fell into Fordham's net, but, not being heavy

enough to bring it down, it was frightened back. As

Milford watched he thought he could see something

moving cautiously through the bushes, something with

reddish hair ; his heart beat faster as he thought it might

be a tiger or panther. However, his doubts were soon

set at rest when a beautiful little deer stepped out of the

dense copse, and advanced cautiously, now and then

stopping with uphfted forefoot to listen to the approaching

beaters. It was about three feet or so in length, and of

a reddish chestnut colour, low in the fore-quarters; but

its chief peculiarity lay in its head, which was unlike

anything Milford had seen before. From the mouth

projected two sharp little tusks curved downwards, the

skin between the eyes was puckered up into longitudinal

ridges, whence comes its name of rib-faced. Above

each eye rose a bony pedicle, covered with skin and hair,

to the height of three or four inches, and on each of

these was a short two-pronged horn. These deer are

not uncommon all over India in forest lands, but they

are very shy, solitary animals, seldom found even in

pairs. In captivity they get very tame, and evince most

extraordinary freaks of appetite, eating meat fi-eely, and

even gnawing bones. They are very good eating.

The little animal was advancing with all the caution

' Dendrocitfa rufa.
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of a prowling lynx, when one of tlic foremost beaters

ilun<f a handful of "ravel high in the air, wliicli came

clattering down like a volley of bullets. The bheiki

started, and, dashing blindly forward in terror, was in a

moment entangled in the meshes of Fordham's net.

Both Milford and Nusseer Khan rushed to help him,

and after much ineffectual struggling the little fellow

was firmly, but harmlessly, boimd in a long strip of soft

calico which formed Nusseer Khan's waist-band. They

had just accomplished their task when a most diabolical

yell was heard from their left, with shouts from all the

beaters, some of whom screamed ' Bagh ! bagh !

' from

the mere supposition that it might be a tiger. Others,

who saw something black, yelled 'Bhaloo! bhaloo!'

(bear). Many just screamed anj^thing out of fun, not

knowing or caring what it might be. All knew that

some big animal had broken cover, and that was enough

to 3-aise the hideous din.

On the extreme left a net was given in charge, fis we
have before said, to a one-eyed shikaree, whose exploits,

judging from his own account of them, were of no

common order. Our friend squatted down behind a

bush, with a formidable-looking phulsa, or broad-bladed

'

spear, with which he was quite prepared to do great

deeds of valour on any small fry, such as hares, mun-

gooses, porcupines, &c. But he ^vas not in luck's way

—

nothing came near him, not even a field mouse, although

once or twice he thought he heard a rustling in the

coppice just in front of him. The approaching beaters

warned him that the chance of anything was nearly over,

and he was indulging in a comfortable yawn, when with

a savage grunt a grisly boar dashed headlong out of the

thicket, and, to his horror, fell slap into his net. No
doubt piggy was as astonished as the shikaree, and gave

D
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vent to various mingled grunts and squeals, expressive of

his disapprobation, during which time his struggles to get

free were making serious rents in the net ; still, had our

friend been the mightj- man of valour he was supposed

to be, there was time and opportunity for driving the

heavy blade through his foe's brawny chest, and adding

an additional laurel to his crown. But, alas ! the flesh

was too weak. Uttering the piercing shriek that startled

the two Englishmen, the valiant hunter cast away his

weapon and fled. A few more vigorous rips and tugs at

the net, and the boar was free, and, catching sight of the

flying figure, he made after Mm.
By the tune Fordham and Milford were on their feet

and had hold of their guns the fugitive came in sight,

closely pursued by his adversary. Milford rapidly fired

at the boar in hopes of stopping him, but missed. Again

he levelled the second barrel, and this time with some

effect, for the boar staggered and fell, but picking hhnself

up he dashed on savagely again at the luckless native.

There was only one chance for him now, and that was

with Fordham. The distance was a long one, but

Plugger had done well at even a greater range. Deli-

berately, too deliberately under the circumstances

Milford thought, the long barrel was raised ; the young

man held his breath and strained his eyes with expecta-

tion. For a second the deadly tube remained steady, and

the bright flash shot forth. The man fell exhausted, but

struck through the brain the boar rolled over liim—dead

!

' Humph !
' ejaculated Fordham, ' I'm glad Plugger

has retrieved his character this time. He has saved that

poor fellow's life at all events.'

Milford had ruslied off"to help the unfortunate shikaree,

who was sitting up, rocking his body backwards and for-

wards, and moaning dismally'. He was, however, more
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frightened than hurt; though he had an ugly scratch

across his left shoulder-blade, where the boar had at-

tempted to rip him as he rolled over.

Nothing now remained but to pay off the beaters and

go home. Fordham was generally very particular about

paying the men himself, so that none of the money

intended for them should pass into other hands. For

this purpose he always brought a bag of copper on the

field, and each beater presented his voucher, which con-

sisted of a gun wad, which had been served to him at the

time of enlistment. As his method was well known in

the country he never had the least difficulty in getting

men. In fact there is nothing the Gonds enjoy so much
as a day's shooting out with a sahib, and, as each man gets

from a penny to twopence-halfpenny in Indian money for

the day's work, it combines profit with pleasure, for,

small as the sum may appear to us, it is more than what

these poor savages usually eoi-n. However, it is not the

Gonds alone who join in these sports. All castes and

ranks eagerly enrol themselves when notice is given of a

' hank ' or drive.

It was nearly dark by the time the fiiends got home,

quite dark under the gloom of the trees, and it was

getting chilly too as the mists rose from the surface of

the tank. The camp looked gay with numerous fires :

larger ones, round which gathered parties of camel

drivers, elephant keepers, grooms, and numerous camp

servants and followers ; whilst smaller ones, like lesser

stars, dotted the recesses of the grove where the Sepoys

were cooking their suppers ; and the ruddy light of the

fire on the bronzed skin of the athletic Rajpoot, as

stripped to his waist-cloth he bent over his evening meal,

made a subject for a painter's eye that would have

delighted Salvator Eosa or Eembrandt. Inside the tent,

D 2
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where dinner was being laid, there was a scene of still

greater cheerfulness. A neat camp-table, with glittering

glass and plate on the snowy cloth. A handsome lamp,

shedding a brilliant light over all. Eound one of the

doors was extended semicircularly a curtain to keep off

the wind, and the door shade had been taken off, so as not

to interfere with the smoke and sparks of a crackling

wood fire, which was brightly blazing away. A watchful

servant sat close by with sundry jars of water, ready to

extinguish, if necessary, any sparks which might set fire

to the curtains or tent vralls.

Eound this cheerful blaze the two friends gathered

after a hearty dinner of soup, sanwul fish from the lake,

a roast haunch of black buck, pintail duck and blue bull

marrow-bones, with a bottle of good Burgundy ; and

they talked of home and fi-iends in old England till the

night waxed late, and then they retired to a hunter's

dreamless sleep, which closed ^Milford's lirwt day of camp

life in the jungles.

lUU-FACED OKKU.



CHAPTER n.

About six weeks had

elapsed since the time

of which we have been

writing in our last chap-

ter. An old man stood, leaning on the barrel of a

matchlock of unusual length, on the edge of a hill

overlooking one of the most beautiful valleys of the

Seonee district—the valley of the DuUal—a little gem
amongst the hills of the northern part of the Durasi

talooqa, a few miles to the south-east of the station

of Seonee. It was a scene to gladden the eye of any

lover of nature—the fringe of sombre forest—the re-

freshing green of the valley beneath—the glorious blaze

of colour from the crimson flowers of the palas,* now

Buiea froiidma.
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burstiug fortlv into bloom everywhere. Pen can hardly

describe the effect of tlie masses of this splendid tree,

the ' Flame of the forest,' as it is sometimes called ; under

its gorgeous blossoms the graceful, fuchsia-like grislea,

with its coralline branches, pales into insignificance. Only

the lordly cotton tree ^ dares to rival it, and that only from

the size of its buttressed trunk and giant arms. Its

massive waxen petals are of a more dingy crimson, and

lack the vividness of the orange tint in the butea. Here

and there the eye might fall on a more brilliant spot,

Avhere tlie golden chalice of the gubdi ^ tips the branch-

lets of this peculiar candelabra-shaped tree. But the

general aspect of the forest was a blaze of crimson relieved

by dark green. Even the old hunter seemed struck by

it as his eye wandered over the landscape, familiar

though it was to him. He was about fifty-five or sixty

years of age, tall and erect, with a singularly mild face,

deep-set eyes, mouth with a plaintive expression, slightlj'^

shaded by a scanty white moustache, a little tuft of

white hair on his chin, a lean, bony head and face, and

long, scraggy neck, deeplj' seamed with many scars. His

meagre form was arrayed in a sort of hunting shirt of

greenish brown, belted at the waist with sambur leather.

Breeches of the same colour reached down to just below

his knees, his legs and feet being bare. Eound his head

was a small tightly twisted turban of the same hue as the

rest of his garments, and at his belt he carried a long

Lahore knife, a horn of powder, and a small wallet con-

taining bullets, flint and steel, &c.

This was Sheykha, the most redoutiible shikai-ee of

the district. His ancestors for several generations had

followed the peaceful avocation of hair-dressing, being

^ Bomha.vheptnplniUiim. ' Cochlcofpcniium r/osfi/pium.
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barbers by profession—not of the Hindoo but of the

Mussulman religion. But forty years before Sheykha,

then a mere stripling, threw away the razor and took to

the matchlock, and whilst yet a young man his fame was

spread throughout the land. Many were the stories of

his exploits—how on one occasion he had cut down a

tiger with a sword—how on another, when a comrade

was being carried off, Sheykha stood forward and shouted

to the tiger ' Khubburdar I ' ^ The brute stopped and

looked round, and the next moment fell, shot through the

brain. The deep scars on his neck told of a desperate

struggle with a panther, which brought him nigh to

death's door ; others on his body and chest bore witness

to a dreadful encounter with a wounded bison. At such

times, wlien he lay on a bed of pain hovering betwixt life

and death, he would declare that he would give up the

hunter's life ; but when he got better and began to clean

out his rusting matchlock, the old jungle fit would come

on with the smell of the powder, and he would be off

again as soon as he could travel. Many and many
a time has he gone up to the magistrate's office and cast

down his load of skins—tigers', panthers', and bears',

—

for the Government reward, and a long fist of payments

made to him exists in the records to this day.

The old man had marched fully ten miles that morn-

ing and had still another fifteen before him, and therefore

he stayed no longer than was necessary to recover a little

breath lost in toiling up the steep path to the top of the

hill, when, bringing his matchlock to the trail, he strode off

along the crest of the ridge on which he had been halt-

ing. The path, which was one used by the iron-workers

of theDurasi hills on their way to the Seonee markets, led

' • Take care I

'
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for some distance through the forest, when it suddenly

opened on a well-made road, which had evidently been

laid out by European skill. This was one of the district

I'oads leading from the station of Seonee down to the

Tehseel, or sub-treasury of Kuttunghee, in the valley ofthe

Ban Gunga. It was market-day at Seonee, and the old

hunter met strings of people going home to their various

villages. They were of all castes and classes. The

Ponwar in his light bullock cart, or khanchur, drawn by a

pair of little fast-trotting bullocks, small high-blooded

deer-headed animals tiiat will trot their eight miles au

hour without whip or goad ; sleek-looking Telees ' on

ponies, happy, light-hearted Gonds, most of them, the

girls especially, with a bright bunch of palas flowers, or

the sweet-scented sprays of the Tinsa.- stuck on one side

of their heads. Such is the fondness of the Gond for this

style of decoration, that, when some 5'ears ago oats were

introduced into the district and distributed amongst the

malgoozars for experiment, the Gonds were so struck

with the peculiarly graceful grain that it was with diffi-

culty they were restrained from plucking it to adorn their

turbans. The old hunter was well known by many
on the road. There was hardly a village in the \acinity

where he had not lodged on a tiger-slajang expedition,

and many were the greetings he got and looks of wonder

from the stalwart Gondian damsels, who, with their

sturdy bare limb.s, tattooed with elaborate patterns, strode

Amazon-like after their less athletic-looking lords. One
of the first things that strike a stranger on entering

Gondwana is the muscidar power exhibited bv the

females of the aboiigiual tribes as compared with the

men—a state of things to be paralleled in the animal

kingdom only Ijy the liawks.

' Oil-iloalcix. ' Diilheiyin wijcineusii.
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However, we must not wander from our story.

After following the main road for about a mile the

old hunter struck into a side path to the right, which led

over a gentle upland to a village which crowned the

height about two miles off. The day was waning and

he had still far to go, so he hurried on at a swinging pace.

He had left the forest behind liim and had entered on a

partially cleared country. Here and there were open fields

under cultivation, strips of grazing land dotted with

bushes, and other plots lying fallow and overgrown with

weeds. Two more fields remained between him and the

village, and, as he noticed three ponies grazing there, he

thought he might make an arrangement with the owner

of one of them to get one to carry him on to his intended

resting-place, whicli was still some miles farther.

As he thought over the matter he suddenly stopped,

and dropped silently behind a tuft of coarse grass which

grew by the side of the path. Motionless he lay for

a minute or two, cautiously peering through the cover in

front of him. A large panther had glided through the

bushes in front, and was intent on stalking the ponies.

He was too near the old man for him to venture on the

least noise, and so, stealthy as the feline itself, he crouched

and watched. At last the panther moved a httle further.

The shikaree drew out of his wallet the flint and steel, and

gently striking a spark on the end of the bit of slow

match which was attached to his piece, slid off the lid of

the pan and put in a fresh pinch of primuig powder. All

was done as deliberately as if there was no need to hurry

—and indeed there was not. The hunter knew the

habits of the animal he watched. He knew that the

panther was calculating the chances of a rush across an

(,)[)LMi space to where (lie ponies were feeding, and that, as

long as there was any hope of their coming incautiously
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nearer to liim, he would crouch and bide his time. Men
bred to a forest life learn much fi'ora the beasts of prey,

and amongst other things the force of that great truth,

' Most haste worst speed.'

So Sheykha waited patiently. An ordinary English-

man in his place would have been too eager, and risked

a shot at the brute's head—he was not more than forty

or fifty yards off ; but it would not do for the native.

His matchlock had two bidlets in it, and he wanted both

to be planted in the panther's body. But as he lay, close-

pressed to the ground in a slight hollow, it was not

feasible. At last the animal's patience seemed to give

way, for he slowly rose, and, whisking his tail from side

to side, settled his powerfid quarters for a rush. The

long barrel was carefully pushed through the grass, and

the next moment the panther, mortally wounded, rolled

over and plunged into the thicket.

The old hunter lay perfectly still for a while, knowing

the savage nature of the beast with whom he had to deal,

and he loosened his long knife in its sheath, ready for

action if it were needed. But all was as still as the

grave, save for the chirrup of the crickets in the grass,

or the monotonous notes of the nightjars which were

coming out as the sun went down. At last the shikai-ee

rose, still cautiously, with eyes and ears strained, and,

jilacing his knife between his teeth, he stepped out into

the open, and began carefully to reload.

Having filled a measure with coarse powder from

a large horn slung at his waist-belt, he chose two bidlets,

one a size smaller than the other. The larger one,

carefully wrapped in a patch, he rammed down tight

over the powder; the next bullet with a bit of ratr

over it went down on the top of the first. This notion

of the two bullets may or may not have boon i)oculiar to
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Slieyklui's tactics. Many Indian shikarees use tliree or

even more bullets, but Sheykha used to declare that with

two bullets, one a little smaller than the other, the aim was

certain with the tighf^fitting one, and the other would

not fly more than a span apart, thus giving two severe

wounds at once. Whether this ingenious theory will

bear a practical test we much doubt. Having rammed
down his bullets, he took out a small gazelle horn, beau-

tifully polished, plugged at the bottom, and w'itli a

small hole drilled at the finer end, into which was

inserted a wooden stopper. This contained a little fine-

grained English powder, with which he replenished the

pan of his matchlock. Having done this to his entire

satisfaction, and having replaced the horn in his wallet

—

all the time his eyes and ears having been on the alert

—

the old hunter sheathed again his knife, and, shouldering

his piece, strode off rapidly towards the village ; suddenly

stopping, he turned back, and noting tlie position of the

tuft of grass, and the place where the panther was

crouching, he broke a twig, and, slitting the top, inserted

in it another smaller twig. This T-shaped instrument

he forced into the ground, the cross twig at the top

pointing in the direction the panther had taken. Having

thus made his memorandum for future guidance, he

strode off again, and was short within the precincts of

the village.

Here he was pressed to stay for the night by the

malgoozar, who knew him well, and who was also

gratefid for the supposed destruction of the panther, who
had on several occasions lately carried off the villagers'

calves and goats, and also a favourite dog. But the

shikaree said he must go on to Major Fordham's camp

that night, and, accepting the loan of a pony, and tlie

gift of a drink of milk, he started afresh. The moon
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had risen, and the countiy was tolerably open, and in

about two hours' time the white tents of the camp came

in sight. Tethering his pony at the house of an old

acquaintance of his in the village, the old hunter made

his way to Fordham's tent, and, as the sahib was at

dinner, he sat down amongst the peons outside till he

could have an audience.

Our friends, Fordham and Milford, were in truth

at the moment of Sheykha's arrival deep in the discussion

of a game pie, in which sundry and divers victims of

their guns and rifles ^vere represented ; and, reader, a

game pie properly made—especially when the ingredients

have most of them a story- attached to them—is a dainty

dish fit to set before a king. There is a zest in each

piece of venison when you know the patient stalk you

had to secure the proud buck, the clever snap shot at

the hare, the day's fag after the snipe and the teal— all

these come before you as you appease the cravings of

nature after a hard day of j ungle work.

After dinner was over, a servant placed a chess board

on the table, and retired, when the old jemadar entered,

and annouuced the arrival of Sheykha.

' Call him in, call him in,' said Fordham. ' Now,

Milford, you Avill see the most noted shikaree of the

district. I think he is rather overrated, but he is a

staunch old fellow after all, and certainly, is the best

of the lot ; though now he is getting garrulous in his old

age-'

' Why, he is the very image of old Natty Bumppo in

Cooper's novels !
' exclaimed Milford, as the old man

entered, and, after making a salaam, grounded his piece,

and stood in respectful attention.

' Yes, there are points of resemblance,' rejoined Ford-

ham ;
' but our friend Sheykha is hardly up to the mark
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of the American, thougli lie is a bit of a hero in his way
too.

'There are many points of resemblance iu appear-

ance,' remarked Milford ;
' his lean figure, scraggy neck,

and mild, open face ; and then the dress is not unhke,

only that he dispenses with the gaiters that old Leather-

stocking got his name from.'

' Yes, and there are other traits which coincide with

the novelist's hero—Sheykha's simple habits ; he is the

only native I know hereabouts who will not even

smoke tobacco. He says he got out of the way of it,

because the wild beasts smell you quicker if you carry

an aroma of the Virginian weed about you. I know not

if it be true, but it is one of Sheykha's theories, and I

have not any reason to doubt it. Then he has the same

love for the backwoods, and seldom stays long in the

station. But, as I said before, he is getting garrulous in

his old age—a common fault. Well, Sheykha,' he con-

tinued, addressing the shikaree, ' I am glad you have

come, for there is a tiger to arrange for beyond Klmndi-

par, and the ground is so bad, and the brute so cunning,

that I am afraid we shall have to sit out for him at night,

as the elephant is of no use.'

The old fellow shook his head. ' Xo use there,

sahib ; there are ravines whei'e no elephant could go

;

we must tie out a bait, but even that will not avail much.

I know that tiger of old ; he is a regular skulker, verj'

suspicious. We must wait till he kills some cow of his

own free will, and then, Inshallah ! we will circumvent

him. But he won't be driven ; you must lead him.'

' So I hear,' rejoined Fordham, ' and if any one can

circumvent him, you can, and therefore I sent for you.

I think you had better go off there to-morrow morning

and see Avhat can be done. I particularly want to
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destroy that brute, for I hear lie lia.s killed one man, and

he may now become a regular man-eater.'

' If your slave might speak, he has a petition to make,'

urged the old man.
' Certainly ; say on—what is it ?

'

Sheykha then recounted the scene with the panther,

and begged permission to track him up in the morning,

and secure the skin, which was worth ten rupees to him.

Leave was granted at once, and Fordham asked his

young companion if he would like to go with Sheykha,

in wliich case he might take the elephant. ' I cannot go

myself,' he added, ' for I must gallop out to look at a

landmark where three villages meet, and which, it is

alleged, has been removed from its proper place.'

Milford eagerly assented, and, the necessary orders

having been given, Sheykha got his conge, and the two

Englishmen settled down to their game of chess.

Milford was roused up at a very early hour next

morning by his old bearer, who in sepulchral tones

called out, • Sahib ! sahib ! it's past five o'clock ; the

yellow clouds are coming out.'

' Holloa
!

' exclaimed the young man, jumping out of

bed and rubbing his sleepy eyes. He could hear the

cawing of the crows and the faint clarion of the distant

village cocks. A hurried splashing in cold water from a

neighbouring stream, and in ten minutes he was ready

dressed to go out. He had by this time adopted his

elder companion's mode of dress ; and, as it had seen a

month's jungle work, he looked more of the shikaree

than he did on the first day of his camp life. The only

things he retained were the buckskin breeches, wliich he

did by Fordham's advice, and he found the comfort of

them in resisting the attacks of the spear-grass, which is

so annoying to the hunter at that season of the 5'^ear.
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This grass,^ wliich grows in the Central Provinces to a

height of two to three feet, must be felt to be appreciated.

It has a little sharp seed, bearing at one end a slightly-

curved and barbed point, as acute as a needle, and at the

other end a long awn like that of barley, and which has

a similar property of working its way on by friction.

The unwary traveller who marches with a pair of ordi-

nary woollen trousers through a patch of this grass comes

out bristling like the fretful porcupine, and half mad with

irritation. The next best protection after leather is good

stout moleskin.

Milford's dressing had been done by candleHght, and

now a cup of steaming chocolate and rounds of buttered

toast were brought in and done ample justice to. The

chocolate finished, he sallied out into the fresh open

air. The ' yellow clouds,' as his bearer had called them,

had come out in good earnest, and the eastern sky

glowed with crimson and gold. A stout Cabul, which

rejoiced in the name of ' Brownie,' stood ready saddled

at the door; an orderly was having a fight with his

vicious Eoman-nosed brute ; in the background towered

the loft}^ form of old Bussimta, the elephant, flapping

her huge ears. Sheykha was waiting with his long

matchlock, as were also two chapprassees, divested of

tlieir uniforms and clad in sober shikar clothing.

Fordham had left soriae time before, as he had far to

go, and so Milford, vaulting into the saddle, led the way
at once, Sheykha going on ahead as a guide. The suu

was well up when they got to the village where the

panther had been, shot, and ten miiautes more led them

to tlie spot where the old shikaree had left his mark

;

the little stick was soon found, and then Milford got on

' Andropor/nn ncictihtns.
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the elephant, and tlie stately creature ]>asse(l on with

ponderous but silent strides hito the thicket. This was

the young man's first chance of meeting with one of the

feline race, and his heart beat a little faster than ordinary

as he kept a sharp look-out, in hopes of turning out the

wounded panther. At last Bussunta struck the end of

her trunk upon the ground with a hollow sound, and

lifted it high out of harm's way.

' Look out, sahib
!

' remarked the mahout ;
' the

elephant smells the " tendua."
'

Milford's feelings rose to the highest pitch of expecta-

tion when Sheykha, quietly pointing to the left, said

' There he is, sahib, but he is dead.'

So he was, lying stiflF and cold with two bullets

through his ribs. It was a disappointment to the young

man, who expected some fun. However, he was not of

a jealous disposition, and the next moment he was off

the elephant, and examining the panther with curiosity

and interest ; he was a magnificent animal of the larger

variety, and the boy envied Sheykha his good luck in

coming across him. A young dhaman tree was quicklj'^

felled and stripped of its lateral branches, and the feet

of the pard being tied together, the pole was passed

under them, and four stout young fellows canried him off

to the camp.

' Now, what are we to do, Sheykha ?
' asked the

yoiuig sportsman. ' Is tltere any chance of anything on

oiu" way home ?
'

' Allah only knows,' rejoined the old man, ' where

the wandering tiger will rest or the sambur hides from

the noonday sun, and there are both of them in the hills

around us. But if your honour does not mind a circuit

of a few miles, there is a little hill, chilled by the Gonds
" Mullol Mutta," or the hare's hill, where we may with
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your lionour's good fortune get a bear. It is too late to

look for the sambur as tliey return from their nightly

forays
; you must intercept them before the day breaks,

and the moon is yet too young to be of use ; but a bear

we might find in the caves.'

' Come along, then, by all means,' exclaimed the

impetuous youth ;
' en avant, en avant

!

'

' Have you got any fireworks in the howdah, Akbar

Ali ? ' asked the hunter of the mahout.
' There are a few " anars " ^ in the locker under the

back seat,' was the reply.

' Good ! we may need them, for at times a bear is

not easily dislodged from a cave without a cracker or

two.'

The morning was still fresh and pleasant, and the

breeze cool, though the sun was now well up, and the

route lay through pretty country, undulating and wooded

in parts, park-like, with here and there a stream mean-

dering through the fields that lay between village and

village. As there was not much chance of game in

such a country, Milford beguiled the time by taking note

of such plants and shrubs as were new to him, and the

howdah was fast filling with branches and sprays of

flowers. Along the banks of the nullahs the carounda ^

was bursting forth into blossom, its starry petals remind-

ing him strongly of the jessamine ; the chmbing aspara-

gus ^ was filling the air with its fragrance ; the plant

sacred to the Gonds, who call it the tree of Narbode ;

and the splendid flowers of the variegated kuchnar * re-

sembling huge pelargoniums made gay the scene.

Milford was about to pluck a bunch of curious

' A kind of squib. ' Carissa Carandas.

' Asparagus racemos%jis. ' SavJiinia varieyaia.
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velvety beans, which hung from a creeper twined round

a tree, when Sheykha hurriedly stopped him.

' JSTay, sahib, nay, don't you touch that ;
your fingers

will itch all day if you do. That is the kawanch ;
^

nobody touches that except for medicine.'

Milford recognised in the native name the cowhage

or cowitch, with which, as a schoolboy, he had played

several mischievous tricks.

Mullol Mutta now appeared in view, and the

mounted orderly was sent off at a gallop to get a suffi-

cient number of beaters from the village. The hill was

a mass of volcanic rock, full of crevices and caves, and

was reputed a favourite liu-king-place for bears, not only

on account of the recesses in the rocks, but for the

numbers of mohwa trees ^ in the neighbourhood, the sweet

succulent flowers of which are particularly tempting to

Bruin and his tribe ; and, though it was rather early yet

for the flower, still there was a chance of the animals

being in residence.

The beaters were a long time in assembling, and

lililford could not resist going up the hill a bit to recon-

noitre. Azim Khan, one of the peons, and two or three

Gonds followed, and after a few minutes' scrambling tliey

all found themselves on a huge trap boulder, from which

a commanding view could be had of the village, on the

outskirts of which they could see the men mustering.

Having satisfied himself that there was really some-

thing done in the way of collecting men, Milford began

to look about him.

The boulder on which he and his followers stood

seemed as though it had formed a part of another equally

large mass, which was still connected with the main

' Dolichos pruricus. Carpopogon pruriens, Roxb. ' Bassia Inlifolia.
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portion of the liill. The -whole was one of those curious

natural freaks not uncommon in the overlying trap for-

mation of the Satpura range, in which it appeared as

though some volcano had burst through the upper crust,

heaving great masses of igneous rock above the surface

of what then may have been but barren lava beds, now

decomposed by the wear and tear of ages into a fertile

soil, covered with well-cultivated cornfields and verdant

pastures. There was a deep irregular fissure between

the two rocks, the corresponding indentations of which

proved that, at one time, the masses had been one piece,

subsequently separated by some convulsion of nature.

As Milford was peering down the dark chasm he

was startled by a savage growl, and, at the same instant,

he perceived a pair of greenish eyes glaring at him out

of the gloomy recesses of the cave. Impidsively he

presented his rifle, and fired both barrels rapidly. The

hastiness of the act rather startled him, on a moment's

reflection, for he had no other gun with him, and now

he had emptied both barrels, leaving himself totally un-

prepared for a charge. The only thing to be done under

the circumstances was to reload at once, when he found,

to his dismay, that his ramrod, which was rather loose in

the barrel, had dropped down the chasm at the time he

fired. But not a sound was to be heard—all was still.

Sending a man down for another gun, he waited im-

patiently for his retm-n, when, seizing the fresh weapon,

he ventured to the edge of the fissm-e again, and peered

down. All was quiet, and, as his eyes got accustomed

to the gloom, he thought he could see a dusky object

extended below. Stones were thrown down, when, all at

once, arose a shout from the Gonds, ' Asol na peela

!

Asol na peela !
' (bear's cubs ! bear's cubs !) and two

little black, shaggy creatures rushed out, and began
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tumbliiifif downhill. A bright little axe flew from the

hand of one of the Gonds, and one of the pair fell

brained ; the other got into a hole.

It is astonishing with what accuracy these people use

their little hatchets. Although we have never seen any-

thing approaching to the marvellous feats of the North

American Indians, as recoi-ded in the pages of Cooper

and other writers (which, if not exaggerated, certainly

emulate the Chinese knife-trick, and would make an

antagonistic Omahaw, Sioux, or Pawnee an awkward

customer to tackle with a regulation sword), still we

have seen a Gond knock over a hare at full speed

with a celerity and certainty of aim which would make

one decidedly object to stand the test of a shy at one's

own head.

Milford was rather annoyed at the fate of the poor

little fellow, who was not much bigger than a Skye terrier

;

he would rather have secured him aHve. However,

there was a chance of getting his brother out of the

cave, or rather crevice, into which he had crept, and so

he ventured in. The crevice narrowed inwards like the

mould of a wedge, and he had not far to go in before he

found young Bruin, like a frightened child, Avith liis head

well stuffed into the corner ; from which he was lugged

out by his hind legs, snarling and snapping in impotent

rage, most anmsing in such a small creature. The

Gonds in the mean time had dragged out the mother,

who, luckily for her assailant, had been shot through the

brain.

Milfoi-d had quite got over the disappointment of the

morning now ; at all events he would not go back empty-

handed, and quite felt like a mighty hunter. But he had

still more in store for him.

The beaters had arrived at the hill, having started off
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at a run when they heard the shots and the shouts of

the Gonds chasing the young bears. Sheykha now pro-

posed that they should beat the southern end of the

hill, where there were some likely dens. It was very

probable that the old male bear was in one of them, and

it was a matter of consideration to kiU him, as he was

reported to be a ' pucca budzat,' which may be translated

' a thorough bad lot,' having severely mauled an old

woman of the village the preceding mohwa season.

At the base of the hill ran a smaU gravelly nullah,

on the opposite bank of which, and immediately facing

the caves, Milford was posted, Sheykha guarding a

corner a httle further off, in case he broke out in that

direction. Sheykha had suggested that the sahib should

mount his elephant, and thus be in a position of safety,

but the mahout said that Bussunta, though steady as

a rock with tigers, had a special aversion to bears and

pigs, and could not be brought to face them steadily ; so

Milford decided on standing on the edge of the nullah.

The beat began, and came on merrily—jovial fellows

the Gonds are at this kind of work ; laughter and shouts,

uncouth yells as any unfortunate hare or small deer

broke out of cover, practical jokes upon each other, and

unrestrained mirth if any of the party came to any trifling

mishap—and so on they came. But Sheykha had so

ordered the beat, that between ten men of the village he

placed one of the peons or camp followers, who were

supphed with the ' anai-s ' to be thrown into the caves

which abounded. Several of these missiles had been sent

fizzing and smoking down the crevices in the rocks with-

out much effect ; but at last one must, have hghted just

on Bruin's nose, for, with a most astounding roar, which

caused a universal stampede, he burst out of his den, and

came blundering down the hill just in front of Milford.
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The young sportsman's nerves were strung to the

highest pitch. This was the first time he had been

openly opposed to a savage beast, and it seemed likely to

be a combat a outrance, for the bear had seen him, and,

with a surly growl, was coming straight at him, and there

was nothing for it but to trust to good shooting. Of his

two guns one was useless, he having dropped his ramrod

down upon the she-bear, and a Gond stepping on it in

the dark had snapped it in two. His other gun was

some inches shorter in the barrel, so its ramrod was of

no use, and he was as yet too raw a woodsman to have

thought of carrying a spare loading rod—a thing lie

never forgot afterwards.

When the bear was about half-way down the hill,

he stopped for a moment, as if undecided whether to go

straight at the young EngUshman, or branch off down the

track, which would have led him to the corner guarded

by old Sheykha. Milford took advantage of the pause,

and after a steady aim fired. Bruin received the shot

with a roar, dancing about for a second or two on his

hind legs, and then quite made up his mind to charge his

assailant, which he did with a vengeance, roaring as if

he were the combined mouthpiece of the whole tribe.

But it was not an old woman picking mohwa flowers

that he had to deal with this time, and he received a

second shot, which tumbled him headlong do^vn the hill

into the little gravelly nullah. Picking himself up he

held gallantly on, and matters were assuming a serious

aspect for Milford, who was trying to reload as fast as

possible. Azim Khan drew his knife and seemed inchued

to stand b}^ his master, and Akbar Ali, the mahout, urged

Bussunta in hopes of frightening off the savage brute.

At this moment the old shikaree rushed up, and throwino-

himself on his knees levelled his long matchlock, steadvino-
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it on a little forked rest which depended from the barrel.

Calmly he waited, as the fierce animal scrambled over

the stony bed of the stream, gnashing his jaws as flakes

of foam and blood flew from his fangs. There was a

little slope for him to come up, and then the old hunter

knew he should get a good aim at the V-shaped mark on

his chest, the most vital spot. The little pan was full of

priming, the match was burning brightly, now^ was the

time. A fizz and a loud report, and the bear was hurled

backwards into the ravine, with two bullets planted just

under his thi'oat.

MUford gave a sigh of relief. He had heard that it

was not as a rule allowable for shikarees to carry their

own arms or shoot when out with their master's, but on

this occasion he was thankful to old Sheykha for having

brought his matchlock, and for having used it with such

deadly eflect at such a critical moment; and he learnt

several lessons during the morning's work which he did

not forget in after life, not the least of which was never

to go out without a stout loading rod to suit all his

guns.

By the time MUford got back to camp it was late,

and the sun had burnt his ruddy English cheeks to a fiery

red, which in course of time would turn into the bronzed

hue of the hardy shikaree. He was rapidly getting into

jimgle ways. Naturally a fearless horseman, the six

weeks' rough riding with Fordham—who could ride a

horse barebacked, jump off and on, and change his stirrups

at a gallop, and fire a deadly shot at full speed—had done

him much good. Many a time would he have pulled up

as a blue bull dashed down some break-neck place, had

not Fordlaam shown him the way, shouting tliat where

a blue bull could go a good horse could follow. He
was also learning much from his elder and humane
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companion—to spare the doe with the tender fawn, and

to let even the proud stag go when there was no necessity

for killing him. Fordham's creed was that the life of

God's creatures was not to be taken without just cause or

need—for food, for defence, or for the protection of life

and property. And yet he was a thorough sportsman at

heart, delighting in overcoming difficulties and dangers.

Having, as he said, no wife or child, and very few kith

or kin to deplore his loss, he hesitated not at any time

to expose his hfe if there seemed to be a necessity for it.

But, as we have before said, no hunter was more cautious

or careful of preserving the lives of his followers than he

was, and he would sooner face a tiger himself than risk

the chance of exposing a single beater.

Milford found on his arrival that his companion had

breakfasted long ago, and was busy at his office work

;

so, interrupting him just for a few minutes to tell him of

the good fortune of the morning, the young man went off

for his bath and a good sohd repast to follow. Although

the season was advancing, the air was still cool, and

under the wide-spreading mango trees, which covered the

tents, and shed an imchequered shade over the ground

for hundreds of yards around, it was quite pleasant sitting

outside ; so Milford took a book, and a cigar, and an easy

chair, under one of the trees. We cannot say that he

read much ; the early hour at which he had risen, the

subsequent exciting events of the morning, the bath, the

breakfast, and now the cigar, had all combined to make
him drowsy, which was somewhat assisted by the mono-

tonous note of the little red-headed barbet ^ (the copper-

smith as he is called by the natives), which sounds like

the steady strokes of a smith's hammer on a copper

kettle.

' Mcgalaima pAilijypensis. Xant/iolama indica (Jerdon).
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The mellow call of the golden oriole now and then re-

sounded through the grove, and occasionally, hke a bright

meteor, the bird itself would dart through the gloom of

the overhanging branches of the mango trees. There

was a large tree of a species of fig not far from the tent

door, and it was now in finiit, if one could dignify its'

small berries by such a title ; but the birds appreciated it

greatly, and it swarmed with paroquets, hornbills, and

starlings, all apparently enjoying themselves in good

company.

Milford's cigar had nearly dropped out of his lips, as

his book had akeady found its way to the ground, when

with his coming dreams was mingled a sweet, soothing

sound, as of a plaintive call on a flute ; he had a sort of

idea it belonged to a bird, but he was too sleepy to

attend to it, when he was roused by Fordham's calUng

out to him

—

' Ernest ! we have got short commons for dinner, and

there are some green pigeon on the pakur ^ tree ; will you

shoot some for the cook r
'

That worthy functionary, whilst cogitating over an

extra side dish, had caught the tell-tale whistle, and rushed

off to his master, and now he was aU expectancy, ladle

in hand, waiting to pilot Milford to the spot.

The green pigeon ^ of the Indian jungles is one of the

most beautiful of birds. Every shade of delicate, well-

matched colour blends in its plumage, the prevailing tints

being green and pale yellow, with lilac and ashy grey ; its

eyes are most lovely, the irides are brilliant carmine with

an outer ring of intense blue. But there is nothing harsh

about the colouring of the bird, everything is subdued

and harmoniously blended, and, unlike most other birds

' Ficus infecioria. ' Crocopus phosnicopterus.
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of gay plumage, its notes are sweet and plaintive, not the

coo of the dove or ordinary pigeon, but a mellow, flute-

like whistle, delightful to listen to. They are essentially

frugivorous birds, and in action on a tree are not unlike

parrots, as they move about plucking the berries of the

various kinds of figs which form the staple of their diet.

Wlien Milford appeared with his gun, which he had

to get out of his tent, the knight of the ladle led the way

in great excitement, and, halting under the fig tree, pointed

mysteriously up into the thick foliage. There were so'

many birds of sorts, that Milford was puzzled to know

what to fire at. The words ' green pigeon ' warned him

to look out for something of that colour. But as yet his

eye lighted only on sprightly rose-coloured mynas, awk-

ward-looking hornbills, and sombre-hued cuckoos. At

last he noticed one as it reached over to peck at a cluster

of berries, and raising his gun he fixed, and to his as-

tonishment brought down three. The left barrel disposed

of two more as they flew out, and the delighted bawarchee

gathered them up with great glee. But Mil ford's heart

rather smote him as he looked at the beautiful creatures,

and he thought that after all he would have rather done

without the pigeon pie, in which they were destined to

make their next appearance.

As he walked slowly back to the tent, admiringly

stroking the soft plumage of one of the birds, he observed

a new arrival in camp—a wild-looking Gond, Avith a

basket, and a letter in Persian characters. As the man
stood on one leg, and said something about the ' Burra

sahib,' Milford took the letter to Fordham, who handed

it over to the serishtadar to read. Before the monotonous

recital was finished, Fordham jumped up with an exclama-

tion, ' How lucky ! the very animal I want, and alive too

!

Have him in ; bring in the basket.'
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A peon returned with the Goud and his burden,

which consisted of a basket with a net tied over it, and

inside was an extraordinary-looking creature, with a snout

and a long taU—but body, tail, and legs all covered with

great scales like those of a fish.

' That's a queer-looking lot,' remarked Milford ;
' what

is it ?
'

' Why, it's a pangolin,-^ a scaly ant-eater,' rejoined his

companion, who was kneehng beside the basket. 'I

have had thern brought to me dead, but this is the first

Uveone I have got hold of.'

The animal in question had tightly rolled himself up

into a compact ball, and consequently did not show to

advantage ; but after being left alone awhile he uncoiled.

In colour he was dirty-white, and in length about 2|
feet, including his tail. His scales were very fish-like;

'in fact,' continued Fordham, who had been giving his

young companion some account of the beast, ' in fact, he is

called by the natives in some parts bun rohoo, which means

the jungle carp.'

' What do they eat ? ' asked MUford.
' Well, that puzzles me, how to keep him ahve. Their

food consists of ants, and principally white ants ; they

have no teeth, so there is no fear of his snapping your

fingers off. We must do our best to find provender for

him, and I doubt not we shall succeed. A few pice a

day will bring him ants enough ; but a natm-alist friend

of mine has had great difficulty in keeping one alive,

even for a short tima'

The Gond suggested that a little water should be

given to it, as he had carried it far, and the sun had been

hot.

Milford ran for a saucer ; and, filling it, placed it in

' Manis pentadactyla.
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the basket. They then retired a short distance. After

a httle while the pangohn uncoiled itself, and, in an

instant, its long flexible tongue was lapping up the water

with a rapidity that raised a froth on the surface. But

when any of the bystanders approached it turned itself

into a ball again.

Sheykha now came up with the panther's skin, and

the skull, jfrom the latter of which all the superfluous flesh

had been removed, preparatory to boiling it for its further

cleansing.

' That's a grand panther, Sheykha
!

' remarked Ford-

ham ;
' why, his skull is like that of a tigress

!

'

' Yes, sahib,' replied the old man, ' he is the biggest I

have ever killed, and I have shot a good many in my
time. But there is a curious thing about this panther,

sahib ; look at these holes in his head.'

' Well, those are strange, certainly,' said Fordham,

examining the skull. On either side of the occipital

ridge were several holes, one as large as a sixpence,

through which a probe would have passed to the brain.

They were evidently carious, and the result of disease
;

but in other respects the animal seemed a healthy one,

and wa:s in first-rate condition. Fordham told Sheykha

to clean the head carefully for him, promising him a

present for it, as it would make a valuable addition to

his collection on account of the pecuharity just mentioned.

The rest of the day was spent by Milford in trying to

make his young bear drink milk, but with small success.

The little brute was as savage as his elders, and woidd

do nothing but walk to the end of the string by which

he was attached to a tent-peg, roll head over heels, and

walk in a contrary direction, when a similar somersault

would be performed. And he whined and wailed just

like a child ; one might have mistaken it for the puling
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of some villager's brat. Milford was going to give it

pure cow's milk, when Fordham advised him not to do

so, but to mix it with one half the quantity of water.

' The great mistake people make,' he said, ' who try to

rear ^vild animals is to give them what they think is best

for them, viz. good fresh cow's milk, and they wonder

that the httle creatures pine away and die, instead of

flourishing on it. Cow's milk is too rich ; buffalo's milk

is better, but both should be mixed with water. It does

not matter what the animal is, tiger cub, fawn, or baby

monkey, all require the same caution.'

Fordham 's experience in the nursing of wild animals

had been extensive, and he had at that time a pet

tiger, now full grown, whose ideas of milk were so con-

nected with his early days that he still insisted on having

it in a bottle, and his daily allowance was always ad-

ministered to him in that way ; in fact, he would not

have it in a pan, and always showed his disapprobation

of such a proceeding by gravely putting his huge paAv

into the dish and upsetting it.

In the evening, after his office labours were over,

Fordham suggested a walk along the borders of the

neighbouring j ungle, by way of getting up an appetite for

dinner ; so off they started, with their guns over their

shoulders, and one attendant carrying a spare rifle. Their

route lay over some fields, beyond which stretched a belt

of grazing land plentifully dotted over with bushes, whilst

the distance was bounded by a small range of low hills,

and it was towards the base of these our friends were

bound, in the hope of picking up a young peacock or

two, which, at this time of the year, after having fattened

on the aromatic buds of the jugnee, are as good eating

as Christmas turkey. The larder in camp was not well

supplied, and a stray gazelle or bherki was also hoped
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for. But fortune smiled on them, and something better

was in store. The country behind them was an open

plain for miles, frequented by herds of antelope, and

some of them had been seen near the camp.

Milford was questioning his companion about the

best method of curing skins, with a view to sending his

trophies of the morning home to his widowed mother,

who, he knew, would prize them as her son's first victories,

and Fordham was deep in an explanation of the method

he most approved of, when he suddenly came to a stop,

and di-ew his young comrade behind a palas tree which

grew by the side of the path.

' Look there,' he whispered, pointing to what appeared

like two black twisted sticks, projecting from the ground

like the letter V.

' Yes, yes, what is it ?
' enquired his excited com-

panion.

' Why, it's a black buck, lying in that small nullah ;

and a grand fellow he is to judge by his horns. Now,

Ernest, will you try your luck at stalking ? He does not

see us, and if you walk straight up to him he must spring

up and give you a clear running shot. He is not more

than a hundred yards from us.'

' Xo, no,' answered Milford, ' it is yours
; you saw

him first. I would rather see you tackle him ; besides

which we want meat, and I might fail.'

' All right, I'll soon dispose of him. Now, Ernest,

right through the eye ;—mark !

'

Fordham stepped out from the tree and gave a loud

whistle, and, as the startled buck looked up, exposing his

noble head as he did so, an ounce ball crashed through

his dark eye to the brain, and he sank as he lay, to rise

no moi'e.

' Twenty-two inch horns,' remarked Fordham, as he
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measured them off on his ramrod, whicli was graduated

to feet and inches—a plan which he had adopted and

found yery convenient. ' Nusseer Khan,' said he, turning

to his follower, ' you have been sharp enough in making

this fellow " halal," eh ! Do you remember the blue bull

;

and how you and your companions wouldn't eat it ?

Did you ever ask the Moulvie Sahib about that ?
'

' Khodawund,' replied the man, hanging his head, and

looking foolish, 'we were idiots, and lost our meat. The

Moulvie Sahib said you were right.'

' Of course I was right,' rejoined his master ;
' I know

more of the Book than you people do, and nearly as

much as the Moulvie Sahib. Now, you stay by this

animal, and have him carried into camp before the hyenas

get hold of him.'

The friends walked on, Fordham having reloaded

his rifle and left the shot gun with Nusseer Khan. ' I

must take my chance at the pea-fowl with a single bit of

lead,' he remarked ;
' it would not do for both of us to

have but shot in our barrels if anything bigger than a

hare starts up.'

The ground was getting more stony, and much
covered with beyr and palas bushes, the intervening

spaces being sparsely cultivated. The prevailing crop

was a species of dwarf sunflower, called by the native

'jugnee,' from the seeds of which they express an oil.

Pea-fowl are very fond of the aromatic buds of this plant,

and it improves both the condition and the flavour of the

bird.

The sun was fast going down, and the stillness of

evening was settling over the country. The little night-

warblers were beginning their sibilant notes in the

bushes, and the crickets were trilling a merry roundelay

in the grass, although a flood of golden light was still
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poured over the landscape, making the yellow fields of

jugnee glow with a rich cadmium tint.

' Hist
!

' whispered Fordham ;
' there is a splendid old

peacock. I am afraid he is rather tough for the table,

but you may be sure he has some hens Tvith him, so I

will take him with a ball, and you knock over a hen,

Ernest ; or, better still, a young cock, as they rise.

The peacock is a grand bird anywhere, especially

is he the fit ornament of the quaintly clipped yew
gardens of our old ancestral homes in England ; so

majestic a creature seems as though he were solely made
for such a purpose ; but we never see one, or hear the

wild cry, " Hank ! Pa-oo ! Pa-oo !
' without being taken

back to the jungles, where we have spent so many happy

days. Visions of grassy glades, lovely little glens, and

flower-embedded streams rise before us, with the proud

bird dancing before his mates, and spreading forth his

myriads of azure eyes to tlie sun.

On this occasion the peacock singled out by Fordham

was unconsciously picking his way to the jugnee field

when the deadly buUet laid his glories low. At the

report, as Fordham had predicted, rose several hens and

one young cock, the latter of which was cleverly knocked

over by MiUbrd, who was a decent bird shot. They now
rather regretted not having brought another attendant,

for a couple of pea-fowl are rather an inconvenient load

when one has to walk and shoot too. There was no

string either, for Nusseer Khan carried the big wallet

with all the odds and ends that are required on such

occasions. However, Fordham was quite equal to the

situation, for, drawing his kookrie, he severed the stem

of a tough fibrous creeper, and, splitting it longitudinally,

made withes of a yard in length, with which he bound
the legs of the birds together, and tliey took it in turns

to carry them.
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Eight in front of them was a low liill, covered with

scrub. This they crossed and struck down into a pretty

httle glen. They agreed to walk down this for a short

distance, and then strike back over the hill and make for

camp. Here, however, they met with no success, not a

bird or beast came in sight ; not that they particularly

wished for them, for they had already reason to be

satisfied with what they had got ; and so they strolled

along without much care, talking as they went.

The sun had gone down by this time, and darkness

was creeping on apace. There is but little twilight in

India. However, we are wrong in saying darkness was

creeping on apace, for mingling with the rays of depart-

ing day was the silvery light of the moon, now nearly at

the full.

' There is a cattle track here somewhere,' remarked

Fordham ;
' I have noticed it before. Ah ! here it is

;

by following this we cut across the hill and come out

right above our camp, and shall just get in in time to do

justice to Chand Khan's green-pigeon pie.'

The track was a gravelly path with thick bushes on

either side, with here and there a tree ; it was not likely

cover for anything except nylgaie. ' The pea-fowl were

settling themselves to roost on the branches of the taller

trees, to be well out of harm's way, and several times

Fordham noticed that the loud cry of ' Hank ! Pa-o6

!

Pa-oo !
' was raised. ' The birds are restless to-night,' he

said ;
' some prowhng jungle cat, or maybe a panther, is

disturbing them.'

By this time they had reached the crest of the hill,

and the white tents were visible in the distance as they

lay embedded in the grove of mango trees. Fordham
was giving his comrade some useful advice concerning

F
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the carrying of a spare loading rod, in reference to the

incidents of the morning. The crisp gravel cracked

under their firm footsteps, and the moonbeams were

glinting on the bits of quartz and mica that lay strewn

around. The twilight was nearly gone, and but a dull-

red flush Hngered in the western sky. Now and then a

nightjar would start up with his peculiar erratic flight

from almost under their feet, as he lay squatted close to

the ground. The monotonous cry of his species resounded

on all sides, resembling the oft-repeated words ' Chukoo

!

chukoo ! chukoo
!

' Again burst forth the wild call of a

peacock perched on a tree not far off. Fordham instinc-

tively threw his rifle across his arm in readiness, knowing

well that jungle warnings are not to be disregarded.

But he said nothing to Milford, who unconsciously

chatted away about the exploits of the morning. There

was a slight rustle in the bushes before them, and in the

next moment a magnificent tiger stood in the midst of

the pathway, looking them full in the face.

'Steady, my boy,' muttered Fordham tlirough his

teeth ;
' steady, my boy, flinch not a muscle.'

His rifle had dropped into position to fire at once

should the brute show any aggressive signs ; but he knew
it would be folly to provoke an attack, and also that the

jungle tiger will, if met boldly, be generally the first to

give way. In the bright light of the moon the eyes of

the beast glared like pale emeralds, and to Milford it

seemed an age of agonizing suspense. But it was only

for a few seconds. Another moment and he was gone,

and they heard the rusthng of the branches as he bounded

through the jungle.

' Thank God !

' exclaimed the young fellow, with a
long-drawn sigh of relief.

* Wait a bit,' said his elder companion ;
' before we
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go on send down a couple of bullets on the top of your

shot ; we must be prepared ; the chances are he has

made off, but there is no knowing. This is a nasty, ugly

spot to meet such a brute in, and so unexpectedly too.

I thought those pea-fowl did not call for nothing.

Now,' continued he, seeing that the bullets were down,

' you keep close to me, but with your look-out to the

right and rear. I will look out left and front as we go

along. Speak not a word, but keep all yoiu: senses

awake. Sometimes these brutes will make a detour and

come in on you again a little further on. Now, allons—
courage !

'

It seemed a weary trudge, that little quarter of a mile

do^wn the hill and out through the belt of jungle, and

right thankful were they when they stepped out once

more on the open fields that lay between them and their

camp.

' That was a close shave, Ernest,' was the first remark

made by his companion.
' I'm uncommonly glad we're out of that ugly bit of

jungle. If ever I felt inclined to take to my heels it was

when that brute stood staring us in the face.'

' The worst thing ygu could have done, my boy,'

rejoined Fordham ;
' he would have been down upon you

like lightning. The best plan is to bear a bold front, and,

though this has been your first meeting with the jungle

king, it may not be your last if you stay long in these

districts ; so be careful never to turn your back when you

come face to face with a tiger.'

' Have you ever met them before in this way ?
' asked

Milford.

' Yes, several times ; though never quite so close as

our friend of this evenint?. On one occasion I was goincr

down to Nagpore, and I missed a horse at Deolapar, so
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the malgoozar said lie would take me on in his khanchar ^

to Chor Bowlee, where ray next nag was posted. OS we
started about nine o'clock, a bright moonlight night, my
friend the Pathan driving, and his game little bullocks

v/ere trotting along at a rattling pace, when suddenly

they stopped, and it was with the greatest difficulty their

master could prevent them from bolting into the jungle.

The cause for their alarm was a tiger, who had calmly

taken possession of the road, and who seemed in no

hurry to moveon, for he quietly squatted on his hams,

waiting, I suppose, for the bullocks to tumble into his

jaws. I believe if they had been allowed to bolt the

tiger would have been at them at once ; but the stout

young malgoozar held them with the power of a vice

;

and I, thinking the situation demanded some sort of

demonstration, fired one barrel of a light rifle I carried

over the tiger's back. This seemed to astonish him, for

.he jumped up with a deep ' Oumph !
' and bounded into

the thicket. On my return from Nagpore I met another

tiger, a noted man-eater, at a place called Eookhur on

the top of the Koraie Pass, and my horse bolted. It's a

tigerish road that between Seonee and Kamptee. I have

met them several times there, and have also come across

them when out after deer, but on such occasions it has

generally resulted in our becoming better acquainted, in a

manner not quite to the poor tiger's advantage.'

' Have you ever seen a tiger kill a man ?
' asked

Milford.

' Yes, I am sorry to say ; not one, but several. I will

give you one story which will last us till we reach camp.

It was the first accident of the kind I ever had, and it

happened when I was younger than I no^v am hy about

• A small country cart.
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twelve or fifteen years. I was out in a very beautiful

part of tlie Mundla district, on the look-out, for bara

singha, or the twelve-tined red deer. There are a good

many tigers there too, but not so many as the place has

got credit for. But one of them whose beat happened to

be near our camp was a noted man-eater. I was with a

friend, a district officer, who had a fine elephant, and we

hoped to get rid of this tiger as well as secure some fine

antlers. Well, we went for him several times without

success. At last one morning, my friend having office

work to detain him, I went out alone on foot along the

banks of the river to look for bara singha. A native

shikaree from one of the villages accompanied me, and

carried a spare rifle and ammunition bag. We had gone

some miles without any success, but from some foot-

prints my native friend was getting sanguine, and was

pressing on through the brushwood on the river bank,

when to our astonishment up got a tiger right in front of

us. He was an old, mangy-looking brute, and from his

appearance I had no doubt but that I had thus uncere-

moniously forced myself into the presence of the man-

eater we had been diligently searching for all these days.

But then the circumstances were different, and I

rather \vished myself out of the way at that present

moment. However, the situation did not admit of much
parleying. Catching tight hold ofmy dusky fi-iend, whose

trembling limbs were on the turning point for flight, we
stepped back pace by pace, keeping a front to our foe,

who stealthily followed. At a little distance behind us

was a good-sized tree, and I thought if we could once

reach it we might get into a position of security. Nor

Avas I Avrong in supposing that as long as we kept a brave

front our cowardly enemy would follow at a respectful

distance. Slowly retreating we at last reached the tree.
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The shikaree was up like a monkey, nor was I long in

following his example. It was not a moment too soon,

for hardly had I settled myself on a branch about twelve

feet from the ground when our man-eating friend made his

appearance, sneaking along with his glaring eyes rolling

in all directions to see whereabouts we were. I did not

leave him long in doubt, for, as soon as I could get a

steady shot, I sent a two-ounce ball crashing through his

shoulder. Eoaring most horribly he retreated into a

small patch of grass, where we could almost see him, and

so, for a time, I kept up a vigorous cannonade on this

patch. Every report at first was answered by a sullen

roar, and then all was silent—no response to any of the

shots. I then concluded that he must be dead. The

river ran on the further side of the patch, and the country

was tolerably open. I confess the thought of his having

slipped away appeared to me impossible ; still I knew the

necessity fcr caution. So, quietly getting down from the

tree, we made our way speedily to the nearest village in

hopes of getting some buffaloes, and before we got to it

we fell in with a herd. My shikaree soon made a

compact with the herdsmen, who for a couple of rupees

promised to drive the tiger out of the patch with their

animals.'

' Are buffaloes really so fearless of tigers ?
' asked

Milford. ' I have read wonderful accounts of them, but

did not know whether they were not travellers' tales.'

' No, they are quite coixect,' replied his companion.

' Buffaloes will attack and drive off a tiger, and. they not

unfrequently save the lives of their keepers. Cows, on

the other hand, are quite useless. But to return to my
story. As I said before, the patch of grass into which

the tiger retreated was just on the bank of the river, and

T thought it highly probable that, if he were still alive,
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he would break out on the river side and try to cross it

;

so I determined to be beforehand with him, and, accom-

panied by the shikaree, crossed at a ford, and proceeded

along the bank to a place opposite the patch of grass on

the side we had left. There was not much scrub on the

bank where we were, hardly enough to hide a hare, but

the country sloped down towards the river, and the edge

of the watershed was cut up into a lot of small channels

by the action of the rains, mere ditches across which we
leaped as we ran. I had cleared several of these with my
eyes fixed on ahead, lest the brute should, on hearing the

advance of the buSaloes, break his cover. We were nearly

opposite his supposed lurking-place, and I had just sprung

over one of these little nullahs, when a terrific roar and

despairing shriek at my very ear electrified me. Trembling

with excitement, I turned to see my poor shikaree down
in the ditch, with the fiendish tiger worrying him. Quick

as lightning, and quite regardless of consequences to my-

self, I fired blindly at him. Whether I hit him or not it

is difficult to say, but he left the poor fellow, and, spring-

ing on to the opposite side of the ditch, stood looking

at me. I was almost beside myself, and levelling full at

his head fired again, but without deadly effect, for -he

plunged down the bank of the river, and I was too sick at

heart to follow him. I sprang to the assistance of my
poor follower. It was useless, the man was beyond aid

;

in fact death must have been almost instantaneous, and

his head and face presented such a ghastly object that it

haunted me for days-afiterwards.

' However, to cut my story short, for here we are at

the tent door, the vicious brute had not much longer to

live; on my return to camp, my friend eagerly joined me
in a hunt for the man-eater, and he was soon found, ex-

hausted and crippled from the wounds I had inflicted,
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and was shot, and a nasty, mangy, ill-conditioned creature

he was.'

' All man-eaters are mangy, are they not ?
' asked

Milford.

' By no means,' answered Fordham. ' Old mangy

tigers often take to man-eating, which they find easy

work, but lots of man-eaters I have seen have had very

glossy coats ; there is nothing in human flesh per se to

cause manse or other disease.'

So the friends entered their tents, and shortly afterr

wards emerged ready for dinner. Chand Khan's pie was

done ample justice to, and some fresh steaks from the

black buck were not despised. The excitement of the

evening had by no means damped the appetites of the

hunters, but Milford could hardly look back to the glaring

green eyes of the creature they had met but a short time

before, and which made such a vivid impression on him,

and couple with tJie recollection the tragic story related

by his comrade, without a feeUng of thankfulness that his

first meeting with the monarch of the jungle had passed

over as harmlessly as it had done. Some of our readers

may say ' Pooh ! what a tame affair ! they ought to have

had a scrimmage.' Stout-hearted friend, reserve your

judgment till you have, on a moonlight night in a dense

jungle, found yourself face to face with a royal tiger!
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Old Shetkha was put

on the trail of the tiger

met by our friends in

the httle hill near the

camp, and he proceeded to make enquiries in the vil-

lages round about as to the character of the animal

;

for, strange though it may seem to the English reader

that a tiger should have any special character beyond the

general one for cruelty and cunning, it is nevertheless a

fact that each animal has certain peculiarities of tempera-

ment, which are well known to the villagei-s in the neigh-

bourhood. They will tell j'ou that such a one is daring

and rash ; another is cunning and not to be taken in by

any artifice ; that one is savage and morose ; another is

mild and liarmless.

There are few villages ui the wilder parts of the
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Seonee and Mundla districts without an attendant tiger,

which undoubtedly does great damage in the way of

destroying cattle, but which avoids the human inhabitants

of the place. So accustomed do the people get to their

unwelcome visitor, that we have known the boys of a

village turn a tiger out of quarters which were reckoned

too close, and pelt him with stones ; on one occasion, two

of the juvenile assailants were killed by the animal they

had approached too near. Herdsmen, in the same way,

get callous to the danger of -meddling with so dreadful a

creatm-e, and frequently rush to the rescue of their cattle

when seized. On a certain occasion, one out of a herd of

cattle was attacked close to our camp, and rescued single-

handed by its owner, who laid his heavy iron-bound staff

across the tiger's back, and, on our rushing out to see

what was the matter, we found the man coolly dressing

the wounds of his cow, muttering to himself, ' The robber,

the robber ! my last cow, and I had five of them !
' He

did not seem to think he had done anything wonderful,

and seemed rather surprised that we should suppose that

he was going to let his last heifer go the way of all the

others.

It is fortunate for these dwellers in the backwoods that

but a small percentage of tigers are man-eaters, perhaps

not five per cent., otherwise village after village would be

depopulated ; as it is, the yearly tale of human lives lost

is a heavy one.

Sheykha returned from his quest with the report that

the tiger was one of the cunning sort, and that it was

no use tying out baits for him, for he would come up and

walk round the lure, sharpening his claws on the ground,

and then would walk off; it had been tried over and

over again.

MiU'ord was inclined to disbelieve this latter part of
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tlie story, but Fordliam told him it was quite credible,

for he had himself known similar cases, and had seen the

marks of the tiger's claws in the earth.

'Well, Sheykha, what do you propose? any chance

with the elephant ?

'

* My lord,' answered the old man, ' if your slave

may speak, he would say, where can a hungry tiger be

found in all this long strip of jungle? Whilst you are

looking for him at one end he may be at the other, and,

as he is so cimning, it is likely he will flee Uke a dove

before a hawk when he hears the tread of the elephant.

They tell me he has not killed for three days, so it is

likely he will do so soon—this afternoon, or to-morrow

perhaps ; and they also say he is a heavy feeder, never

returning again to the carcase, for he was once wounded

over a kill by a Gond. who sat up for him in a tree. If

he eats well, he vpill drink at the Httle three-cornered

tank on the other side of the hill, where your honour

saw him, for there is no water nearer, and he will not go

far from there. Then take the elephant.'

' I am afraid we must have patience, Ernest, and do

as the old man advises,' said Fordham to his companion,

who with the impetuosity of youth could hardly brook

the delay.

The old hunter keenly watched the disappointed look

that came over the young man's eager face when he

again spoke.

' Your slave has a petition. If the chota sahib will

try an old shikaree's way of killing tigers, let him come

with me this afternoon, and follow the herds. For the

promise of a few rupees the herdsmen will take their cattle

into the tiger's haunts, and then if he is hungry and

takes one the sahib may by his good fortune get a shot.'

'Well, Ernest, what do you think of his proposal ?
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You drive a herd of cows—not buflliloes, mind, they spoil

sport—slowly through the jungle, until the tiger seizes

one ; the rest will bolt, and whilst he is busily engaged

in struggling with his victim, you creep up to within easy

shooting distance, and secure him.'

' Well, that will be glorious fun ! By all means let us

go,' eagerly replied the excited young fellow.

' I cannot go with you,' replied Fordham. ' Two of

us would spoil sport. Let Sheykha take his matchlock,

he may serve you at a pinch. The thing is not so danger-

ous as it looks, and is often practised by native shikarees.

There are only two or three points I would impress upon

you ; always keep near a tree or stout bush, to dodge

behind when the cattle bolt—for there will be a regular

stampede if he comes out. Again, bvi very careful not to

expose yourself in stalking him—take advantage of every

bush, and, after you have fired, keep as still as a mouse,

even though he should come towards your hiding-place
;

if you are effectually concealed, he will be quite bewil-

dered as to where the attack comes from, and will give

you a second shot if the first does not settle hira. Above
all, my dear boy, keep yourself quite cool. I want you

to get self-reliant, and that is one reason why I don't go

with you. You couldn't have a better guide amongst

natives than old Sheykha—he and Soma, the Lebhana,^

are the most successful practisers of this way of killinor

tigers. I have tried it, but disUke the monotony of wan-

dering about all day in the jungle after a lot of cows, for

frequently the attempt fails, and you have to go day after

day before you succeed.'

'When are we to start .P ' said !Milford, looking at his

watch ;
' it is now one o'clock.'

Sheykha, on being appealed to, said that as soon as

' Soma, the iripiy.
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the saliib had taken something to cat it would be time

to go. Tigers often kill about four o'clock in the after-

noon, and he had known them wait concealed in the

midst of a herd, with fat kine wandering before their

very noses, and they Avould not stir till about the evening,

when the herd was on its way home, and then a straggling

heifer or calf would fall a victim.

' Well, then, Ernest, I advise you to make a good

tiffin before you start. Here! Koi hail tiffin! tiffin! sharp!'

Away rau two or three men to stir up stout old

Chand Khan. The sahib wanted his tiffin at once, and

was going to kill the big tiger that nearly ate him and

the chota sahib up the night before.

'Bah!' contemptuously replied the old fellow; 'is

the sahib's gun a chowkeedar's staff that he should let a

tiger eat him? Wasn't I Avith him in the Belaspore

district when four tigers came out, and didn't the sahib

knock over two of them with one gun right and left?

Don't talk to me of tigers eating the sahib ; it's the sahib

who eats the tigers, that's what it is ; ' and the fat old

fellow, chuckling at his own conceit, stirred up a savoury

curry preparatory to pouring it out into a dish.

Chand Khan was a character in his way. Though he

did all the cooking, he was nominally the khansamah,

and was always respectfully addressed as such by the

other servants, who knew that even the title khalifa jee,

high though its origin, would in all probability fetch a

crack over the head with a ladle ; and so khansamah jee

he was. There never was a better cook, nor one who
could make so much out of little, and in all Aveathers,

under all circumstances. It did not matter how long the

march, and whether the kitchen tent was up or not

—

Chand Khan could always, as his master said, make
potatoes out of stones, and cutlets out of bark chips.
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Milford was too excited to care much about tiffin,

and on this occasion we are afraid Chand Khan's cuhntiry

skill did not meet with that appreciation from the young

man that it would have done had there not been a

prospect of a tiger hunt that afternoon. . Sheykha had

no need to complain of delay, for, barely giving himself

time for a cutlet and a glass of cold water, the young

sportsman appeared all ready for the encounter.

' That white liat of yours will never do, Ernest,' re-

marked Fordham ;
• why, that Brobdignagian mushroom,

though first-rate for the sun, will be as plain to the tiger

as a lighthouse on a cliff. Bide in it by all means, but

take this dark-grey helmet of mine to put on when you

get to yoiu: ground.'

Milford acknowledged the force of his friend's remarks,

for his hat was one of the largest-sized pith sunshades,^

a first-rate thing for howdah work, but fatal for stalking.

He accepted Fordham's offer with thanks, and then

having looked to his gims, amnmnition, &c., piloted by

old Sheykha, the tyro in tiger hunting went off on his

expedition.

At the farthest point of the low hill, where they had

met the animal the evening before, was a small village, and

to this Sheykha rapidly led the way ; and, on amval, he

assembled the head men for a palaver. The herds had

been driven for pasturage to the open side of the village,

in order to avoid the tiger, who was known to be lurking

about the edge of the jungle on the side of the hill.

There was some little opposition to the plan proposed b}"^

the old shikai-ee, which was to drive their cattle up the

little glen between the two parallel ridges. Of course

nobody wished to lose a cow, although all wished to

' Indian sun hats are usually made of a white pith called ' Sola.'
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have the tiger destroyed. At last it was made clear to

them that the full value of the cow killed would be paid

to the owner, and a present given to the herdsmen besides.

On this there was a unanimous assent, and half the

village rushed off to collect the scattered herds, and drive

them up the glen. Milford got off his pony and left it

at the village, changing his mushroom hat for the grey

helmet, and, shouldering one rifle (Azim Khan carrjong

the other), he joined Sheykha and the herdsmen in urging

on the drove. After they had once entered the mouth

of the glen the cattle were allowed to spread and graze

about, and Sheykha advised his temporary master to take

it easy and rest under the shade of a tree.

' There is no need to hurry,' said he in a low tone ;

' we must take time and saunter about as on ordinary

occasions, otherwise he will suspect something. Allah

knows he may be watching us now ' (' Pleasant !
' thought

Milford, taking a glance round), ' but even if he is not

here, the lowing of the cows and the sound of their

wooden clappers will attract him. The herd is all round

us just now ; when they move higher up we wiU follow.'

So saying, the old man motioned to Milford to sit

down on the turf, and tlien squatted down beside him.

One could see, however, that "with all this apparent

carelessness every sense was on the alert ; his eye wan-

dered round, and his ear caught eveiy rustle in the

bushes. Once he rose, but it was only to drag down a

branch of the tree under which they were sitting, a

species of Lagerstrcemia, and to detach from it what

appeared to Milford to be a kind of oval firuit attached to

a slender stalk. The old man was stowinsr it awav in

his wallet, when he was asked what it was.

' This,' said lie, producing the supposed fruit, ' is the

cocoon of the Tusser silk moth ; I cut it spirally into a
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long strip, after soaking it in water, and use it for binding

the barrel of my matchlock to the stock. There is

nothing so tough as this is. See, sahib, here is another,

Avhich I have broken off twig and all. See, there is the

round cocoon like a fruit, then a long stalk, and this is

spun round the twig so tightly at the end that it looks

like the fruit of the tree instead of the home of an insect.'

' How do they take the silk off? ' enquired Milford.

' By softening the cocoon in boiling water, when they

reel off the silk. Now, sahib,' continued he, seeing the

herd had moved higher up, ' we will go on a httle. Make
for that rohnee tree ; there is good shade and shelter from

the cattle if they rush back.'

The herdsmen kept pretty close to our friends, so a

little knot of half a dozen men were formed under the

tree. They spoke but little, and that in a low, tone, and

the greater share of the conversation fell to the old

shikaree, who, with the garrulity of age, began to relate

to the gaping rustics several wondrous tales connected

with the kind of sport on which they were then engaged.

' I first began this way, sahib, when I was a boy,

with an old shikaree who never hfted gun to anything

but tigers. They were his enemies, and he slept neither

day nor night if there was one to be killed. He was

quite mad, and the people thought he had a charmed

life, but his fate came at laf=t, and he was killed. He
was not of a shikaree caste, being a telee, and he never

fired a gun till he was over thirty years of age ; but

Allah made him a shikaree to avenge the death of his

wife. She was young and very handsome, and he would

have cut off his right hand to please her. Xo telee's wife

was ever treated so much like a Eanee as was this

woman ; it used to be the joke of the village. Well,

sahib, about three coss from his village was the stronw-
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hold of a very bad man-eating tiger ; he had depopulated

several villages, and had baffled all the best shikarees.

He lived in a big cave at the end of a rocky ravine, and

there was no getting at it except by going straight for it

;

at the same time the rocks were so piled about, that an

animal like a tiger could enter the ravine some hundreds

of paces below, and thread his way througli the boulders

without being seen. All the traps that had been laid for

him had proved useless, and the people said he was a

shaitan in the form of a tiger.

' Well, one afternoon, Eajoo, the telee's wife, went

down to the nullah to bathe, and she never returned.

Her distracted husband rushed to the bathing-place, and

it was but too apparent she had been carried off. There

were the footprints of the tiger in the sand ; a little

further on a gay-coloured cloth, now marked with the

deeper stains of blood. The man went mad ; he would

have rushed off to the tiger's cave there and then had

not his friends held him back. Eor three days he raved,

and would take no food. At last he got calmer, and

people thought he would get over it, and the old women
began to cast their eyes about for another wife for him,

for Urjoon, telee, was well-to-do in the world according

to their notions. But he disappointed them, and the

villagers were astonished to hear that he had sold his

oil-miU and bullocks to a rival telee, and was going off

to Seonee. He could not live in the village, he said ; the

ghost of Eajoo haunted him. So to Seonee he went, and

when he got there the half of his money he laid out in

the best matchlock he could get—this very matchlock

which I carry ; I bought it from his people for the price

of two tigers ^—then he laid in a stock of ammunition

and went off.

' Forty rupees, or 4/. At that time the Government reward for tisrers

ft
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' Well, after three weeks had elajised, tlie people of

his village were surj)rised by Urjoou walking into the

little square in front of the Putail's house, where all the

punchayets are held, and where one was being held that

day. They hardly recognised him at first, he was so

gaunt and wild-looking. Over his shoulder he carried

a long matchlock ; from, his belt depended a powder

horn and wallet, and in his hand he held a bundle

composed of a fresh tiger skin. Could this be the sleek,

respectable telee, Urjoon, who woidd have fled from the

butt of a he-goat? this wild-eyed, long-haired shikaree?

His own brethren hardly knew him j but they recognised

his voice when he spoke.
' " My brothers," said he, unrolling the tiger skin

and disclosing a ghastly skull and half-gnawed bones,

mingled with black tresses and gold and silver ornaments,

" these are the bones of Eajoo ; burn them decently, and

I will carry the ashes to Nerbudda Mai." So saying he

stalked into his own house.

' The needful ceremonies were performed. Urjoon

silently went through them, shaving his head and distribut-

ing alms to the priests ; but there was a fire in his eye that

the people could not understand. " The spirit of the

tiger has entered into him," they said ; and the maidens

and children shrank from him as he approached.

' The evening before his departui-e for the Nerbudda

he called liis friends together at the punchaj-et's chabootra
;

he had arrayed himself again like a shikaree, and the tiger-

skin bundle was in his hand.

' " My brothers," commenced he, when all were

seated, " I am going to Nerbudda Mai, and when you

will see me again Purmessur only knows ; but before I

was twenty rupees ; afterwards it was reduced to ten, and then ag-aiu raised

to fifty rupees.
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go I will open my mouth. The bones you have burnt

are Eajoo's ; her ashes 1 go to cast into the great mother's

bosom, and she will be happy. This skin is the skin of

her destroyer ; you can now till your fields in peace, and

sleep in safety by the side of your maize plots. My
brothers, when I went to Seonee I bought me this match-

lock, and Purmessur has taught me how to use it. I

fear no tiger now ; they fall before me like the mango at

which the boy throws his stick. The ghost of Kajoo

called me, and I followed. Seven bullets did I put into

my gun—seven bullets and eight fingers' depth of powder.

Three days I waited on the edge of the ravine ; at last

the ghost of Eajoo beckoned me on. I followed—ay,

followed her into the man-eater's cave. It was paved

with bones, and I knew the bones of Rajoo ; there were

the silver anklets, and the gold husli I had given her, and

the long hair still clinging to the skull. She smiled as I

gathered them together in a heap. ' Yes,' said I to

myself, ' in the skin of your destroyer will 1 carry you

back.' Hours I waited, but he came not. Food nor

drink had passed my lips those three days. I thirsted

only for vengeance. At last I heard a heavy breathing and

a scrambling noise. The next minute he darkened the

mouth of the cave. How his eyes glared as they met mine

!

but I was not afraid. He was, and crouched, and snarled,

but I smote him, my brothei's. With seven balls in his chest

.aid brain I smote him, and took off his skin to wrap my
Eajoo's bones in. I have said my say. I will go."

' So saying he shouldered liis matchlock and turned

his back on his native village, and never went near it

again. Years after that I met him, and he took a fancy

to me, and made a shikaree of me. But Allah knows

he was quite mad. On one occasion I went out with

him, when ah ! sahib, be ready, hush !

'
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The old man's quick ear liad caught the angry cliirrup

of a small bird, which would have ])assed unnoticed by the

others. Milford looked around in silent expectancy; all

seemed still save for the sound of warbhng birds, and the

clatter of tlie wooden clappers worn round the neck by

some of the cows. They were all quietly grazing, and the

young man wondered what could have attracted the old

shikaree's notice. Sheykha was still attentively listening,

and nodding his head. ' Yes,' he said, ' it is, I think.

Allah knows it may be a snake, or a mungoose, but some-

thing is disturbing that latora ; it is the tiger, I think.'

At some distance off, on the topmost spray of a

grislea bush, a small species of shrike^ was hopping about,

indignantly chattering. It might be, as Sheykha said, a

snake or a mungoose that iad aroused its puny ire, but

the old man evidently thought it worthy of attention.

Milford felt impatient and disappointed ; the shadows

were lengthening, and daylight would soon be gone. He
looked up and down, but all was provokingly quiet. A
lingering hope remained that Sheykha might be right

about the bird, but even it was quiet now, and had ceased

its demonstrations. Nothing disturbed the stillness save

the clapper-clapper of the cattle, and a distant cry of a

pea-fowl or partridge. He had risen to his feet, and was

looking listlessly about, when, at some little distance up
the glen, a yellow mass suddenly dashed out of the

thicket on to the back of a white heifer, and bore it

struggling to the ground.

' Urre ! bagh ! bagh !
' shouted the herdsmen, as

the cattle wildly dashed down the valley. For a few

seconds nothing could be heard for the crashing of the

bushes, as the terror-stricken drove madly careered

' Small livown sbrilce, Lanius cristatiis.
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tln-ough them. When they had passed tlie tree Sheykha

whispered, ' Now, sahib, keep yon big pahis bush between

you and the tiger, and run up ; here, give me the other

rifle, Azim Khan, and you stay here. Don't you show

yourself, or you may get killed.'

The palas bush was about sixty yards from them,

and, running in a crouching position, they got behind it.

Carefully separating the branches, the old hunter peered

through, and beckoned to his young companion to do so.

Milford looked through the gap thus made, and could see

the poor heifer kicking vigorously as it lay on its side,

pressed down under the weight of its cruel captor, Avhose

fangs were buried in its throat. Both tiger and heifer

lay with their backs turned to the two men, which was

favourable, for the distance was yet too great for a

certain shot. Signing to Milford to follow by his side,

the old man darted off at right angles, so as to bring

another big bush betw^een them and the struggling

animals ; up to this they ran again, crouching as they

went, and again the old hunter peered through the

leaves. Milford could hear the last groans of the poor

heifer, and the stertorous breathing of the tiger, for they

were now within forty yards. Old Sheykha noiselessly

removed a few of the broad leaves of the palas, and

Milford looking through almost started at the sight, so

near did the tiger appear. He raised his rifle, but

Sheykha quietly laid a hand upon his arm, and shaking

his head drummed with his fingers upon his heart, and,

touching the muzzle of the weapon, tremulously shook

them in the air, thus signifying in pantomime—for they

were too near to allow of speech—that his nerves were not

steady enough for a shot. In truth Milford's nerves were

anything but steadyjust then; his heart panted with excite-

ment and the exertion of running in a crouching posture,
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and Slieyklia was wise in not allowing him to risk a shot.

The old man knew there was no immediate need for

hurry, and the sight was too familiar to him to cause

that rapid circulation of the blood that existed at that

moment in the veins of the yoimg Englishman.

At last the tiger shifted his position, and lay on the

top of the heifer, with one massive fore-arm stretched out,

holding down one of his victim's fore legs, whilst his

jaws were still firmly fixed in its throat.

Nothing could be more favourable than the posture,

exposing as it did the most vital part. So Sheykha

turned to Milford, and, patting his heart once more, made

signs of enquiry whether he was steady. The young

man nodded assent.

Pointing in the direction of the tiger, the shikaree

placed his hand on his side, just under the arm, as a hint

where to aim, and a placid smile came over his face as

he saw the deadly tube levelled with a steadiness that

was all that could be desired. In another moment the

bright flash leapt forth, and the stricken tiger sprang

from his victim with an angry roar, and turned round

and round, snapping at his side in a rage.

Sheykha pressed a finn nervous hand on Milford's

arm, for at these times, reader, when life and death hang

on a trifle, there is a cessation of that obsequious defer-

ence which is usually paid by the native to the Em-opean,

and though Sheykha would have refrained from any inter-

ference or suggestion with such an experienced shikaree

as Fordham, he knew Milford was but a novice and a

boy, and he was in great measure responsible for his

safety.

At last the tiger stopped, and looked wildlj^ round as

if he were undecided where to go ; he was evidently

badly hit, for the blood was begmning to pour from his
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mouth. Milford at this moment fired again, and, just as

lie did so, the beast made a bound in the direction of the

bush where they were, but checked as it were in his

spring, he fell fiat on the ground with all four paws

spread out, and was unable to rise ; his hind legs were

paralysed, and helplessly he writhed, roaring most

horribly. His close proximity made the young English-

man almost shudder ; he was not more than twenty yards

away, and he fancied he could almost smell the creature's

breath.

It was evident that the tiger's spine was broken by

the last shot, and his sufferings were painful to witness.

In his agony he seized one of his own paws and bit it

through and through, and he tore up the turf around

with his claws as far as he could reacli. At last, taking

his second gun from Sheykha, Milford gave him the coup

de grace. The first ball aimed at his head missed, but

the second entered just behind the ear, and with a single

groan the fell destroyer breathed his last.

At this moment Fordham made his appearance on

the elephant, and congratulated his young friend on his

victory.

' I thought I would come and look after you, my boy,'

he said, ' in case you might want help in searching for a

woiuided tiger ; but I stayed near the \-illage so as not to

interfere with your sport till I heard your shots, and I am
glad you have been so successful without my aid. Ay,

Sheykha, he's a fine heavy beast, that.^

'

' Burra, kuttr-ha bagh, khodaAvund, khoob bhari

walla.'

To Alilford he seemed enormous, and his heart swelled

with pride at liis success, though he was honest enough to

lay much of it to the credit of the old shikaree ; still, as

far as the shooting was concerned, it was all his own, and
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he thought how proud his mother would be when lie

wrote her an account of what had passed ; and there was

also a passing thought of what a certain fair-haired girl

—a neighbouring squire's daughter, who lived not far

from his English home—would think of the tiger hunter

whom, a few months before, she used rather to patronise

as a boy, in the usual -way in which sweet seventeen re-

gards the young lover of twenty.

' Nine feet ten inches,' said Fordham, rolling up his

pocket tape.

'That is not anything very great, is it.?' asked Milford,

his face showing some disappointment. ' I should have

taken him to be ten or twelve feet ; he looks such a

monster.'

' So he is, my dear Ernest, a very big tiger, and if all

tigers were measured honestly, a twelve-foot animal

would never be heard of. All your big fellows are

measm-ed from stretched skins, and are as exaggerated as

are the accounts of the dangers incurred in killing them,

at least in many cases. But even the true method of

measuring the unskinned animal is faulty ; it is an ap-

parent fact that a tail has very little to do with the

worthiness of a creature, otherwise our bull-dogs would

have their caudal appendages left in peace. Now every

shikaree knows that there may be a heavy tiger with a

short tail and a light-bodied one with a long tail. Yet

the measurement of each would be equal, and gives no

criterion as to the size of the brute. Here's this tiger of

yours ; I call him a heavy one—twenty-eight inches

round the fore-arm and big in every wa5^ Yet his

measurement does not sound large, and, had he six inches

more tail, he would gain immensely by it in reputation.

The biggest panther I ever shot had a stump only six

inches long, and, according to the usual system of
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measuring, be would have read as being a very small

creature indeed.'

Whilst this measurement and chat were going on the

elephant had been down to the village, and the howdah

was taken off there. She now returned with only a pad

on "her back, and on this the dead tiger was lifted to be

carried home.
' My dear Ernest,' said Fordham, as they walked

home, ' you are getting quite a shikaree ; two bears

yesterday and a tiger this evening is luck that does not

fall to a single gun every day. I hope your good star

wiU be equally in the ascendant to-morrow morning, for

I propose going . after sambur before daybreak, so as to

catch them as they return from their nightly foraj'^s on

the crops. The moon is about right now and yn\l give

us light till dawn, and there are some fine antlered stags

in these low hills. I want some sambur skiiis for my
leggings, and the man who cures them for me has no

more in hand.'

' I should hke to see a sambur,' rejoined Milford. ' I

have never seen one yet.'

' Well, I hope your wish will be gratified to-morrow.

Perhaps the American wapiti may be a handsomer animal

on account of its horns, but I know of no finer sight than

a noble sambur stag ; his size and majestic carriage com-

bine to make him the king of the Indian deer. His horns

are certainly wanting in tines, for there are only two at

the top, with a brow antler at the base of each ; but they

are graceful in sweep and curvatiure, and are frequently

massive and of large size. One pair I have measure

three feet five inches along the cm've. The bara singha,

or twelve-tiued red deer, is smaller, and his horns are not

jiearly so graceful as those of the European red deer : there

is an angular branchiness about them which is ugh".'
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' They are difficult to stalk, are they uot ?
' enquired

Milford.

' Very ; it is no easy matter to stalk an old sambur

stag fairly. Many of them are killed by driving them

with beaters as we drove the hill the other day when the

boar got into the nets ; only that nets are not used on

such occasions. The marksmen post themselves in con-

venient spots, and the deer are driven past ; but I do not

likef the plan and never join in " hanks " for sambur if I

can possibly avoid it. There is more excitement in run-

ning one down with dogs and spearing him as the

Gonds do, for then the poor creature has a chance for life

and dies gallantly standing at bay. You must get Soma,

the Lebhana, to get up a party for you in the rains; he

cannot join in the sport now himself, poor fellow, for he

is lame, but his people are keen hunters, and the Bunjara

dogs are noted.'

- Chand Khan had prepared a glorious dinner for

hungry sportsmen by the time they arrived at the tents,

and they were fully incHned to do ample justice to it.

Long before the crows' dawn, whilst the moon was

shining brightly, about three o'clock in the morning, the

sentry at Fordham's door woke up Nusseer Khan, who,

in his turn, woke his master's bearer, who again went off

to Avake his lord ; Old Chand Khan being the next per-

son to whom Nusseer Khan administered his attentions.

' Khansamah jee ! ay Huzn.it ! get up quickly, the sahib

wants his coffee ! hey Khansamah jee !

'

' Oumph ! who are you ? Avhat do you want ? Be off,

son of a bad father ! don't bother me.' So saying, the

peppery old fellow rolled over on the other side.

Nusseer Khan then diverted his attack to one of the

minor fry, to whom he used less ceremony, and, catching

hold of a sleeping khidmutgar by the shoulder, shook
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liira vigorously. ' Hi ! get up, tlie saliib wants you ; get

up ! get up
!

' The man jumped up with a grunt, sat up

for a few minutes, di-eamily gazing about him, rubbed

his eyes, yawned, and finally got on his feet, without

saying a word.

' Now, brother, are you awake ?
' exclaimed the im-

petuous peon. ' The sahib will be out in a minute, and

there'll be a toofdn if his tea is not ready.'

The man looked at him again and yawned once more,

and then quietly, without a word, began to kindle a fire

with a few small sticks:

Nusseer Khan had hardly done speaking when the

stout old khansamah, who was now fairly roused, sat up,

and gave vent to a yawn which opened a mouth capacious

enough to have taken down the elephant, howdah and all,

which performance wound up with a prolonged groan,

terminating with the pious ejaculation: *Bismillah! al

rehman al raheem !
' After which he seemed to be better,

and, unrolling himself irom the folds of a comfortable

rezai, began to stir himself amongst the pots and pans.

As the chapprassee walked back, he noticed lights in

both the tents where the sahibs were ; so, giving a

rousing shake to a brother peon, who lay encased in his

blanket under one of the flies of his master's tent, he went

ofi" to the village to call the Gond who was to be their

guide.

In about half an hour the party stood all I'eady to

start—the two Englishmen with their attendants, Nusseer

Khan and Azim Khan, and a little, thin, wiry-looking

Gond, whose poaching propensities had given him a fair

knowledge of the ' runs ' usually taken by the sambur in

tlieir nightly journeys between the forest and the fields.

He had no notion of giving fair play, and of stalking

according to the English fashion, and it was quite beyond
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his weak niiud why the sahib logue should take so niucli

trouble. He selected a likely run, and built himself a

little ambush of branches, underneath which he lay snugly

concealed tiU the deer almost walked up to the muzzle of

his matchlock ; and why the sahibs could not do the

same was a mystery, but they never would listen to his

advice. However, he could show them the runs, and

then they must settle with the sambur.

Two horses were saddled, but both Fordham and his

companion preferred to walk, especially as the morning

Avas chilly ; and so, telling the Gond to go on ahead, they

set forth. They had to cross by the same cattle path

where they had met the tiger the night but one before,

and then down through the little valley, and on through

a belt of thick scrub-jungle which clothed the rise

;

beyond this again lay an open plain of highly cultivated

country, which during the night was frequented by the

deer for the sake of the young green crops, which, in

spite of carefal watching, they considerably despoiled. In

England and other civilised countries, nay, even in the

greater part of Bengal and the north-west, the husband-

man ploughs and sows his land, and waits patiently for

the appointed time of harvest, his only enemies being the

weeds against which to wage war ; at all events he gets

his rest at night comfortably in his own cot. But the poor

Gond has to toil night as well as day ; from the time the

gxeeu shoots appear above ground he builds himself a

little wigwam in the midst of liis field, or a platform on

high poles, from whence lie can keep watch and ward

against deer and bison and wild pigs ; and he constructs

ingenious rattles of two standard poles and two cross

jiieces ; from the top one of the latter depend three or four

swinging bars, whicli, wlien pulled by a string, rattle

against the lower batten. These I'attles are placed in
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each corner of a field and are tugged at in turn, but in

spite of them the crops close to the jungle suffer not a

little.

About an hour's brisk walking brought them out

over the crest of the second range of hills, just overlook-

ing the plain. At the base of the range was a belt of

uncultivated land, much covered with bushes, with here

and there a winding path hke a sheep track. To one of

these the Gond led them, and pointing said, ' Yehi acha

mohree hai, sahib ' (this is a good run, sahib). His

advice, that they should make an ambush of branches

and squat behind them, not being met with approval, they

determined to wait till daylight, and then scout along the

base of the range. The morning star was already glim-

mering near the horizon, and dawn was not far off.

They sat down behind a bush so as to hide themselves

for a time, and waited patiently, or rather we should say

impatiently, for this waiting in the cold, damp morning

was anything but agreeable. However, it was not for

long they were so tried. The morning breeze, harbinger

of daybreak, came sighing through the branches over-

head ; the clear notes of the koel rang through the woods,

and the distant whoop of the entellus monkey, or call of

the pea-fowl, became more fi-equent as the grey streaks

broadened in the east.

' I think there is just light enough to distinguish a

deer now,' whispered Fordhara. ' Perhaps we had better

move doAvn towards the fields, but we must move Avith

caution ; luckily the wind is in our favour. The horses

must be left here in the thicket.'

Giving a few instructions in a low tone, Fordham

led the Avay, the others following.

Before they had gone very far they heard the distant

bell of a stag, which gave them promise, and they pro-
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ceoded with still more caution, in Indian fde. Suddenly

their leader stopped and dropped behind a bush, motion-

ing to the others to crouch, and beckoning Milford to his

side.

' Look there,' he whispered, pointing through a gap

in the bush.

Milford looked and saw a large deer approaching

with cautious steps, within easy rifle range. He clutched

his piece with excitement, when his elder companion held

up his hand, saying

—

'Nay, Ernest, my boy, 'tis only a hind, and not

worthy of your aim ; wait a bit, there is a stag with her

to a certainty ; she is but a scout. I hope, however, she

won't come straight upon us ; if she does Ave must

manage to turn her, for if she once gets wind of us a\ e

may say good-bye to both of them.'

The hind was coming apparently straight towards them,

stopping every now and then with her large bellrshaped

ears advanced, then looking back to the point from which

the hunters argued her mate would appear.

Fordham beckoned to the Gond to approach, which

he did by v/orming himself along the ground. A low-

toned conversation took place, on which the dusky

savage nodded and grinned like a cat. After satisfying

himself by another look that the liind was really coming

straight for their place of concealment, he bent down
close to the ground, and imitated to the life the short,

sharp bark of the little grey fox.

The deer suddenly stopped and listened ; all was still.

She petulantty struck her sharp hoofs agauist the ground

and snorted, but hearing nothing more, she cast a dis-

trustful look at the bush and slowly moved off at an

angle. Their attention had been so fixed on her motions

that they hardly noticed the advance of the slag, which
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came leisurely up the slope from the fields in the wake

of his consort, now and again stopping to cull a berry

from a beyr bush, or scratch his shaggy sides with his

massive antlers. Now he stood broadside on, a picture

of animal beauty. In height he was about fourteen hands,

Galloway size. His dark-brown hide, wet with the

morning mists, seemed almost black; his massy neck,

clothed with bristling hair, and his long sweeping antlers,

gave him an air of grandeur which Milford had never

seen before in the deer of the parks, or even in Landseer's

noble pictures. Here was, as it were, the lion amongst

deer, less of the usual grace of the tribe, but majestic

beyond his conceptions. The boy was in quite a fever of

excitement, lest such a noble quarry should escape, yet

he was out of correct shooting range, and evidently he

was coming no nearer, for, taking his cue from the hind,

he shaped his course to the left of their place of ambush.
' Ay, that's a grand stag,' remarked Fordham ; ' I wish

I had him headed for the plains with Cossack under me

;

but we must try and circumvent him somehow before he

gets into cover.'

A few hundred yards behind them was a small

nullah, fringed with dwarf jamoon ^ and grislea bushes.

If they could gain this unseen, they might creep along

the bed till they could cross the track the deer were

taking. Bidding his followers to lie close, and Milford

to follow his example, he flung himself full length on the

ground, and, taking advantage of a slight inequality,

began to drag himself along in a direction diametrically

opposite to that taken by the stag. Milford followed as

well as he could, but his heart was rather against widen-

ing the distance, and his impatience was aggravated by

' Eiiyenia jnyiibolana.
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the slow pi'ogress made by siicli a suaky sort of locomo-

tion. However, thougli he groaned in spirit, he had faitli

in Fordliam, and toiled away in silence.

At last the nullah was reached ; and, bending low,

they set off with rapid strides in the direction of the

forest. After going some distance, Fordham stopped to

reconnoitre. He chose for this a place where the bushes

were rather thick, and, worming his way through them,

found himself face to face with the hind, who stared at

liim with astonishment for a moment, and then, uttering

a short cry of alarm, dashed into the thicket.

' Come on, Ernest, come on,' whispered his com-

panion, setting off at a run. Off they set, as hard as

their legs could carry them ; but a clattering amongst

the stones, and crashing of branches, told them that the

stag had taken alarm ; and indeed they once got sight of

his dark form as he dashed into the forest.

' Hold hai'd, my boy, hold hard ; there is no use your

pumping yourself by a run up that hill. He's off—more's

tlie pity, for he was a fine fellow, and we shall never see

a hair of him again.'

' Confound that Avretched hind
!

' exclaimed tlie youno-

man, dashing his hat on the ground, and sitting down on
a stone to recover his breatli. ' I had set my heart on
that stag, he was sucli a glorious fellow. Is there no way
of getting hold of him ?

'

' None at all ; we must put up witli our disappoint-

ment. But come along; he is not the only stag in these

hills. I am going to walk along the edge of the junple,

and then turn the point of the hill and come down tlie

valley till we again strike oiu' homeward path, and, as the

sun is not up yet, we may still get a straggler from the

fields.'

Whistling for his followers, Fordham took a look
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round with his glasses, but without effect. However,

nothing disheartened, cheerfully telling his young friend

not to think too much of his disappointment, they were

once more on their way, and they were rewarded ere

long, for before they had gone half a mile they came

upon another stag, who was quietly rubbing his horns

against a tree, and Milford, who was the first to see him,

got within easy distance, and dropped him with a single

shot through the heart. He was a younger one than the

last, but had fine horns nevertheless, and Milford's spirits

revived with his success.

Leaving Azim Khan to look after the carting home

of the deer, the friends went on skirting the hill till they

rounded the point, and took their way down the glen

which they had before crossed, and at the farthest end of

Avhich Milford had shot the tiger.

It was a most enjoyable morning, cool and fresh.

The sun had risen, and every spray sparkled with a

thousand dewdrops. From all sides came the gladsome

songs of birds—the plaintive notes of bush warblers, and

the louder calls of the pea-fowl and painted partridge
;

the cheerful cry of the latter struck the sportsmen as

they stepped over the dewy sward.

'What is it that you people think this bird says?'

asked Fordham of Xusseer Khan.

'Khodawund, they say it repeats a prayer every

morning at sunrise :
" Ya Soobhan ! teri koodrut I ya

Soobhan ! teri koodi-ut
!

" (Oh merciful one ! thy bene-

ficence !)

'

' Eather far-fetched, but still a pretty idea,' rejoined

his master, speaking in English to his companion.

' What sort of a bu'd is it ? ' asked Milford.

' A very pretty partridge, or FraucoUn, for it belongs

to that genus of partridges. The upper part of its body,

H
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head, and neck are, generally speaking, brown—of course

there are various shades—and the breast is black, witii

white spots. At this time of the morning you may

often find it perched on a low branch, a stump, or ant-

hill, making this peculiar call.'

As they walked up the glen it got gradually nar-

rower, and also rose slightly towards the middle, and

at last they found themselves on a saddleback as it is

termed, a watershed being on either side. The wood

was denser here, and the trees somewhat larger, and con-

spicuous among them was a large ficus in fruit, and

now thronged with birds of all kinds. Om- friends were

watching the curious, awkward motions of several large

hornbills, and the eccentric way in which they separated

the fruit and tossed it up in the air, catching it with a

snap and swallowing it whole ; and Fordhara was giving

Milford some account of the habits of the creature, how
the male plasters up his mate during the incubating

season in a hole with mud, and feeds her attentively till

she is ready to come out with her brood.

At this moment they heard a crash in the bushes

behind them, and a clatter of loose stones.

Fordham wheeled sharp round, and, almost at the

same moment, as he sighted a break in the wood, he

pitched his ritle forward and fired.

' What is it ? what is it ?
' eagerly demanded Milford,

as he heard some large animal vigorously kicking and

struggling in the underwood.

' A stag,' replied his comrade, ' and, if I mistake not,

it is our friend of this morning. I had just time to draw

a bead on his shaggy neck. Come along.'

They ran up the hill, and as they approached it the

gallant animal staggered on to his feet, and looked Aviklly

at them, as if he were going to charge. His eye rolled
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with excitement, the suborbital sinus being widely dis-

tended ; the bristles of his neck stood out and greatly

enhanced the fierceness of his appearance. But all this

display was but momentar'y ; he fell heavily over and gave

vent to some of the most piercing screams that ever

shocked the human ear.

Milford was horrified and put his hands to his ears.

He had no idea such sounds could proceed from the

throat of a deer. Fordham too seemed shocked, and

motioned to Nusseer Khan to put the poor beast out of

his misery. The Pathan sprang forward, and a stroke of

his keen knife silenced the poor animal for ever.

' It is such things as these and the mute reproach of

a dying stag's eye,' said the elder hunter, ' that often

make one ashamed of oneself, and declare that one will

never pull trigger again at a deer. But I must say it is

not common to hear a stag scream as this one did.'

' It was horrible
!

' exclaimed Milford ;
' I had no idea

they could make such a noise.'

' Well, the poor beast was shot, as you see, through

the root of the neck, and that may have had something

to do with it. I have shot many stags, but I never heard

such screams before.'

' He is a magnificent creature,' remarked Mlford,

musingly ; ' he is much bigger than mine. I am sure,

Fordham, this is the stag we saw first.'

' I think it is,' said his companion. ' There was a hind

with him ; in fact I saw the hind first as she led the way

across the gap, and so was prepared for him to follow.

You shall have the head of this fellow for your mother,

Ernest, if you think she would like to have it, but I am
sure she would prefer the one of your own shooting, and

its head is nearly as good.'

' I \vish it were,' rejoined the youth ;
' but if you
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don't mind parting with it, Fordliara, and will allow me

to be greedy, I should like to have it, and will try to

stuff the head.'

' All right, my boy, it is yours with pleasure, and, if

you want assistance in stuffing, there is Moula, my fac-

totum, who has been on leave for two months, and has

just returned to Seonee ; he will help you in the skinning

and curing. He is a good hand at these things ; I taught

him myself, and he has been an apt pupil.'

' I shall be glad to avail myself of his superior know-

ledge. But who is Mr. Moula ? I never heard of him

before.'

' That is because he has been away ; otherwise Moula,

or the Lalla-jee as he is called, is one of the greatest

personages in my camp. I picked him up some years

ago, and I will tell you how as we go along. Here,

Nusseer Klian, we shall ride home, so you and the Gond
had better arrange about bringing home the sambur.

Well,' continued Fordham, as they rode slowly down the

glen, ' I picked up the Lalla at Sasseram, where I was

some time ago quartered with a detachment of my
regiment. Having little or nothing to do during the day,

and not being given, like many of my brother officers,

to sleeping away spare time, I took up natural history as

a study, and employed several men to catch birds for me,

which they do with birdlime on a rod like a fishing-rod
;

you have seen them, have you not?
'

' No, I cannot say I have,' replied Milford.

' Well, I dare say you Avill some day come across a

man wdth a long slender bamboo in joints, like a light

trout r-od, and a basket not unlike a fishing basket, and

sometimes a shield of green leaves, and you will kuo\v

him for a professional bird-catcher. You will see him
watch a bulbul or a myna to a tree. Silently he creeps
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up, and, sheltering himself behind his target of leaves,

he smears the top joint of his rod with birdlime, made

from the milky juice of the bur tree ^ boiled with oil.

Then he adds on joint to joint, cautiously pushing the

whole up till within a few inches of the unsuspecting

bird. A rapid dart and the thing is done. Down comes

the fluttering prisoner, if not attached to the stick at any

rate within easy distance ; for so viscid is the birdlime

that flight is out of the question. Well, I had several of

these fellows ; and one day, as I was riding along the

road, I met my man Moula, then to me a stranger, with

his basket and apparatus and a couple of fine merlins. I

immediately entered into a conversation, in the course of

which I found out that he was a touch above the common
herd—in fact he was a catcher and trainer of hawks and

falcons ; so I asked him if he would enter my service, to

which he agreed. After a time, I found that he had a

soul even above hawks, for he used to come back in the

evening with an empty bag, but his head full of tigers,

which he had been tracking in the jungle lands just above

Sasseram. So he then became my tiger shikaree, and

many a close shave we had, for it is very nasty country

for tigers, that same jungle about Sasseram—open scrub,

principally, if I remember right, beyr bushes with deep

ravines—but he knew the ground Avell, and on one

occasion asked me to sit out one night in a queer sort of

imderground cellar, built in a nullah by a wealthy ze-

mindar of the neighbourhood, who liked to kill his tigers

with perfect safety to himself. Having been belated one

night we tried the cellar in spite of snakes, but one

trial was quite enough for me. The place was built in

the bend of a nullah ; it was a room about twelve feet

' Ficus incUca.
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square, looplioled on two sides, or rather one side and a

corner ; about seven feet, or so, high, with a wooden

trapdoor closing the entrance. The top of the cellar

was flush with the ground, with steps leading down

through the trapdoor, and the floor Avas level with the

bed of the nullah.

' A more miserable night I never spent, for, what

with the heat and the mosquitoes, sleep was out of the

question. The place was damp and ill ventilated, and

not a ghost of a tiger came down the nullah to be shot.

Koonwur Sing, Avho built it, may possibly enjoy that sort

of thing, but 1 much prefer a hole in the open air.

" Well, when I came to the Central Provinces, Moula's

imagination was so fired by my accounts of the shikar to

be had here, that he agreed to follow my fortunes ; and,

leaving a sum of money with his disconsolate family, he

started with my carts for the long journey. He is a

dreadful miser, and hves on air, I think, sending all his

savings down periodically to Sasseram, where I firmly

believe he has intentions of buying lands and dying a

zemindar.^ He is supposed to belong to the Kyuth, or

writer class, generally called Lallas, and therefore he is

usually styled Lalla-jee ; but he is quite free from the

prejudices of his class, and will skin any sort of animal,

and has no more compunction in tying out a cow as a

bait for a tiger than he has in eating his dinner. He
has one pecuharity ; once a year he comes up and

gravely asks for three days' leave—one day to get drunk

in, and two days to recover, and on these occasions he

keeps out of sight. His annual custom over, he is as

sober as a judge for the next twelve months. I never

' The poor fellow was killed by a (itrer at last, instead of goin" back as

a zemindar. See note at the end of this book for the slorv of his death, as

given bv Oaiitain Forsyth, whose account of his early davt is incorrect.
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could make out Avhy he does it ; his headaches dreadfidly

after these bouts, and he acknowledges his follj^ but he

goes on doing it nevertheless.'

On their arrival at the camp they were met by old

Sheykha, who had some news to relate. The tiger

beyond Khundipar, about which Fordham had sent for

him, had at last made a HZZ—a Gond, runner had just

come in to say so. But the ' cjara ' was lying out in the

open, and far from a convenient tree, which was awk-

ward, for the brute was one of those very suspicious ones

that will not return to the kill if it be disturbed.

' Well, what do you propose to do, Sheykha ? ' asked

Fordham.
' My lord, your slave's advice is that you send Nusseer

Khan and Luchman with the Gond to make a machaun in

the nearest tree, and I will manage the rest. You can

cfo out about two o'clock in the afternoon so as to reach

the spot by three or four, and with your honour's good

fortune the tiger shall eat bullets. But your slave wants

a calf to kill.'

' You shall have one ; but what for ?
' asked his

master.

' Khodawund, it will never do to approach the gara

with that tiger, and yet we must get it nearer to the tree.

So my idea is to take the fresh skin of a calf, and I will

Avrap my feet in it with the fleshy side out. I will then

approach the kill and attach a cord to it by which we
can haul it near to the machaun. The tisjer will not

then smell my track, and he may think some other

tijxer has carried off his meal, and will follow in search

of it.'

' Bravo ! a good idea,' rejoined Fordham. ' Make all

the necessary an-angements and send off the elephant with

Luchman, who is a first-rate hand at building machauns,
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and some one to assist liim. Nusseer Klian is bringing

home a sambur, and will not be here for some time.

Tell the men to he very silent, and to -chop their poles at

some distance from the place and carry them on the

elephant; and, mind, no hookah smoking or sliouting

whilst at work.'

' I'll go with them,' said the old man, ' as soon as I

have got the calfskin.'

Sheykha went off in a great bustle to make all his

preparations, and our friends to their baths and breakfast.

The rest of the day was spent in ofBce-work on Fordham's

part, and two hours w^ith a moonshee on Milford's ; after

which the latter began to skin the sambur's head, and he

had only just finished it, and put it into a pickle of salt

and alum, when tiffin was announced ; and at two o'clock

they started for Khundipar.

A brisk ride over pretty, undulating country brought

them about half-past three o'clock to the village nearest

to the kill ; here they were met by the Putad and elders

of the village, and by Sheyklia and the peons, who re-

ported that the machaun was ready.

' Have you moved the gara j-et ?
' asked Fordham of

Sheykha.

' No, khodawund ; the later we move it the fresher

the trail will be. When your honour is seated and ready,

one of the Gonds and I will move the gara. He is sure

to come back again, I think, sahib ; for he has only

drunk the blood as yet, and it is a fat little cow.'

' Yes,' lugubriously broke in one of the villacrers,

' she was the best cow I had, and was in calf too ; and I

am a poor man—where shall I get another ? My Httle

ones want milk, and I have only an old stick of a beast

left, that doesn't give half a seer in the twenty-four

hours; and this very tiger last year killed one of mv
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plough bullocks, and I have liad to pay ever since for the

use of another.'

' Well, never mind,' said Fordliam good-naturedly

;

' if I kill this tiger you shall have another bullock, or a

cow, whichever you like.'

' May the Burra Deo make him eat your bullets,

Maharaj !
' replied the man, grinning with delight.

It was such acts of liberality as this that gained

Fordham a name in the district and influence with the

people, who, like all natives, love the open hand.

As time' was getting on Fordham ordered up the

elephant, and, mounting with Milford, told Sheykha to

lead the way. The ground beyond the village was a

good deal cut up with ravines, all converging towards a

deep dark valley, whose sides were clothed with dense

forest, matted with mahoul creepers,^ and down the

centre of which flowed a sluggish stream, stained brown

with decaying vegetation. It was, as Fordham had

remarked before, a place where an elephant would be

useless, and beaters could not be used from the size of the

valley ; so there was no chance of getting a tiger, except

by watching for him over a bait.

After crossing a few fields they came to the tree

where the machaun had been built. This was con-

structed of stout poles, lashed across the boughs of the

tree at a convenient height, twelve or fifteen feet from the

ground. On these cross poles was placed a charpoy, or

common native bed, which is merely a framework of

wood with a netting of stout cord. Over this were

spread rugs and blankets, and green branches were

woven all round and underneath, so as to hide the

occupants. The whole had the appearance of a giofantic

nest when viewed from a distance.

' Bauhinia racemosa.
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The elephant marched up with soft and silent tread,

and the two Englishmen scrambled into their eyrie, and

away went Bussunta to the village again, the mahout

receiving orders to come back on hearing three pistol

shots fired in succession.

The gara lay out in the open near some low bushes,

too far from the tree for a certain shot, and Milford

watched with some interest the proceedings of old

Slieykha, who began to cut his calfekjn in four quarters
;

two of these he wrapped over his own feet with the hair

inwards, and the other two he handed to his Gondee

assistant, who followed his example. When the two

men were readj', Sheykha took a coil of rope and made a

slip-knot and noose at one end, and drawing his long knife

out of its sheath, he waddled away in his awkward mo-
cassins, followed by the Gond in a goose-step.

The first thing Sheykha did when he reached the

dead cow was to slip his noose over its horns ; then "with

his keen knife he slashed the body open, so that the

viscera protruded and left a broader trail ; then the two

men laid on the rope manfully and di-agged the cow
slowly towards the tree. It was as much as they could

manage, and the poor old shikaree was fairly out of

breath by the time the kill was placed in its new position,

about five-and-twenty yards firom the machaun. Our
readers must remember that a small Indian cow, of the

common breed, is ligliter even than the little Alderuej',

otherwise the two men would have found it an impossible

task.

However, Sheykha, as he -vnped the perspiration from

his brow, gave a triumphant smile, and pointed to the

result of his labours, as much as to sa}", ' There ! What
do you think of that piece of generalship ?

'

Whispering to the Gond to be oft' to his villa"-e, the
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old man divested himself of his calfskins, and with the

agility of a boy climbed up into the tree, and seated

himself at the back of the machaun.

Fordham had already made himself comfortable with

a book which he had brought with him, as talking is not

allowable on such occasions. Milford had been suffi-

ciently amused at watching the removal of the cow, and

now he was all excitement about the approach of the

tiger, and he found much to attract his attention in the

birds and insects that flew about. The day was fast

dechning, for much time had been taken up with the pre-

parations, and Sheykha said the tiger might appear at any

moment. In quiet places they frequently come out

before dark ; if not then, they will come about eight or

nine, or else four o'clock in the morning ; the supposi-

tion in the latter case is that the tiger, being shy of

coming back to his kill, starts off on another hunting ex-

pedition, and, failing to get another victim, he returns early

in the morning to the meal of the day before.

In the present case, however, the day wore on, and

night came without any sign of the tiger. Fordham had

to close his book for want of light, and Milford was

wearily yawning and longing to stretch his legs, as

machaun work is rather cramping for British limbs.

Natives can rest in any posture, but English joints lack

the suppleness of the Oriental. Sheykha's head was

bowed on his arms, which were crossed over his knees,

and he appeared to be asleep, but it Avas the sleep of the

proverbial weasel.

The moon Avas rising over the distant forests, and

gave light enough to distinguish any animal that might

approach. Now and then came the short, sharp bark of

the grey fox, which was answered by the scream of the

plover, as the marauder passed too close to her nest.
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The nightjars kept up tlieu- incessant cry of ' Chuckoo-

chuckoo, cli uckoo-chuckoo !
' and at times the cry of the

pea-fowl came borne on the breeze from tlie dark woods

in the distance. Once Milford thought he heard the

deep ' A-o-ungh !
' of a tiger far away, but Fordham

whispered to him that the deceptive sounds came from

the crreat owl ^ and not from a feline thi'oat.

A little later on, our friends having in the mean time

discussed in silence a packet of sandwiches and a liask of

brandy and water, they were startled by heaiing the loud

explosive bell of a sambur from the direction of the

valley, and immediately after it was answered by alow
muttering growl. Sheykha lifted a warning finger and

whispered ' Bagh !
' Milford lost all his lassitude at once,

and eagerly expected the tiger at every rustle of a dry

leaf toyed Avith by the evening breeze. His companion

remained passive and calm, knowing by experience that

there is many a slip between the cup and the Up at this

kind of sport, and that the least thing might turn the

animal away at the last moment.

It had been arranged that Fordham Avas to take the

first shot at the tiger. He wished to give it to his young
friend, but Milford would not hear of it, and begged him
to take it, especially as he was unaccustomed to night-

shooting, and as this tiger had begun to kill men it was
most desirable that he should not escape. The latter

argument had some weight with Fordham, Avho would
otherwise have not been outdone in generosity, or would
have insisted at all events in tossing for the first shot ; but

as important results depended on his aim, he thouo-ht that

after all it would be better to leave it to him.

It was about ten o'clock -when the old shikaree's keen

' HuJnui nijjalensis. JERnox.
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eyes noticed a gliding form stealing along the field.

Suddenly it stopped where the gara had been, and a low

growl Avas distinctly heard. The old man tapped Ford-

ham on the arm and pointed. The animal was evidently

at fault, and walked round and round, now and then

giving vent to an impatient growl. At last he seemed to

perceive the trail, and slowly followed it up, till his eyes

fell on the gara in its new situation. Then he stopped,

and looked about as if to reconnoitre the ground before

proceeding, and he exercised so much caution that

Fordham almost grew doubtful whether he would come

up or not. Finally he made up his, mind, and, boldly

coming forward, he bmied his fangs in the cow's neck,

and gave her a violent shake as if he thought she still

had life in her.

There was no time to lose now, for Fordham suspected

that his intention was to drag oiF the body to a more

sheltered place. The moon shone brightly and full on

the tiger and the dead cow, but the sportsmen were

hidden in dense shade from the overhanging branches,

and it was impossible in such a light to see the fine sights

of a rifle. The natives, on such occasions, use a fluff of

cotton wool which they tie to the muzzle of their guns,

and Avhen the moonlight falls on the barrel, a bit of wax
covered with scales of coarsely powdered mica is some-

times useful, for when an angle of the mineral catches a

ray of the moon it glows like a diamond spark. But

both these makeshifts are faulty and apt to fail. Fordham

had a plan of his own. Drawing from his pocket a small

phial, containing a mixture of phosphorus and olive oil,

he applied with a finger a small dab on the fore and hind

sights of his rifle, which for a minute or so glowed with

a clear, pale light.

The tiger, savagely shaking his lifeless victim, once
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more proceeded to drag it away, and as he lifted up tlie

cow's head in liis massive jaws, the moonlight streamed

full over his broad flanks, which seemed pale grey in the

uncertain light, with the black stripes standing out clear

and distinct.

The two luminous patches blended in one in a line

between the hollow behind his shoulder and the keen eye

of the hunter, and the gloomy valley beyond gave out a

mufHed echo, as the sharp report was answered by a

sullen roar. Quick as thought a second barrel was poured

into him, as he lay gasping on the ground by the side of

the gara.

' Now, Ernest, give him a dose,' exclaimed Fordham.

The young man fired, but he was not accustomed to

the light, and both his bullets went harmlessly into the

dead cow, when the tiger, to their astonishment, suddenly

jumped up and bolted, roaring lustily.

The two men looked at each other in blank amaze-

ment.

' Well, I declare that is a sell
!

' cried Milford.

' He won't go far,' said old Sheykha ;
' he may get to

the Semul-walla bhugra,^ but not beyond ; he is too badly

hit, sahib, to travel far to-night.'

' Well, we'll see in the morning. Anyhow, I don't

think he'll live long with a couple of two-ounce bullets

through his lungs. And now we'll call up the elephant

;

there is no use our staying here any longer. Hand me
my revolver, Sheykha.'

Firing three shots in the air, he sat down and waited

for her arrival, and in half an hour they were on their

way home, which they reached about one o'clock, and

were glad to turn into comfortable beds for the remainder

' The OottoH-livc Ravine.
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of tlie niglit, promising to themselves to follow up the

track of the wounded tiger on the morrow.

Next morning, at break of day, Bussunta, with her

howdah strapped on, with Nusseer Khan, Luchman, and

Sheykha, passed silently out of the sleeping camp, and

took their way to Khundipar. The battery of rifles and

ammunition, and a plentiful supply of rockets and anars,

were stowed away in the howdah.

Fordham had ordered her an hour's start, for he and

Milford intended to ride out. It is a wise thing to avoid

as much as possible journeying on an elephant, especially

iu a howdah, for the motion is anything but pleasant, and

the locomotion is but slow. As long as one is on the

look-out for game it does not so much signify, but with

nothing to relieve the tedium of a long stage, the jolting

after a time becomes intolerable. Once we tried, when

short of horses, to make out one stage of twenty miles oii

our elephant. We strapped on the pad a bedstead with

the legs turned up, round which we passed ropes so as to

make a rail, and then, with a soft mattress underneath,

and bolsters on either side, we thought we might sleep in

comfort. Vain delusion. JSTo wretch in a fishing coble,

in a chopping sea, in the English Channel, ever was so

pitched and rolled about as we were on that eventful

night. After trying it for some time our patience gave

way, and, the monotony becoming unendurable, we ousted

the mahout, and, crossing the animaVs neck, drove her

for the rest of the stage.

At six o'clock the camp was astir. Cossack stood

saddled for Fordham, and a grey mare for Milford, and

they soon appeared fresh for tlie fray, liaving made a good

chota liazaree of tea, and toast, and eggs. A couple of

soAvars were in attendance, and the four mounted, and
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were soon dasliing along at a stretching gallop over the

little cart-road loading to Khundipar.

There is nothing more enjoyable in India than a smart

gallop on fresh horses, in the cool early morning in the

month of February. The air is exhilarating and, at least

in Central India, the scenery is ever-varying and beautiful.

Now one dashes past a wide-spreading banyan tree, its

leafy colonnades echoing with countless songsters ; then a

butea, covered with its blaze of gorgeous orange-scarlet

blossoms, comes in the way ;. then a stately cotton tree

with the honejf-suckers fluttering about its crimson

chalices. Away in the distance rise blue hills with

wreaths of grey mist slowly floating up, from the midst

of which comes

The mournful cry of sunward sailing cranes,

as flocks of sai'us wend their way to the tanks that stud

the plains of Kerola below the ghats. But the two

horsemen noted Httle of these things, as they held steadily

on their way. They were anxious to get to the groimd

before the tiger had moved further away ; if he once got

into the big valley it was hopeless to think of securing

him, but the ' Semul-walla bhugra ' was a sure find, a cul

de sac, from which escape would be almost impossible.

The sun was Avell up by the time they reached Khun-

dipar, and, riding through the village, they made straight

for tlie tree where they had sat up the night before.

Here they found the elephant and the peons ; old Sheykha

had gone off on the track of the tiger, and he was

expected back immediately. Fordliaui got off and
examined the ground. Close to the bod}- of the cow was

a dark stain, where the ground had soaked in the blood

from the tiger's wounds ; large drops marked the direction

he had taken, and there was but little doubt tliat he could
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not go far. Milford looked with considerable disgust at

the two holes, about eight inches apart, his bullets had

made in the cow, but he consoled himself with the idea

that it was really too dark to see his sights, and that he

had had no time to apply any of Fordham's preparation

of phosphorus.

Sheykha now made his appearance, and confidently

reported that the tiger was in the Semul-walla bhugra.

So the elephant was mounted, and they proceeded there

at once.

The Cotton-tree Eavine took its name, as may be

supposed, from a large bombax ^ growing at the head of

the nullah which was one of the feeders of the dark

valley before mentioned. The place was not very deep,

but was densely overgrown with brushwood, which grew

amongst the rocks of which the bottom was composed.

The sides, instead of being abrupt, sloped gently, and

the whole was easily traversed by the elephant.

' I am pretty certain he is there,' remarked Fordham,

as he watched the antics of some large grey monkeys

called lungoors,^ which leaped from branch to branch of

an old kouha tree, jabbering and grinning most insanely.

' There is verj- little doubt about it,' he continued ; ' those

lungoors are just above where he lies. Akbar Ali, take

the elephant down into the bed of the nullah to the left,

and work up.'

Those who have only seen an elephant in a menagerie,

or paid sixpence for a ride on one in the Zoological

Gardens, have but a faint notion, if any at all, of the

wonderful power and sagacity displayed by this animal

in the forests, and especially in the hilly and rocky forests,

of Central India. Trained to obey every word of com-

' JBomba.i heptaphylhim. ~ Preshjtis Enlellus.
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mand, and to judge with extreme nicety every intonation

of the driver's voice, the feats performed are ahnost

incredible, and seem still more marvellous when, as is

often the case, the elephant is one which has been but a

year or two in captivity. Watch Bussunta now, as she

goes down the steep bank ; were she to do so as a horse

or other animal would, the occupants of the howdah

would find themselves at a most uncomfortable angle.

Her fore legs are straight, but she drags her hind ones

along the gi-ound ; now she recovers herself, as she gains

more level footing, but the branches are thick and hinder

her passage.

"• Lay hold, my sweet one, my life ! lay hold, my
brave one ! Shabash ! shabash

!

' cried Akbar Ali, as she

laid hold of branch after branch and tore it from its tree.

' Shabash, my daughter, shabash ! now another one ; no,

no, not that, take the higher branch ; there, my queen,

my pearl, shabash
!

' and, as he showered endearing

epithets on her, Bussunta proudly -stalked through the

thicket into the more open bed of the ravine, with a

purring noise of self-satisfaction ; then she suddenly

struck her trunk on the ground with a hollow drum-like

sound, and coiled it tightly up.

' The tiger is near, Ernest ; look out
!

' said Fordham,
' that Avas a warning note of old Bussunta's.'

Cautiously peering about, they went slowly up the

ravine.

' Ha ! there he is !
' exclaimed Milford, pitching for-

ward his rifle and firing. A short, sullen roar follo-\ved.

' You touched him up there, Ernest,' said his com-

panion. ' Chello ! mahout ! chello ! after him quick !

He seems inclined to sneak off and break out into the

open.'

Akbar Ali ui-gcd on his clepliant in the direction
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taken by the tiger, but the bank was steep, and progress

impeded by heavy masses of inahoul creeper. Bussunta

had just torn away one of these obstructions when, Avith

a savage growl, a yellow mass sprang up and clung to the

elephant's head. The situation was critical, but it lasted

only a moment. Neither of the sportsmen liked to fire

for fear of injuring Bussunta; but she, with a shrill

trumpet and a violent effort, shook off her assailant, who
was weak and faint with loss of blood, and backed down-

hill into the bed of the nullah. As the tiger fell off,

Fordham planted two more balls in his chest, and he now
lay in the last throes of death, with a low, bubbling growl

issuing from his clenched jaws.

Akbar Ali was in a great state of mind. about his

charge, who Avas restless and excited after her encoimter,

but on carefully examining her head he was able to

report that the injuries were but slight. She was rather

badly scratched about the ears and cheeks, where the

tiger had embraced' her head Avith his fore paws, and

there Avere two teeth marks on the bump in the middle of

her forehead, but he could not bring his under-jaAv into

play, so the bite was not effectual 4 on the whole she Avas

more excited than hurt.

' I am afraid I must sacrifice the skin of that tiger,'

said Fordham, ' and let Bussunta Avork her Avicked Avill

on him, so that she may regain confidence.'

Old Sheykha and half a dozen Gonds noAv made their

appearance, but Fordham Avould not let them go near

the tiger yet.

' One never knoAVS when these creatures are dead,'

he remarked, ' and many a life is lost by incautiously

approaching a tiger Avhich has been shot. Here, Ernest,

you have an odd barrel loaded ; fire it at his head
'

The young man raised his rifle and fired. The heavy
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two-ounce conical bullet impinged on the tiger's jaw, and,

glancing off at an angle, went singing over the hill.

But there was no sign of life.

' He is dead, sahib,' said Sheykha, going up with the

Gonds.

' Drag him down here, Sheykha,' called out Fordham,
' drag him doAvn here, and give him to the elephant.

Now, Ernest, we'll get off, for it won't be pleasant when
she gets hold of that brute.'

The tiger was dragged down, and when the elephant

saw it she gave another trumpet, and backed.

' Go on, my brave one, go on
!

' cried Akbar Ali,

urging her forward.

It was curious to mark the influence of the man over

the natural timidity of the animal. ' Go on, my daughter

;

shabash, what is it but a cat ? Shabash ! well done ! hit

him again.' She went up wriggling and shuffling, but

still she went up and hit the tiger a tremendous blow

with her trunk, enough to smash all his ribs, and then

backed a few yards. ' Shabash ! shabash ! my queen,

have at him again : who is he that he should stand

against my brave one ? Shabash ! there, toss him well.'

This time, after giving the tiger a second blow, she

turned sideways and administered a kick which sent him
flying ; then she rushed at him and tried to trample on

him, and finally got the body between her legs, when
she kept up a sort of ball play, kicking it forward with

a hind leg, and pitching it back with a fore-foot till the

tiger was almost pounded to a jelly.

' There, there, that will do, my beauty, that will do

;

you have well beaten him ; who is he that he should spit

on our beai-ds ? Shabash hi ! well done, well done ! now
leave him. Enougli, enough. There, go up to your

master ; salaam, daiigliter of elephants, salaam !

'
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The proud creature raised her trunk to her forelicad

and waved it in the air with a slight trumpet.

' Bravo, Bussunta,' said Fordham, caressing her trunk;

' you shall have lots of sweetmeats, and a bottle of liquor

to-night.'

The sagacious creature acknowledged the caress by a

pecuhar purring noise, and, as her master mentioned the

sweetmeats, the mahout gave her a quiet hint, and she

salaamed again.

The tiger was not such a finely marked animal as the

one shot by Milford, but still he was a good-si^ed beast,

and his skin had to be taken off for the Government

reward. His skull was also wanted by Fordham for his

collection, the bullet having glanced off the jaw-bone

giving it an additional interest. So he told Sheykha to

have it skinned there and then, whilst he and Milford rode

home. Great were the rejoicings among the villagers at

the death of their enemy, for one or two men had fallen

victims to this tiger, and they were beginning to be afraid

of him. The Putail begged for some of the fat, which

is looked upon as a specific for rheumatism, and the old

Gond who had lost his cow asked for a portion of the

liver to eat, it being a popular superstition that tiger's

liver gives a stout heart. Accordingly Sheykha was told

to comply with these requests, and the old Gond went

up to the dead tiger, and thus apostrophized him

—

' Ah, budzat! you ate my cattle, now I will eat you !'

a tit-for-tat which seemed to afford him infinite satisfac-

tion.

The vultures were swooping round the carcase of the

poor little cow, as our friends galloped past on their way
home. They might now have undisturbed possession of

it, for the heat and exposure were beginning to tell upon

it, and rendered it unfit even for a Gond's consumption.
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Had Fordham not sat over it, and orders been given for

it to be left untouched, it would have been cut up and

carried off the first day, for the Gonds are omnivorous,

and, thinking that it is an ill wind that blows nobody any

good, make the most of a comrade's misfortune, and eat

up what the tiger may choose to leave of his cow.

It was mid-day when the horsemen galloped into

camp, and the two Englishmen were not sorry to get out

of the glare and heat of the sun, and exchange for it

cool, shady tents, refreshing baths, and a substantial

breakfast.

DEEU HATTLE.
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.

My dearest Mother—
We have returned to the station for a fortnight, so I am
going to pack up my boxes of shikar trophies, and send

them off to you. There will be quite an Indian museum
at the Lodge by the time I retm-n to England. I have

already given you accounts of the sambur horns and my
first tiger, but I have still many others whose histories

are as j^et unwritten, and I am afraid I shall cover many
sheets of paper ere you have had a full account of the

doings of the last month. However, I know I am writing

to a partial reader, and you wiU not find my adventures

tedious, whatever they might be to other people.
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I am glad to hear Uncle Tom is interested in my
doings. I think he used to consider me rather a milksop

because I preferred a day's rabbit-shooting or fishing to

hard riding after a fox. What you tell me about his

having made me his heir, as regards the Terndale estate,

is news, and good news too if he keeps to it, and I don't

forfeit his good opinion somehow. I suppose I must send

him a skin or two, but my first ones must go to you.

How are the Lloyds.? Have you seen Edith lately? Tell

her I haven't had a lavender kid on my fist for many
months, and my complexion is copper-coloured enough

for a Pawnee Indian.

I hope Uncle Tom is of a constant mind. I like

India well enough for the present, but I should like to

rest my old bones (when it comes to that time) in a

house of my own in old England. I always thought he

had pitched upon that harum-scarum, hard-riding, and

equally hard-drinking cousin, Eoderick, for his successor

at Ferndale. Of coiu'se I keep a journal. Wasn't it

your parting injunction that I should faithfully chronicle

all ray small beer, even of the mildest tap ? and did I not

fill that morocco album with inane recordings of sharks

and albatrosses, lobscouse and salt junk, stormy petrels

and flying fish in that dreary voyage round the Cape ?

And have I not been giving you monthly extracts firom

it in letters of a magnitude which gives the Bengalee

Baboo here, who officiates as postmaster, a very erroneous

idea of my importance, for he is firmly possessed of the

notion that I am the ' Times ' correspondent for Central

India ?

1 told you in my last of our success with the tiger

at Khundipar. Well, we struck camp next day and
nnarched down into Kerola, a division of this district

lying in tlie valley of the Ban Gunga, belo\v the plateau
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on wliich this station is built. Part of our route lay

along the Hii-rie river, a lovely little stream which joins

the Gunga at Sirekha. At Amoda Gurh, where there

is one of the old rock-fortresses of the ancient Gonds,

we tried for bison, which inhabit the bamboo jungle, and

failed, but we got some spotted deer—two very fine stags,

and one day we murdered a tiger ; I say murdered, for

we found him asleep and shot him—a rather uncommon

occurrence, for tigers, like weasels, are seldom found

napping. We were skirting the banks of a deep nullah,

one of the feeders of the Hirrie, when my eye was

attracted by a beautiful wild jessamine bush covered with

blossom, which hung in snowy wreaths over the steep

bank ; there was a httle cool shady arbour underneath

the drooping branches, and there, to my astonishment, I

saw a fine tiger lying fast asleep, his head resting against

the bank, and his fore paws, as he lay on his side, were

stretched out and crossed—an attitude frequently taken

bv a greyhound as he lies on his side. I never saw

anything more striking than this fine animal, usually so

wild and fierce, now in calm repose. But there was no

time to seutimentahze over him ; it took but a second to

direct Fordham's attention, and to stop the elephant,

whose silent tread had not disturbed his majesty's

slumbers. Another moment and four bullets were buried

in his broad chest; he sprang to his feet, and, with.

a

single bound, cleared the opposite bank, and, charging

about a hundred yards, he pitched heavily on his head,

and b}' the time we got up he was dead.

It was on this trip I came across two queer specimens

of humanitj'—a quail catcher and a snarer of kingfishers.

The former I met on a wild upland, whither I had

gone in search of a blue bull. He was a little shrivelled-

up man, in scanty attire, with a bullock as desiccated in
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appearance as himself, a large flat basket to hold his

birds, and a trap. I entered into conversation with him,

and asked him if he could show me how he caught the

birds, promising to buy all he could catch there and then.

It was late in the year for quail, which are generally

found in greater abundance in the early part of the cold

season ; but there were a few fields of millet in the

neighbourhood, and there was a chance of getting a few

birds. After hunting about for a time my friend flushed

a covey, and marked where they alighted ; then, making a

detour, he proceeded to set his traps, which consisted of a

series of frames about two feet long by one foot broad,

joined at the ends, which folded up like a long map.

There were about a dozen of these frames, and the centre

one had a hole in it large enough to admit a partridge.

With a few bamboo pegs the trapper soon arranged

his apparatus in the form of a semicircular wall, and

behind the hole in the centre frame he fastened a large

net-bag, propped up with a few sticks ; this done, he ran

back to the place from which we had started the birds,

and began to work his bullock backwards and forwards,

gradually with each tack nearing the hiding-place of

the covey Soon the little brown heads were to be seen

popping up from the grass, and then, seeing that there

was no immediate descent threatened, they edged off

slowly, as the bullock came nearer and nearer. By a

little judicious dodging, the trapper managed to get the

birds within the sweep of his nets, and then he waited.

The stupid little things toddled on and ou till they were

stopped by the net, when they took off to tlie left, which

was quite a wrong direction ; so my friend by a flank

movement headed them again, and turned them back
towards the centre of the net. Now and then a silly

bird would try and poke his head through the meshes.
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but none thought of hopping over. At last the leader

came to the hole in the centre. Ah I liere was a grand

opportunity! In he popped, and in popped all the

others, and my dusky teacher in the art of snaring rushed

forward with a triumphant whoop, and tied up the mouth
of the bag with all the struggling quail inside.

I gave him a rupee for the birds and his trouble, and

he was very well pleased with his morning's work.

The kingfisher catcher I met on the banks of an

affluent of the Gunga. I first noticed some pieces of mat

put out in the sun to dry, with a number of bright blue

birdskins, which, on nearer approach, I saw were of a

species of kingfisher. Other mats were covered with bits

of flesh drying in the sun. The trapper w^as a Madrassee,

who told me he took his skins down to Madras, where

he got a good price for them from merchants who ex-

ported them to Burmah and China. His mode of working

was with, a decoy bird, Avhich he had in a little cage.

According to his account kingfishers are excessively

23ugnacious, and resent fiercely any intrusion on their

accustomed beats. The trapper, taking advantage of

this, puts his decoy in a conspicuous place, and surrounds

him with Aveli-limed twigs. The kingfisher of the place,

on coming across the stranger, indignantly rushes at him,

and falls a victim to his rashness. The bird, when killed,

is carefiilly freed from the birdlime by an application of

hot oil, and then skinned and dried. I estimated about

150 skins of two kinds of kingfishers in his possession.

I bought one skin from him of the great kingfisher.^ A
huge bird compared with our little English one, or some

of the brilliant-coloured Indian dwarf species,^ being six-

teen inches in length. It cannot compare with the latter

' Halcyon Jexwoceplialm. " Halcyon fusciis and Cey.v tridaHyla.
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for brightness of colour, being in fact rather a clingy bird

to look at by the side of the others, but notable on account

of its great size. The bill, which is between three and four

inches long, is of a deep crimson, the head brown, the back

and wings blue and olive-green, and the under-parts buff,

as are also the breast and throat.

In a corner of the box I am sending you will find a

small tin, labelled ' marabou plumes,' which you may give

to Edith, if she cares to have them. I owe them to

Moula, or the Lalla, as he is commonly called, Fordham's

shikaree. I was walking along one day, Avhen I saw

what I thought was a common adjutant—at a little

distance there Avas not much difference. Moula seized

me by the arm, and, in an excited manner, pointed to

the bird, and urged me to shoot it. ' Why shoot an

adjutant?' I exclaimed, thinking the man was out of his

senses. ' Nay, sahib,' he answered, ' that is no common
bird, that is a chooniaree, not an adjutant. Its feathers

are Avorth their weight in gold ; it is very rare, and

when I used to get one near Sasseram I made enough

money to keep me for months.'

Seeing him so eager about it, I stalked the bird,

which seemed very wary, and shot it ; and found it to

be very like the common adjutant, only with more glossy

plumage of a greenish hue. But the twelve feathers of

the under-tail coverts are the valuable part of the bird,

and which the Lalla set such store by. Similar plumes

are obtainable from the common adjutant, but Moula
assured me they were fai- inferior, and did not command
such a price as the genuine ones, except when the

purchasers were ignorant, and Avere taken in. Unlike its

repulsive toAvn cousin, the marabou adjutant^ avoids

' Leptoptilosjavanica.
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human habitations, and keeps to the lonely pools and

streams of the forests, where it lives on frogs and fish.

The Lalla and I have struck up a great friendship,

and I find his knowledge of birds most useful. Fordham

taught him to skin birds, but he cannot mount them like

his master, who is as good as a professional at setting up.

Moula is a queer-looking little man, with a comical

face, especially when he breaks out into a broad gi'in at

some of his own jokes ; very untidy, his hair and his

turban are always awry, and he is never happy unless he

is ferreting out the whereabouts of a tiger, or skinning

some animal, or polishing his master's guns. I can

hardly believe that he belongs to the Kyuth, or writer

class, a set of men who consider themselves first class

Hindoos outside the Brahminical circle, and as a rule

they are ultra-fastidious about their religious observances.

But Moula would skin a cat or a monkey, or tie out the

sacred cow for a tiger, without the least compunction.

I told him one day he would never go to his particular

heaven if he went on tying out cows. ' / don't tie out

the cow, sahib,' replied he with a pawky leer ;
' it is not

my cow ; I obey orders, and if the tiger kills her, why,

the sin lies on my master's shoulders, not mine. I am
told to tie a knot in a rope, and if there is a cow at the

other end it is not my fault.' He always has a fund of

comical stories with which to enliven a dreary march,

and one of these struck me as being particularly good.

He had just finished a marvellous legend at which we all

laughed, and on which I remarked that he had the

faculty of pulling the long bow to a considerable extent.

' Why, sahib,' he answered with a grin, ' we are all

more or less liars in my country, and if one tells a story,

another immediately caps it. There were two young

men of my country who had a boasting match, and one
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said, " My father is so rich and has so many horses, that

his stable is of such extent as to take a horse eleven

months to go from one end stall to the other."

' " Shabash, brother," replied the second boaster, " that

is very good. My father has a bamboo so long that he

can sweep the clouds away with it when they obscure

the sun in harvest time."

' " Hi, hi," exclaimed the first, " that is very wonder-

ful ; but pray, brother, where does your father keep such

a long bamboo ?
"

' " Why, you stupid !
" was the answer, " in your

father's stable to be sure."

'

The story is not unlike J^sop's fable of the two

travellers, but has far more humour in it.

Wliilst we were ir the valley of the Gunga, we
visited the old Oondian hill fort of Kohurgurh. These

fastnesses are mostly naturally defensible positions, with

slight additions of masonry here and there. With the

rude weapons of olden time most of these forts were

impregnable, but with modern artillery they could be

easily shelled out. Kohiurgurh hardly deserves the

name of a fort ; it is more properly a hill, protected by

outwoi-ks on its accessible points, nature having done the

rest.

We started early one morning, and, after riding to the

foot of the hill, we dismounted and proceeded up a sort

of gorge or defile, which would admit but one man at a

time, or at most but two abreast. On the left top of

the bank were the remains of a small bastion, loopholed

so as to command the roadway. Very little of the wall

remained, and the interior was overgrown with brush-

\vood and d^varf bamboo. A little farther on we fol-

lowed the course of a sandy nullah for some distance,

when, after ascending a little higher, we came to the
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second barrier—a massive wall and gateway built across

the road.

About two-thirds of the way from the summit of the

hill is a fine large baoh, or stone-lined well, with a flight

of steps leading down to the water.

Moula, who had been pumping the Gonds about the

legends of the place, and had got some wonderfid story

about one mythological raja of olden time, called Bobal

Sah, now exclaimed with great glee,

' Eaja Bobal Sah kee jai ! see what a fine well he has

made among the rocks !

'

Onwards we toiled, over rocks and boulders, in and

out of bamboo clumps, and along mdlah beds. At last

we came to a sort of cleared space, an amphitheatre, with

some fine jamoon ^ trees.

' There, sahib,' exclaimed Moula, who had been in-

cessantly chattering the whole way ;
' there, those jamoon

trees bear fruit that weigh three rupees each. Wah, wah !

Eaja Bobal Sah kee jai ! such trees as he planted in the

rocky hills
!

'

After going a little ftu'ther the pathway (it scarcely

deserved the name) took a dip downwards, and after

leading us across a grassy ravine, filled with spear-grass,

we again mounted through a dense bamboo thicket.

Fordham, from whose eye nothing ever escapes, here

suddenly pitched forward his rifle and fired, and on
rtmning up we found, in the long grass, shot through the

heart, a curious little four-horned antelope.^ In colour

it was a brownish-bay, lighter beneath fore legs, muzzle

and edge of ear dark, and inside the legs and ears white.

The longer pair of horns were about five inches Ions,

and the little ones in front about one and a half inch.

* Euyeniti jambokma. ^ Tetraceros quadricornk.
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The animal is a little smaller than the rib-faced deer,

which it rather resembles as it darts through the bamboo

thicket. We tried the venison afterwards, but it cannot

compare with that of the rib-face, being dry, which

Chaud Khan tried to remedy by roasting it with mutton

fat. However, to return to our journey up the hill, the

pathway now became more difficult—fallen trees, huge

boulders, slippery ascents of black sandy earth, which

the Lalla declared to be the refuse gunpowder of the

great battles of old, indignantly refusing to entertain the

idea that gunpowder was not known to the great Eaja

Bobai Sah.

Eocks Avere climbed over, clumps of bamboo squeezed

through, till at last we found ourselves before a narrow

cleft in an opposing rock, forming a passagp about three

feet wide. Across the top of the fissure rested three

huge boulders, the third making the passage, which

sloped upwards, so narrow that we had to creep through

on our hands and knees.

After toiling on a short distance from this natiual

postern, we turned round a small rock, and came upon a

broad platform, called the Kutcherry, commanding a fine

view of the country. This, however, was not the highest

point, so we turned again and struck ofi" to oiu- right,

through a tangled thicket of creepers, when, finally diving

down a gully and wriggling through a small hole under

a rock, we scrambled up a sloping boulder, and found

oiu'selves at last on the top of Kohurgurli.

Below us stretched the dark jungle in range after

range ; beyond it were spread the fertile fields of the

valley of the Ban Gunga, the pergunnahs of Kerola, and

Kuttunghee, and the far distance was bounded by the

blue hills of Mandla. The woods were ringing with the

merry notes of countless birds ; the Indian bull" niag[)ie
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chattered away on a withered branch close by ; down in

the dark valleys darted the golden oriole ; far in the

blue heavens soared the circling vultiures, ever on the

look-out for prey, whUst hundreds of httle.bush warblers

twittered in the shrubs around us.

I made a sketch of the view before leaving, and

whilst I was thus engaged Fordham went off on an ex-

ploring trip. Soon after Nusseer Khan came running up

to tell me his sahib wanted me at once. I shut up my
sketch book and ran down the rocks to where he was.

' Look here, Ernest,' he said, ' what do you think of that

creature
?

' Anything more hideous I never saw, and

replied to that effect. Across a small ravine, basking on

some rocks, lay an enormous hzard, or iguana, about

foiu: feet in length, a most repulsive-looking creatm-e.

As I did not care about adding such a reptile to my
collection, and Fordham had specimens already, we con-

tented ourselves with miners' courtesy, and heaved half

a brick, alias a piece of rock, at him, on which he

wobbled—for I cannot express his ungainly action in a

more apposite phrase—into a crack and disappeared.

We then started for home, and were glad to get to

our tents again, for it was excessively hot.

A few days afterwards we found ourselves at Sirekha,

at the confluence of the Hirrie and the Gunga.

Across the river we got some line spotted deer. I

must say spotted deer shooting is most enjoyable. They

are generally found near rivers, and frequently in bam-

boo jungle intersected by ravines, where the chances

are in favour of your finding a tiger instead of a deer

;

this of course adds to the excitement, and keeps you

constantly on the look-out for squalls. One morning we

were out, we saw a herd of about a dozen, with one

very fine stag—a magnificent fellow. We made a con-

K
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siderable detour, and crept up a grassy ravine till within

shot, when we lay down under the crest of the rise to

regain breath. At a little distance from us on our left

I noticed what I took to be a stone, but the movement

of something black on it attracted my attention again

—

perhaps a butterfly or a small bird on it—however, on

looking at it attentively, I found myself staring a fine

panther in the face. The movement that struck me was

that of one of his ears, and but for this he might have

passed unnoticed, so nearly did his spotted head assimi-

late with the dry grass and leaves. He too was evidently

after the deer, when seeing he was discovered he quietly

sneaked off before we could get a fair shot at him, and as he

passed the herd they got wind of him and came tearing

past us at full speed. Pordham took the big stag, and

dropped him dead, and a noble fellow he was. I took a

younger stag and planted two bullets in him, yet he got

away ; but in the afternoon we sent Nusseer Klian and

the Lalla, with Bhoora, the camel man's dog, and the

sagacious fellow tracked the deer for three miles, and at

last found him in a nullah stone-dead. The next day we
had a fruitless hunt after a tiger, but found some curious

remains, and heard a quaint legend in connection with

them. To show you that I do keep a journal I will

quote from it now.^

' The elephant was toiling slowly up one of the many
rocky and bamboo-choked ravines which run down to

the river, when, on reaching the top of the bank, we
came suddenly upon some most curious remains of the

rudest form of stone architecture ; there were large slabs

placed in groups of four or five, with a massive flat one

placed table-wise above, forming the cromlech of our

See Note at tlie end of the volume.
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Druids. Some of these groups wanted the horizontal

slab ; other stones were arranged in circles, forty or fifty

feet in diameter ; and the whole occupied a considerable

space of ground. We felt greatly puzzled how to

account for these remains. The place was an unlikely

one for the burial-ground of a village or city, had any-

thing tended to prove the existence of such, for it was

rocky and full of ravines ; unless it had been chosen for

the facility for quarrying the blocks. Perhaps a battle

had been fought and the slain piously interred by the

survivors, and sacrifices oflFered within the circles; that

it was a mere accidental chaotic jumble of rocks, pro-

duced by natural causes, was an idea which could not be

entertained for a moment. Hoping to find some clue,

we got a few men to dig up some of the cromlechs, and

whilst they were at work we squatted under a tree, on a

huge trap boulder, and sending for an old Baiga priest

who was reported to have some knowledge of the origin of

the place, we asked for his opinion on the subject. After a

little shyness, smoothed away by a few quids of tobacco,

he began his narrative thus :

' " In times long ago, sahib, long before we Gonds

came into existence, and the country was peopled by

deotas (i.e. gods), the Hirrie river was born, and was

to be married to the Gunga. Ah! in those days the

Gunga was a finer river than it is now ; Bhim Sen spoilt

it, he did. There were Donger Deo and Soonder Deo,

and Kookra Deo, and ever so many deotas, but Bhim Sen

was the most powerful of all, as Kookra Deo was the

most crabbed and ill-favoured. In those days Bhim Sen

wanted to dam up the Gunga to make a fish-pond, so

he began at night, for the deos only work at night,

maharaj, and he began to tear up the hills by the roots

and to throw them down into the valley. That big
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spur near the bend of the river is one, and the big liog-

backed hill, where the Goorera Deo still lives, is another.

A little gap only remained, the space between the hills

where the river still runs, and Bhim Sen toiled hard, for

if he could not do it before morning he would never be

able to do it at all. So he tore up two hills by the roots

and, tying them to the ends of his staff, slung them across

his shoulder and carried them down to the river; but

just before he got there the cock crew ! Bhim Sen flung

down his load in a rage, and there ai-e ' the hills to this

day, sahib ; there, those conical ones out in the plains.

It is true, maharaj," continued he, gravely, seeing a

smile on our faces ;
" what should hills do out there by

themselves if Bhim Deo had not thrown them down

there ? And he hurled away his staff across the river

;

they say it is still to be seen some thirty miles from

here ; it is of stone, and is forty paces long. Well,

sahib, as Bhim Sen could not stop the Gunga, the Gunga

went on, and at last wanted a wife, and the deotas agreed

it was only just and fair he should have a wife as other

rivers mostly have. So the young Hirrie was born, and

there was to be a gi-and wedding. All the deotas and

woodland fays were to attend—all except Kookra Deo,

for he was, as I have said, crabbed and ill-favoured, and

made everybody miserable ; so they all agreed they

would not invite Kookra Deo. Alas ! they forgot that he

was one of the most powerful as well as the most

malicious of the deotas. It was a sad mistake, and

Kookra Deo laughed a savage laugh when he heard of it,

and vowed to be revenged.
' " So all the deotas and woodland fays attended

the marriage of the pretty Hirrie with the wild and

capricious Gunga ; all the deos, and from yonder pointed

hill, yon far away came Eajah Bobal Sah on his winged
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horses—yes, sahib, liorses had wings in those days;

Rajah Indra cut them off, but they carry the marks to

this day. Look at your liorse's legs, sahib, and you will

see the marks.

' " Well, maharaj, the party assembled at the suggum

(confluence) of the two streams, and the feast began.

The elder and more sober deotas sat in groups of four or

five, talking and watching the younger ones, who were

dancing round hand in hand in rings. All were bright

and gay, and aU said, ' Well it is that crabbed old Kookra

Deo is not here to spoil our pleasure.' But old Kookra

Deo laughed to himself from behind the rock from

whence he watched the dancers ; he laughed with savage

glee as he hugged something under his arm. The mirth

grew fast and furious, and the revel was at its height,

when Kookra Deo, chuckling to himself and filling his ears

with clay, pulled out the bundle from under his arm

—

it was a cock fast asleep. Placing it on the rock before

him he gave it a shake, and, snatching a handful of

feathers from its tail, he plunged with a triumphant yell

into the Gunga.
' " The startled bbd awoke with a scream, looked

round half sleepily for a second, and then clapped his

wings and crew, loud and clear.

' " That instant sudden silence fell on the place ; the

dancers, the groups of watchers, all turned into stone

!

rude blocks occupied the place of nymph and fay, and

hushed was the sound of revelry. Weeping, the silver

Hirrie fell into the arms of the Gunga, who bore her

sobbing away. There are no more deotas or woodland

fays left in the silent valley since the night when the

wicked Kookra Deo turned them all into stone !

"

' The general style of the story, combined with the

strangely coincident superstition of cock-crow, reminded
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US Strongly of the Trolls and Necks of Northern mytho-

logy, and the rude cromlechs and cycloUths around us

strengthened in no small degree the resemblance. The

hero of the hills, Bhim Sen, is by no means a Goud

creation, as he is well known in many parts of India, and

a goodly supply of ponderous staves he must have had, to

judge by the number of Idts or monohths, some of vast

size, which up and down the country bear his name.
' Our excavations came to nothing ; in fact we did not

go deep enough. Pordham said they were Indo-Scythic,

and that he had seen them in other parts of Central

India ; and, promising ourselves another visit and more

patient exploration than we had then time for, we left

Sirekha next morning. It was at Sirekha I saw for the

first time one of the most beautiful of the pigeon kind,

the bronzed-winged ground-dove.^ They should call it

the emerald-winged dove, for its back and wings are of

that hue, with a faint golden sheen ; the under part and

breast are I'eddish brown. It is a most lovely little bird,

and, as it strutted about on the opposite bank of a ravine

we were descending, I quite forgot all about the tiger we
were after.'

Now, my dear mother, I am going to give you one

more extract from my journal ; I am afraid the rhythmic

part of it will show you that the son's poetical powers

are not equal to his father's, but you must remember the

lines are but jungle jottings, written down on the spur of

the moment to kill time, when, as the Yankees say, I was

up a tall tree.

' Ujima Maiee.

' It was in this month of March that I was in the

south-east corner of this district. We had not had much

1 Chalcoplwps indiL-us.
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in the way of sport. On the plains, near tlie Gondee

village of Moorh-air, I ran down and shot a couple of blue

bulls ; bison, the chief object of our trip, we had not seen

a hoof of, and we were on our way back to the station

when the Lalla, who was always poking his nose about

into every corner for khubbur, came to me and informed

me, in a confidential sort of way, that he had heard from

some Gonds of a spring far in the depths of the jungle ;

a spring of cold water flowing all the year round.

'"Now, sahib," said he, "the Gonds consider this place

as sacred ; they say the ghosts of their forefathers in-

habit a big tree there, and they never go there at night.

Now, such a place must needs have thousands of animals

coming to drink ; therefore, if it is an order, I will go

and build a machaun ; we are sure to get sambur and

perhaps a tiger."

' Of course I jumped at the idea, and off he went. It

was noon ere he returned, full of the wonders of the

place ; so, dining early, I started about 4 P.M.

' Our course lay over a series of the same monotonous

bamboo-clad hills that prevail in that part of the district.

Now and then, as we skirted a spur of the range, an

opening vista showed us the broad plains of Kerola,

studded with a thousand tanks, glittering in the golden

flood of light poured by the setting sun, like a shield of

bright enamel set with precious gems. Beyond the Ban

Gunga rose the blue hills of Mhow, with behind them the

verdant valleys of the Bunjurand theHalone—the haunts

of the red deer. Down below us the gorges were darken-

ing into the shades of night, and warned us to make
haste lest we should lose our way in the forests. We
had persuaded a young Gond to be our guide, though he

undertook the task rather reluctantly.

' " You will never shoot anythmg there," said he
;
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" Doongerdeo permits not his beasts to be slain ; besides,"

continued he, gravely, " it is not good to appear before

him empty-handed ; it is not wise."
*
" Who is Doongerdeo? " I asked.

' " Who is Doongerdeo ? Why, he is a great deo, the

lord of the forests. The sahib should have brought five

pan leaves and a betel nut, and then perhaps he might

slay one of the deer."

' The sun was just going down over the darkened

forest, when the guide suddenly led the way with rapid

steps into a lonely glen. Down we went through the

dark shadows of the forest trees, the gloom increasing

as we descended, and the moonbeams began to flicker

over our path through the overhanging branches. The

grey monkey, startli^d at our intrusion, made the woods

resound with his ghostly " Whoop ! whoop ! whoop !
" the

nightjars flew around us in their eccentric manner, and

the large horned owl sailed through the gloomy arches

like some disembodied sj)irit seeking rest. In sooth it

Avas an uncanny-looking spot; no wonder the supersti-

tious aborigines avoided it at night.

' Turning round a clump of bamboo, we hurried down
into the gravelly bed of a mountain ton-ent, now quite

dry, and a few steps farther led us into a httle dell. Ah

!

how lovely it seemed ; hke an oasis in a desert amid the

hisfh ruffed hills that surrouujed it. The grass was as

soft as velvet, and the air was laden with the perfume of

the harsiuga^ and the tinsa.''' Shut in Ijy waving bamboo
and twining creeper, it was as a gem in a casket.

' At the upper end was a sort of natural bower formed

in the side of the bank, and from the luxuriant vege-

tation that surrounded it shot up into the cold, clear

' yi/d<(iil/tei nrbor Irislis. ' DalOeiyia o<iJciiicnsis.
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sky an immense semul tree, whose giant arms spread

themselves out aloft as if to shade its sacred spot from

the rude beams of the sun. Under its roots was a large

stone dabbled over with red paint, and covered with

withered flowers, cocoa-nut shells, and other remnants of

offerings ; whilst on one side, iq a lovely little gravelly

basin, decked with fern, hly and floweret, bubbled np

Umma Maiee, the mother of springs

!

' The foot-prints of numbers of animals were traceable

in the soft sandy bed over which the calm little streamlet

flowed. The tiger and leopard had been there ; the

lordly sambur and the little quadricornis ; the porcupine

and the hare ; and as the guide pointed with an excla-

mation of " Boda !
" we perceived that a herd of bison

had but just slaked their thirst.

' Taking my rifles, knife, and blanket, I ascended a

small dhaoura tree close by, in which the LaUa had

built the machaun. He followed me up, and the Gond
went away to the hut of a Baiga friend about a mile off,

promising to return early in the morning, choosing

rather a trip alone thi'ough the forest to a night by the

tree of Doougerdeo ; and in half an hour Moula and

myself were the only human beings near the Umma
Maiee.

' The moon rose high over the amphitheatre of hills,

and danced in flickering beams over the surface of the

little spring. The wild notes of the night birds were

ringing through the forest, and mingled Avith them came

the moan of the wood-owl and the distant whoop of the

Entellus monkey. The soft rippling of the waters leminded

me of the well-loved springs of home—of Pot-boil and

the Saints' Well, and many others in dear old Derbyshire.

It sang to me as the voice of an old friend, and I trans-

lated it as follows.
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'Song of Umma Maiee.

' I come from the crystal halls of Earth

;

From the mother of springs I flow.

Past golden mines, where no daylight shines,

To a torrid cb"me and a land of dearth ;

Mid the forest dark—^like a diamond spark

I flash as I onward go

!

' I might have chosen my course to steer

To a land where plenty smiles,

Where in fairy bowers, mid summer flowers,

I might babble and play from year to year ;

Or have pattered away, near the ocean spray,

On some lovely coral isle

!

' But I chose not to share with others the love

WTiich I gain from each creature here ;

Where the floweret wee and the forest tree

Keep off the rude beams from the sun above.

And the tiger so grim, and the leopardess slim,

Drink with the tim'rous deer

!

' Lovingly o'er me the green fern bends.

And mosses creep close to my side ;

From the trees above the lone turtle dove

Her mournful note with the hurried blends ;

And in evening's shades from the forest-glades

The peacock hastes to the tide

!

' The beasts of the forest all come to my call,

I gather the birds of the air
;

And man bends the knee when he comes to me—
He drinks and he calls me ' the motlier of all.'

And in awe bends he at the giant tree.

For spirits of eld live there

!

'And in his traditions of early lore

He hears of the Umma ^laiee.

And the spirits tliat dwell near tliat lonely well
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Are those of great warriors and men of yore,

Where his father has gone, and he, the son,

Will go when he happens to die

!

' My name is known through this forest land.

And whenever a Gond comes nigh,

Some offering small, 'neath the semul tall,

He lays on a stone with a trembling hand

;

Then coming to me he drinks, and he

Blesses the Umma Maiee 1

* This train of thought, and the monotonous tones of

the chuckoo-chuckoo birds, made me drowsy, and I was

away in spirit by the grassy banks of the Wye, in the

bower overhung by nut-bushes, where the bubbling

wateis of the Saints' Well rippled out on its pebbles. It

was Easter Sunday, and the country people were there

all clad in their best, each with a little mug and a bit of

lump sugar—for it is an old custom to drink eau sucree

on Easter-day at the Saints' Well. I too was about to dip

in with the rest, when suddenly I awoke with a start

—

Moula was hard pressing my arm. He placed his finger

on his lips, and motioned to me to be on the look-out.

' Not a sound was to be heard save the owls and the

chuckoo birds, and the rustling of a porcupine, mid the

dry leaves underneath.

' I strained my ears to catch the faintest warning, when

suddenly a sharp crack was heard close by, as though

some large animal had trodden on a dry twig. The

Lalla put his mouth to my ear and whispered, " Sambur."
' All was still again for some seconds, when another

faint crack was heard. The wary beast was evidently

not coming without the strictest investigation as to the

safety of the proceeding—a precaution necessary when

the lord of the Avoods so often lay in wait by the water.
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' The stillness of night was once more broken by the

sharp explosive bell which told me the visitor was a

sambur. Approaching footsteps were heard, and down

in the glen emerged a fine stag ; looking cautiously

around he was advancing towards the spring. Seizing

my rifle I got ready, when suddenly he stopped ; throw-

ing his head high up, with ears advanced, his noble

antlers sweeping back with a magnificent curve, he stood

for a moment listening intently ; then with another

sharp bell he plunged forward, with a wheel lo the right,

and disappeared, crashing through the underwood as he

bore up the hill-side.

' " Whoop ! whoop ! whoop !

" rang through the j ungle,

with a gi'eat commotion in the branches of a large tree

full of grey monkeys.

' The little brown owl gave an agitated scream, the

chuckoo-chuckoo birds appeared all to have gone crazy,

the sly little porcupine hid himself away somewhere

quietly, the grey plover soared high into the air scream-

ing wildly, and the loud cry of the pea-fowl was answered

by a deep electric " Aa-ooungh ! " the dreaded sound that

made the blood fly faster through the veins of every

living creature that heard it, as it reverberated through

the echoing hills.

' " Bagh !
" whispered the Lalla.

' Another sullen roar was heai'd closer still, and the

leaves on the bank-side rustled ; a light-coloured object

peered out of the bushes and looked carefully aroinid.

Seeing nothing unusual to arouse his suspicions, he. came
out and stood before us—a magnificent tiger—in the

waning moonlight.

' Advancing to the stream he flung himself in, and,

rolUng over and over, laved his heated body; then slowly

rising he aune up to the wcll-liead to drink.
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' Now -was the time. The well-head was just under

my tree ; the moon was fast sinking, but there was still

ample light for the work. Rapidly passing my heavy

rifle down through the boughs, I waited till he bent his

head over the spring ; then, aiming between the shoulders,

I fired both barrels.

' He fell on the spot, and the blood of the tiger

mingled with the waters of Umma Maiee.

' The moon sank as the report of the rifle bellowed

through the echoing glens ; so, wrapping oxirselves in our

blankets, we slept.

'Morning broke; the little owl was running up and

down his gamut for the last time ; the chuckoo birds had

given way to the crow and the jay From hiU to hill

resounded the call of the black cuckoo and the harsh

cry of the peacock ;
" quills " had eaten enough of roots,

and had gone to sleep away the coming day in his hole

under the grislea ; the humming-birds were playing in

the flowers of the Butea superba, and the hurried flap of

the green pigeon's wing as she flew past awoke me.
' Had it all been a dream ?

'Was it but a mere phase of that dreaming fancy

which had led me back to Derby's hiUs, or had I really

shot the jungle monarch under the tree of Doongerdeo ?

'Hastily throwing oS" my plaid I looked over the

machaun.
' Yes, there he lay in all his brindled beauty, stretched

half across the spring, the limpid water pouring out of

the hole in the bank almost into his ear; the usually

bright little pool was,tinged a dull red by the life-stream

that had poured from a bullet wound just under his

elbow, where one of the fatal leaden messengers had

gone throusrh.

' The guide now made his appearance, and was struck

c
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with astonishment that the deo had permitted to the

Saxon what he denied to the Gond. As I descended

from the tree he bent down, and, passing his fingers three

times over my feet, raised his hands to his forehead. He
touched the dead tiger wonderingly, as if he thought it

supernatural, and exclaimed to himself " Wah !
" Leaving

the Lalla at the place, I followed the Gond to the nearest

village, to send men to carry home the tiger.

' I have had nights of watching before and since, but

never in so lovely a spot, nor one which left such an im-

pression on my mind, as the night at the spring of

Umma Maiee.'

IXDO-SCTTHIC CROMLECHS.



If the reader will turn to

the second edition of the

' Gazetteer of the Central

Provinces,' and the four

hundred and seventy-fifth

page, he will find the station of Seonee thus described :

' Seoni.—The head- quarters of the district of the

same name, situated on the road from Nagpur to Jabal-

pur, nearly half-way between the two ; in north latitude

22° 4' and east longitude 79° 39' It was founded in

A.D. 1774 by Mohammud Amin Khan, who made Seoni

his head-quarters instead of Chhapara. It contains large

public gardens, a fine market-place, and a noble tank,

which has recently been improved and deepened. The

principal buildings are the court-house, gaol, school-house,

dispensary, and post-office. A handsome church is about
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to be erected. The population of the town proper is

8,608 souls ; including, however, tlie two outskirts of

Mangli Peth and Bhairao Ganj (in reality component

parts of Seoni), the population is 10,621 souls. The

town school contains about 175 pupils. The climate of

Seoni is salubrious and the temperature moderate.

There are excellent available building sites, and the

average price of food is slightly less than either at Jabal-

piir or Nagpiir.'

This is modern Seoni, or, as we prefer to spell it in

our old-fashioned way, Seonee ; but the Seonee of twenty

years ago, the time of which we write, was very different.

There were no buildings to speak of save a few bungalows,

and the rude old pile which sheltered the impoverished

descendant of the former Mahomedan ruler of the place.

The noble tank—the Dul Sagur—was there, but a bed of

rushes occupied the south end where now a fine fiight-of

stone steps, the work of a relative of the writer's, leads

down to the water.

The road that led from Jubbulpoor to JSTagpoor, then

the highway to Bombay from Calcutta, and over which

Her Majesty's mails were carried in leathern bags slung

over ponies, was in parts as much like the bed of a

mountain stream as a road ; the larger rivers, now
spanned by noble bridges, had to be forded, and the

smaller ones and the nullahs were crossed by rude

wooden structures, which had to be renewed yearly. A
few miles to the south of the station was an almost

impassable quagmire, into which we one day, having got

off the middle path, which had to some extent been

consolidated by faggots and logs, got engulfed up to the

pommel of our saddle, extricating ourselves with extreme

difficulty.

There was only a monthly mail and no telegraph in
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those days, and the only railway in India was the short

line from Calcutta to Eaneegunge. ' Living,' the ' Gazet-

teer ' says, ' is somewhat cheaper than at the two larger

stations.' In the days of which we speak, wheat sold

for sixty seers for a rupee, and fifty seers of gram

could be got for the same money. Everything else was

in proportion. There was little or no exportation, the

produce of the fertile plateau was consumed wthin its

own boundaries. The farmer made less money, but the

poor were the gainers. Wages were low, but the ne-

cessaries of life were cheap and abundant. The Mutiny

effected a great change. It was not likely that a plateau

so noted for its cereal crops as Seonee would remain

unnoticed, when large supplies of grain were wanted for

the troops employed against the rebels ; and although

the difficulties of transport had been against the expor-

tation of grain in times of peace, the unusual demand

called forth the energies of the Government contractors,

notably of one Bunsee Lall Abheer Chund, now a native

millionnaire, and the rugged roads of Seonee were covered

with droves of Bunjara's bullocks, laden with wlieat and

gram. We shall have elsewhere to speak of these gipsy

tribes, with whose avocation as carriers the iron horse

must sadly have interfered. In those days, when goods

of bulk had to be transported over country where even

carts could not be employed, the Bunjara with his

bullocks was indispensable ; and though, gipsy- like, his

natural proclivities were those of a poacher and a free-

booter, still no one could be more rigidly honest in the

matter of goods committed to his charge for conveyance

from one district to another.

Entering the station of Seonee from the Jubbulpoor

side, the rider passes the little village of Lughurwarra on

the right, and then a small temple or mosque, and sees

L
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before him a picturesque avenue of bamboo clumps

leading up to the station. At the tipper end of this

avenue there is, on the left, a fine grove of mango trees,

and on the right a parade ground. The station itself in

those days consisted of a few scattered bimgalows, not

exceeding half a dozen, for the civil officers of the

district—the doctor, the collector of customs, and the

officers in charge of a detachrrient of Madras Infentry.

The finest building was the Kutcherry, or deputy-com-

missioner's office ; it was pleasantly situated on a gentle

grassy eminence, which sloped down to the borders of the

Dul Sagur tank.

To the south and east of the station the hills ap-

proach to Avithin a few miles, and in the spurs and

isolated knolls, such as those of Siladehi and Butwani,

large game was to be had in a morning's walk before

breakfast. Many a tiger has met his death there within

sight of the white temples of the station, and many a

blue bull and sambur have we turned out of those said

hills in a morning's stroll.

To the west and north the country is open and

almost level, getting towards the north more sterile and

rocky, the haunt of innumerable herds of antelope, and

of that rare and handsome bird, the great bustard,^ as

difficult to stalk and kill as is a wary old black buck.

From the village of Nereyla, with its beautiful tank,

a broad and highly cultivated plain runs southwards past

Seonee, as far as the little talooqa of Dongeria, and is
-

bounded on the westward by the district of Chindwarra.

The eye here rests on a sea of waving corn-fields, dotted

by tree-embosomed hamlets. The Ban Gunga, which

takes its rise at the village of Pertapoor, to the south-east

' JEiijmdotis Edwarclsii.
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of the station, sweeps round to the westward, crossing

the Nagpoor road about seven miles to tlie south of

Seonee, and then, taking a northerly course through the

fertile plain we are just speaking of, it enters a more

rugged and rocky part, and, sweeping round again to the

eastward, it flows past the old fort and town of Chappara,

the ancient capital of the district, and thus onwards to

the eastern frontier, when, being joined by the Thanwur,

it bends again to the south, and forms the boundary

separating Seonee from Mandla and the newly created

district of Balaghat ; thus in its course so far describing

almost a circle.

There are few places in which the naturalist, the

sportsman, and the lover of nattire, find to their hands

so much to engage and delight them as in this favourite

old station of ours. We have botanized in the hills

about Mylee and Piperia in the morning, and shot tigers

there in the afternoon. Even the ladies of the station

have ridden through the lovely httle glens, over the

laterite paths that wind like gravel walks through the

woods, loading their attendants with fragrant flowers and

citrious creepers, listening to the birds, and watching the

butterflies, or looking with interest at the gambols of the

crey monkeys or .the graceful motion of a rib-faced deer

;

and, on the afternoon of the same day, those glens have

echoed with the sharp reports of rifles and the savage

roar of the stricken tiger.

How many a time have we set off when, at early

dawn, the blue mists were rolling . ofi" the Nagar Khana

peak, for a stalk after blue bull and sambur, in the

vallej's beyond Eagadehi ; or, following the course of

the Gunga on the westward plain, our toil has been re-

warded by a brace of koolung and a fine black buck ;
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and back again to a ten o'clock breakfast and a long day's

office work to follow.

Those were pleasant days when, fiiU of youthful

energy, the evils of dyspepsia and indigestion were un-

known ; no fatigue was too great, no enterprise too rash.

Sleep came as soundly on the hard ground under a bush

as on the softest bed. Hunger was the sauce that made

all dishes palatable. No chemists' bills hung like an

incubus over us every quarter. The only powder we

thought of was gunpowder, and our blue pills were

twelve bore. Mais noics avons change tout cela, and,

alas ! the change for us, physically speaking, is not for the

best.

A party of three i/ere dining in Fordham's bungalow,

one evening towards the end of March—our two friends

and the doctor. The mouth of the latter had been

watering at the adventures of the- past two months,

eagerly narrated by Milford, Avith an occasional con-obo-

ration by Fordham, who seemed inclined to let his young

friend do all the talking, he being rather reticent on

shikar subjects ; or, as the doctor would say, one had to

cut a story out of him. Poor doctor ! he was as keen a

shikaree as the rest, but his duties would not allow of his

going far from the station, and, though he got an occa-

sional rap at a panther or tiger, he longed for a trip in

the bison jungles of Sonawani or the axis-haunted banks

of the Hirrie.

' Ah !

' s;iid he, rising as the cloth was removed, ' don't

talk of it any more, or I shall be tempted to turn deserter

and go off. Come, Fordham, I'll give you a beating at

chess. Milford, I see, has gone out into the moonlight to

think about his sweethearts.'

' Not so. doctor, not so.' answered the young man.
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' though it is a lovely sort of night for sentimentality ; but

as you two are settling down to chess, I think I'll have

out a camel and trot over with Boodhoo Khan to Bareli-

par ; he has dug a beautiful hole by the edge of a tank

there, and this is just the sort of night for sitting out.'

' My dear boy, don't you be daft, but stay at home
like a Christian. Why, Barelipar is eight miles ofi" if it's

an inch, and you'll get nothing but a fever if you go

there. I'll shave your head, and blister your side, and

give you blue pills that would upset a hippopotamus, if

you come into my hands after this, as sure as my name is

Davison.'

' All right, doctor ; I'll go to old Billy MacVitie for

some globules if anything happens to me.'

' MacVitie be hanged for a doited old ape, with his

homoeopathy and his globules and his tinctures. All

very well for amateur doctoring, but I'd undertake to

swallow his whole .stock -without feeling better or worse

for it. He may thank his stars he's got the constitution

of an ostrich, or he'd have been under my hands before

now, and he may come yet.'

'We'll hope not, doctor, for his sake and yours.

How:ever, the camel is waiting, so good night.

' I shan't come home till morning.

Till daylight does appear !

'

So singing, Milford salUed forth. Boodhoo Ehan,

a tall, spare man, with a goat's beard, a fair shikaree but

one of the greatest braggarts in the station, and on that

account not much favoured by Fordham, was waiting with

the camel, which was lying down in readiness. A few

blankets were stowed away, two rifles and ammunition,

and Milford getting up, Boodhoo Khan, who was already

mounted and acting as driver, made the camel get up
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which it did in the usual ungainly,' impatient way that all

camels have, and away they trotted at a swinging pace.

We have never had any patience with those maudlin

poetasters who talk about the patient camel, the gentle

camel, knowing nothing about the creature. There is

one nursery sort of rhyme by a talented authoress which

to us has always been particularly irritating ; it begins

Camel, thou art good and mild,

Mightst be guided by a child

!

Good gracious ! no child of ours should ever go within

ten feet of one of those most vicious, obstinate, cantan-

kerous brutes, on any consideration whatever. We have

seen lots of camels, but never one with a sweet temper ;

some are better than others and for camels may be

amiable, but of all the fidgetty, hasty, grumbling, appa-

rently discontented members of creation, write down the

camel at the head of tlie hst. When he bites he holds

on with the tenacity of a bull-dog, and only extreme

measures will make him let go ; when told to he down

he roai^s, and when told to get ujd he does the same ; and

as for the last straw being put on to break his back, the camel

protests from the first, and goes on protesting so long as

any one goes near him, whether vrith a straw or without.

In India we recognise two kinds of camel—the ordinary

baggage camel, with his ungainly, joint-dislocating stride,

and the Sdmdnee, or riding camel, a more gamey-looking

creatiu-e, with well-broken paces, which carries liis rider

fifty miles hke a bird, with the greatest ease, after the

knack of sitting him is once attained.

They all have their little amiabilities; one disUkes

dogs, another horses ; one we used to ride hated his own

species, and charged them savagely when he had a chance ;

but he was a good beast on the Avhole, and did not try to
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nip one's legs or kick one over when mounting, or bolt

under trees, or any of those thousand-and-one little plea-

santries to which his race are addicted.

It was nearly eleven o'clock by the time Milford

reached Barelipar. Leaving the camel in the village, he

and the shikaree made their way to the tank adjoining

the forest which stretched in a sombre line before them

;

at a convenient spot near the edge Boodhoo Khan had

dug a pit about four feet deep, and sufficiently large to

hold them both. A few branches were planted round it

to hide the hole as well as the hunters who lay in wait,

and, when the blankets were thrown in, the two men took

their place and patiently waited for some animal to come

up to the water.

Boodhoo Khan declared that sambur would certainly

come during the night, as there had been no fresh tracks

for two days Sambur only drink every third day

—

Xylgaie drink daily.

We would crave our reader's pardon here for another

digression, whilst we say a few words about night-shoot-

ing in pits or from trees. With most Europeans this is

not a favourite system, and it is run down by many as

being unsportsmanlike and what not; but chiefly, we
think, on account of their being unsuccessful in it. Be

it as it may, it is nevertheless sometimes necessary to adopt

it in order to rid villages of those dreadful scourges—man-

eaters—in places inaccessible to elephants, and unless the

European will sometimes practise this method he will

assuredly fail in it at the time when success is ardently

desired. The native is much more skUful in this kind of

shooting o\ving to his greater patience, and also probably

to his keener vision ; and it is the want of these two that

mostly deters Englishmen from trying it often er. In our

younger days we were always partial to it in the bright
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moonlight nights of the hot season. There was a charm

in the wildriess and lonehness of the forests at midnight

;

something fresh to be noticed each time in the habits of

the animals we sought, or of the night-birds around us

;

and in many cases there was a spice of danger, which in

the opinion of some is necessary to constitute sport.

There are two kinds of night-shooting, one from a

machaun or tree, and the other from a pit.

Undoubtedly, as far as safety from the attacks of

animals and the noxious vapours of the ground are con-

cerned, the former is the best, but in the acceptation of

the people above mentioned it is less sportsmanlike on this

account. We confess we do not see it in this light.

Sitting up for ferocious animals at night is generally less for

excitement and pleasure than for the purpose of getting rid

somehow of a dangerous pest which we may not be able

to get hold of in daylight. If tlie latter were always

possible, who, with the soul of a hunter, would sit up all

night for a pot-shot when he could rouse the tiger from

his lair and meet him openly ? But for a man to expose

himself to the attacks of a savage and night-seeing

animal at a time when his own vision fails is extreme

foolhardiness.

A pit is useful where no convenient tree exists, and

should be well screened with green boughs, but we must

raise our voice against sitting in a pit over water at any

time of the year. We speak from experience, haviuo-

suffered from its evil effects. Tiie price paid for getting

an animal is generally fever, and it is too expensive to

the constitution to indulge in mucli of that in India.

All animals can be shot over water, in addition to

which the carnivora can be shot over baits, living or dead,

and deer and bison over favourite crops, a regular run or

mohree, and over salt-licks ; but all require an amount
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of patience and practice which few Englishmen care to

attain. Everything is open to abuse, and there are few

things in favour of which a word or two cannot be said,

so let us say what we can for the system.

It has been stigmatized as cruel butchery of an unsus-

pecting animal, which is impelled by thirst to come to the

pool where the hunter lies in wait. We confess that this

is a natural and not altogether unjust conclusion ; but all

so-called sport is more ox less butchery, and should not be

attempted without reason. We have no right to take

the life of any creature without cause, and the protection

of life and property, the feeding of a camp, or a popula-

tion whose greatest treat is a meal of flesh, and the de-

struction of animals hurtful to crops, are the only excuses

for the hunter's life ; and then the desire should be to kill

as mercifully as possible. What is usually called fair sport,

and giving the animal a chance, is generally his getting

away wdth a long-shot buUet in him, to die by degrees or

be a cripple for life ; whereas the steady shot at a short

distance kills at once. As for the killing of carnivorous

animals at night, when we consider the amount of life,

human and quadrupedal, yearly destroyed by them, our

scruples in ridding the country of these pests in any way
need not be great ; but at the same time they should not

be talked of as exploits, for there is nothing in them to

boast of ; the lad of ten, provided he holds his gun straight,

is as good as the veteran of fiftj'. It only requires you to

be patient, quiet, to take your time and not be in a flurry,

and any one who cliooses can do this. On this account

it ranks perhaps the lowest in the order of venery ; but

still it should not be sneered at or despised, for it is not

eveiyone who can aflc)rd to keep elephants, or has the

iron constitution requisite to stand a tedious hunt on foot

in the bm^ning sun of an Indian summer day.
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All older and more veteran sportsman wovdd have

spent the night we speak of in his bed—as the doctor ex

pressed it, like a Christian ; but Milford was young and

eager, and had the craving for excitement consistent with

his age.

Fordham remembered the time when he was the

same, and therefore he did not attempt to check his young

friend—^to make a sneering remark was not in his nature

—

knowing that in time Milford would gain experience, and

learn to rest on his laurels. He had therefore met the

youth's proposal to sit out at Barelipar with a quiet smile,

and did not join the doctor in his protest against the

proceeding.

Now to retm-n to our watchers in the pit. Two hours

had they been there, and when Milford looked at his

watch, as he had been doing from time to time, by the

light of the moon, he saw it was nearly one o'clock, the

hour when sambur might be expected. He longed to get

out and stretch his legs, and envied Boodhoo Khan his

facility for doubling up his knees to his chin and resting

comfortably.

The night was perfectly still, there was not a ripple

on the glassy surface of the mere, the merry trilling of

the crickets and the sibilations of the nocturnal bush

warblers were the only sounds that broke the monotonous

silence. Now and then a faint rustle in the dark wood

made the watchers prick up their ears, but nothing seemed

to come of it. Knowing, however, the numberless cau-

tions with which the sambur approaches, they were not

without hope.

At last they discerned something moving under the

shadow of the jungle, and Milford, using a small biaocular

glass, made out that it was a sambur, but whether stag or
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hind he could hardly decide ; from the size, however, he

argued that it was a male.

For full ten minutes did the wary creature keep his

position under the trees ; at last, when the young English-

man's patience was nearly worn out, he slowly advanced

towards the water.

As soon as he cleared the shadow of the forest, and

stepped out into the moonlight, his branching antlers at

once decided the doubtfid point ; he was a stag, and a fine

one too. He came on steadily, till he was about forty yards

from the pit, when he suddenly stopped and, throwing his

nose into the air, seemed to suspect something wrong.

Fatal pause ! The young sportsman, stifling a feeUng

of pity which came over him as he watched the graceful

motions of the unconscious animal, now raised his weapon

and fired ; and, shot through the heart, the stag fell on

the spot.

Boodhoo Khan sprang out of the pit and buried his

keen knife in the throat of the victim with the customaiy

prayer, and as he fingered the fat sides and haunch he

thought of the kawahs of the next day.

Knowing well that no other deer would come and

drink that night, the two men rolled themselves up in their

blankets, and, disposing of their forms as best they could

in the bottom of the pit, they went to sleep.

Milford was the first to wake, and throwing off his

blanket he stood up, and stretched his cramped hmbs
and looked around ; but where was the stag .?

' Boodhoo Khan ! Boodhoo Khan !

'

' Huzoor !

' sleepily answered that individual, un-

rolling himself.

' Did I not shoot a sambur during the night ?

'

' Be shuk, khodawund' (without doubt, my lord
!

)
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' Then where is it ?—look and see !

'

' Soobhau Allah ! kya laajoob ke bat ! without doubt

a tiger has carried it off—yes, see here, my lord, see here !

look at his footprints.'

There was no doubt about it ; the huge prints of the

tiger were plainly visible in the sandy soil, and a broad

trail was left as he had dragged away the carcass of the

stag.

Milford took off the caps from his rifles and replaced

them with fresh ones, and, accompanied by the shikaree,

cautiously followed up the track ; when they got to the

edge of the wood they found the remains of the sambur,

the haunch having been eaten away, which was more a

subject for regret to Boodhoo Khan than to Milford, who
rejoiced rather in the possession of the head and antlers.

At first he thought of cutting off the head and taking

it back with them, leaving the body to the Gonds, but

on fiirther consideration he ordered Boodhoo Khan to

get a cart from the village, and take it down to the

station just as it was, to show his friends the work of the

night.

On his return to the station he found the compound
of Fordham's bungalow a scene of commotion ; elephants

were having howdahs strapped on, shikarees in the

verandahs were looking to their masters' wallets, to see

that powder flasks were full, and bullets already sewed up

in patches ; old Sheykha was there in full jungle costume,

and behind him stood three villagers, who had run down
witli news. Horses were ready saddled, and a party of

eager sportsmen were making a hasty breakfast in tlie

dining-room. Milford Avas greeted Avith a shout as he
entered.

' Just in time, my boy ; just in time
!

' exclaimed the

doctor, with his mouth full of pie.
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' We had almost given you up, Ernest,' said Fordham

;

' here, set to work and eat something sharp. A tiger has

killed and eaten a cow near Eagadehi, and we hope to

bag him, although if he gets into the thick jungle beyond

I am afraid we may whistle for him.'

Milford set to work at once, and between the attack

on the various dishes told the story of his adventure

during the night.

' Precious lucky for you, my lad,' said the doctor,

' that the tiger did not walk off with you instead of the

deer. I told you it was a daft proceeding, sitting out in

a hole in that way ; and going to sleep in one was worse

stUl.'

' How are you going, doctor ? ' asked the young man,

adroitly turning the attack.

' Going ! on an elephant, my boy, an elephant all to

myself, an A-oner, too; only she's so lively we cannot have

her in the compound with the others.'

' What, that skittish-looking female with the young

one I saw waiting outside on the road ?
'

' The very same ; she's the property of our good friend

Major Beech here, who has kindly lent her to me for this

occasion.'

' I say, you'll have to look out for squalls with that

youngster ; I saw her charge Bussunta like a fiend just

now.'

' She's quiet enough,' rejoined Major Beech, a good-

looking, open-faced, fair-haired man, with a merry twinkle

in his eye ;
' she's quiet enough if they will only keep

her away from the other females. You keep with me,

doctor ; she doesn't mind the tusker in the least, and it's

amusing to see how he patronizes the young 'un ; but it's

up with the black flag if any of the others come near

;

but she's a good beast and staunch.'
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' Now then, gentlemen,' said Fordham, coming into

the room, ' time's nearly up. I've started the elephants,

and in half an hour we'll be after them. Ernest, you

may have Bussunta all to yourself to-day, so I dare say

you can give somebody a lift. I am going to take the

" Muckna," and Smith is coming with me in the back seat

of tlie howdah. Here, Nusseer Khan ! Nusseer Khan !

—

where are you ?

'

'My lord,' said the old jemadar, 'Nusseer Klian went

off early to Eagadehi to collect beaters.'

' Oh, all right ! what I wanted to ask was, have we
got any fireworks ?

'

' There are twenty anars, and six bundles of phuttakas.'

* That will do. Now, my friends, to horse ! to horse
!

'

In ten minutes more the whole party weie going along

at a smart hand gallop down the road. At Eagadehi

they found the elephants waiting, the one allotted to the

doctor being kept at a considerable distance from the

others.

The kill was to the north of the village, on the edge

of a ravine which opened out in several branches, lead-

ing to a heavily-wooded valley beyond, into which if

the tiger got he might, as Fordham had observed, be
whistled for. It was settled, therefore, that each branch
should be watched by the hunters, there being four

elephants on the ground ; and the beaters were to boat

down gently, not with drums and a great noise, but

simply to move along, talking and throwing a few stones

into likely covers.

We will now leave the others to take care of them-
selves and accompany the doctor.

His elephant was a remarkably fine female, but there
was a wild look about her which was not very reassurino-.

She could not have been very long in captivity, for her
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calf was but a few months old ; still she seemed obedient,

and the mahout assured the doctor she was quite

manageable. So he prepared to mount ; but here his

confidence received rather a rude shock, as did also his

body, for as he was climbing into the howdah she sud-

denly sprang up and tumbled him head foremost in, the

reason for this unlooked-for demonstration being the

livelyand sociable disposition of the young one, who, seeing

the other elephants moving off, broke from the arms of

the charcutta ^ and trotted off after them. The anxious

mother, however, soon collared him, and for a time he

trotted along most complacently, till at last they arrived

at their allotted post. Here, however, the poor doctor

found himself very much in the same predicament as an

old bachelor in charge of a baby in church ; if the little

brute was held he squealed and made all sorts of eccentric

noises, and if left to himself he would wander off and his

fond mamma would be after him with a rush. Altogether it

Avas most distressing, and the doctor anathematized the

elephant and her calf, and the mahout, and himself for being

so stupid as to take her. At last, losing all patience, he

ordered the charcutta to tie the little one to the mother's

neck. They were at this time about twenty yards from

the edge of the ravine, and his impatience was increased

by one of the signal-men in a tree about a hundred yards

higher up making violent dumb-show to lum, to the effect

that the tiger was stealing along the nullah. Urging the

mahout to go on, the elephant advanced about ten paces,

and then came to a dead stop. Getting her young one

under her chest, she curled up her trunk defiantly, and

would not budge an inch in spite of all the blows of a

heavy cudgel showered on her with plentiful abuse by the

' An attendant who usually follows an elephant on foot. literaUv, a

cutter of foi-age (chard), which is his chief dutr.
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unfortunate maliout, who was having a sort of tattoo

played on his back by the butt-end of the doctor's

guii. The man was evidently somewhat afraid of her, for

though he had the usual steel hankuss, or driving hook,

he did not attempt to use it. The poor doctor was almost

frantic ; here was a tiger walking offbefore his very nose,

and the obstinate old elephant would not move a foot;

Every now and then she uncoiled her trunk, and felt for

her little one, and then resumed her former attitude.

' Let go the bucha !
' yelled the doctor ;

' confound you,

let go the bucha !
' and the half-frightened charcutta,

thinking the sahib had gone mad, and was going to shoot

him, did as he was bid, and in another moment the calf

was free. After cutting a few uncouth little capers,

young Suuffles toddled off to the edge of the ravine, and

tumbled head foremost in.

Whether he tumbled on the tiger or not no one

knows, but the doctor declares he heard a savage grunt,

as if that animal had been taken by surprise. However,

he had not much time for thought of any kind, for, with

a shrill trumpet, the anxious mother was after her truant.

How they got to the bottom of the ravine the doctor

never knew ; he had a sensation of everything being ' all

legs and wings
;

' he lost his guns, he lost his hat, and he

lost his temper ; he held on like grim death, as he was

whipped in the face by bamboos, poked in the ribs by
dry branches, and jolted in a most excruciating manner,

whilst the excited animal tore after her offspring, which

gambolled ahead in a most playful fashion. Every
minute he expected to be dashed against some projecting

branch, which would have swept him and the howdah
off, maimed and wrecked ; at last there was a gleam of

hope, the ravine widened, and the chase was continued

with comparative freedom from the inconveniences and
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dangers above alluded to. A little further on the

channel divided, leaving an island in the middle, with a

gentle slope up from one side, and an abrupt scarp of

fifteen feet or so on the other. Up this little Snuffles

toddled, and, being by this time rather out of breath,

suffered his fond parent to overtaTse him. Here they had

the truant at last, but how were they to secure him ?

The mahout did not like to get off the elephant's neck,

and the doctor did not care to meddle with such an

uncanny pair ; so they waited for the charcutta to come
up.

In the meantime Snuffles, having regained breath, and

being desirous of distinguishing himself still further,

deliberately marched to the .edge of the scarp, and

tumbled flop over on his back in the sandy bed of the

nullah, a proceeding which made his mother somewhat

uneasy ; but sundry sound whacks administered by the

mahout kept her quiet, especially as she saw that her

hopeful was playing about in the sand, and trying to

climb the opposite bank—twisting his little trunk round

the shrubs and grass by way of hauling himself up, when

of course they gave way, and he rolled on his back again.

All this was well enough, but unfortunately at this

juncture MUford, on Bussunta, came along the top of the

opposite bank, and the little one, seeing her, redoubled

his efforts to get up. The jealous mother could not

stand this, and uttering a piercing scream she rushed to the

edge. The mahout, knowing the danger, flung away his

cudgel, and, lifting the sharp steel hook with both hands,

he drove it deep into her head and held her back in

sheer desperation. The powerful animal winced at the

blow, and fell on her knees, violently shaking her head.

At this time they were almost hanging over the precipice.

The doctor shouted to Milford to take his elephant
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further away, whicli was instantly done, and the char-

cutta at tliis critical moment rushed up and secured the

truant calf. The mother rose from her knees and

backed from the edge, and, making her kneel down once

more, the doctor got off, vowing that if he had to walk

all the way home, nothing would induce him to mount

such a brute again.

The tiger in the meantime had passed up the nullah,

and, breaking out of cover at the upper end, took off

across open country for the heavy j ungle beyond. The

doctor and Milford between them should have guarded

this point, but they were so taken up with the vagaries

of the former's elephant that the tiger got away un-

noticed. After a while, however, he f;ame within sight

of Major Beech, who instantly gave chase, and it was a

picturesque sight to see the huge tusker urged to his

full sjjeed across the open ground, straining every nerve

to cut off the tiger's retreat, who changed his sneaking

walk into a lobbing gallop as he saw he was being

pursued. At first the elephant had gained considerably

on him, but lost ground as he changed his pace, and the

heavy jungle was now but a few j^ards off, when Beech

ordered his mahout to stop. A few yards, more or less,

in a long shot makes but little difference, and the veteran

sportsman knew that the tiger would, in all probability^,

stop and look back before entering the thicket.

Nor was he wrong; the cover gained, the tiger

turned and watched for a few seconds, attentively regard-

ing the stationary object in the fields behind him ; he did

not notice the deadly tube levelled at him, and the fine

sights being brought to bear on his brawny shoulder.

' It's no end of a long shot,' muttered Beech to himself,

' but here goes, hit or miss.'

The shai'p report was answered by a sullen grunt as
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the tiger dropped to his knees, and then, recovering him-

self, dashed into the jungle.

Beech was pleased and yet dissatisfied with the result.

'I'm afraid I've made a man-eater of that fellow,

Fordham,' he remarked as the other came up. ' I never

like long shots at tigers ; one is never certain. I aimed

far back too, but I'm certain I hit him in the shoulder,

and the next thing we shall hear of him will be his taking

to man-eating. I wish I had let him alone.'

' Well, we wHl hope not,' rejoined Fordham ;
' there

are as many chances, against as for it. The ball may
have passed through the shoulder-blade into a vital part,

or you may have hit him further back than you imagine

;

the wound may mortify ; and, on the other hand, it may
be so slight as to give but temporary inconvenience ; but

at all events we will keep good watch on him.'

They were here rejoined by the doctor and MiLford,

and were considerably amused at the adventures of the

former, told with a comical mixture of good-humour and

crossness: now waxing irate as he thought of the loss of

the tiger which had come his way ; now laughing, in spite

of himself, as he described the waywardness of ' that

confounded little black imp,' but for whose perverseness

he might have been the envied one of the party, with a

fine tiger-skin to spread on his study floor.

' My dear fellow, it was enough to make Job throw

pots at his wife's head ; it was indeed !

'

However, nothing more was to be said and done

at Eagadehi, so they all mounted, and galloped back

through the blazing sun to the station.

The next day, as Fordham and Milford were getting

ready for camp, one of two young officers belonging to

the detachment came running over, to ask Fordham if lie

could dq anything for a little terrier which had been
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bitten by a snake. He -went over to their bungalow at

once, but was too late ; the little sufferer was already in the

throes of death, whilst a vicious-looking reptile lay on the

floor, in a corner, in a sort of stupor. It was about three

feet long, Avith a very thick body and short tapering tail,

not uniformly fining off as in the case of many other

snakes, but with a decided distinction between body and

tail ; in colour it was a rich brown, with rings, about the

size of a thrush's egg, of black, edged with yellowish

white, all over its body. Fordhara at once pronounced

it to be the Tic Polonga,^ or cowrie snake, so called from

its rings being the size and shape of the cowrie diell, and

said it was most deadty.

' Why, Smith, there, carried it home in his pocket
!

'

said one of the young officers ;
' we found it out by Piperia

this morning.'

' Well, I would advise Smith not to carry home
another,' said Fordliam ;

' he has esca;ped this time owing

to the natural sluggishness of the creature, and I suspect

from his appearance that he is gorged.'

' I thought he was harmless,' remarked Smith ;
' the

natives said he did not bite, but killed people by blowing

on them, and, knowing many of their ideas to be foolish,

I pocketed him as he looked good-tempered.'

' I'll soon show you what he is,' said Fordham ;
' here,

tell one of your servants to bring me an old hookah, one
which has been long in use.'

A very filthy old thing having been discovered be-

hind the cook-room door (whicli, as one of the party

observed, might account for the general flavour of stale

tobacco in the curries), Fordham proceeded to split open
the wooden pipe, on which the earthen pipe-bowl is

placed, and scraped out from the cavity enough of a

' Daboia degaiis.
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black paste to make a large pill, which he affixed to a

long splinter of bamboo ; then, going out into the garden,

he cut a stick with a forked end, and, pinning down the

snake's head, he forced the pill deep down its throat and

let it go. For a few minutes its contortions were exces-

sive, but it gradually stiffened and was to all appearance

dead. He then slipped a noose over its head, one of

his young companions wishing to do it with his fingers,

but Fordham warned him never to trust to appear-

ances.

' I have known,' said he, ' a snake, whicli I thought

dead, by a violent effort evict the pill before the nicotine

had taken effect, and become as lively as ever.'

When, however, the noose was fairly on, the reptile

was suspended io a rafter of the verandah, and, whilst a

servant held the tail, Fordham skilfully eviscerated it,

and disclosed a field rat which it had swallowed that

morning.

' That accounts for his not drinking the milk,' ob-

served one of the young men. ' Smith put him on the

table and poked his nose into a saucer of milk, and then,

finding he was not amusing, he threw him on the floor and

set poor little Crib at him ; when Crib gave him a shake

he turned round and bit him, and in three minutes the

dos: was on his back in convulsions.'

' It was a cruel thing for both dog and snake,' re-

marked Fordham, ' and a merciful escape for you two,

who might be now as poor Crib is. Look at these fangs

—see the length, far exceeding those of the cobra ; see

under the eye this well-filled bag of poison, and thank

the Lord for your deliverance, and -whatever you do

again, Smith, with regard to snakes, never put one into

your pocket ; it seems to me marvellous how you escaj^ed

being bitten. Always give a snake the benefit of a doubt.
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and assume him to be poisonous, especially if his head

be of the shape of an ace of spades.'

The next morning, as the camp was moving out of

Fordham's compound, an absurd incident took place.

Three fine young camels, which had just been engaged

for camp work, were proceeding slowly down the gravel

Avalk in front of the house ; they had been all properly

loaded, two with tents and the third -with office records in

huge leather trunks ; they were all attached in the usual

fashion, nose and tail, by long slender cords, and were in

charge of one man who was with the leader. In going

out of the gate one of the camels struck his load against

the branch of a babool tree, and, whether the shock pro-

duced any particular effect on his nerves or- not, he began

to caper like a turkey on a hot plate ; his ungainly mo-

tions were speedily imitated by the others, and the trio

presented a most ludicrous sight ; but the cords soon gave

way and the loads tumbled, off, and away set off the eman-

cipated camels across country. One which was nearest

the camel man Avas soon arrested, but the two others set

off—one towards Eagadehi, the other with the leather

trunks along the high road in the Jubbulpoor direction
;

as the load of the latter was valuable, both for the records

and a certain sum of money in hard cash, a couple of

sowars were sent after liim at once, but he got nearly as

far as Bundole—ten miles off—before he was caught and

brought back. The other truant, who took the Eaoadelii

line, was never heard of again from that day to this
;

whether he was pulled down and killed by a titrer, or

whether he was caught and carried off by some one who
looked upon him as lawful capture, no one knows ; it has

always been a matter of speculation what became of that

particular camel.

Fordham had marked out a nice little tour, which
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would bring them back to the station in the course

of a fortnight or three weeks, round by the talooqa of

Doongeria, and along the Chindwarra border, with a

divergence to Machagora for a few days' mahseer fisliing,

and then on to Chappara and back to Seonee ; but the

contretemps of the camels prevented a very long march

the first day, so the tents were pitched under a fine old

tope of trees at Chownree, about six miles from Seonee.

Chownree is a charming place for pic-nics in the cold

weather, : a magnificent grove of mango trees, a fine old

tank, pretty rides in the vicinity, and game for the sports-

man wthin easy reach. During the three days they

halted tliere, waiting for fresh camels or buffaloes, MUford

added considei"ably to his collection of birds. The tank

swarmed with water fowl, the pheasant-tailed^ and bronze-

winged^ jacanas and the purple coot being most abundant.

The former are examples of the wonderful way in which

the Creator adapts the forms of His creatures to the lives

they are to lead. The jacana inhabits only those sheets of

water which are covered with floatintr leaves of water-

lilies and other aquatic plants, and, to enable him to run

freely over these, look at tlie disproportionate length of his

toes and the prolongation of the hind claw. We do not at

all hold with those theorists who argue on the law of deve-

lopment till they lose sight of the infinite wisdom of the

Almighty in their ingenious deductions. Now, how should

tlie jaama be so develo^^ed ? We will cut down his claws

and toes to the ordinary limits, he would then resemble

the stilt and waders ; what should lead him to leave his

accustomed habits and take to mounting the floating-

leaves to such an extent as to create an abnormal condi-

tion of foot ? Of course this would be met by the theorists

' Hi/drophasidims cliirvri/iis. " Metojndms indicus.
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aforesaid witla an assertion tliat he did so, and his altered

circumstances induced the pecuharity above noticed. We
prefer to beheve that the Creator made him as he is, and

placed him where he is, to clear the plants that keep the

water pure from the insects that would destroy them,

thus making him an agent in that wonderfid economy

which pervades all creation.

Thejacana always reminded us of a bird on snow-shoes,

the principle of the foot being precisely the same, the

long toes forming the framework of the shoe. The young

bird is a most ludicrous object, as the feet are nearly the

size of those of the adult, and consequently quite out of

proportion to the small body.

The purple coot ^ is a very handsome bird, and, if it

could be naturalized in England, Avould be a great addi-

tion to our ornamental waters. It is found in parts of

Southern Europe and even as far north as Provence and

the Dauphine in France. It is about the size of an

ordinary hen ; above indigo blue, paling into cerulean on

the throat and breast, and deep purple below ; bright red

bill, and shield on the forehead, and reddish legs. It

frequents grassy lakes and tanks, and, making its nest of

Sfrass at the edsie of the water, lays from six to eicrht ecrcrs

about the size of a bantam's, of a reddish buff or deep

salmon colour, much spotted with dark red and purple.

The tank at Chownree also swarmed with the little

Indian grebe, the pundooW (literally water-diver) of

the natives—a cousin of the English dab-chick—a most

amusing little bird. It ])op3 imder water and comes up
again, buoyant as a cork and dry as a powder puff a

pretty httle fellow it is.

The trees at Chownree also swarmed with curious birds,

' rorjihyrio jioliocephiihif. - riMlivt-jtf jMlipjKiifis.
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and Milford and the Lalla were well occupied in prepar-

ing specimens. Hawk-catching was one of the Lalla's

speciahties, and one morning he caught a very fine

tirmootee,^ or merlin, a female, which he predicted would

in another fortnight show great sport His method of

snaring was as follows:—Having trapped a small field

mouse, he attached it to a cord fastened to a small peg

;

on either side of this bait were loosely stuck in the ground

several slender twigs well covered with birdlime; the

hawk dashing at the mouse bore ofi" on her wings the

limed sticks, which soon brought her to the ground. He
also had another way of catching these birds ; instead of

the limed twigs, two slender bamboo slips supported a

net made of fine black silk, into which the hawk fell in

its blind swoop. The Indian hawkers as well as the

cheetah trainers never rear the young ; they say that hunt-

ing comes but by the example of pareuts,^ and that artificial

training never answers ; yet we believe that nestlings

were brought up for hawking by our ancestors in

Ensrland.

On the third day the camp moved on to Simuria, the

lost camel having been replaced by three stout buffalo

buUs. But misfortunes, they say, never come singly, and

so it seemed in this case ; for when they had got within

a mile of camp they were overtaken by a breathless

runner, who said that one of the remaining camels had

slipped in descending a small ghat, and had broken his

leg, and could not move.

' We had better ride back, Ernest,' said Fordham

;

' the poor brute must be shot if it be true that his leg is

broken.'

' Certainly,' replied the other, tm-niug his horse.

' Hi/potriorchis chicqueru.
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So back they rode, and found tlie camel standing on

three legs, the fourth being broken below the knee.

' Well, the sooner the poor creature is put out of

pain the better,' remarked Fordham, taking his rifle from

Nusseer Khan.
' Khodawund,' pleaded the man, ' if you would only

wait till the Moulvie sahib comes up to halal the camel,

we would all eat it. l^one of us here know the right

formula for the camel ; it is a special one, on account of

his long neck.'

' Where is the Moulvie, then ?
'

'He is coming, my lord; he is just a little way
behind.'

' Has any one gone for him ?

'

' Oomrao Buksh has run back to hurry liim on.'

' Well, I'll give you ten minutes, and if he is not up

then I won't let that beast suffer any longer.'

So saying he pulled out his Avatch and waited. The
ten minutes passed and no Moulvie.

Poor Nusseer Khan looked very blank as his master

rose and took his rifle. As Fordham walked up to the

camel, the animal looked at him wonderingly, and he

could not get the spot he wanted to aim at, so he walked

round and round, biit the camel still followed him with

his eyes, and thus another five minutes passed.

' I say, Ernest, this will never do,' said he at last. ' I

want to put a bullet into his ear. Do you go round on

the other side and shout, or throw your cap up and

divert his attention for a minute.'

Milford rose to do so ; and ISTusseer Klian muttered

joyfully, ' Allah shookr ! here is the Moulvie sahib at

last ; that's right, Huzrut! de chabook, de chabook! ply

the whip, ply the whip,' as the old Moulvie urged ou his

fat pony by repeated blows over liis flanks.
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Wlien Milford got to the other side of the camel he

gave a shout and fiimg up his hat ; at that moment a

bullet passed through the animal's ear, and out at the

crown of his head, and he fell like a stone on the spot.

The Moulvie rushed forward with Nusseer Khan's long

Afghan knife, and, repeating the invocation, he slashed

the neck in three places, and the much-prized feast was

theirs.

' The villains
!

' said Fordham, laughing, ' I believe they

would rejoice if one of my camels were to come to grief

every week.'

' They seem to think highly of camel's flesh, like the

Arabs,' remarked Milford.

' Yes, all Mahomedans think much of it, and it is

not bad. I vote we have some for dinner ; it's a fine,

healthy young animal, and we could not have a better

specimen on which to try the experiment.'

' I should hke it by aU means ; let us have a camel

curry.'

' Here, Nusseer Khan, when you have this cut up,

take a piece toChand Khan, and tell him I want a curry.'

A broad grin lighted up each dusky face as the order

Avas given. The sahib was going to eat some of the

oontli too. ' Shabash ! it was well the Moulvie sahib

came up in time
!

'

The talooqa of Doongeria consists of a group of

villages in the south-west corner of the Seonee plateau,

bounded on the west by the river Pench, and on the south

by the ghats of the Satpura range.

It is but semi-cultivated, and but a short time before

Avas almost virgin forest, as its name implies, doonger

being the Gondee for forest ; Doonger-deo is the deitj^

which presides over the woods ; doonger surree is a forest

path, and Doongeria a forest village, and Donger-tal,
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which gives a name to the southern talooqa of Seouee,

is the lake of the forests, there being a noble tank there.

The names of all the villages are easily to be traced to

local pecuharities, and are derived from Gondee or

other tongues, according to the nationality of the original

settlers. Sometimes two villages separated by a stream

Avill have names totally dissimilar, but agreeing in signifi-

cation—such as the villages of Moorh-air and Palaspanee,

the one in Gondee, and the other in Hindostanee, mean-

ing the waters of the butea, from the occurrence of that

tree on the banks of the river.

Simima, where our friends had camped for the day,

evidently took its name from a large semul tree, the

alteration of I into r being a very common thing. The
village of Palaspanee above mentioned is generally called

Paraspanee.

As they neared the village Fordham's quick ear

caught a faint cry, which came from a considerable

height.

' Demoiselles, I declare, at this late season of the

year ! Ernest, I must have one of those if possible.'

' What are they ?
' exclaimed Milford, staring up into

the sky, where in the blue vault above he descried a

V-shaped phalanx of birds coming towards them.
' I do hope they will alight,' said Fordham anxiously

;

' I liave but one specimen left, and it is moth-eaten.

Those are demoiselle cranes, Ernest, the loveliest of their

family, as well as good eating. They are not very

common, and generally come in the cold weather. I

suspect these are stragglers on their way to more genial

chmes, and they won't stop to be shot at. All, ha ! I

don't despair yet. That looks promising,' he continued,

as the leader of the flock took a sweep downwards,
followed by the rest with almost military precision.
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' Here, Azim Khan, ride after those cranes, and mark

where they ahght ; then come and tell me.'

Away went the sowar after them, and his master

followed slowly, also keeping his eye on the birds ; another

swoop down and they disappeared.

' They have alighted somewhere, Ernest. Fusseer

Khan, where are those Eloy's cartridges? Ernest, what shot

have you?'
' Number seven.'

' Oh, that's much too small ; here, take two of my car

tridges and cut them open ; they are too large for your 1
4-

bore gun, being JSTo. 12. These birds are extremely wary,

and hard to get near, and only heavy shot will answer.'

' Are these what they call koolung, or coolen ?

'

' They are what some people call by that name, but

the koolung is another bird, far inferior to this both in

beauty and flavour; the native name of this is karkarra^

and not koolung,^ which is the common crane. Here's

Azim Khan. What news, Azim Khan ?
'

' Does my loi'd see that line of jamoon bushes, vsath

the dry stump of a pakur tree sticking out?'

' Yes.'

' Tliere is a nullah, and on the other side of the pakur

tree the birds have alighted in the fields.'

' Is there water in the nullah ?
'

'A little, khodawund, and that flows down tlie

centre ; you may step over the stream, and the bed is all

sand; fiu:ther down there is a big pool, but near the

pakur tree it is dry.'

' Nothing could be better ; now come along, Ernest.

You may take the first shot, for your loose charge will

not carry so far as my cartridges, and I will pick out my
birds as they rise.'

• Antltropouks liigo. ' Grus c-incrext.
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Ten iriinutes afterwards they found themselves under

the pakur tree, and well sheltered by the jamoon bushes.

The cranes numbered about twenty, and certainly de-

served the praise bestowed on them by Eordham. Of a

most graceful shape, the general plumage a fine purplish

grey, with black head and neck, and pendent plumes

on the breast, briUiant carmine irides, with a tuft of

white plumes extending backwards from the corner of the

eye, and falling over the back of the head. The wing

coverts are also very long and drooping. These cranes

have a singular practice of attitudinizing, or dancing as

some people call it, and Fordham, being anxious to watch

their habits, as they were quite hidden from the birds,

whispered to Milford to wait a little. It was certainly

amusing. Two or three would step forward and bob and

curtsey to each other in a most absurd way, now and

then giving little springs in the air, holding out their

wings. Others would look on gravely and then take

their turn. Suddenly, one who was evidently on the

look-out, gave a cry of alarm, and they all took to flight

at once. Whatever feelings of compunction may have

entered the breasts of the two men who were there

watching them, their sudden flight caused a revulsion, for

they left three of their number on the ground as they

hastened from the fatal spot. The cause for their alarm

was the approach of the elephant Bussunta. The

mahout, having deposited her howdah in camp, had come

out for forage, and unconsciously trespassed on his

master's hiding-place.

Next morning thej' left Simm-ia for a village in the

Chindwarra district, called Siiakh, where they had news

of a tiger. At a place called Ouuriah thejj^ heard of some

wonderful bear caves, so, taking a villager as a guide, they

started ; but the residt was their getting hopelessly lost
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in the jungle, and the final confession of the wretchedman

that lie knew nothing about the place. So they turned

back disgusted in the direction of Saakh, picking up en

route two spotted deer, a stag with good horns, and a

hind, which latter was shot by Milford in mistake for a

stag, at which he was somewhat annoyed, though she

turned out prime venison, which afterwards consoled

him.

At Saakh they found breakfast ready, after which

they proceeded to the spot where the tiger had killed a

mare and foal. They then walked along a nullah, where,

sunning itself on some rocks, they saw another of those

hideous iguanas like the one at Kohurgurh. On they

went, cautiously following up the track, when they sudr

denly came upon a spotted deer lying dead, which turned

out to be one which Milford had tired at that morning ;

the poor thing had but lately dropped, for it was still

supple and warm. Detailing a couple of Gonds to carry

it home, they went on, patiently tracking up the foot-

prints in the sand. About half a mUe further, as they

turned into a small side nullah, the elephant threw up her

trunk with a snort, and bang went Fordham's rifle.

It was the tiger, but as he bounded up the bank side

he was too much covered by bushes, and for once the

usually deadly weapon failed. There was nothing for it

but to beat on for a time, which they did without success

along the banks of the Pench, and at last turned to go

home again. Fordham sat down and laid his rifle in its

rest, and was opening a bottle of soda-water, when up

jumped the object of their search from under a bush

and bolted before a shot could be fired at him.

Away they went after him, the elephant straining

every nerve, crashing through brushwood that kept

switching their faces at every turn ; doAvn nullah—up
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bank ; not a hair of his hide to be seen. Eattle ! crash !

bump ! thump ! up goes a pea-fowl ahead, mldly scream-

ing. ' He must be there ; chello, Akbar Ali—chello
!

'

Milford's eye hghted on what he thought was a dead

branch of an aonla tree, with its long branchlets hanging

down ; the dark shadows between the yellow leaves do give

one at times a sudden shock as if the eye had lighted on

the striped hide it sought for ; but in this case it was the

reverse. Milford stared twice at the tiger itself, who was

standing broadside on, looking at them, without knowing

what he was about, and it flashed on him when too late.

The elephant had too much way on, and before he could

get an aim a tree intervened ; but as they turned they

saw him jump into a nullah. If was but a bit of a ditch,

which the water had worn through the out-cropping

rock, which lay in huge slabs around. The elephant stood

on one of these slabs, and every now and then struck her

trunk on it and blew out her breath, a sign of the tiger's

presence wliich the natives call ' bhopara mania,' but not

a vestige of the tiger was there. The bed of the nullah

was smooth dry sand, which bore the imprints of his huge

paws as he bounded in, but there was no trace of his

having gone further, and as the opposite side of the nullah

was a gentle sloping ascent, free from cover, it was im-

possible for him to have sprung over and taken that line

of country without being full in view of his pursuers.

Altogether it was most mysterious ; along the sandy

bed of the ravine the footprints of pea-fowl and of a small

cat or fox were clearly defined, and therefore the impress

of tlie paw of so heavy an animal as a tiger could not

have escaped notice.

' He has dodged us in some way, Ernest,' said Fordham,
' but we will go over to the other side and examine the

])laco. Here, Akbar Ali, take tlie elepliant round.'
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The mahout had barely touched Bussunta to tui'ii her

wlien a yellow object darted as it were from under her feet

;

it was the tiger. But, quick as he was, Fordham's steady

hand and eye drove two bullets through his broad back, and

he rolled back gasping in the sand ; a right and left from

Milford finished him, and a very handsome tiger he was

—

a young male "with beautiful stripes.

But Fordham looked at him rather with contempt.

' He was a regular sneak, that fellow,' he remarked ;

' nothing but run from the first ; and fancy his dodge of

getting under that slab and hiding whilst we were con-

sulting about him.'

' I suppose when the elephant turned, the movement

shook the rock and frightened him,' said Milford, peering

under the ledge. •' Why, there is barely room to hide a

leopard, and how did he get his fat sides in ?
'

' It is Avonderful,' rejoined his companion, ' to see

what small and unlikely places tigers will squeeze them-

selves into, and how small a cover will completely hide

one. Some time ago, out shooting on foot, I marked a

tiger into a nullah, and as I was walking along to post

myself in a good position, I noticed a little beyr bush at

the end of a small watercourse leading into the ravine.

There was not another cover for yards round, and

behind this I Avanted to post myself, feeling sure he

would break out here ; but old Sheykha, who was with

me, was of a different opinion, and standing by the bush

we argued the point, and I gave in. Hardly had we

turned our backs, when the brute rushed out from uudet-

this very bush ! I wonder we had not smelt him ; it Avas

the only time I have ever seen old Sheykha look dis-

mayed, and I shall not forget his face on that occasion.' ^

' See Notes,
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' Wliat a very near shave ! did you get tlie tiger?

'

' Some time after with the elepliant, and a dangerous

customer he proved ; the most savage tiger I had seen.'

By this time some of the Gonds had come up, and

arrangements were made for carrying the tiger into

cam]).

The next day being Sunday nothing was done. So

the day passed quietly, and in the cool of the evening

they took a walk, and in the course of it came across a

party of Gonds who had strings of fish in their hands,

and they were all evidently in high spirits at their

day's work.

' Have they been netting ?
' asked Milford.

' No,' replied his companion ;
' I suspect the poaching

rascals have been poisoning a pool ; they do it with

various plants, or with a fruit called aka, which they

pound up with flour and throAV into the water, when the

fish get quite intoxicated, and float on the surface to be

knocked on the head.

' But are not such fish unwholesome to eat ?
'

' They say not, but, as far as I am concerned, I would
rather not try them.'

' I hope they do not try such tricks with the Peuch,

otherwise our anticipated mahseer fishing at Machagora
may turn out a failure.'

' No, I don't think I ever saw them try it in the big

rivers ; it is only in stagnant pools and tanks that they

practise such barbarities, and I am afraid that millions of

fish are annually destroyed in India in this way ; and when
one takes into consideration the thousand ways in which
the immature fry are destroyed, it is really marvellous
that there are any fish at all. There is nothince like a

check on the destruction, and you will see in every market
baskets full of small fiy which, if left alone for a few
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months, would have been worth as food a hundred times

as much. But the natives have no notion of looking

beyond the present day, and every conceivable kind of

trap, fine net, and poison is put into operation, to the

ruination of the rivers and jheels, which with proper con-

servation should afford an almost inexhaustible supply of

food in this way.'

' I wonder the question is not taken up by Govern-

ment,' said Milford, ' as it is in England, and the breeding

of fish encouraged.'

' Government might do a great deal which it does not,

and I dare say it will do so some day, but there are many
things to contend against in this country with reference

to the breeding of fish which are not met with in Europe.

For instance, most of our rivers swarm with alligators, and

the immense quantity of fish these brutes must destroy is

beyond calculation, especially with the ghurrial, or fish-

eating crocodile, of the Ganges.'

' That's the long, slender-snouted alligator, is it

not?'
' Yes, the snub-nosed one, or muggur as the natives

call it, is the common and most dangerous one ; the othei*,

though it grows to a greater size, lives exclusively on fish.

Thejaws of the two are vastly different, and show then-

habits at a glance—the one being attenuated, and armed

with small flat, sharp -edged teeth, set like those of a saw ;

the other more massive and blunt, with round, conical

pegs fitting into corresponding holes above and below.'

Their walk over, the two fi-iends sat down to dinner,

and then went early to bed, intending to start betimes next

morning to Paladown, en route to Machagora.

When the next morning broke, the day looked far

from promising ; heavy banks of grey cloud foretold rain

;

still, as there was nothing but a tlireatening, tlicy decided
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on marching. The tents wei-e being stmck, and the camp
Avas all in a bustle, when old Sheykha, followed by a

couple of villagers, made his appearance, and re])orted

that a hurra bharee sher—a very heavy tiger—had killed

two plough-bullocks at the village of Noui, on the banks

of the Pench, and that he had eaten one up entirely.

' Then he is certain to be so gorged that he will

not be far from the carcass, and ought to show fight,' said

Tordham.
' He is in the scrub jungle on the banks of the river,

Miodawund,' replied the old shikaree ; ' I tracked him

in myself. Khoob burra bagh hi—his paws are so big,'

he continued, doubling his fingers under his hands, and

putting his flattened fists side by side.

Tea and toast being hurriedly despatched, the two

friends on horseback, accompanied by old Sheykha and

the attendant peons, were soon on the Avay to Koni. The

Gouds had been told to run on ahead, and turn out the

villagers to beat along the river bank.

The rain which had hitherto threatened now began to

fall in earnest ; clouds gathered in masses on the horizon,

and the distant thunder rumbled ; all bespoke a wet day.

The horses hung their heads as they plodded along the

footpath, and the only one who seemed to enjoy the turn

affairs had tiiken was Bussunta, who strode along, flapping

her huge ears and whisking off the flies that annoyed her

sides with a feathery branch of the aoula, which she held

in her flexible trunk. With her large howdah, she looked

like one of the towered elephants that swelled the armies

of Tamerlane.

Two or three deafening crashes of thunder brought

down a perfect sheet of water, and then, the sliower over,

the curtain of cloud swept away, and the sun came out in

all his oriental lierceuess.
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' A precious hot day it's going to he,' remarked

Milford.

' L\l the better, my boy, for our work,' replied his

friend ;
' if it is a hot day, that tiger is ours after such a

heavy meal as he is reported to have made. See, we are

Hearing the village, and all have turned out to see the

fun.'

They had to pass through the main street, and were

met at the entrance by the malgoozar, a fine-looking old

Brahmin, Avith his elders around him ; the rest of the

villagers were all grouped together with horns and drums,

ready to beat along the bank. All the women and chil-

dren in the place seemed to have turned out to look at

the sahibs and their elephant ; and conspicuous amongst

them for her beauty was the raalgoozar's daughter, a girl

of about sixteen, wonderfully fair, and with a perfect

Grecian face. Milford in looking at her forgot for a while

the tiger, which had hitherto engrossed his thoughts.

However, he had not much time given him for admiration,

for Fordham ordered the mahout to bring up the elephant.

Touching her forehead, she bent down her head, and ad-

vanced the tip of her trunk ; placing his foot on this, and

laying hold of her ears, he ordered her to lift, and with a

slow and graceful motion she raised him to a level with

the howdah. But to take up Milford she had to kneel

down, for lifting was a favour she would only accord to

her master and to Akbar Ali, the mahout.

The horses were left in the village, and instructions

were given to the beaters to begin about half a mile

lower down, and beat along the river bank past the

village, and on some httle distance to a spot where the

elephant would be posted ; and away went each party

to their respective stations.

Tiie place wliere the two sportsmen took their stand
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was a little break in the jungle on the river bank ; here

the turf sloped down to the water, and it would be im-

possible for the tiger to come along without exposing

himself. On their right was a gentle eminence, which

was crowned by a group of villagers—women and children

—whose curiosity had led them to brave the danger of a

sudden charge or a stray bullet. On the left was the

river, with open, nndulating country beyond.

All trace of the late thunder-storm was over, and

nature, freshened up by the shower, looked all the lovelier

in the bright sunlight ; but the heat was trying—a damp,

steamy heat. Now and then, however, a cool breeze

came in fitful gusts over the placid surface of the waters,

and bore to the eai'S of the hnnters the distant noise of

the beaters, with their uncouth instruments of music. It

reminded Milford of the passage in Longfellow's ' Sun-

rise on the Hill,' where he says,

The wild horn whose voice the woodland fills.

Was ringing to the meriy shout

That faint and far the gien sent out,

VMiere, answering to tlie sudden shot, thin smoke.

Through tliick-leaved branches, from the dingle broke.

It would probably be long ere the tiger .came out, for

the beaters were yet far distant, and as he remembered

the pretty girl just seen, his thoughts went back to a

prettier English maiden at home, and he wondered what

she was doing whilst he was watching for a bloodthirsty

tiger on the banks of the Pench. The elephant here gave

a sign, which was not lost on Fordham.

' Ernest, my boy, be on tlie look-out ; the elephant

scents something.'

' It can't be the tiger, surely,' replied the yoimg man.
' Why, the beaters have hardly begun yet.'
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'I don't know ; it may be, for the elephant is evidently

suspicious. Aha ! you brute
!

' exclaimed the speaker,

pitching forward his rifle and firing rapidly.

Tlie elephant had struck her trunk violently on the

ground and lifted it out of the way, when, with a savage

grunt, the tiger, without the least warning, sprang out at

lier from behind the nearest bush. The two bullets

knocked him down, but picking himself up he dashed

into cover again, followed by a couple more shots from

Milfor'd. At this moment old Sheykha appeared with

his long Afghan- knife drawn, and deliberately he stalked

into the cover after the tiger. Both Fordham and

Milford shouted to him to keep out ; but the old fellow,

wishing to sustain his character in the sight of the

assembled villagers, marched straight into the bushes.

' Did you ever see such an obstinate old wretched

idiot ?
' exclaimed Fordham, stamping his foot, and for

once losing his patience. ' Here, after him quick, Akbar

Ali, or the tiger may get hold of the old man.'

As the elephant moved forward the old shikaree re-

appeared, and with a quiet, composed manner, as if he

had been after a deer, remarked,

' You have wounded him, sahib. Look,' continued

he, holding up a bunch of leaves, ' these are covered

with blood.' Letting the elephant smell them he flung

them down, and Fordham, giving him a few severe words

of reproof, proceeded to reload, after which they entered

the cover, and began to beat about cautiously. There

was a large bushy creeper covering an old tree, and this

being in the way, the elephant -ivas ordered to knock it

down, which she did, and as it fell with a crash the tiger

came gallantly up to the charge again, taking the old

lady rather at a disadvantage, as her head was huried in

the s;reen stuff.
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However, he was sent back roaring and rolling over,

disgorging in his agony great lumps of the meat he had

swallowed.

Stopping a moment to reload, they went after him

again. Once more did he come up, so savagely as to

make Bussunta recoil a couple of paces, to the great dis-

comfort of Milford,. who was in the back seat of the

howdah, and who was, by such retrogression, forced into

a very prickly tree, and his shots were in consequence

spoilt. However, he got a turn very soon, for, on -follow-

ing up the now badly wounded tiger, his eye suddenly

fell . on him standing broadside on in the shade of a

bush, looking very sick and- surly. He took a steady

aim at his loins, and fired with effect, Fordham at the

same time giving him another barreL

' Stand by for charge the fourth ! Ah, no ! gallant

brute, your day is over.' He sprang up with a roar, but

in the midst of the effort his strength failed him, and he

rolled down the bank. Down went the elephant after

him ; ha I there was another gape, life was still in him.

Fordham's heavy rifle went up to his shoulder, and as the

smoke cleared away the brawny limbs were quivering in

death.

' Salaam kurro ! Bussunt Piaree ! salaam ! daughter of

elephants, my brave one !
' shouted the mahout. With

one foot on the dead tiger the proud creature brushed

her trunk over his body, and triumphantly waved it to

her forehead.

'Well, this is a brave beast,' said Milford, as he looked

witli admiration at the immense muscidar power exhibited

by the dead animal.

' Yes,' rejoined the other, ' he is one of the regular

fighting caste, game to the backbone. But I cannot

understand liis charging us without provocation ; it is
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very seldom a tiger goes out of liis way to attack an

elephant, and there must be a reason for it ; liis natural

bravery, and his gorged condition, which would not

allow of his running far on a hot day Uke this,, readily

account for his repeated charges, but that he should have

assumed the offensive from the first is an xmcommon
incident. Old Sheykha may be able to throw some light

on it.'

Sheykha, after hearing the story of the attack, at

once explained it.

' Why, khodawund,' said he, ' is not this the tiger that

pulled down a sahib's elephant two or tln-ee years ago ?

Ask the villagers, and they will all,tell you how he got her

at a disadvantage on a slope, and pulled her on her side,

and all escaped with difficulty ; and he thought he had

only to rush at your honour's and puU yours down too.

But Allah has the ruling of all events, and what was

Avritten in his fate has come to pass to-day.'

So they went home and divided the spoil. Fordham

took the skin, and Milford chose the skull, which was

enormous, though exhibiting marks of age, the tusks

being much worn. Altogether they were well satisfied

with tlie day's work, and long bore in mind, with pleasure,

the morning at Noni, on the banks of the Pench, with the

fighting tiger.

SKULL OF MUGGUI!.



Maciiagora! what memo-

ries of pleasant days doth

not thy name recall ! The

last time we ^dsited thy pleasant waters was fifteen years

ago, when laid up in the station, sick and ill at ease ; the

doctor declared to us that any change was better than no

change, and, though it was the month of May, he advised

us to take to camp again, and Machagora was the place we

pitched upon. We went out in a palkee, being too weak

to ride ; and ten days after we were hunting tigers on foot

along the banks of the Pench, in tlie thick janioon covers

of Paladown. As we turn over the white-ant-eaten,

yellow, and mildewed journals of those days, the old

familiar names call up visions of the Semul-walla

bhugra, the Eaja Dcebur, and tlie jamoon-covered
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island in the bed of the river, where, on one occasion,

we turned out two tigers and lost them both in the con-

fusion. A little further on was a tree from which we

Avatclied a tiger attack a pony, and get kicked off, though

the poor little hero fell a victim to the rush of the

tigress, for there were two. We avenged his fate, and

in doing so nearly broke our own collar-bone in following

the advice of old Sheykha, which was to pull both

barrels at her at once. How she crept away to die, and

we tracked her into the gloomy ravine of the Eaja

Deebur and lost her, arid how we heard of her remains

being afterwards found ; how, in following up her mate

the next day, we debated with old Sheykha in favour of

taking up a position behind a certain beyr bush, and

argued the point at length, little dreaming that the tiger

was lying under that selfsame bush within three yards

of us, are aU chronicled in those yellow, worm-eaten

pages. It was a pleasant time, as a brother of ours,

who was visiting us, will testify, and who has a lively

recollection of one incident of the trip, an onslaught

of tree-ants, who drove us ignomiuiously from our posi-

tion to the loss of our tiger. Some little distance to

the north of the fishing place was a very fine old banyan

tree, and under this Fordham's tents had been pitched,

for the weather was now warm, and dense shade was

grateful. The' hot winds were blowing, though on

these plateaux they are not so bad as they are below

the ghats; still they rendered the use of tatties, or

wet mats of a sweet-scented grass root called khus khus,^

almost necessary, and with these at the doors of the

tents on the windy side, the temperature could be

considerably reduced. Of course they had to be kept

' Anclropogmi muriat icnvi.
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wet, and for tliis purj^ose a man was dcpiite'I lo pour

water over them at intervals ; and immediately in front

of them, inside the tent, were ranged bottles of water

and lemonade to cool ; ice machines were not known
in those days in the jungles, and the most primitive

methods of cooling were practised. In the hot season,

when the air is exceedingly diy, it answered admirably

to put bottles, well wi-apped in cloths or straw satu-

rated with water, into a kind of saving which was kept

going for half an hour or so backwards and forwards,

the rapid passage through the air inducing brisk evapo-

ration, which cooled the liquor effectually ; but this plan

quite fails when there is a damp atmosphere. Now-a-

days the use of ice machines is so common, that the old-

fashioned makeshifts are almost forgotten.

Very pleasant did the sight of the comfortable tenfc!,

standing in the deep shade of the banyan tree, appear

to the dusty and heated Englishmen, as they rode, in

from Paladown ; and refreshing indeed, after the glare of

the sun, was the gloom of the overhanging boughs, whose

leafy recesses rang with the notes of merry birds and

the chirrup of squirrels ; from the river close by came

the soothing sound of rippling waters, as they flowed over

a shallow, rocky bed.

Easy chairs and a camp table, covered with tea and

toast and fruit, were placed outside the tent door ; and, as

Milford threw himself off his horse and into one of the

chairs, he stretched out his legs and closed his eyes, with

a sisrh of intense satisfaction.

' Well, you seem to be comfortable, Ernest,' said liis

comrade, laughing.

' So I am,' replied the other, with his eyes still shut.

' I could go to sleep at once ; here ai-e the songs of birds,

and the murmuring of waters, and the sighing of the
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breeze in the green leaves ; all nature tickling one's senses

into, repose.'

' Yes, and, worthy poet, here is your tea getting cold,

and the hot chuppatties cooling into leather.'

' And my worthy friend and mentor eating more than

his share ; basta, basta, as we say in Italiano."

' Ah ! that has roused my young friend from his

dreams of Parnassus, has it? Here, drink from the

streams of teapottus, and eat of the food that the

Olympian tables provide.'

'Diana might take to a' chuppattie with hunters'

sauce, but I am afraid tlie stately Juno would turn up

her nose at the leathery morsel, and as for Hebe with a

teapot, one might as well have Bacchus with a pipe and

a pint pe\\-ter. However, I must say Chand Khan's

chuppatties are not bad, and the way in which he turns

out such good butter by shaking milk in an old tart-fruit

bottle is a marvel, and a triumph of patience and per-

severance.'

' Have you got your tackle in order, Ernest ?
' asked

Fordham, after a pause.

' I think so,' was the reply ;
'- 1 have not looked at

my rods since I left England, but there they are in a

case, and there is a book full of salmon flies, and if any

duns or midges are required for small fry, I can make

those up in a minute.'

' You must not think you are going to do fly fishing

here,' said Fordham. ' I am afraid the streams are not

rapid enough, and fish grow sluggish in pools; but still try

it by all means. I intend to do so myself ; the general

Avay is to ground-bait for some days, and then fish with

dough and cotton wool beaten up together, or with

parched gram, through which fine holes have been

-drilled to allow of the hook to be passed through ; but I
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find the smaller fish, from three to ten pounds, are livelier,

and will rise to a fly at times, and I think they give far

better sport tiian the monsters that you sometimes hook

with paste. They almost invariably sulk, and go down

to the bottom like stones, and are very difficult to

manage.'

' Up to what size does a mahseer run ? '
. asked

Milford.

' It is very difficult to say ; I have heard of enormous

fish, especially in the Punjab and. tlie rivers of the Doon
nef^r Mussoorie, but I am afraid to quote from memory
lest I should exaggerate. - I have seen them over sixty

pounds here, and in other parts of India I have heard of

them as being over a hundred pounds. But as far as

my experience goes the fish from fifteen to twenty-five

pounds give the best sport.'

' Do they leap out of water hke the salmon ?
'

'Well, my acquaintance with salmon is extremely

limited, but the tactics of the mahseer are, I think,

different. They never leap clear out of water, but they

make tremendous rushes, which require an unusually

large reel, and plenty of line, and occasionally a good

run after them over trying ground. I should think the

best of mahseer fishing is inferior to salmon, but I know
too little to be able to give a correct opinion, and I have

heard many people very enthusiastic about mahseer

fishing in the Doon.'

' The mahseer does not belong to the salmon familj^,

does it? I confess I am grossly ignorant concerning fishes.

I know a trout fi-om a grayling, and those again from a

flounder, but to what families they belong is beyond me.'

' Well, I can tell you so much, that the mahseer is

nothing like a salmon. Here, give me a pencil, and I

will draw you a sketch of the two. The salmon vou
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know well ; the raaliseer, you see, is a leatlier-mouthed fish,

more like a carp, of which family indeed it is a member,

belonging to the subgenus of the barbels, and is the

Barbus tor of naturalists ; and though he lacks the

tborough-bred look of the salmon, still he is a very

gamey fish, and worthy of a fisherman's rod.'

After breakfast the two friends set to work over-

hauling their tackle, Fordham having no office work in

consequence of a native festival, on which occasions legal

work generally comes to a standstill, the native of India

thinking quite as much of \as fesia as does an Italian in

fair Florence. So they rummaged out old pocket-books

full of hooks and feathers, and turned out their rods and

reels, and discussed much the weighty question of what

were likely to be killing flies. Fordham recommended

the brightest yellow and red^creatures utterly unknown

to entomologists, and which he laughingly declared the

mahseer took to be dragon flies ; and, having made his

selection, he sat down, and with nimble fingers began to

busk some tiny hooks with black ostrich.

'What are you going to do with those black gnats?
'

asked Milford.

' Why,' said the other, smiling, ' when my arm aches

with landing giant maliseer, I am going to descend from

the sublime to the ridiculous and fish for chihras.'

' What, those little sprats that they cook on skewers ?

'

' The very same,' answered Fordham ;
' they are great

favourites of mine, for they rise at a fly like a trout, and

with a fine horsehair and a few midges I think they ai-e

great fun, as well as good eating, if you get a suflicieut

quantitj^ I was once quartered with my regiment at a

place where there was no amnsementat all hardly, except

fishing in a large tank for these little fellows ; there was an

English regiment at the same station, and it waa amusing
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to see how keen some of the officers, who used to talk of

their salmon-fishing exploits, were after these little mites.'

The day wore away, and in the evening the two

friends went off to look at the" fishing ground, one corner

of which had been baited by a fisherman of the place in

accordance with the usual custom. Milford took his shot

gun, and Fordham had ' Plugger,' as something in the

shape of a black buck or chikara might be picked up.

The fishing ground at Machagora was a long reach

ot calm, deep water, between higli precipitous rocks, and

during tlie hot weather the rnahseer collected in this pool.

As the Enghshmen descended the bank a huge panther,

which had been lapping the water on the other side,

bounded up the rocks at their approach.

Fordham's quick eye was, however, too rapid for his

escape, and ere he had got half way up the rocks the

deadly barrel had covered him, and, struck through the

spine, he rolled down and fell heavily into the stream.

The next minute he was swimming across straight for

them. Fordham quietly reloaded and waited.

' It won't do to let him land, Ernest,' said he, ' as

you have only shot in your gun, and these panther are

savage brutes when bent on mischief ; so here goes for a

settler.'

The animal was evidently swimming with difficulty,

having httle or no use of his hind legs, but he bore

gallantly on, looking tlie picture of determined ferocitj^,

and his eyes glared at Fordham's as they met. However,

the issue was speedily decided, for as soon as the fine

sight was brought to bear on the panther's forehead, a

bullet crashed thi'ough his brain, and with a bubbling

growl he I'olled over and sank, and rose again a little

lower, to sink once more.

' He'll slick at the shallows lower down,' said Ford-
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ham, ' and we shall get the body if we send down some

men to watch for it. I don't think the alligators will

touch him. Nusseer Khan, see that some men are

sent down to look for him at the bottom of the reach.'

' Very well, my lord.'

' I say, Ernest,' continued Fordham, pointing to some

chilwas frisking out of the waters in the last glowing of

the setting sun, ' look at those httle beauties ; if I had a

rod and a few of those flies here, we would have a couple

of dozen for dinner—they are such merry little imps.'

' Yes, I must say they are pretty, but I long to have

one. of those big fellows on my line. Ah, there ! one

like that monster. I'm sure he was a forty-pounder
!

' he

exclaimed, as a large fish rose at an evening moth, and

left circles that widened and widened till they rippled on

the bank.

' All right, my boy, wait till to-morrow ; but now
we must be making tracks for home before it gets dark.'

As they walked back to their tents they were in-

terested in observing the flight of a number of flying-

foxes (Pteropus Edwarddi), which came from the east-

ward and steadily held on a south-west course. They

advanced with a slowish flight in a coimtless stream,

and were lost to sight over the western horizon.

' There must be a biggish colony where all those come

from,' said Milford ;
' that is to say, if they all come from

one place,'

' I see no reason to doubt it,' replied ^Fordham ; ' I

have seen enormous collections of tliem in groves of

tamarind trees to the north of Seonee, and they seem

to go great distances for food. I should not wonder if

these fellows are bound for the mango trees below the

ghats, where the fruit ripens sooner than it does on the

higher lands. I once saw .one causfht at sea on board a
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steamer at least a hundred miles from land ; the poor

beast seemed exhausted and hungry, and devoured

greedily the plantains we gave him.'

' They subsist entirely on fruit, do they not ?
'

' It is supposed so, and certainly as far as my experi-

ence goes they do. I know my guava trees in Seonee

suffer greatly by their nightly depredations, there being

a colony of them just at the southern entrance of Mung-
lipeyt ; at the same time their dentition is decidedly

carnivorous, and with their formidable teeth they can give

severe bites, as a dog of mine who attempted to seize one

knows to his cost. They are said to be good eating, and

as they are clean feeders I have no doubt they are, but

to me they have always been too repulsive in appearance

to allow of the experiment'
' Here Nusseer Khan whispered to Milford.

'Will your honour shoot me one of those icurba-

gools?'

' Why, what do you want a wnrbagool for ?

'

' You see, my lord, I get rheumatic pains in my leg

sometimes, and the bone of a wurbagool tied round the

ankle with a string of a black cow's hair is, they say,

the best ciu-e.'

Milford picked out a fine big fellow and brought him

down ; the fall from a height on to the hard ground

effectually extinguisliing what spark of life may have re-

mained. The head of the animal was very hke that of

a fox-terrier, the general colour brown, with long hair of

an orange tint about the shoulders and chest, amongst

which rapidly darted a curious little parasite or tick,

something like a horny little spider in appearance. His

wings covered an expanse of four and a half feet.

Nusseer Khan secured his prize, and the trio proceeded.

As they noared the camp a most beautiful meteor
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sailed slowly down from the starry sky, like a ball of fire,

which divided and fell in a fiery stream. All looked at

it with silent astonishment for a few seconds, then Ford-

ham laughingly said to Nusseer Khan

—

' One of the angels has dropped his lamp—eh, Nusseer

Khan?'
' It must be so, my lord—who knows ? '

,

Seeing Milford somewhat puzzled at the remarks,

Fordham explained tha,t the Mahomedans have an idea

that the stars are the lamps of the angels guarding the

gates of heaven, and that a shooting star is a lamp care-

lessly dropped.

' The idea is pretty,' rejoined Milford, ' but surely

they are not so ignorant in these days as to believe it?

' • Why not? the lower classes in more civilised coun-

tries believe things quite as absurd. Of course the

educated Mahomedans know better, but the illiterate

ones believe any idle tale that a wandering fakeer puts

into their heads. However, here we are in camp ; now

for dinner ; my walk has made me hungry. Hi 1 Cliand

Khan ! look alive ! Khana lao
!

'

Sunrise found our friends by the waterside ; one of

the presiding deities of the place, in the shape of a wizened

little old dheemur, or fisherman, was in attendance with

a basket of parched gram, and he looked with grave dis-

approval at the bright-coloured flies which Fordham was

attaching to his hne, all the while nervously kneading

in his skinny hands a lump of cotton wool and flour

paste.

' What are you going to try, Ernest? ' said his com-

panion.

' Well, I think for the sake of novelty I will try the
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aboriginal metliod first. Here, thou dusky Isaac, bait my
hook for me, and lead the way.'

The old dheemur grinned with pleasure. ' Aha ! one of

the sahibs was going to fish properly ; he had seen lots

of sahibs whisk bits of feathers all over the water, but

what was the use ? For one fish of ten seers they caught

he would get half a score of double the weight in his way.

There now,' said he, exhibiting with pride a bolus of

paste on the big triple hook large enough to catch a shark,

' there, sahib, only big fishes can swallow that, and

what's the sjood of catchincr little ones ?
' But he looked

Avith great contempt at the fine gut and line—the sahibs

were very funny people, and never went the right way to

work.

He then proceeded to the water's edge, and taking a

handful of grain showered it over the pool. In one

instant the fish rose in dozens, almost tumbling over each

other in their haste, fish of all sizes, from an ounce to

several pounds in weight. Then came a sudden commo-
tion, and a huge fellow rose, leaving quite a wave behind

him.

' Now, sahib, now, sahib
!

' eagerly exclaimed the old

man, ' tlu'ow in your bait, throw in your bait !

'

JMilford did so, and the next minute his line was
running out with tremendous velocity; the paste had
been gulped almost as soon as it touched the water.

After taking out about forty yards, the fish stopped and

plumped down to the bottom.

Fordham in the meantime had gone away from tlie

baited ground to a place where the current was a little

more rapid, and after a few throws he caught a four-

pounder, a nice clean fish, though small, and, a? he was
using a light Irish trout rod, it gave him very fiiir play

He then got a two-pounder, then one of three and a
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half, which he piloted aloug the rocks to where Milford

was vainly trying to move his sulking leviathan, and

landed it there.

' What am I to do with this brute, Fordham? ' asked

Milford, with a puzzled expression ;
' he won't stir, and

my line won't stand a heavy strain.'

' Wait a bit,' rephed the other, ' I'll start him.'

So saying he dived into his shooting wallet for a

conical bullet and a bit of fine wire. Eound the top of

the bullet he cut a groove and twisted tlie wire round it

;

then, taking a turn of the wire round Milford's fishing

line, he made a loose ring.

' Now then, Ernest, hold taut your fine ; that's right.

Now we'll slide this down, and if it hits him on the nose

it will make him jump.'

Splash went the bullet down, down, till it fulfilled its

mission, when ofi" went the mahseer again at full speed,

this time taking Ernest along the rocks as fast as he

could scramble over them. At last down he went again,

and the young man, losing patience, broke his line and lost

his fish. He then devoted his attention to the smaller

ones, and got a two and a half pounder and a one and a

quarter pounder, and Fordham got another two-pounder.

A big fellow now rose near the latter, who cast neatly

over him. Flop, whir-r-r-r ! away he flew up stream,

darting along like a steam-engine, bending Fordham's light

rod almost double, and he had nearly sixty yards of line

out before he was turned.

Now came the ticklish part ; fearing he might get in

amongst the rocks and break the gut, as did Milford's fish,

Fordham handled him with the greatest care, skilfully

leading him round the rocks to a place where there was

a little basin, into which he with some difficulty piloted

him ; here, after half an hour's darting and diving, he
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got faiily exhausted, and, resigning himself to his fate,

turned broadside up, and glided into the landing net.

He was a beautiful, clean, active fish of twenty-six pounds.

Milford got one of thirteen and a half, which somewhat

consoled him for the loss of the big one, but on the

whole he was not well satisfied with his morning's work,

and indefatigably whipped the water ; whilst Fordham,

changing to' his chilwa tackle, had soon a basketful of

these little beauties.^ Milford at last got another monster,

whicli sulked precisely in the same way as the first, but

his captor was determined to be patient and tire him out,

so he announced his intention of staying out all day

rather than give in to him, and asked Fordham to send

him out a camp stool, an umbrella, and some breakfast.

We need not record the details of this eventful day,

save that they consisted chiefly of violent rushes and

alternate fits of the sulks ; suffice it to say that at three

o'clock in the afternoon Milford returned triumphant

with a fish weighing sixty-five pounds ; though, as far

as genuine sport was concerned, Fordham had by far the

best of it.

The body of the panther had been recovered firom

the shallows, and with an uninjured skin, which had

been taken ofi" and was pegged out to dry when Milford

returned in the afternoon.

Next day they marched back into tlieir own district,

and camped along the valley of the . Ban Gunga, halting

at Baakee for a day's black-buck ^ shooting.

Antelopes abound all along this valley, and do much
damage to the crops. They are tlie greatest pests the

villager, in this part of the district, has to contend

against. In the well-cultivated plain between Seonee

and the borders of the Chindwarra district there is no

' Asjnclopaiia morar. " AniHope bezoartica.
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cover for sambur, iiylgaie, and wild pigs, but their place

is filled by the antelope, which, in herds of from a dozen

to fifty, roam the country and destroy the tender crops.

War}' and difficult of access as is this graceful animal, it

knows full well the harmless nature of the villager, and

allows him and his bullocks to approach to within a few

yards ; driven from one corner of a field" it quietly trots to

another, and begins to graze, regardless of shouts, and

only a vigorous onslaught with stones has any effect.

But it instinctively knows a gun and a shikaree, and

makes off at once. Its speed is well-known, and there is

no chance of either horse or ordinary dog overtaking it

unless it be wounded.

It gets attached to certain localities, and when it

is driven away, and even wounded, it may be found next

day in the favourite haunt again. This is in some

measure a good thing, for a wounded antelope can

generally be recovered, whereas another animal would

go clean away, and be lost, to die perhaps by inches. To
our way of thinking this is a great point, for nothing

weighed so heavily on our mind as a wounded animal

escaping. If aught is to be Idlled for food or othei'-

wise, let it be done as speedily as possible, and the man
who Avounds, and from laziness neglects to follow up to

the best of his ability, deserves to be Avounded himself.

We have spent two whole days in searching for a wounded

buck, and have killed him at last on the ground Avhere

he Avas first found.

Fordham gave Milford an instance of this as they

were riding along the plain between Eunbeylee and

Baakee,

'I was out,' said he, 'on one occasion, on the

boundary between Khapa and Belgaon, and came across

a particularly fine old buck, Avith very Avide-spreading
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borns ; so peculiar were they that I could have sworn to

the head amongst a thousand. He was too far for a safe

shot when I first saw him, but I could not resist the

chance of a snap at him, and tried it, but missed, and

I left the place. My work led me again soon after to

Belgaon itself, and whilst I was in camp there I found

my friend again, but he was very wary; for three days I

hunted him about, but could not get a shot. At last I

got my chance ; it was on the morning of the day I left

Belgaon, I rode round by the boundary, when up

jumped my friend from a bed of rushea, and took off

across countrj'. I followed him cautiously and found

him again with some doe^ about two miles off. A man
was ploughing in a field close by ; so, hailing him, I got

his bullocks and drove them carefully up past the does.

We splashed through a nullah, and waded through a lot

of rushes, and at last I found myself beliind a clump of

coarse grass, with a nuUali between me and the antelope.

They jumped up on my approach, and Blacky, seeing his

enemy, made a speedy bolt of it ; but I was within easy

range of him, and a bullet brought him down on his head

Avith a complete somersault. Now this buck, in spite of the

previous shot at him, and being hunted about from day

to day, never left his ground, and used to sleep every

night in a field near my tent.'

' A well-trained bullock is a great assistance, is it

not ?
' asked Milford.

' Certainly,' replied his companion, ' but a horse is

nearly as good ; I have often stalked them by allowing

my horse to graze quietly towards them, carefully hiding

myself behind him all the while ; but they are so accus-

tomed to the villagers and their plough bullocks, that

the best way is to throw a sheet about you, and drive a

bullock sleadilj" backwards and forwards till you get
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near enough to slioot ; in fact this is the only way of

getting at them on plains, Jike parts of these, where all

is a dead level, without even a bush or two to help the

stalker ; he then has to pit his cunning against the

natural acuteness of the animal.^ Look, here is a case in

point ; see yonder herd, with those two fine bucks tilting

at each other a little distance off. Now how are we to

get them ? If we attempt to get nearer the does Avill set off

at a walk, then a canter, and finally begin to bound, and

the bucks will follow in their wake. We must have

them driven, and theLalla is the man to manage it; here,

edge away from them so as to lead them to think we are

going away. We must get off and walk by our horses,

and, when we reach yon slip of stony ground with the

stunted bushes, we must drop beliind them and let the

horses go on. Here, Moula, you must manage to drive

the herd down past this stony bit,'

' All right, sahib,' was the ready answer, ' I'll do it.'

' He seems very confident about it,' observed Milford.

' He will manage it, I have no doubt ; now when I call

out " drop " single out a bush, Ernest, and lie behind it,

letting your horse go on with the syce. Moula will do

all the rest. Now then, my boy—drop !

'

Down they went, both of them, flat on their faces be-

hind the low scrub, whilst the horses held on their way.

The antelopes still regarded them, but less intently than

before ; some of the does had begun to graze agam, and

the young ones to frisk about. The two bucks still con-

tinued their tournament, never having from the first

deigned to notice the intruders ; but one or t-wo of the

elder does yet kept a watchful attitude.

Moula managed his party so as to work gradually

' See Notes.
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round the herd, and yet at the same time he kept Ijoth

horses and men turned away as much as possible from

the antelope, so as to convey the idea that the distance

was being lengthened between them. Taking a wide

sweep, he gradually edged round and round, till he found

himself opposite his master's hiding-place, with the herd

between them ; then he began to advance slowly and by

long tacks, like a vessel beating to windward. All the

does now became suspicious, and stood gazing at the in-

terloper. Then even the two bucks stopped in their inter-

minable struggle, and stared at the advancing party. At

last the leading doe moved off, slowly at first, and then at a

mild trot, followed by the rest, the bucks bringing up the

rear and having an occasional dig at each other en route ;

having moved a couple of hundred yards further from

the Lalla, and nearer to his master, the herd again halted

and faced the advancing party—the bucks beginning

their little game again. However, as the Lalla and the

syces leading the horses steadily advanced, the old doe

evidently thought it beyond a joke, and set off again at

a run, and finally settled down to a stretching gallop,

occasionally breaking into those wonderful bounds in

which this animal excels ; they tore past the hiding-place

where the two hunters were lying in wait, and were

allowed to pass unscathed, for were not the two bucks

coming up behind—lazy fellows, not caring to exert

themselves so much as the other skittish youno- things

and timorous does ?

' Now, Ernest, you take the fellow on the right.'

Crack went the rifle, and down dropped the buck, but

picking himself up he went off at speed. The other buck

on hearing the shot went off with a succession of bounds,

but the third was about the last ; for Fordham, springing

to his feet, delivered his fire whilst j^et he was in the air,
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and, struck through the heart, the graceful creature fell

stone-dead.

'You had better jump on your nag, and follow up

your wounded buck, Ernest ; I'U come after you quietly.'

The young man eagerly vaulted to his saddle, and,

gun in hand, set off at a rattling pace, and for a time

rapidly gained ground on the antelope ; but when the

latter perceived he was being pursued he went off at a

speed which almost created a doubt in Milford's mind as

to his being seriously Wounded. ' However, he pressed his

horse to the utmost, and soon perceived that the buck

could not outstrip him, although the distance between

them was not perceptibly diminished. At last the ground

became more sterile, and strewn with round boulders,

the size of a cocoa-nut, which made it rather awkward

riding. A little further- on the country became undulat-

ing, and beyond lay the river. MUford now hoped to cut

off an angle, as he knew the river must turn the buck
;

between them lay a deep dell, very stony, at the bottom

of which was a little rocky rivulet which led down to

the Gunga. Down went the antelope, and down after

him went his relentless pursuer, but when the horseman

reached the top of the opposite bank the black buck had

disappeared. Before him lay the river. He reined up

on the brink and looked right and left, but not a trace

of his quarry could he see. He hailed some men who
were fishing, but they knew nothing and had seen

nothing of the animal. Had it swum across they must

have seen it. It seemed equally clear that had it run

along the bank near the water's edge they must have

noticed it. Altogether it was incomprehensible ; it could

not have dropped dead on the way, otherwise he would

have ridden almost over it; anyhow it had escaped

in some mysterious manner, much to Milford's disgust.
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As his eye roamed over every inch of the ground in

the hope of finding some trace, he suddenly noticed what

apjieared to be a couple of dry sticks projecting fiom the

surface of the stream in a small bed of rushes, about three,

or four feet from the bank. He looked again attentively

and then rode up ; yes—^there was was no mistake, here

was the cunning beast after all, buried up to the nose in

the water, with nothing but his nostrils and the tell-tale

horns sticking out.

Milford could not help admiring the sagacity of the

animal, which, unable to exercise its wonted speed, had

thus taken to a stratagem which nearly succeeded, and his

heart so relented that, had the buck been unwounded, he

would have let him go scot-free ; but he remembered that

a speedy death Avould now be the most merciful thing ;

and so, bending over his horse's neck, he took a steady

aim, and shot it through the head, and then called to

the astonished fishermen to come and pull it out of the

river.

In the meantime Fordham went on over a stony up-

land, looking out for the great bustard, which are some-

times to be found on tliese plains. The great bustard is

one of the finest of the game birds of the plains of India.

The male stands, when full grown, over four feet in

height, and weighs from twenty-six to twenty-eight

pounds.^ The old males have the top of the head and

crest black, the whole of the face and neck pure white,

and the back and wings are of that beautiful bufi' or light

brown plumage, streaked and mottled with fine wavy
lines of black, which is well known to most sportsmen.

They are chiefly insectivorous, though vegetiible food is

occasionally taken by them. One we winged, and after-

' Jerdon gives the wing extent of the Eiqiodotis Eduardsii as eight feet.
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wards cured atid tamed, lived chiefly on hard-boiled eggs.

It had a peculiar bark, which it uttered frequently when

alarmed, and especially at the sight of a tame mungoose,

at which it used to get very irate. They kept up a

smothered animosity for some time, and at last came to

open warfare, in which of course the mungoose got the

best of it; and to our sorrow the bustard died of his

wounds, one of which was an ugly nip in the throat.

It differs from the European bustard, a smaller bird

which is sometimes called the great bustard by writers,

in having proportionately longer legs, and is less turkey-

like in appearance and more majestic. In fact, the sight

of a fine tookdar, as the natives call it, pompously stalk-

ing along the crest of some rocky knoU, such as those

about Baakee and Nundora, is one to send a thrill of

pleasure through the heart of any sportsman, for, in

addition to its being a mark worthy of his rifle, it is ex-

tremely wary, and, like its companion the antelope, calls

forth all the cunning of the stalker. The flesh is very

greatly overrated in our opinion, much as some people

rave about it. A young bird or hen is palatable enough ;

but a young peacock fed on jugnee is better and more

delicate. We have seen somewhere an elaborate recipe

for cooking bustard, and, what with the ham and the

champagne, and the mushroom ketchup, we should think

an old crow would turn out almost as palatable ; but

Ave confess to extremely simple tastes, and prefer the

natural juice of meat to its more piquant artificial substi-

tutes. We all know the old proverb of who sends meat,

and who sends cooks, and it is not far wide of the truth.

However, to return to our narrative. Fordham found

his bustard, and he caiTied it home with him, but he did

not get it without difficulty. He came upon it at

first unaAvares, and it spread its broad wings for flight
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before he was within a hundred yards ; he watched it

carefully with a pocket glass, and saw it light on a low

ridge about half a mile away. The bird had a commanding

position, and it was a serious question whether approach

would be possible ; however, as he neared the place he

crossed a footpath leading from one village to another,

and along it was jogging a peasant, with two huge

bundles of grass attached to the ends of a slight pole

which he carried on his shoulder.

Here was an idea ! Pordham knew that both antelope

and bustard were in the habit of seeing these men daily

Asdth their loads, and their ploughs and pack-bullocks, and

consequently cared little for them ; so, taking a hght

horse-cloth from one of the syces, he threw it around

himself, and, after a short parley with the villager, the

pole with its grassy burden was transferred to his own
shoulder, and away he set in the direction of the bird,

who, with outstretched neck, was still keeping guard on

his eminence. The cautious spoitsman did not, however,

approach him directly, but by working obliquely round

in such a way as to delude the bird into the belief that lie

was passing, whilst he was in reahty narrowing the circle.

At last he got within range, and dropping on one knee

he laid down liis bundle, and before the astonished bird

could take to flight the fatal bullet laid him low.

On his way back in the direction of Baakee, Fordhara

fell in with Milford, who told him of his run with tlie

wounded buck, and also of another curious adventure he

had afterwards. On reloading, after the scene on the

river bank, he charged his gun, which happened to be a

smooth-bore, with Eley's cartridge, in hopes of picking up

bustard, he not caring to try them with the rifle as did his

more skilful friend. On recrossing the rocky dell before

mentioned, only at a point about half a mile higher up,
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a buck antelope started up and stood staring for a minute,

standing chest on, and presenting the minimum of a

mark. The distance was not more than forty yards, and

Milford, acting on the impulse of the moment, took aim

at his white throat and fired. The buck dropped, and

on examining him he found that the hole was no bigger

than that of a bullet ; whereupon he probed the wound
and discovered the cartridge entire—wire case and all

—

inside the creature's throat ; at that distance it had not

spread in the least.

There was now meat enough and to spare in camp—
three black bucks and a bustard—so they made their way
back to Baakee, intending next day to march to Baman-

warra, where there were reports of spotted deer.

The road to Bamanwarra lay over an overlying trap

formation, in the undulations of which the decomposed

basalt, mixed w^ith vegetable refuse, formed a soil capable

of bearing crops, but of which the arable qualities were

considerably deteriorated by the admixture of boulders

varjnng from the size of an orange to that of a man's

head. The ridges between such fertile portions w^ere

sterile to a degree scarcely supporting the hardiest grasses.

Here and there by the margins of nullahs grew a few

stunted buteas, and their gradually increasing numbers

towards Bamanwarra gave promise of a more wooded

country, sheltering other game than the antelope of the

plains ; and so it proved, for as they neared the low hill

over which they had to pass before reaching their camp,

they descried a herd of about a dozen nylgaie feeding in

a hollow. The ground was so far favourable for riding

that there were no serious difficulties, being an undu-

lating table-land, but the round boulders befoi'e men-

tioned were so thickly strewn over the place as to render

it somewhat hazardous.
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However, there was a glorious old bull, black as jet,

in the herd, and he was Avorthy of the attempt, and again

two villagers came up and begged very hard that the

sahibs would kill him, and drive away the herd, for they

had been there three days, and their crops had suffered.

Fordham was but ill-mounted for the chase, being on

a punchy hill-pony of no great speed, so he left it to

Milford, who was mounted on a light chestnut Cabulee,

sure-footed and fast.

' Could we not wait for the other horses ?
' urged the

yoimg man ;
' we are on the road they must come, and

they cannot be far behind.'

'No, never mind waiting, or you may lose your

chance, Ernest
;
go on and take that black fellow, and

I will ride back and see if I can get Cossack in time

enough to put on steam and overhaul you.'

.So saying he left his comrade to ride down gently

towards the herd, whilst he cantered back alon" the road.

To his satisfaction he soon saw the string of horses

coming towards him, his favourite leading. Cossack

always had a peculiar bit, so his bridle was already on,

and, as his horse-cloth was tightly strapped on with a

broad surcingle, Fordham lost no time by changing his

saddle, but, vaulting on his back, he was off after his com-
panion, rifle in hand^ riding like a Comanche Indian.

Milford j)roceeded down the slope at a slow pace

towards the herd, which allowed him to come almost

within shooting distance before they took alarm. On
seeing the hinds trotting off he put spurs to his horse and

dashed in between them and the bull, and separated him
from his mates ; at the same time he started from his

cover, where he had been l3ang unperceived, a youncrer

bull of slaty grey colour, and both the animals took off

together across country. As he gathered up his reins
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and sent liis horse after them, he heard an encouraging

shout behind, and up came Fordham, thundering along

on Cossack.

' Take the black, and leave the grey to me, Ernest,'

he shouted, as he passed at full speed after the younger

and fleeter animal.

The ground was simply vile, a mass of rolling stones,

and, on looking over it afterwards, Milford was astonished

how they got over it without a fall. The blue bull

clattered over it like a cart-horse, and Milford knew that

unless he could press him hard enough to blow him, he

had little chance of coming up. The rocky ground that

so impeded his horse, and made him stumble and sUde at

times in a most break-neck way, seemed not to offer the

like impediment to the bull, who held gallantly on his

way, without showing as yet any signs of distress. It

was not so with the one singled out by Fordham ; pressed

to a greater extent by the superior stride of Cossack,

the perspiration streamed from every pore, and darkened

his skin to a deep purplish hue. A smart burst up a

gentle rise decided the issue, and, aslthe horse came up

alongside, a well-planted bullet rolled the bull over.

Fordham jumped off his horse and went up to the dying

animal, and had a narrow escape of his life, for, suddenly

springing up, it savagely rushed at him with its horns

lowered. Springing nimbly aside Fordham avoided the

charge, though his arm was grazed by one of the

creature's horns, and he discharged his remaining barrel

into him as he passed. He fell over with a groan and

died.

In the meantime Milford had gained but little advan-

tage, and he was on the point of giving up the chase,

w-hen fortune favoured him in a way he least expected.

His hoi-se, he felt, was no match, for tliisbull at all events,
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although Fordham had supposed, from its being an older

and a heavier animal, that it would be the easier one to

run down. It might perhaps on other gi'ound, but

Milford had felt the disadvantage of the boulders, and

he knew the bull was gradually increasing his distance,

whilst before them lay a nullah with steep banks ; one

far too wide to jump, and yet one which he was sure the

nylghau would get over somehow quicker than himself.

Well, he would try one thing ; he would run up on the

brink and try the effect of a long shot across. Down
clattered the bull and rattled up the other side, and then

—

strange infatuation—he deliberately turned round and

stood to see if he was being followed. It Avas a fatal

pause, for Milford reined up short and discharged both

barrels at him, when with a hoarse bellow he subsided

like a spread-eagle on the ground. But for that fatal

curiosity he nught have escaped.

There was great feasting in the villages round about

where there were Gonds ; some came from a neighbouring

market, where they had assembled for barter, and carried

off a helping of meat to gladden the hearts of their

families ten miles off. There was not an ounce of the

two nylgaie wasted, and some poor people were disap-

pointed bj^ coming too late. The recipients were chiefly

Gonds, and a few of the lowest caste of Hindoos. The
Mahomedans were barred by the fact of the animals

not having been properly hdldled, and the Hindoos will

not eat the nylgaie on account of their resemblance to

the cow.

The tongues and the marrow bones were appropriated

by the successful hunters, the rest of the meat being too

coai'se to suit an English , palate, and when the ben'ies of

the aonla tree,' of which the nylgaie arc fond, are in

' rhytlnnthis Emhlica.
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season, the intense astringent acid of the fruit pervades

the flesh to sucli an extent as to be most marked, especially

in soup. This fruit, which is a pretty, translucent, plum -like

berry, gi-owing in clusters ou the feathery-leaved branches

of one of the most ornamental of the forest trees, is most

acrid, astringent, and bitterly acid. Both nylgaie and

sambur are partial to it ; the natives also use it both as a

pickle and a sweet preserve, but in the latter case they

employ some means of reducing the astringency, and

then preserve it with honey.

At Bamanwarra Fordham shot a wild dog—the

golden dog, or sone kootta of the natives ; they usually

go in packs, but this one was evidently a straggler, whose

evil star led him in the way of that dead shot and

enthusiastic naturalist.

It was a lanky, loose-jointed sort of animal, standing

about twenty inches in height, with large erect ears, and

a bushy tail, a more foxy than dog-like expression, and

of a pale foxy or yellowish-red colour, the fore quarters

slightly lower than the hind, Avhich gave it an appear-

ance of speed which it does not possess.

They liunt in packs, running down their game, which

consists of deer, from the sambur to the gazelle, and also

pigs, in the most systematic way. No trained hounds

could do it better ; what they lack in speed they make

up for in unrelenting persistency, and trust to their powers

of endurance ; and woe betide the luckless animal that

turns to bay. The natives, in all parts of India, declare

that even tigers are attacked by them, and we once heard

a very circumstantial account given of a fight, which took

place iiear the station of Seonee, between a tiger and a

pack of these dogs, in which the latter were victors.

They followed him about, cautiously avoiding too close a

contact, and Avorried him for three successive days, a

p 2
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Statement which should be received with caution; we

have, however, heard of their annoying a tiger to such

an extent as to make him surrender to them the prey

which he had killed for liimself.^

From Bamanwarra our friends marched to Chappara,

the old capital of Seonee. Even now the two names are

frequently coupled by the natives, and the district is

called Seonee-Chappara.

At Chappara there is an old fort, now in ruins, which

is said to have been built by Raja Eam Singh, a relative of

Eaja Bukht Bulaud of Deogurh, to whom the Seonee dis-

trict had been ceded by Narendra Sah, as before related in

these pages. Chappara afterwards came under Mahomedan

rule, when the Mahratta ruler Eaghojee offered Mahomed

Khan, the son of the adventurous Taj Khan, before men-

tioned, the dewanship of the Seonee district, in exchange

for the fortress of Sangurhee, which he held. Chappara

was in Mahomed Khan's time attacked by the Mandla

Eaja, whilst the dewau was absent at Nagpoor. The

garrison was put to the sword, and a large square tomb

in the fort still marks the pit where the slain were biuried.

Mahomed Khaii, aided with large forces fi-om Nagpoor,

retook his fort, and drove back the Mandla Eaja.

Mahomed Amin Khan, grandson of the first dewan,

removed the seat of government to Seonee. Chappara,

however, continued to floiu-ish, and is said to have had

over 9,000 houses, and 40,000 inhabitants. In the time

of Mahomed Zuman Khan, son of Amin Khan, it was

sacked by those lawless hordes, the Pindarees, and since

then it has dwindled down to a mere village.

' The wild dog, Cuon riitilans, differs so much iu its dentition from the

typical conis as to justify modern naturalists in making it the type of a dis-

tinct genus—the second tuheiculav behind the flesh tooth in the lower jaw is

wanting.
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Popular tradition lias it that the Piiidarees found so

much wealtli, that, scorning silver and copper, they carried

off only gold ; and this was gravely asserted to Fordham

by Bukroo Koormee, an octogenarian survivor of the

raid.

There is a little fishing to be had at Cliappara, in a

long reach extending from the westward up to the fort,

when the water shoals again and babbles over a rocky

bed. At the time of which we speak the river had to be

forded ; now it is spanned by a noble bridge, over which

the road from Jubbulpoor to Nagpoor runs, which was at

that time the high road between Calcutta and Bom-

bay.

The Lalla, who was always on the prowl for khubbur,

learnt from some of the villagers that a anther had

killed a foal in the enclosure of a house on the outskirts

of a neighbouring village, and it required httle persuasion

to tempt Milford to go and sit up for him. So, accom-

panied by an old shikaree of the place, the Lalla set off

to make a machaun in a tree near the remains of the foal,

and having arranged everything to their satisfaction, they

reported that all was ready, and waited till the evening,

as Milford proposed having an early dinner first. The

kill being so close to the village, it was reasonable to sup-

pose the panther would not come before all was quiet, and

the inhabitants asleep. Accordingly, after some unsuc-

cessful fishing and an early dinner, Milford left Fordham

to the enjoyment of a batch of new books, which the post

from Seouee had just brought out, and started on the

elephant for the little village. The dead tattoo lay just

outside a baree, or enclosure, belonging to one of the huts,

and in the branches of an overhanging tamarind tree

the Lalla had built the machaun. The night was pitch-

dark, the moon being in her last quarter, but the
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shikarees devised a plan which they declared answered

w^ell with panthers, tliough such a thing could not be

attempted with so suspicious an animal as a tiger.

At some distance from the kill was suspended a

common earthen pot called a ghurra, such as is used for

carrying water ; inside tliis was placed an oil-lamp, and a

small hole was bored in the side of the vessel in such a

position as to throw a single ray of light on the remains

of the foal. The mouth of the ghurra was closed with a

sod, and the whole was so fixed that the stream of light

was steady.

The native idea is", that panthers are more brave than

tigers, and, being more accustomed to prowl about human
habitations, they do not mind fire or liglits which they

see in every hut.

Milford had, however, his doubts as to whether the

panther would appear or not, and felt inclined several

times to roll himself up and go to sleep. It was not such

interesting Avork watching on the outskirts of a dirty

village, with a smell of pigs and buffaloes around him, as

in the wild and lonely forest, with the cries of strange

night birds and the roar of the prowling tiger to arouse

his curiosity or excite his nerves.

About midnight, however, the monotony was too

much for him, and he went off into a doze, leaving the

Lalla to watch ; but he had not slept for more than half

an hour when Moula awoke him ; the panther had come
and was at that moment savagely tugging at the foal,

which he would doubtless have dragged away out of the

light, had not the shikarees taken the precaution of tying

one leg to a stake deeply driven into the ground. Milford

quietly raised his rifle, which was already placed in posi-

tion, and, taking advantage of the ray of light which

brought out the animal into strong lolief, he fired one
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barrel which knocked him over, and the second before

he had time to recover himself, which, however, he did,

and bounded away into the gloom! It was uncertain

what amount of damage had been done to the panther,

and, as there was no chance of their finding out anything

more about him that night, they shouted for the elephant

and went back to Chappara. The panther was found

dead next day at the edge of the water in a small tank not

far from the village.

After one day more at Chappara, they rode into

Seonee, a distance of twenty-one miles, where they in-

tended staying a week preparatory to a tour through the

southern part of the district.

One morning, a few days after their return to the

station, Fordham's bearer rushed into his room at five

o'clock with the news that a man had been killed by a

tiger, half an hour before, in the village of Lugharwarra.

' At Lugharwarra ?
' asked his master incredulously,

for the place was but an outlying suburb of the station.

' Yes, my lord ; he went out at daybreak to let out his

cows, and the tiger was lying in the tobacco garden be-

hind his house, and it killed him.'

' It cannot be a tiger,' thought Fordham ;
' some panther

must have done it. However, we'll soon see. Here,'

contipued he aloud, ' tell them we shall want both the

elephants, and send word to the Doctor sahib and the

other saliibs to come over at once to chota hazree.'

' Now, Ernest,' said his companion, entering the

former's room, 'look aUve; here's some work in hand.

A rascally panther, though they declare it is a tiger, has

mauled or killed some poor fellow in that little village

below the mosque, at the foot of the racecourse.'

' Are j'ou sure it is not a tiger ?
'

'Well, no; nobody can make sure of such a thing
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without personal investigation, but a tiger so seldom ven-

tures near bouses that I am inclined to think it is a

panther.'

In a short time all were assembled in the breakfast-

room, getting a hasty meal. There were five in all,

and, as there were but two elephants, the doctor good-

naturedly ofiered to take his chance from the roof of a hut.

The first thing to be done on reaching the place was

to turn out all the people, and this was no easy matter

;

old women jabbered and gesticulated, as the uncere-

monious peons hustled them all out, but as it would have

been dangerous to allow them to remain, Fordham per-

sonally superintended their removal, and they were all,

finally, driven off like a flock of sheep, to a considerable

distance from the village. Then came the helping up of

the doctor on to the roof of the hut where the unfortunate

man was killed. As the worthy M.D. had a fair amount
of nature's bounty in the way of adipose tissue, being what

you would call a fine-looking man without being a fat

man, it was a matter of question whether the frail rafters

would hold him. However, he scrambled up gingerly,

and astride of the ridge pole had a commanding view.

Milford, in the meantime, with a friend in the back seat

of the howdah, had taken Bussunta round to the back of

the house where was a large bdree, and garden, full of

fine tobacco plants, through which a narrow path led to

an out-house and cow-shed, where the luckless owner's

cattle were kept at night.

The doctor had no sooner got fixed in his elevated

position, and had time to look about him, than he spied

the animal they were in quest of crouching amid the green

tobacco leaves.

' I see him, I see him,' he shouted ;
' look out for

squalls—I'm going to stir him up
'
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' Wait a bit, doctor,''cried Milfotd ;
' let me stop up the

gate, and then blaze away.'

The doctor waited till the elephant appeared at the

entrance of the enclosure, and then, taking a good aim,

fired.

To the astonishment of Fordham and the other three,

up sprang a large tiger with a roar, and savagely charged

the hut on which his assailant was ; it was a grand sight

to see the enraged beast try to spring on to the eaves, on

which he got his fore-arms and paws, but, as he clutched

with teeth and claws in his savage energy, the treacherous

thatch gave way, and he rolled over on his back.

Milford was now sorry that he had yielded to the

solicitations of the mahout's son—a smart boy of sixteen

—and had allowed him to drive the elephant, thinking

that a panther would do very well for his initiation into

shikar work. But here was a tiger wounded and savage,

and he wished for Akbar Ali ; however, there was no

help for it, and as the elephant was fond of the lad, and

indeed obeyed him as well as she did his father, there

was a chance of all going on well.

In spite of all Fordham's precautions, as soon as the

sportsmen's backs were turned, some infatuated villagers

came slouching into the village again, and stood talking

and gaping in the main street.

The tiger picked himself up after his unsuccessful

charge at the roof, and, seeing an open door before him,

he ruslied through it into the house and out at the

opposite door into the street, bursting like a thunderbolt

on the terrified knot of rustics, who turned to fly. With

a savage grunt the infuriated animal sprang after them.

One old man stood in his way, speechless and paralysed
;

with another bound the tiger would have been on him,

when the old fellow turned to fly and fell flat on the
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ground. A thrill ran through the spectators, for the old

man's death seemed certain. But, no, the tiger cleared

him with a bound, and rushing on after the others, singled

out a young man, who attempted to escape by taking

refuge in a house ; as he turned to pull to the mat door

the tiger seized him in the verandah. Then a piercing

yell rang through the place, and a death-like stillness for

a few seconds ; then a sound of struggling, mingled with

smothered growls as the tiger buried his fangs in the poor

young fellow's side, and shook him as a terrier would

shake a rat. It was, however, but a lifeless form he

shook ; the first rush and stroke had dashed out the

vital spark, and the death of the second victim was more

inei-ciful than that of the first, who lingered all day with

a fractured skull.

In vain Fordham urged his elephant to the rescue

;

he had half the round of the village to make. Milford

was quite on the other side, and it would have been hope-

less for him to get round in time, and the doctor could

not stir from his perch.

The tiger left his victim, went up the street again, and,

entering the door of the house he had passed through,

went through it again and passed into the cow-shed,

greatly to the terror of one unfortunate cow, which had

been left in. Milford now brought up his elephant to the

entrance of a little passage wliicli led uj) between the

cow-shed and another out-house, the door of the shed

being at the upper end of the passage.

These erections—one can hardly call them buildings

—are chiefly made of a framework of poles, and the walls

of wicker-work, of either pliant twigs or more frequently

split bamboo ; occasionally, like the walls of the dwellino--

housos, they are plastered with clay, but more often are

left without; so that the dim forui of the tiocr as ho
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paced to and fro could be traced by the two sportsmen

in the howdah. Milford was very nervous about his

mahout—all depended on the steadiness of ihe boy, and

of this he had great doubt ; he had often been out in

ordinary shooting, and once with a tiger, but the tiger was

in open j ungle and did not charge. Here was a case of

fight or die, and the steadiness or unsteadiness of the

elephant, which again depends entirely on the driver,

Avould decide for success or the reverse.

Warning the boy in a low tone not to show fear, but

to establish for himself that day a lasting reputation,

Milford consulted with his friend how they should get out

their enemy from the shed. Fireworks were out of the

question—they would have set the Avhole village in a

blaze—so they tried the effects of a revolver, and half a

dozen shots were fired without any result beyond a few

growls.

' This will never do, Milford,' remarked his friend ;

' let us give him a barrel apiece, and see if that will fetch

him out.'

' All right,' said the other ; so they levelled and fired

through the walls of the shed.

He looked out of the door for a moment, and with a

savage grunt down he came on them.

The poor lad lost heart, and, hardly kuowiug what he

Avas about, he turned the elephant round. Of course the

moment her head was from the foe, panic-stricken she

tore through the frail walls of the out-house, and rushed

through the tobacco J'ard, followed by the tiger fiercely

striking at her heels. At last a shot fi'om one of the

pursued pair turned him, and he took refuge in another

hut close by. In the meantime Bussunta was stopped

and pacified, and the boy Avell scolded, and they went up
again ; but no amount of fusilading woukl brincr the
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tiger out. He had got into a dark corner of the house,

and there he sulked. At last the doctor hit on a bright

idea. He gave his Madrassce servant his revolver, and

told him to climb from hut to hut till he got to the one

in which the tiger was, and then to scratch a hole

through the thatch and fii-e the revolver down into the

chamber below. The plan answered admirably, and out

came the animal again, looking as savage as he could,

when another ball in the tide from the doctor drove him

into a corner, where he laid himself down.

The boy mahout seemed thoroughly ashamed of him-

self, and this time, without lurging, he took his elephant

up in fine style. The tiger was crouching with his head

on the ground, and Milford closed his career by a bullet

between his ej^es; and all heaitily congratulated the

doctor on his prize, which he had well won, not only by

virtue of the first shot, but of the second one, which was

also in a vital part, and indeed would have sufficed to

kill him without the last shot in the head.

It was then, on examining the body, that they dis-

covered that this was the very tiger that they had

wounded at Eagadehi ; there was the old bullet wound in

the shoulder from Beech's rifle, and it had led, as he

mournfully predicted, to the loss of human life. Not
that the tiger had taken to man-eating—there Avas no such

charge laid against him ; but he had evidently followed

the herds down from their pasture grounds, and had

sneaked into the tobacco garden, to lie in wait for the

liberation of the cattle in the early morning. It appeared

from the accounts given by the villagers that the wounded
man got up before daylight to milk his cows, and in

crossing the yard he must have stumbled over the tio-er,

who with one blow fractured his skull, but did not

attempt to c;UTy him off.
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There was one little ludicrous incident in this other-

wise tragic scene. The cow that had been left in the

shed with the tiger, on finding the coast clear, came

trotting out with her tail cocked up in the air, and then

giving a few inelegant bounds, after the manner of her

race, she began calmly to graze, seemingly g,s uncon-

cerned as if she were quite accustomed to being shut up

with surly tigers. It had evidently had no lasting effect

on her nerves.

MAHSEEE AND SALMON.



CHAPTER VII.

A WEEK after the tragic

incident related in tlie last

chapter, our two friends were

standing, at daybreak, on the top of the Koraie Pass, watch-

ing the glorious scene before them. Although the month

was May, at that eaily hoiu' of the morning the breeze was

cool and laden with the fresh perfume of many sweet-

scented flowers. The harsinga ^ and the tinsa '"^ were still

in blossom, with many another fragrant shrub that lined

the roadway of tlie ghat. The broad-leaved teak clothed

the sides of the steep mountains, mingled with the feathery

siris ^ and the stately saj .* Here and there a leprous-

' Kyctanllies Arbor frmtis.

^ Acacia Seris-ia.

^ Dalberffia oiijeinensis.

^ Pentapfera Urjoonn.
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looking oolee ^ spread forth its white distorted arms,

reminding one of that strange picture of Gustave Dore's in

Dante's ' Inferno,' of the human trees, so contorted and

agonized do they look.

The hills were resounding to the loud cries of the

black cuckoo, the pea-fowl, and the jungle-cock; the

skylark overhead was pouring forth a flood of melody,

and in every bush some sibilant warbler strained its tiny

throat. The turtle-dove soared up over his mate, who
was quietly sitting on a topmost branch, flapping his

wings as he rose straight up over her, and then down he

dropped beside her, cooing his satisfaction at the per-

formance ; bright green little paroquets, with heads like

bloomy Orleans plums, chattered and screamed as they

fluttered about ; and far overhead, in the blue sky,

circled the grim vulture, whose piercing eye swept the

plains below for his prey.

From the hill-sides came the sound of axes where the

charcoal-burners were at work, and along the road the

shouts of drovers and the tinkling of cattle-bells told

that . man too Avas ' going forth to his Avork and to his

labour till the evening ; and dead indeed must be the

heart of the man to whom, in such a scene, the Avords of

the Psalmist came to memory, if he did not feel, and

repeat to himself, the fervid utterance of the minstrel

king :

' Lord, hoAv manifold are thy Avorks ! in ^visdom

hast thou made them all : the earth is full of thy riches !

'

The preceding verses of the same Psalm Avere

peculiarly applicable to the spot where we have placed

our reader, when it speaks of the beasts of the forest

getting them away to their dens as the sun ariseth. For

' Sterculia urens.
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the Koraic Pass has always been noted Cor tigers, and it

was by no means safe for an5'one to venture down it by

night alone. The dreaded man-eater of Koraie had

baffled the best shikarees of the district, with old Sheykha

at their head, and his beat, from a lonely dell called the

Sat-talao, or seven-tanks, beyond the village of Eookhur, to

the foot of the pass, was the scene of many a violent death.

The view from the top of the pass was varied and exten-

sive, and was even more beautiful than that from the

rival pass of Silwa, on the northern edge of the plateau,

looking towards Jubbulpoor.

The prevailing geological formation of the north is

trap, and the trees are stunted compared with those on

the southern face of the range, which consists of gneiss

and micaceous schist. The trees are larger and more

varied, and the eye wanders over thick-leaved forests,

and the sandy com'se of streams, which during nine

months of the year are mostly dry.

Patches of cultivation here and there dot the plain,

but they are sparsely scattered, for the talooqa of Don-

gertal is chiefly a grazing country, inhabited by Aheers,

whose wealth consists of their cattle, and whose cul-

tivation is limited to the few fields of maize or pulse

which are necessary for the requirements of each village.

Grovping for exportation they never think of; what they

do export is their ghee, or butter, the produce of their

buffaloes.

The want of good water is also a bar to the ex-

tension of agriculture. There are few tanks, and the

streams hold but little water on the surface. It per-

colates through the sandy beds, and can be obtained a

few feet below the level of the sand by digging, and in

rude wells thus excavated in the beds of nullahs, and
lined with wooden slabs to prevent them falling in, the
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villagers in these jungles get their supply of water during

the summer.

A charitable Mahoniedaa land-owner belonging to

another part of Seonee, Wazeer Mahomed Khau, of

Ashta, in travelling through Dongertal and Durasee, had

noted this scarcity of water, and he conceived the idea of

damming up a narrow gorge in one of the Durasee hills

and so forming a reservoir, which would not only store

an ample supply for travellers along the Bunjara track,

but would throw back the water along the tributary

streams for miles, instead of its being drained off

as before So as a work of charity he took it in hand,

after having obtained the permission of Grovernment, and

in the lonely forest the calm surface of the silent lake

bears perpetual testimony to the good deed of the worthy

Pathan, now gathered to his rest.

Fordham and Milford stood for a while admiring the

view which lay before them—the varied forest and pasture

lands, the ramifications of the Bawunthurree Biver with

its fifty-two branches, as its name implies, and at their

feet the Uttle village of Koraie, mth its tank covered with

the floating leaves of the singhara, or water nut.

They had ridden fast from Mohgaon, the village

where they last camped, and gave their horses a little

breathing time whilst they enjoyed the scenery. On
their way from Seonee they had halted one day at

Gopalgunj, near which they had ridden down and speared

two fair-sized boars, which they turned out of some cane

fields. Tlie animals made off across country to the heavy

jungle beyond Burgaon and Khapa, and though a portion

of the riding ground was bad, being cotton soilj full of

holes, yet a ratthng burst over the laterite beds bordering

the jungle carried the day for the riders, much to the

delight of the villagers whose crops the creatures had

Q
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been destroj'ing. There is not much pigsticking to be

had in tlie Seonee district, as tlie ground is not always

favourable, and the enormity of shooting the animal is

not only allowed but frequently practised.

The two friends waliied down the pass, the roadway

of which was not so good tlien as it is now, being more

like the bed of a mountain torrent, and when they arrived

at Koraie, and passed through the main street, they saw

at the stables of the mail stage a little rude veterinar'y

practice being carried out. A horse was having its

quarters bathed and rubbed with turmeric and indigo.

On looking more closely at the operation, they noticed

several parallel scai-s as if an iron rake had been

ploughed over the place.

* A tiger has been at that fellow,' remarked Pordham

.

' What is the matter ?
' he asked of the darogah, who

came out and salaamed respectfully to the hakim.

' Protector of the poor ! that accursed tiger of

Eookhur—may Allah cause him some day to eat bullets

—

attacked the Bombay mail last night, and nearly got hold

of Gholam Shurreef, who was the rider. The tiger heard

the bugle and came out and headed him. On this

Gholam Shurreef turned back, and galloped towards

Seonee, but the tiger chased him along the jungle and

headed him agiin ; so then he turned once more, and made

a push for the ghat. The tiger then made a rush at him,

but the liorse was too fleet, and he could not get hold of

him to pull him down; yet he gave him these wounds.

May the vultures pick his bones before long! As for

Gholam Shurreef, Allah has preserved him this time,

but I tell him " Do you blow your horn to invite the

devil to dinner, as do those Kafirs of Hindoos ? ' Then

' He here wilfully perverts the hahit: the Brahmins blow the conch-

shell before lue.ils to frighten awaj" devils.
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don't blow it again on the Koraie Pass, otherwise there

will be no one to tie your great toes together when your

time comes." '
^

' I wish we could destroy that tiger,' said Fordham

as they walked on.

' Have you ever tried ? ' asked Milford.

' Yes, and I have given it up in disgust ; unless he

is caught over a kill, I don't know how we are to get

him. The country cannot be scoured by elephants, and

lie is too cunning to be circumvented by the ordinary

methods. I have tried myself, and have had gangs of

shikarees after him, but all to no purpose. When a

man-eater takes to a ghit, it is a most difficult thing to

dislodge him.' ^

The Dak Bungalow, or Traveller's Rest-house, to

which they made their way, was situated on an open

ground a little to the south of the village. As the

weather was now very hot—especially so below the ghats

—Fordham decided on staying in the bungalow during

the day, and sleeping in tents at night.

The day passed monotonously, as most days do in the

hot weather in an Indian Dfik Bungalow. The blinding

glare and fierce heat of the sun outside rendered it

advisable to darken the rooms as much as possible, which

also assisted in keeping out the flies which swarmed to

such an extent as to prevent them getting any breakfast in

comfort. As soon as that meal was over, and the cracked

cups and saucers carried away with the table-cloth, that

looked as if it had been composed of old white drill

trousers unpicked and stitched together again in its pre-

sent shape, the doors and windows were closed, and the

inmates of the room prepared to pass the day accordiuo-

• The Mussulman custom is here alluded to, of tying the big toes of the

dead together Ijefore burial. ' See Notes.
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to their individual fancies. ' The apartment had two doors

opening out on verandahs east and west ; in the latter

door wai* placed a khus-khus tattie. Two other doors,

north and south, opened into little bed-rooms with bath-

rooms attached. The fiirniture was of the simplest kind :

a rickety dining-table with four crazy chairs, and an old

bedstead, formed the furniture of the principal room ;

the bare whitewashed walls were ungarnished save for

squirts of tobacco juice or elegant charcoal designs by

amateurs in the fine arts. The library consisted of an old

Testament and a few tracts which were contained in a little

box with a glass door, like a wooden lantern, which hung

from a nail in the wall. A few fat lizards crawled about,

and the punkah frill was a favourite hiding-place for bats,

which held on in spite of the vigorous pulling of a small

boy who was hired for the day; Fordham took out his

writing-case and a box of papers, but Milford resigned

himself to the dolce far niente, and, making himself a

shake-down on the bedstead before mentioned, applied

himself to the literature afforded by the wooden lantern,

which, aided by the dripping of the water over the tatties,

the swinging of the punkah, the monotonous scratching

of Fordham 's pen as it dashed over the paper, and the

sleepy notes of the little red-headed barbet^—the copper-

smitii as the natives call him—that kept up an incessant

touk-touk-touk in the pipul tree at the corner of the

bungalow, proved a speedy soporific, and before Ions the

young man was in the land of dreams. Nor did he wake
till long after the usual hour for tiffin ; and well it was
for him that he had taken his rest during the day, for he
was destined to have little of it that night.

It was a regular Indian hot-weather evening, when

' Megnlciinm pliilipjmisis.
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the doors were thrown open and the two friends sallied

out. The sun was going down, but there was no cool-

ness in the breeze ; a dry, lime-kiln-like feeling pervaded

the atmosphere, and the distant landscape still quivered

in the haze caused by the radiation of heat from the

earth ; the sky above was without a cloud, and in the

east, over a murky bank, rose the broad disc of the full

moon like a globe of burnished copper. The animals

around seemed as though they had hardly yet recovered

from the lethargy into which they had been plunged by the

extreme sultriness, and the only living creatures which had

any degree of life left were a couple of little owlets, or

Punch and Judy birds, "^ as we used to call them, which

in the recesses of an old fig tree kept up an incessant

squabble ; and the king-crows,^ which, squatting on the

backs of somnolent buffaloes, now and then made a dart

after some wandering cricket or locust, or a raid after an

intrusive crow, and then returned to their living perches.

They are amusing birds, these glossy-black, sprightly king-

crows or drongo shrikes ; little, fearless, aggressive rascals

are they—no bigger than a blackbird, they recklessly attack

a hawk three times their size, and they seem to have a

particular antipathy to crows, and pursue them on every

opportunity. The graceful motions of this bird when

hawking insects-, or chasing other birds, always reminded

us of the velocity and ease with which the corj^pheue ^

follows the fiying-fish. The king-crow lias a pleasing note,

and one of the family, the bhimraj, or large racket-tailed

drongo,* the hazar dastan, or bird of the thousand tales

as the Orientals call it, is a highly-gifted creature, rivalling

the mocking-bird in the variety of its accomphshments,

and a clever bird always commands a fancy price.

' Athene Brama. ^ Dicrurus macrocercus.

• Con/pkana hipjmris i erroneously termed by sailoi-s the dolpbiu.
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They took a walk round the tank, where the dheemurs,

or fishermen, in tlieir long narrow canoes, hewn out of the

solid trunk of a cotton tree, were paddling about, turning

over the leaves of the singhara,^ and carefidly detaching

the water-slugs and snails which were likely to damage

the plant. In the winter the seeds or nuts, which are

much eaten by the natives, are gathered, and the cultiva-

tion of the plant is a ^considerable source of revenue to

those who own large tanks.

Very picturesque was the sight of the calm waters,

dotted with patches of broad floating leaves, and re-

flecting the mingled rays of the rising moon on the one

hand and the deeper tints of the glowing west on the

other. On the northern side stretched a dark belt of

trees, over which in the background tovrered the range

of the ghats, and all around the gloom of night was

settling over many mUes of lonely forest, in which, to the

widely scattered hamlets, herds of cattle and bufialoes

were wending their way, leaving their pasture grounds to

the beasts of the field.

As the two friends walked on, they crossed a small

patch of jungle in which were feeding a herd of buffaloes.

Avoiding the animals as much as possible— for, docile and
attached as they are to their keepers, they are uncertain

in their tempers towards strangers—they looked with

interest at the calling home of the unwieldy creatures by
the sUp of a lad who tended them. The boy stood in an

open space, and made most extraordinary noises, a mix-

ture of a Swiss yodel and a Pawnee war-whoop ; but the

uncouth sounds met with responsive grunts and bellows

from the jungle, and one by one the buffaloes gathered

round, most of them coming up at a gallop.

' One would hardly give such awkward, stupid-look-

' Trapa bispinusa.
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iiig creatures credit for so much attachment,' remarked

Milford.

'It is all the way in which they are brought up,'

said his companion. ' They are reared from the day of

their birth, as the Arab horse is, in the hut of their

master, with the children rolling over their backs. They

grow up with the youngsters and cling to them through

life. I think the buffalo, stupid as he looks, is a far finer

character than the ox ; see how faithfully he defends

his herdsmen from the attacks of tigers ; and I will tell

you how the attachment of one of these animals saved

the life of her master in time of war.

'I was engaged with some troops against a rebel

chief, who in his blind folly thought he could assume the

aggressive against the British Government, and a good

thrashing he got for his pains. The dav after the action

was employed in scouring the neighbouring jungles, with

a view to preventing the re-organization of the scattered

forces of the enemy, and amongst other prisoners taken

was a man who was evidently not a soldier, but a camp

follower or hanger-on of the chief, who was seized with

his wife, mother, and a buffalo cow. Of course when the

man was secured I told the women they might go. The

wife, a handsome Brahmin girl, threw herself at my feet,

and begged me to let her husband go, and, finding I could

not do so, she tried the other tack, and abused me like a

little fury. However, nothing could be done for her ; I

did not feel justified in liberating the man, and we
marched off, leaving her and the old woman to follow.

The buffalo had dashed off into the jungle as soon as the

prisoners were surrounded by the soldiers.

'Well, we had a long and fatiguing march to make
through wild country, winding along the bottom of the

valleys, and occasionally skirmishing over hills through
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tliick brushwood. The buffalo all the time never lost

sight of her master, though she would not come near the

red coats of the Sepoys. Now and then in the thickest

jungle the prisoner would raise a call, which met in-

variably with an answering grunt, and the faithful animal

would come crashing through the thicket and stop short

with a bellow when she saw the troops. About three

o'clock we called a halt by the side of a small stream ; we
were hot, and tired, and hungry ; none of us had had any

solid food for many hours. The Brahmin looked at me
and said, " Sahib, if you will untie my hands I will give

you all milk." We did so, and he called to his buffalo

again. She came, but would not approach the troops.

" Sahib, you must let me go to her ; she will not come
near you. I will not run away," he added. " Very well,

my good friend," I replied, " you shall go to her, but

mind if you run this rifle never fails, and you shall be

dropped dead before you go three yards." " Nay, sahib,

I have said I will not run away ;

" so he took a brass

lotah from one of the Sepoys, and went up and milked his

buffalo and came back to bondage again. Well, in

the evening a court-martial was held on all the prisoners,

who, as rebels, were sentenced to death ; but a saving

clause was found for the owner of the buffalo. We could

not find in our hearts to be hard on him, and as he had
not been found amongst the fighting men we told him to

be off. With a low prostration he murmured blessino-s on

our heads, and bounded off into the jungle. The last

we heard of him was his call to his buffalo, and the

answering grunt as she ran to meet him.'

' What became of the wife ?

'

' I don't know. I hope she and the old motlier fell

in with the husband soon, and that the fright they re-
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ceived, as well as the clemency shown to him, prevented

their ever joining a rebellion again.'

They were now at their camp again, which was

pitched near the Dak Bungalow, and they, intended to

dine and sleep in their tents, as being more free from

cockroaches and other smaller cattle than the house.

Moula here came up, and had a low and earnest con-

versation with Milford.

'The LaUa is a regular diavolo tentatore, Fordham,'

said the young man, laughing ;
' he wants me to go out

with him after dinner, to some pool in the jungles, three

or four miles off.'

' I know the place,' said the other. ' Moula has

given up his persuasive powers on me now ; my old

bones want more rest than can be had on tlie branch of

a tree, but you are sure to get something there, as there

is not another drop of water for miles round, save in the

big tank here. It's a tigerish road, however, and we
have no elephant with us.'

' Well, it's not quite in my commission " for to be aten

by woild bastes," as an Irish friend of mine used to say of

tiger-hunting, but we'll try it after dinner.'

At nine o'clock that evening, in the glorious light of

the fuU moon in an unclouded sky, Milford and the Lalla,

armed to the teeth, set off on their lonely walk through

the jungle, a proceeding by no means devoid of danger,

for though the regular beat of the man-eater of Koraie

was along the main road, still there were other tigers in

abundance, even if he himself had not taken a wandering

fit in the direction they were going. However, they

were bent on their expedition, and strode along at a

rapid pace over the gravelly path, which led through the

forest skirting the base of the hills. The places where
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tliej' kept tlio keenest look-out were the little sandy

iiiiUahs, of wliich tliey had many to cross. At one place

they were startled by a sounder of wild pigs dashing over

the road, but these w^ere the only animals they came

across. After an hour's brisk walking they came upon

an open space, where some years before there had been

a small village, of which now not a trace remained,

save a little deep tank, which held water all the year

round, and was greatly used now by the beasts of the

forest. At one corner stood a stunted dhaoura tree,^

the highest branch of which, capable of bearing the

weight of two men, was certainly not more than ten feet

from the groimd ; but there was no other tree near,

and into this they climbed, and by lashing a couple of

poles between the forks of the branches made a rude

seat, on which they perched themselves and waited.

Milford had taken a strong cup of coffee without milk

before starting, to keep himself awake, and he thought, as

he sat with his legs dangling, that it was hardly the place

for nodding ; it was difficult enough to keep himselfsteady

as it was, and he began after a while to think he had

been rash in committing hinjself to stay all night like an

ape on the branch of a tree. He was already beginning

to feel rather crampy, and pulling out his watch he held

it in a ray of moonlight, and saw it was nearly midnight.

' Sahib,' whispered the Lalla, ' I see some animal

coming down from the jungle on the opposite side of the

tank.'

' So do I,' replied Milford ;
' what is it, Moula ?

'

' I don't know, my lord, but I think it is a tiger ; he

is sure to come to this corner to drink, for the bank is

steep all round but here, and this is the regular place, so

look out, sahib, on your side.'

' Conocarpiis lalifolia.
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Milford placed himeelf so that his gun commanded

liis left front, and anxiously waited. Whatever the

animal was, it was extremely cautious, for, slinking back

into the shadow 'of the jungle, it skirted the thicket on

its way round, and could hardly be made out. The

young sportsman waited and waited, and had almost lost

hope, when the Lalla quietly pressed his thigh, and made

a backward motion with his thumb.

As Milford looked over his right shoulder, his eyes

met those of a large tiger, who stood in the bright light

of the moon, with his head raised, staring fiill at the

occupants of the tree.

It had a most startling effect, and for a second curdled

the young fellow's blood. The large green eyes scintillat-

ing Avith phosphorescent light fixed on his, the close

proxinriity, almost within a bound, of the animal, the

surprise of having the tables turned as it were, for a

second were too much, and the two stared at each other

in blank amazement. But it was only for a second, and

here a practice of Milford's boyish days stood him in

good stead. When he began his sporting career by

popping at thrushes and blackbirds, or at the rabbits on

the Ferndale estate, he had an old single-barrel gun, the

terror of his mother, which, though he assured her it was

a most excellent, well-behaved weapon, kicked most

furiously, so much so as to make his shoulder quite sore

after a day's work ; so he practised steadily with the left

shoulder, and after a time he could shoot with either

which happened to be unbruised. So, on this occasion,

as he could not possibly get round on the bough, he

brought his rifle to the left shoulder, and fired full into

the tiger's chest. The animal reared on receiving the

shot, and fell over, struggling violently ; then, getting

up, he plunged into the thicket, where they heard him
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tumbling about and groaning, and made quite sure of

getting him in the morning ; but, alas for the many slips

between the cup of success and the lip of the hunter !

When morning dawned, and they cautiously descended

the tree and peered about, the tiger was not to be seen.

A pool of blood lay on the ground under the tree, and a

plain track led into the jungle. Half-way on the road back

to Koraie, whither they were going for assistance, they met

a herd of bufialoes, and got the man to drive them back.

Taking up the trail from the first pool of blood, they

tracked him to where they had heard him groaning,

where was another large stain ; from this the trail led to a

deep, dark, rocky rapine, to go down which in search of

a wounded tiger would have been madness, and there

they were obhged to leave him.

The herdsmen declared that he would die, and that

in a few days they would descend and see ; but that was

small consolation to poor Ernest Milford, who mourned

the loss of the trophy, although there was some satisfaction

in having rid the country of another scourge. The Lalla

decided from the frothy appearance of the blood that his

wounds were mortal, and through the lungs. He hurled

down rocks into the gloomy depths below, and shouted

till he was hoarse, but no responding growl or groan

could be heard, and so convinced did he seem of the

tiger's death, that he would have gone down to look had

not Milford restrained him. Promising the herdsmen a

reward if they could secure him the skull, Milford re-

traced his steps to Koraie, rather disgusted at his misfor-

tunes.

Those who have practised much night shooting in

Indian jungles will spiipathise with our young friend, for

many must have been their failures. Even in broad day-

light, with every faciht}- for immediately following up a
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wounded tiger, how often in the rocky hills of Central

India does he escape ! and at night, unless the bullet lays

him low at once, the hours between midnight and dawn

are spent in crawling away and hiding in some inacces-

sible place, and the baffled hunter has to go home empty-

handed, as did our young friend Ernest on this occasion.

From Koraie they made a rapid march to Allikutta,

on the banks of the Pench^—a dreary, wild tract, into

which they had to carry all their own supplies, there

being no village. Heie they encamped under a splendid

old banyan tree, one pecuUar feature of which was, that

the enormous centre trunk was split in half and had a

passage through it, so that Fordham's tent being on one

side, and the kitchen tent on the other, the servants passed

through the tree instead of going round outside.

Here they got some spotted deer, but the jungle was

very thick, and abounded with tigers, judging from thtir

tracks, tliough they did not come across any. The

weather was excessively hot, and as their supply of pro-

visions was limited, they were obliged to make, forced

marches, and stay a very short time at each place. It was

a very wild part of the country ; for miles along the

river Pench. there was not a human habitation ; thousands

of acres, which may ultimately come under the plough,

were covered with forest, which afterwards formed one

of the Government timber preserves. Here used to grow

the finest teak trees of the district, but they had been

considerably thinned by the Mahratta princes, in whose

palaces and pleasure-houses massive carved teak wood is

much mingled with masonry. As yet the name of a

railroad was unknown in the land, and the noble saj,^

and kouha,'^ and the umbrageous rohnee ^ grew scathless

' Penffijitei'fi fomentosa. ' Pentaptera Ui-joona.

' Sicieteninfebrifuga.
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from the contractor's axe, and made a pleasant feature

in the landscape. Nylgaie and sambur abounded, and

several fell to the rifles of our two friends as they

explored the hills of Salamgurh and Chikhulkharee.

Towards the end of the week they found themselves

at Dongertal, or rather at the little adjacent village of

Deolapar on the high road, where was a Dak Bungalow.

The day after their arrival Milford was initiated, by

the Pathan malgoozar of Dongertal, in the art of shooting

nylgaie from a cart. At daybreak the young Pathan

was in attendance at the bungalow with a neat little

khanchur, or small low-wheeled gig, to which were yoked

a pair of beautiful white oxen, of a breed for which

Dongertal is famous ; spotlessly white, with silky coats,

and large dark antelope eyes, they looked as spirited as

they afterwards proved. Eight miles an hour is an

ordinary pace for these cattle, and some can trot even ten

miles with ease.

Long before the sun was up they were trotting

merrily along towards the hills, past the village of

Dongertal, the quiet lake and the old fort, and on to-

wards the heavy jungle. The malgoozar drove, and

Milford sat on a good thick bed of straw with a blanket

thrown over it, with his legs dangling over the back of

the klianchur, an arrangement which was more com-

fortable for him than the orthodox method of sitting

;

for English legs are not given to double up like pocket-

compasses ; and then, again, the elasticity of the bed of

straw made up for the want of springs, which was no small

consideration, taking into account the state of the roads,

which were cart tracks of the rudest description.

The little bullocks trotted away cheerily, over hill and

down dale and at last tliey came within sight of a herd

of nylgaie, for which the Pathan headed his pair, keeping
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a few points off. Milford watched the process with

interest, determining not to fire till they could get close

enough to frighten the animals ; he did not feel very keen

about this sort of sport, which seemed to him rather like

butchery, and there was one gallant . old bull in the herd

that he longed to have out on the plain with a good horse

under him. This was a poaching sort of business after

all, and not one to be proud of; however, it was but

once in a way he was likely to make use of it, and it

would not do to disappoint his friend the malgoozar.

Thoughts, such as these, drifted through his brain as

the Pathan drove his little bullocks quite close up to the

herd, and the females and calves began to trot off, but

the old bull still stood facing them.

' Now, sahib, now is your time,' whispered the

malgoozar.

Milford jumped off the cart, and, aiming full at the

bull's white chest,- fired. He dropped to the shot,

seemingly dead ; the Pathan ran forward, and unsheathed

his knife, but now the nylghau began to kick vigorously.

Milford rested his gun against a tree, and ran up to help,

but the animal rose suddenly to his legs, and, sending them

flying with a few vigorous kicks, plunged into the thicket.

The young Englishman could not help laughing at the

rueful countenance of his companion, as he picked him-

self up.

However, the blue bull had to be followed, so they

dashed after him as soon as they had recovered from their

astonishment. Xot a trace of him was to be found ; they

circled round, narrowing then- rings to a central point,

but to no avail, and were just on the point of giving up

the search when Milford, to his sm-prise, saw him stand-

ing about thirty yards off, broadside on. He immediately

gave him a barrel, and while the ans^veriug tlmd told of
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the shot having taken effect, it produced no change in

the attitude of the beast. Here was a curious thing ; it

could not be dead in that erect posture—then why no

movement ? The young Pathan muttered ' Bismillah

!

kya tajoob ke bat
!

' Milford was about to fire again,

when he thought he would go closer up ; the bull was

standing with his legs straddled wide apart, and his neck

and liead stretched out as if in a trance. The young

sportsman went up to within a yard or two, but there was

no movement ; so raising his rifle and taking aim at the

poor beast's ear. he fired, and with a hoarse bellow the

bull fell and breathed his last. The only reason for this

eccentric proceeding was the probability of the internal

hemorrhage choking up the windpipe, and causing suffo-

cation, though the young Pathan seemed to think there

was something ' no canny ' about it.

The whole affair was, however, but little pleasing to

Milford ; tliere was a tameness about it which took away
from the satisfaction which the hunter feels after he has

had a struggle for his quany ; and as the young man
looked at his blue buU, he wished the old fellow were still

roaming the hills. It seemed to him a mean advantage
;

as the animals are so accustomed to come across the

villagers' carts, they take no heed of them. Fordham
liad predicted he woidd find it tame work, and so it had

proved. However, the Pathan was pleased, and there

would be meat for the poor, and this last was the savino-

clause ; so they trotted back to send a larger cart for the

bull.

In the evening the friends walked over to the ruins

of the old fort, built by Taj Klian, the adventurer. Very
little of it now remains, save the outer walls, and a

chamber or two over a gateway, in which an old fakecr

had taken uj) liis abode. Behind tlic stronghold rose a
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rugged hill, and on the other side the waters of Dongertal

reflected the loopholed battlements of the red sandstone

towers. Within all was a chaos of broken stone and

stunted shrubs, and the sole living creature, save the

birds and the bright-eyed lizards, was the decrepit old

ascetic, who now hobbled to meet them.

'Allah tooje kheyr kurrey, baba
!

' chanted the old

man in a quavering voice.

Fordham, who knew the habits and customs of the

devotees, or religionists, better than most Europeans,

rephed, ' Salaam hi, shah sahib
;

' and held out a few

small coins.

As they dropped into the fakeer's palsied palm, as he

stood resting himself on a long staff, the old man peered

into the face of the donor, and said,

' It is not like your race, sahib, to give aught to the

fakeer save the alms of the stick, and you know the

forms of address of my people too.'

' T have lived among your people long, and who

would lift a finger against an old man like you, dada ?

'

' Ah, all are not hke you, but we bring it on ourselves.

There are fakeers bey-slmrra as well as fakeers ba-shiirra,^

and they bring suspicion on all alike.'

' But v/hat makes you live here all alone by yourself,

old friend ?

'

' Ay, what indeed ? Time was, sahib, when these

trembling hands wielded the sword and the lance ; time

was when no horse could shake off these stiff-jointed

limbs ; but the war-path is over, and I am on the

turreequt, or path to heaven. My prayers and my
meditations are now my weapons ; and here all is peace.

The birds sing in the bushes, the lizards glide over the

' Bey-shurra, i.e. -vvitliout the law ; jBa-shurra, -with the law.

R
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stones, and tliey bask in the light that Allah pours on us

all; there is no bickering and strife amongst them.'

' Yet, shah sahib, the scream of the hawk as she darts

on lier prey, and the snarl of the panther in these hills at

night, must tell you of war even amongst the creatures

that surround you.'

' True, my son, true it is what you say, there is Avar

and destruction wherever we go ; but Avith these the

motive is different : the pangs of unthinking hunger in

the brute are not wickedness before Allah, but the strife

of mankind has its origin in hatred and mahce, and the

deadUest sins.'

' I say, Ernest,' said his companion, ' I like this old

fellow, there is something superior about him, and I

should like to have some fiirther conversation with him.

I am afraid the delay wiU bore you. Would you Uke to

look round the place for game whilst I sit here and have

a chat, and you could pick me up again Avhen you have

made the round of the tank and hill? There are lots of

pea-fowl if nothing else starts up. But, mind you, I don't

want to get rid of you if you would prefer to stay ; only

I thought you were getting bored.'

' Well,' answered tiie young man, laughing, ' I cannot

follow the old gentleman in all his sentences, so I think I

will take a stroll round, and afterwards you can tell me
what he has had to say.'

As soon as the young sportsman strode off Avith his

gun across liis shoulder, Fordham sat down on a slab of

stone outside the fort gate, and told the old fakeer, in a

kindly Avay, to sit doAvn and have a talk.

' Huzrut,' said he, using a term of the highest respect

applied by Mahomedans to those Avho take upon them-

selves sacred voavs, ' you are Avell stricken in years, and

must have seen much in your lifetime.'
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' Eighty-and-five years have I lived, and mucli evil

have I seen. I have travelled in my time far and wide;

the cities and shrines of the saints from Delhi to the

Deccan have I seen, and twice have I made the pil-

grimage to Mecca.'

' And you come to end your days like an owl in a

ruined old fort. Is this well, my friend ?
'

' And why not ? Have I not said here is peace. I

want no food—I have more laid on my doorstep by the

people of the place than I can eat ; the air is good, and

the waters of the lake are as pure almost as those of the

Beer-i-zem-zem.'^ I forget the strife of the past, and. I

pray that all men may live in peace in the true faith.'

' So do we ; we wish all men to live in peace in our

faith, but we do not succeed ; there are di\asions amongst

us, as there are amongst the Soonees and Shiahs of your

religion.'

' Ay, yes ; men will create dissensions in all creeds,

but there is no God but one, and Mahomed is his

prophet.'

' We agree "with you in the first part of that creed,

but not in the last,' said Fordham, with a smile.

' Ah, no, you are followers of Huzrut Esau (upon

whom be the blessing and peace of God), and he was the

greatest of the prophets. But ye are wilfully blind to the

subsequently revealed mysteries, and ye have also de-

parted from the laws which were laid down to you

by Huzrut Moosa regarding what ye should eat and

drink, and that is not well.'

' We certainly do not follow the strict law of Moses,

> The sacred well at Mecca, supposed b)' the Mahomedans to be the

fount that sprang out of the ground at the prayer of Hagar when she

wandered with Ishmael in the wilderness. The water is supposed to be the

purest in the world, and to have miraculous properties.

B 3
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which has been adopted also by your prophet, for the

teachings of Huzrut Esau— than whom, you confess, ex-

isted no greater prophet, and whose miraculous birth you

acknowledge—lead us to lay greater stress on purity of

heart, and love towards God and man, than on forms and

ceremonies. Is it not •wTitten in the Anjeel that he did

works on the Sabbath day in healing the sick, to the

offending of the stricter sects of the Jews, and doth he

not say himself, "It is not that which goeth in at the

mouth of a man that defileth a man, but that which

cometh out of the mouth of a man, such as evil-speaking,

lying, and slandering " ?

'

'Was that really said by Huzrut Esau ?
'

' I quote from the book.'

' It is true, it is the word of truth,' and the old man
said, ' Eepeat the words again.'

Fordham did so, and after a while he broke the

silence which ensued, by saying,

' Has it never struck you, peer sahib, you who have

travelled and seen much, that those countries in which

the Christian, or Esaie, religion prevails are ever the

most civilised and successful in all they undertake, as

compared with other nations of the world, and especially

those of the purer, simpler Protestant faith ?
'

'I have thought over it, my son, often and often, and
the soldiers of the Cross do prevail over the armies of

the faithful, but who can read the intentions of Allah ?

Did he not permit dissensions even in the family of his

hoUness Mahomed Moostaffa, on whom be the peace

and blessing of God? Were not his grandsons both

slain by their enemies? The ways of the Infinite are

inscrutable—who knows?—there may be those of the

Christian faith with whom the angels Moonkir and Nu-
keer may find no fault, and to whom the bridge of Al
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Sirat, which is as sharp as the edge of a sword, may be

as broad as a cartway. Time was when I deemed it im-

possible, but now I wait to see ; the solution is at hand,

and the wing of the angel Isra-eel is fanning my cheek.'

' Are you a native of these parts, Hajee Sahib ? ' asked

the Enghshman carelessly.

' I would answer that question usually by saying that,

where there is a sod below and a sky above, there is the

native land of the fakeer. But you are a man of dis-

cretion, sahib, and a man of learning, and my heart

yearns towards you. Hear then my story, but repeat it

not to the inhabitants of this place. What would it profit

them to know that the hermit whom they have fed with

the bread of charity was the Nawab Khan Mahomed
Khan, a direct descendant of Dewan Mahomed Taj Khan,

the builder of this fort .?

'

The history of his life which the old hermit gave

Fordham was noted down on the latter's return to his

camp, and from the memorandum he afterwards elabo-

rated the story which appears in the following pages.

When the aged recluse had finished his narration the

gloom of night had settled over the still waters, and some

of Fordham's servants, accompanied by the malgoozar,

came in search of the sahibs who had walked out un-

attended. Milford had returned after an unsuccessful

quest, and was sitting beside Fordham, wondering at the

animation shown by the old fakeer, whose rapid sentences,

much interlarded with Persian, were somewhat unintelli-

gible to him. The story was ended, and Fordham rose

to go before the torch-bearers approached. He promised

the old man he would keep his secret tiU the proper

time, and said that if he came to the station he would

give him a house to stay in. The aged pilgrim stretched

forth his hands over the Englishman's head, and invoked
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a blessing ; and, turning to Milford, he told him that he

was like the young eagle, proud in the strength of his

youth, but the words of one who had seen and suffered

much in - fourscore-and-five years were as the drops of

water cherishing the tender plant. He himself had been

as brave, and daring, and gallant, and in the pride of his

heart had done much evil, and Azazeel had dwelt in his

bosom ; but Allah had opened his eyes at last. And then

he concluded, in almost the words of our own Scriptures,

that there Avere three things that would bring peace at

last to both young and old : to do justice, and to love

mercy, and to walk hiunbly before God. So saying the

old hermit again stretched forth his hands, and blessed

them, and retreated into his chamber, whilst the two

Englishmen walked down to meet their attendarts.

They left Dongertal on their return to the higher

plateau next day, the weather being too warm for comfort

below the ghats, and on the way back Milford received

from his companion the following story founded on the

ascetic's narrative.

Early one morning, in the year 1701, as the pearly

grey of dawn was giving place to the bright streaks and

flashes of carmine and gold which heralded the advent of

the sun in the eastern sky, a solitary horseman rode at a

foot-pace towards the town of Chappara. He was youucf,

about six or eight and twenty years of age, of frank, open

countenance, but with a firm chin and compressed

mouth, which, with a sharp piercing eye, told of a dariuor

soul. The young Pathan—for so he was—was attired as

a warrior of the time : a steel morion, inlaid with grold of

Gujeratee work, with a falling curtain of chain mail,

covered his head, and was bound round with a gay scarf.

A shu't of chain-mail covered his bod}"^, and massive
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gauntlets of inlaid steel protected his arms from the

wrist to the elbow. A hght round black shield, with

bosses of polished brass, was slung at his back, and his

only offensive weapon was a tulwar, or scimitar, of unusual

size and curvatiu-e. It was a weapon of which the

owner was justly proud, for he was noted for his skill in

the use of it. The blade, of the purest Damascene-

watered steel, was inlaid on the one side with pious

sentences from the Koran, and on the other with the

names of his ancestors who had possessed it before him,

and to which he hoped some day to add his own with

honour.

The horse on which the young warrior rode Avas a'

powerful roan, whose looks did not belie his natural

viciousness. Power, speed, and endurance were his good

qualities, and every sort of equine vice was included in his

other attributes. Few could manage him save his rider,

and he only by dint of many battles had now established

the mastery. The trappings of the horse were plain, but

serviceable, and the quilted saddle was of simple red

cloth. The only attempt at decoration was the addition

of a pair of rosettes at the animal's ears, in the shape of

two bright golden flowers of the genda, or African

marigold, which the youth had plucked at his last resting-

place, and had fastened to the head-stall.

He rode slowly up the ghat at Guneshgunj, and

down again on the southern face of the little range, and

then he saw the town of Chappara lying before him,

with its groves of mango trees, now dotted with the

tents of a large camp, for Bukht Buland, the Eajah of

Deogurh, was there inspecting the territory which had

been recently assigned to him by Narendra Sah, the Gond

prince, whom he had assisted in regaining his kingdom.

The ruler of Deogurh was a warlike prince, by birth
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a Gond, but a Mahomedan by conversion ; in order to

consolidate liis power he had visited the court of the

Mogul emperor at Delhi, and Avas induced to become a

Mussulman. He was a man of great strength of cha-

racter and energy ; and he not only extended his tem-

tories by conquest, but improved them by strict attention

to order and regularity in his government. Industrious

agriculturists from other parts of India were encouraged

to settle. Arts and manufactures improved, and all men

of ability, whether Hindoos or Mahomedans, found ample

patronage at his hands. During his reign Azim Khan of

Barha, and Londey Khan of Seonee, or Chownree as it

was then called, two Pathan feudatories of Narendra

Sah, Eajah of Gurha Mundla, broke out into rebellion

against that prince, who was already much weakened

by a contest against two usurping cousins, whom he

had just overcome. Narendra Sah appealed to Bukht

Buland, who, coming to his asssistance, defeated the

rebels, who were both slain. Then, in gratitude to

bis friend for his aid, Karendra Sail gave him the

district of Seonee with Kuttunghee and Kerola, and

thus it was that Bukht Buland was encamped at

Chappara.

On the further side of the river Avas the camp of the

Thakoor of Sulema, who had come to pay his respects to

his new lord. The young Pathan's heart beat high at

the sight. ' If God willeth it,' said he to himself, ' I

will find favour in the sight of Eajah Bukht Buland, and

then, if there be war, ho ! AUali ho Akbar !
' he shouted,

shaking his hand aloft as though he brandished his sword,

at which the roan plunged and reared twice in the air,

without, however, discomposing his rider's seat in the

least.

A sound of drums and horns now made the young
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soldier look out ahead, and as he approached the town he

noticed a gallant cavalcade issuing forth from the camp.

First came runners bearing silver maces, proclaiming

aloud the titles of their prince ; then a roll of kettle-

drums proclaimed the advent of a body of cavalry ; then

some elephants bearing officers of state, followed by

another body of cavalry ; then a body of musicians and

singers, rehearsing the glories of their lord, preceded a

huge tusker elephant, flanked by two lines of horsemen,

and from the silver howdah and regal umbrella the young

Pathan knew that the short, swarthy man, dressed in

simple white, whose attendants fanned him with peacocks'

feathers, was none other than Eajah Bukht Buland.

Springing from his horse as the rajah passed, the trooper

made a low obeisance, and, as the retinue swept past, he

vaulted to his saddle, and joined the throng of horsemen

that followed.

Bukht Buland, like all warhke chiefs of his time, was

passionately fond of the chase, and this grand pageant,

which looked like a visit of state, if not a going forth to

battle, was nothing else than a hunting party to some

hills in the vicinity, in one of which lived an enormous

bear, Avhich was the terror of the surrounding villages.

When the hiUs were reached the drums and heralds

were silenced, and the cavalry spread themselves out

into the plain on either side, to intercept those animals

that might break "away. The rajah was posted on his

elephant at the most promising spot, and the less hkely

posts were assigned to his officers. A small body of

horse, composed partly of the rajah's and partly of the

thakoor's troops, kept a little behind the prince, and the

young Pathan boldly joined this group. JSTo questions

were asked, for either side took him to be one of

the adherents of the other, and as there was no regular
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organization, such as exists in modern escort parties, lie

was safe from detection as an interloper.

The hill was driven by several hundred men, and

matters were so arranged that the bear broke out just in

front of the rajah.

Now there are many elephants who will stand the

fiercest charge by a tiger who have the greatest fear of

a bear, and the huge tnsker on which Bukht Biiland sat

was one of these. No sooner did he smell his foe than

he got unsteady, and at the roar which answered the

prince's shot, the elephant fairly turned tail, in spite of

the most strenuous exertions on the part of the mahout

to keep him straight, and there was every probability of

his taking altogether to flight. The utmost confusion

prevailed for some seconds, which the young Pathan

quickly took advantage of Springing from his horse, he

imsheathed his heavy blade, and whirling it round his

head, he threw himself before the enraged bear. Open-

mouthed the savage brute rushed at him, but, uttering a

shout of ' Bismillah ! al rehman, al ruheera
!

' the trooper

balanced himself for the blow, and as coolly as though lie

were indulging in some harmless feat of arms dehvered

a trenchant slash ; the bright blade glanced in the sun-

light Hke a flash from a thunder-cloud, and, wielded by a

nervous arm, with the pecuhar drawing cut of the Indian

swordsman, it sheared through the shaggy hair and

brawny neck, and a headless body rolled on the oround

to the feet of the rajah's elephant.

Calmly wiping his dripping tulwar on the bear's hide,

the Pathan returned it to its sheath, and, laying the head

before the rajah, made a low salaam. Murmurs of

' Sliabash ! shabash, yah Allah ! kya klioob
!

' and the

like, reached his ears, but he paid no heed to them.

Then the rajah spoke :
' Who are you?

'
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' Lord of the universe ! your slave is a Fathan, by-

name Mahomed Taj Khan, a resident of Paniput.'

' Are you in service ?
'

' Protector of the poor ! it is service as a soldier I

seek.'

' You are young ; have you seen aught of war ?

'

' My lord, your slave's father fell in battle, and this

hand avenged the blow. My grandfather was a leader of

horse inider the Badshah of Delhi, as his father was before

him ; their names are engraved on the blade of my
sword.'

' One of a race of warriors truly,' remarked Buklit

Buland, taking a massive gold chain from his neck and

flinging it to the trooper. ' Here, wear this in token of

my approbation of your bravery this day, and present

yourself in durbar this afternoon to hear our further

orders.'

Taj Khan placed the chain round his neck, and, un-

belting his sword, he laid it at the elephant's feet, and

made a low obeisance to the prince ; then resuming his

weapon he fell back, and, regaining his horse from a

friendly hand, he followed in the wake of the party, an

object of general attention and envy.

Bukht Buland was by no means an idle prince.

After refreshment and a little rest, he spent some hours

Avith his prime minister and some of the leading men of

the place, making enquiries into the state of each section

of the district. The tehsildars of each division were in

attendance with the canoongoes and putwarrees of their

villages, and the fiscal arrangements were gone into with

great minuteness. At last the talooqa of Dongertal was

spoken of ; it formed the southern boundary of the dis-

trict, was improductive and wild—inhabited by Gowlees

and Aheers, who were a turbulent set. No, there was no
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tehsildar there ; the place was jungle, and was subject to

inroads from neighbouring chiefs, and bands of lawless

robbers. Bukht Buland pondered over this a while and

said, ' Clearly this is a post for a soldier and not a

tehsildar ; let there be an order for a detachment of my
Pathan cavalry to be posted at Dongertal, and I will find

a suitable commander.'

The prime minister wrote the order to the fouzdar,

or commander of the troops, and the prince sealed it with

his signet. After a few more matters the rajah dismissed

his council, and retired for a while before the grand

durbar. This was held later on in the afternoon, under

a large shamianah, or canopy supported on numerous

pillars. The rajah sat on an elevated musnud, or throne,

with one or two of his relatives and his principal officers

of state near him. On his risfht sat the thakoor of

Sulema ; do^^^l each side were ranged a crowd of the

principal land-owners and petty chiefs of the district, and

the officers of the forces there assembled. An officer of

the coiurt led up each in turn, calling out their names and

titles, if any, and each one presented an offisring of gold

mohurs ; the military men presented their swords laid

across both hands, which were touched by the rajah. The
principal presentations being over, the prince commanded
Taj Khan to be brought.

A murmur of admiration ran romid the assembly as

the successful young swordsman strode up with a maul}',

soldier-like bearing, and, kneeling down, gracefully offered

his tulwar ; Bukht Buland was not content with merely

touching it as he did the others, but he took it in his own
hands, and drawing the blade scanned it with the eye of a

connoisseur.

' It is good water,' said he, using the technical ex-

pression, ' and you use it well. You naay add your name
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to your forefathers' with honour,' he added, returning it

to the young man, who put it to his forehead, and then

slung it to his belt and retired a pace or two, for a motion

from the rajah detained him.

Bukht Buland rose and said in a loud voice :

—

' Be it known to all that this brave young Pathan, the

son of illustrious fathers, is appointed by us to be com-

mander of our frontier post at Dongertal, with permission

to build there a fort for the protection of our territory,

and his salary will be chargeable to the revenues of the

said talooqa of Dongertal so long as Mahomed Taj

Khan shall serve us faithfully and well.'

The young trooper, thus raised beyond his highest

dreams, was perhaps more astonished than anyone pre-

sent, but, recovering his presence of mind, he knelt once

more and offered his sword, swearing that with heart and

hand he would faithfully serve so generous a prince.

And well he redeemed his vow; he governed

Dongertal well, and took for his master the fortress of

Sangurhee in the adjoining district of Bhundara, and died

there after many years of faithful service.

We must now pass over some years of Taj Kliau's

life, during which time he allied himself with an in-

fluential Pathan family of Pertabgurh, by taking one of

the daughters to wife ; she bare him sons and ruled his

house, for she was a spirited lady, and Taj Khan was

more afraid of her than he was of the bear.

One day, as he rode out from his fort at Dongertal,

he passed through a small Gowlee village as a herd of

cattle were passing out on their way to their pasture-

grounds. At the sight of the approaching horseman they

were panic-stricken, and rushed down a narrow by-lane,

up which a girl of about seventeen was advancing ; as

the drove passed her one vicious animal, excited, maybe.
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by her red saree, made a rush at her, but the damsel,

instead of running away, boldly seized the bullock by the

horns, and with a dexterous twist turned it fairly over, and

then stood laughing at the success of her exploit.

' Soobhan Allah
!

' exclaimed Taj Klian, turning his

horse down the lane, ' she is fit to be the mother of

Samson.'

The girl was handsome, very handsome in the eyes of

the Pathan, for she was moon-faced as they call it, with

laughing eyes and pearly white teeth, well-rounded limbs

which showed an amount of muscular strength quite

foreign to the tender plants of the harem. ZuffooraBeebee

was skinny compared with this buxom child of natture, and

Taj Khan determined to make her his own. It mattered

little to the reckless soldier of fortune whether she had a

husband or not—^Taj Khan knew little of law, except what

was written by the point of his sword, and consequently

before many days Avere over Luxmee Bale was the inmate

of a small outpost as Taj Khan's second wife. Did not the

Koran allow him four wives ? then why did he not take

her to his oavu home at Dongertal.? There were several

reasons for his not doing so. His first and chief wife,

Zufibora Beebee, was, as we have stated, a lady of deter-

mined character, and her husband, fearless as he was, had

a wholesome dread of her temper ; secondly, he did not

wish to offend her family ; and, thirdly, he was really in

love with the handsome Gowlee girl, who in her turn

seemed equally taken with the warlike Pathau, and there-

fore he had no wish to bring her into contact with

Zuffoora, with whom his marriage had been one of self-

interest, and whose personal charms were but limited.

In course of time a daughter was born to Luxmee, or,

as she was stj-led since her conversion to the Mahomedan
faith, Sultana Beebee ; and after a further period her
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family was increased by twin sons. It was then that

ZufFoora Beebee first found out, from the protracted

absence of her lord, what was the state of affairs. She had

been deserted, she of a noble Pathan family, for a village

girl, and a Kaffir ; what did it matter that the other had

been converted to Islam ? a KaflSr she was, and a Kaffir

in ZufFoora Beebee's eyes she would ahvays be. A Kaffir,

and a daughter of Kaffirs, a race of pigs

!

But the termagant dame did not satisfy herself with

invective, she determined to act on the aggressive—but

with caution, for, much as Taj Khan feared his wife's

tongue, she knew that when roused he was dangerous to

meddle with, and so she calmed herself outwardly, which

in a woman of Zuffoora's temperament is an ominous sign.

Before two days were over a secret messenger had

been despatched to Pertabgurh, to summon an old

retainer of her father, who was skilled in puleetas, or

charms. Mahomed Khan, her son, was ailing ; some one

had cast an evil eye on him, and she wanted a taweez, or

amulet, for him. On the seventh day the messenger

returned, accompanied by a sinister-looking little old

man, in whose shrivelled comatenance were written sordid

avarice and low cunning. In those superstitious days he

was considered a man of learning, and was feared and

respected by the stalwart warriors around him, who
would otherwise have treated his misshapen little body

with contempt. He had been born a retainer of ZufFoora

Beebee's family, and was a confidant of most of the family

secrets, some of which were dark enougli.

On his arrival at the fort, which Avas so timed as to

be during the master's absence, he was ushered at once

into ZufFoora Beebee's presence, and, when they were

alone, the angry dame poured forth the story of her

wrongs, and her desire for I'evenge.
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' But what can your slave do, gracious lady ? ' asked

the old man with a cunning leer.

' Do !

' stormed the Beebee ;
' do ! did I send for you

here to ask me what to do ? Do your worst, man ! Are

not devils and demons subservient to your will ? Kill that

accursed woman, that Kaffir, and send demons into her

children—that is what you must do ; and then,' continued

she in a milder tone, ' if you succeed, Meeah, I will fill

your hands with gold, and make you rich.'

' But the master, what will he do when he finds out

what I have caused?
'

' Get out, Meeah Jan, for a cowardly loon ! who is to

tell him? and if he does hear, Taj Khan, brave soldier

as he is, fears a demon as much as any of them, and he

dr.re not touch you.'

' I shall want some earth out of a grave before I

begin.'

' Well, go to the kuburistan beyond the lake ; you

will find what you want there.'

The earth obtained, Zufibora Beebee and the old man
shut themselves up in a room by themselves, and, dividing

the mould into two portions, the sorcerer proceeded to

make clay of one share, and with this he formed a small

figure in the shape of a woman, about a span in length.

Then he made twenty-one thin wooden sphnters, or pegs,

over which he read the Soora-i-tubut, or 111th chapter of

the Koran, backwards three times, on which he pro-

ceeded to stick the figure full of splinters from head to

foot ; having done this he shrouded it in the manner

prescribed for burial, and gave it to Zufibora Beebee, with

instructions to bury it in the name of her rival, who
would sicken and die. Then, taking the rest of the earth,

he bared his head, and repeated the Feel, or Soora-i-allum

turkeef, tlie 105th chapter of the Koran, forty-one times
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over it, and, delivering it to his mistress, charged her to

throw it on or in the way of the twin sons, or on their

house, and that they, instead of loving each other as

twins generally do, would have throughout life the most

inveterate hatred, which would descend to their children

and cause endless sorrow. ' Once more he took up the

earth and cried

—

' avenger ! great one ! Isra-eel ! we have

raised up enmity and hatred between them till the day

of resurrection
!

'

Zuffoora Beebee did not sleep long over her vengeance.

The figure was buried in their private cemetery in the

name of Sultana Beebee, and she found means of sprin-

kling the children with the earth over which the curse

had been pronounced. All that Zuffoora Beebee desired

came to pass. Sultana Beebee died within the year, and

the twins were perpetually quarrelling. Taj Khan, on

the death of his favourite wife, plunged into war, and

stormed and took the fort of Sangurhee, where he lived

and died, not carmg to retiu-n to Dongertal. Oosman
Khan and Oomrao Khan, the twin brothers, after showing

the greatest animosity towards each other, took service

with opposing princes, and, after many years in which

they both gained distinction, they met in battle and at-

tacked each other with such fury that both fell mortally

Avounded.

There then remained of the unfortunate Sultana Bee-

bee's family two grandsons. Khan Mahomed Khan, whose

father, Oosman Khan, had been made a nawab, and

endowed with considerable property by the Mahratta

piince in whose service he had entered, and Mudar

Khan, the son of the other twin brother, Oomrao Khan,

who served under the Isizam of the Deccan. Besides

these there was Sitara, the granddaughter of Sultana

i
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Beebee, the only child of her daughter Fatima, now a girl

of fifteen years of age. Sitara had inherited all her grand-

mother's beauty, softened and improved by the admixture

of the high-bred Pathan blood. Sultana Beebee's beauty

had been of the Amazonian type ; Sitara Beebee's was of

a more delicate and refined nature. Both her cousins were

anxious to marry her, and she, unfortunately, was the

means of prolonging the family feud. Sitara's own incli-

nations led her to the young nawab, Khan Mahomed
Khan. He was handsome and bnxve ; the beau ideal of

a gallant sabreur, a worthy descendant of his grandfather

Taj Klian ; he was reckless and wild, it is true, but he

was brave and generous, and all men spoke well of him,

all indeed but his cousin Mudar Khan, and he hated him

with a fiendish hate. Mudar Khan had the bravery

without the redeeming qualities of the other ; he was

noted for his savage cruelty and viudictiveness, and many

a dark tale was told of him. IS^o wonder, then, he looked

like the fallen Eblis, the Prince of Evil, as he stood one

day with clenched teeth and hands, gazing, with hatred

gleaming out of his eyes, at a letter from a confidential

agent, stating that his overtures of marriage to his cousin

Sitara Beebee had been rejected, and that his rival, Khan
Mahomed Khan, was the favoured suitor.

In the meantime the marriage ceremonies, which

amongst the wealthy nobles are protracted for many
days, were going on. The horoscope of the young couple

had been cast, but the wise men were much puzzled about

it ; an ominous sign appeared at the commencement, and

troubles to follow, which would have been sufficient to

deter the marriage for a season, did not the subsequent

signs show a cessation of hostihty and advent of peace as

regarded the bridegi'oom, but the bride's fate was not

clear. The moollas shook their heads over it, but the
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eldest of them advised his brethren to let things go on,

and leave their kismut in the hands of Allah, the disposer

of events. Good, it was apparent, was to come out of

evil, and who were they, creatures of earth, to withstand

the Almighty decrees ? So the arrangements went on.

There was- a little garden in fi'ont of the women's

apartments in the fort, and the wall of the bastion went

sheer down into the river. One afternoon, before her

lover was expected, Sitara Beebee went out into this gar-

den, and leaning over the low wall was dreamily looking

at the rippling waters, when a 5^oung man in a plain and

almost menial dress, one who might have been taken for

a groom, led down the opposite bank of the stream a

splendid black horse, whose trappings, all covered with

gold and jewels, showed that he was the charger of some

warlike prince. The young man gazed eagerly at Sitara,

but the horse, which was tired and thirsty, plunged his

nostrils into the stream and began to drink. The little

fishes, which in some parts of India are very tame, and

were so especially at this place, owing to the existence of

a Hindoo shrine on tlie river-side, and their being fed regu-

larly by the priests and devotees, kept jumping at the

bright tassels of pearls which dangled from the charger's

ears, and made him snort and plunge.

Instead of trying to pacify the frightened animal the

"

young stranger petulantly tore off the offending peails

and flung them into the stream, so that the horse might

drink in peace, and he not be disturbed in his admiration

of the sl'ght girlish figure on the bastion.

Sitara Beebee was too much absorbed in her reverie, as

she watched the wavelets lapping against the stone wall of

the fort, to notice this little episode, but the sharp eyes of

a favourite slave girl saw the action of tearing off the

gems, and she immediately exclaimed

—
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' My lady ! that is no common man, no drdinary

groom. Would the slave dare to throw away his master's

pearls ? No, that is a prince in disguise, and, oh, how
handsome he is !

'

Sitara, who had noticed the horse more than the man,

now perceived the stranger's eyes fixed upon her, and,

blushing deeply, she retired to her own apartments at

once.

Mudar Khan, for the pretended syce was no other than

the disappointed suitor, led his horse back to where he

had left a few attendants, and taking from them a white

dove and a hawk, he rode slowly back to the river-side.

Here he attached a small piece of paper to the dove's

neck and tlu-ew it in the air, and as it sped across the river

ho sent the hawk at it ; the poor dove finding itself pur-

sued darted down into the shrubbery of orange, harsinga,

and jessamine bushes, which formed the garden of the

zenana. Sitara Beebee rushed out to save the fluttering

bird, and carried it into her room, where slie discovered

the note.

Every girl is curious and loves adventure, so she

eagerly undid the string and opened the paper. It was a

passionate appeal to her, saying how much he loved her,

a thousand times more than that dastardlj- cur. Khan
Mahomed, who would flee like a hound at the flash of his

sabre. Let Sitara Beebee only see him, and she M'ould know
whom to choose. Why did she give herself up like a

lamb to the slaughterers? He, Mudar Khan, had a beau-

tiful estate and many followers ; he stood high in favour

with his prince. All that he had should be Sitara's jewels

and fine clothes, summer-houses and gardens ; no queen

was ever treated as she should be. Let her think no more
of Khan Mahomed ; she had only to go and ofler prayers

and alms on the crave of their common grandmother.
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Sultana Beebee, and he would be in ambush with a troop

of horse to carry her off, and a moolla ready to marry

them. If she assented she was to liberate once more

the white pigeon, and then he would know what to do.

Sitara's breast heaved with anger and her eyes flashed

as she read this impudent appeal, and, rushing out once

more on the bastion, she tore the letter into fragments in

his sight and flung the shreds into the river ; then turning,

she fled again into the house and wept bitterly.

Mudar Khan ground his teeth as he saw the action he

read so well, and he thirsted for revenge as he rode off.

Bidding his attendants meet him at a certain village, he

rode slowly, and by himself, into the jungle ; there was a

well-defined cattle track, and, as soon as his people were

out of sight, Mudar Khan pressed his horse to a gallop.

Half an hour's riding brought him to the foot of some

rocky hills, and, here dismounting, he tied his horse to a

tree, and, making his way up a steep path, he soon found

himself in fi-ont of the mouth of a cave, in which a rude

wooden door had been fixed. Striking fiercely on this

with the hnt of his tulwar till the rickety barrier

threatened to give way, he shouted

—

' Are you sleeping, oh, master I or have s'ome of your

familiar spirits flown away with you ?

'

' Blaspheme not, Mudar Khan,' replied a hollow voice,

as a wild, long-haired, wild-eyed old man, clad in the garb

of a fakeer, appeared at the entrance. ' Wliy do you

seek me again .? Did I not tell you I could do nothing for

you .P The fates are against you. Wliat is written in your

tukseer must come to pass ; I cannot alter it.'

' Old man,' savagely answered the fiery Pathan, strid-

ing a pace towards him, and shaking his clenched fist in

his face, ' none of your sophistries for me. I will not be

put off with assertions from your Ipng lips, and if my
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grandfather, Taj Khan himself, were to rise from the

grave, I would not take his answer. Call your spirits, bad

or good, and I will ask of them !

'

'Eash youth,' rejoined the ascetic, ' hast thou courage

to face the spirits of the dead ? Taj Khan himself shall

tell thee thy fate.'

' Lead on, lead on,' shouted the impetuous soldier ;
' to

Eblis, the lord of evil, himself will I sell myself, rather

than forego my vengeance.'

' Enter then,' replied the hermit ;
' enter, rest, and eat,

for thy spirits must not quail at what thou seest.'

' Quail, old man ! the word is imknown to a Pathan

and a soldier.'

' Ay, ay, that is all very Avell, but the demons I raise

will make the stoutest heart quail sometimes. Here, sit

you down whilst I get you some water to wash your

hands with, and then eat.'

The place they were in was a cave the size of a

moderate room. At one end hung a curtain ; a rude

basin and ewer stood in a corner, and a bed of diy

branches formed the sleeping-place of the fakeer. There

was not a particle of comfort of any kind, and, save for

the curtain and ewer, the place might have been the den

of a wild boar.

Having placed the basin before his guest, and poured

water over his hands, the hermit retired behind the cur-

tain, whence the Khan could hear ccrUiin mumblings and

mutterings. In a short time, the old man reappeared with

a tray, on which there was a smoking pilao, and several

dishes of meats and confectionery.

' What is all this tomfoolery for ? ' surlily asked Mudiu-

Klian ;
' do you think I came here to feast ?

'

' Eat,' replied tlio fakeer, curtly.

Eat, indeed,' grumbled the s<jldier, on whom the
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savoury smell of the viands began to make some impres-

sion ;
• eat, indeed ! You are a nice, luxurious old

sybarite, to turn out such dinners as these ; they don't

seem to do you much good though, and doubtless you

have a fair cook behind yon curtain
!

'

' Peace, idle babbler
!

' returned the old man, sternly ;

' eat and be thankful thou hast food, and ask not Avheiice

it comes ; there is no other human soul besides ourselves

within many miles, and parched peas and water are all

that pass my lips.'

' Bismillah !
' answered the reckless Pathan ;

' be the

devil your cook or not, this pilao is first-rate, and the

kawabs are worthy of the chief of his highness the

Nizam's bawurchees.'

The dinner ended, the hermit removed the tray, and

told his guest to wash and say his prayers. Mudar Khan
did so, and went through the prescribed genuflexions, and

when he had made an end he found the old man waiting,

and beckoning him to follow.

Passing under the curtain the Khan found himself in

a vast cavern. What the extent was he could not make

out, for the only light was that emitted from a brazier,

placed on the floor a few feet from the entrance. There

was a cold damp air, and, as the bats noiselessly flitted

about, the weird aspect of the place struck a chill to the

heart of the young soldier, who, till then, liad been a

stranger to fear.

Checking his usual ribaldry he attentively watched

the old hennit, who was busy drawing with great

exactitude certain geometrical figures on the floor in

the centre of which he placed himself and Jiis guest with

the brazier of charcoal. In each section of the figure

were written invocations in the Arabic character and

certain numbers.
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Motioning to his companion to keep strict silence, the

fakeer began to read rapidly sentences in the Arabic

tongue, casting at the same time spices and perfumes on

the brazier, raising a thick cloud of smoke. Then he cried

with a loud voice

—

' Oh ! be present ! be present ! kings of genii, Buk-

tanoos and Dukheeanoos !—Hooleanoos and Tarnoos

!

By the oath of Solomon the son of David, I adjure you.

By the aid of Jibraeel, Meekaeel, Isra-eel, and Israfeel, I

command you. Be present, be present
!

'

Leaving his guast kneeling, the ascetic had risen to

his fixll height, and now stood with his arms stretched

forth above his head. The smoke of the brazier seemed

to eddy' round and round till it formed a dark spiral

column, from the centre of which lurid flashes of light

occasionally broke forth.

' It is well that thou hast come, Jinn ! hie thee

hence and summon the spirit of Taj Khan.'

The column seemed to dissolve and thick smoke rolled

over the place again, whilst the hermit went on rapidly

repeating invocations, ending with another ciy of ' Yah !

Israeel-o ! yah Hazir-o ! be present ! be present
!

'

The smoke gradually cleared aAvay from the centre,

which got brighter and brighter, and a dim form appeared

of an aged warrior in full armour on horseback. Clearer

and clearer it became, till the stern eyes seemed to pierce

into the young Pathan's soul. The face had a sad and a

reproving expression. The soldier shaded his eyes as he

looked on the form of his martial grandsire.

' Speak to him/ said the hermit, in hollow tones

;

' speak to him ; he will not speak to thee.'

The young man's tongue clave to the roof of his

mouth, he could not speak. At last with a convulsive

effort, more like a wailing cry, he burst forth with

—
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' Sitara ! my cousin Sitara
!

'

The vision mournfully shook its head.

' Shall I accomplisli my vengeance then ?
' he con-

tinued, in a hoarse whisper.

The vision shook its head again.

' Is Khan Mahomed to possess her ?
'

Again the vision shook its head, with an increased

sadness of expression, at which Mudar Khan sprang up

with a joyful shout, when a low deep voice seemed to

come from the \dsion, saying

—

'Khan Mahomed's end shall be peace, and he shall be

blessed of Allah, for he shall rid himself of the curse.'

The next instant the figure had disappeared, and the

old fakeer was prostrate on the earth. The brazier went

out and all was utter darkness. The usually brave young

Pathan was quite unnerved and trembhng ; he had learnt

for the first time what fear was.

After a while the hermit rose, and, taking his guest by
the hand, led him back into the first cave, and through it

to the doorway.

' Go thy ways, Mudar Khan,' said he with haggard

face and trembling voice ;
' go thy ways. We shall

never meet again. Taj Khan had assuredly not been

visible to thee had not the angel Isra-eel set his seal on

thy brow. Forego thy schemes of vengeance, and live

the last of thy days with charity in thy heart, so that

thou mayest find peace at last. There has been a curse

on thy liouse, but it is nearly over, and one of the race of

Taj Khan and Sultana Beebee is to break it. Be thou

that one ; give up the thoughts of vengeance, mend thy

ways, give up thy cousin Sitara, and tliiue enmity to

Khan Mahomed, and it shall be well with thee.'

' Never
!

' hissed the young warrior, ' never ! Isra-eel

may have marked me as the woodman marks the forest
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tree, but if I fall others shall fall and perish with me ; it

is my fate—be it so !

'

Thus saying he strode down the path, and, regaining

his horse, galloped off.

It is not necessary to weary the reader with an

account of the protracted ceremonies, extending over

many days, of a wealthy Mahomedan's marriage. Every-

thing on this occasion was done with great magnificence,

and when the kazee offered up the customary prayer at

the conclusion of the legal part of the ceremony, which

ran thus

:

' Yah Allah ! the great ! the munificent ! grant that

mutual love may exist between this couple as it did

between Adam and Huwa, Ibraham and Sara, Moosa

and Sufoora, his highness Mahomed. Moostaffa and

Aaysha, and his highness Ah ul Moortooza and Fatimat

oos Zohura
!

' all the people cried, ' Ameen ! Ameen !

'

At last the time came for the young nawab to take

his bride home, and a gallant cavalcade set out. A body

of picked cavalry escorted the bride's litter, and the

young Khan rode beside it. Sitara's female attendants were

borne in other litters behind, whilst elephants and camels

were laden with tents and camp equipage.

They had travelled some distance through a wild

forest country, when the road entered a narrow defile

through which they were marching, heedless of enemies,

for the surrounding country Avas at peace save for bands

of Pindarees, and Khan Mahomed's force, he considered,

was quite sufficient to overawe these marauders. But all

at once a yell burst from a thousand throats, and volleys

of matchlock balls rained on the luckless marriage part}'

from every side, whilst a body of horse, led by a warrior

ou a black chai-ger, bore fiercely down upon them.
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The young nawab drew his sword, and, heading his

men, rushed to meet the foe. Men and horses fell in all

directions to rise no more. War-cries, curses, and yells

mingled with the clash of steel, and the work of slaughter

went on. Khan Mahomed had never seen his cousin

before, and he attacked the leader on the black horse

with the utmost impetuosity, but at the same time with

his temper more under command than was the case with

Mudar Khan, who, seeing his hated rival before him,

rushed at him with the blind ferocity of the wild boar.

But he met his match ; there were few swordsmen who
could equal the young nawab, who was skilled not only

in the sabre practice of the Indians, but who had learnt

the European art of fence from a Frenchman in the

Mahratta service, and could consequently combine the

excellences of both systems ; therefore, in preference to

the scimitar-shaped tulwar, he used a broad and straighter

blade, reputed to be of Spanish origin. Consequently,

after parrying and returning some of the fiercer cuts, he

received on his blade a blow in Avhich Mudar KJian had

concentrated all his strength, and, dropping the point, he

drove his straight sword through the other's throat, who
fell heavily from his horse. The loss of their leader dis-

pirited his followers, and tliey were speedily iu flight,

closely pursued by the nawab's troops. Khan Mahomed
sprang from his horse, and sternly asked the dying man
who he was.

'Dog!' hissed the fallen soldier, ' dog, and the sou of

a dog ! I am Mudar Khan, the son of Oomrao Khan !

'

and he threw his head back, and expired with hatred

still gleaming out of his eyes.

'Ya Soobhan!' exclaimed the horror-struck chief;

' I liave slain my brother, the son of my uncle, yet. Thou
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knowest I knew him not, and he hated me with bitter

hate. Truly the curse on Sultana Beebee followeth her

descendants. Oh, unfortunate one ! wliat led thee to

pursue thy fate to. this bitter end ? Was there not room

in the world for us both ?
'

Here piercing shrieks from Sitara's attendants recalled

the young Pathan's attention from his foe, and he flew to

the side of her litter, but alas ! more and keener grief

Avas in store for him, and nature could bear no more, and

he fell senseless by her side.

Sitara was dead ! a stray bullet had penetrated the

crimson velvet hangings of her litter, and had pierced

her heart, and she lay as though asleep. In this state

her attendants had found her, when, seeing she made no

sign, or answered when they spoke, they ventured to open

her curtains.

Our story now draws to a close. The wedding

march was turned into a funeral one ; and wailing and

mourning took the place of joyful music, songs, and the

twinkling feet of dancing girls.

Khan Mahomed, when he came to himself, gave not

way to idle lamentations ; he sternly hushed the wailing

and weeping, and made the procession fall in again. He
ordered the body of Mudar Khan to be made over to his

own people by the hands of such prisoners as were taken;

then he made forced marches to his own fort, where

Sitara Beebee was buried with great pomp, and a beautiful

tomb built over her, with a mosque and imambara at-

tached to it. Here he located pious men learned in the

faith, and entered himself as a disciple. When the work
was completed he renounced his lands and retainers in

favour of a half-brother of Sitara Beebee, whom he made
his heir, and, endowing various mosques and shrines with

his vast personal wealth, he donned the habit of a fakeer,
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and went to Mecca. Eeturning thence he spent his life in

visiting the shrines of all the saints, and at the close of

life crept back to die in the chamber in which a century

before Zuffoora, the wife of Taj Khan, had worked out

the evil which had rested on liis house from generation

to generation.

SAMBUR HOUNS.



After they had regained

the high table-land,

Fordham struck off to

the eastward, through

the talooqa of Durasee, ^vhere he wished to inspect the

iron-works at Agree and Pukhara. The process of

manufacture, as carried on by the natives, is very rude
;

the ore, which consists of hajmatitic iron in nodules, is

found principally on the surface, and undergoes a pre-

liminary roasting before it is broken up for the furnace
;

it is then reduced to a gravel. The furnace is a rude,

blunt-pointed cone of cW, about four feet in height,

with a hollow centre ; this is filled with charcoal, and

combustion is kept up by a pair of concertina-like bellows,

working one in eacli hand of the operator, the nozzles

being stuck through a lump of wet clay, closing an
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aperture in the side of the furnace. One man works the

bellows, whilst a second, or a woman, feeds the furnace

Avith charcoal and a handful at a time of pounded ore.

After a while an iron rod is thrust tlirough the clay, and

the molten ore pours out through the hole. The crude

lump of iron thus obtained is heated and hammered into

a rough block, which is cleft by a w^edge to show the

quality of the metal, and in this state it is sold in the

markets.

In riding through the dense bamboo jungle that

clothes the southern and ea&tern slopes of the Satpura

range, our friends had the unpleasant experience, not

uncommon in the hot weather, of a burning forest. Any
time between March and June sights may be seen in the

Seonee and adjacent districts which remind the beholder

of the accounts he has read of prairies on fire in America.

The spear-grass, which grows during the cold season to

a height of two to three feet over the imdulating plains

of the table-lands, becomes, by the mouth of March, as dry

as tinder, and when set on fire by the Gonds, or bv a

chance .spark, a sheet of flame, driven by the westerly

Avind, races across the couutrv and affords a sti'ikiufr

spectacle, especially at night.

The travellers found themselves in rather an awkward

predicament, as the flames swept onward towards them,

licking up the dead leaves, twigs, and dry grass, and dart-

ing with snaky curves up the bamboos, which, as the fire

heated the air contained in each joint, went off with a

succession of loud reports, till one might almost have

fancied oneself under a heavy fire of small-arms. The

horses were greatly alarmed, and the consequences might

have been serious, had not the Gond guide hurried them

on to a place where the road passed between high banks,

and here they were safe from flame and smoke, which
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swept over their heads. There was nothing to be done

but to wait for a while, till the line of fire passed their

road, and, as they were secure from any danger, they

watched the progress of the conflagration with interest.

There was a lack of one element of excitement which

exists in the bitrning prairies of America, viz. the wild

rush of terrified beasts ; here certainly birds flew scream-

ing before the flames, mostly parrots and jungle-fowl, the

bun-moorgh, or Galimferi'ugineus, a bird similar to, and

supposed to be the parent stock of, the common domestic

fowl. Milford at first felt inclined to use his smooth-

bore, as bird after bird whirred over their heads, but a

better feeling came over him, and he thought it would be

cruel to take a mean advantage, as they were flying for

their lives. But a fresh excitement came into play as a

'small animal about the size of a hare came rushing

out before the flames, and tumbled down the steep bank.

A Gond was about to hiu-1 his ever-ready little axe at

it, but Fordham caught his arm, and before the little

creature recovered from its bewilderment a horse-blanket

was thrown over it, and it was secured alive. It was one

of those curious little creatures—the smallest of the deer

tribe—the Ileniimna indica, or mouse-deer ; the most

fragile-looking, dainty little Liliputian, bearing the same

relation to the lordly elk as the tiny humming-bird does

to the hornbill. The mouse-deer belongs to the hornless

family of musk-deer, and is the most diminutive of all

ruminants ; its weight hardly exceeds that of a hare, and

its height is from ten to twelve inches only. In colour

it is brownish, or, as Dr. Jerdon describes it, olivaceous,

mixed with yellow-grey, white below, and the sides

streaked and spotted with yellowish white ; its hmbs are

excessively slender, and it trips along most daintily on

the tips of its toes. Its motions are scarcely as graceful
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as one would expect from one of the deer tribe, for

owing, perhaps, to its shape, the hind quarters being

higher than the fore, it has a poky, piggish way of going

about ; if it liad only the carriage of the stag or the

antelope, a more fairy-like, airy little creature could not

be conceived. Fordham had two of them at Seonee in

his collection ; they were tame enough to run about

the house, and were great pets One had recently

fallen a victim to a stray Pariah dog, and the present

little captive was destined to supply the place of the

lost one.

The flames having passed their line of march the

journey was resumed. Here and there a solitary bang of

a heated bamboo joint would startle their horses, but the

heat and the smoke were over, and they could once more

travel in comparative comfort.

Milford noticed the Gond guide examining with care a

split bamboo now and then, occasionally assisting the

cleavage by a blow from his axe.

' What is he doing .? ' asked he of his companion.

' Looking for bans lochun,' repHed Fordham ;
' it is a

curious crystalline deposit in the joints of some bamboos,

which is highly prized by the natives as a febrifuge, equal,

some assert, to quinine. He is a queer-looking little

fellow, that Gond ; have you noticed those deep scars on

his neck ?—-regular pit-holes—there, see as he bends over

that bamboo. I'll warrant he has had a narrow escape

from some wild beast. Here, Moula, you ask him how
he got those scars.'

' From a tiger, khodawund, but I'll tell hira to de-

scribe how it was. Hi ! Sirdaree ! the sahib wants tx^

know how you got away from the tiger that carried off

the telee.'

The little man grinned with delight at the chance
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thus afforded of recounting his prowess, and as he passed

his hand over the back of his neck, he said

—

'I never killed but one tiger, maharaj, but that was

a tiger ; he was an Adam-khor, an eater of men.'

Well, the gist of the little shikaree's story vras, that

his father had left him a legacy of a matchlock of such

weight and length that he could not level it without a

rest, or fire it except in a sitting posture. However, he

had with his weapon gained a certain reputation in his

part of the country as a killer of wild pigs and deer, and

earned a fair livelihood as a hunter, but he had not

ventured to try his fortune with the more savage beasts.

As time wore on, a tiger commenced his career as a

man-eater on a small ghUt leading from the plateau to a

much-frequented maj-ket town in the Kuttunghee valley,

and for a time the road was closed except to travellers in

large bodies, who, with drums and trumpets, marched

down during the daytime. A large reward had been

offered for the destruction of the tiger, and this induced

our friend Sirdaree to go in search of him, with other

hunters, who were likewise ambitious of distinguishino'

themselves. At last an opportunity occurred. A certain

telee, or dealer in oil, had been down to the weekly

market, and was doubtless so absorbed in counting his

gains that he forgot all about the di-eaded man-eater,

and lagged behind the rest of his fellow-travellers, wlio

marched in a compact body. His calculations were

rudely cut short by the tiger, who pounced upon liim and
carried him off shrieking, regardless of the yells and
shouts raised by the unfortunate man's comrades. At the

next roadside village the piteous tale was told, and our

little friend Sirdaree happening to be there shouldered

his long matchlock, and went off at once on the trail. He
was not wanting in courage, small as was the body that
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contained his big I'.eart, and he tracked the tiger to his

lair, where he was devouring his victim. Sirdaree, un-

dismayed by the horrid spectacle, coolly squatted down,

adjusted his weapon on its rest, and, taking a steady aim

at the tiger's forehead, fired. The bullet sped to the

mark, but the stricken tiger, springing at his assailant

before he had time to rise, pinned him to the ground,

and, burying his fangs in the shikaree's neck, expired on

his prostrate body. Assistance was at hand, and the

mouth of the tiger had to be prized open Avith a bamboo

before the unfortunate hunter could be released. He was

carried home, and for a long time hovered betwixt life

and death, but simple remedies, backed up by a healthy

constitution, prevailed, and the little man lives to be

proud of his victory and to exhibit his scars.

' There seems to be much courage shown at times by

natives in their adventures with tigers,' remarked Milford.

' Yes,' replied Fordham ;
* we talk much of our ex-

ploits with our double-barrelled rifles and elephants, but

our deeds are often put to shame by the shikaree with his

single arm and rusty matchlock, and he will do most

darincr things at times. I remember once a woodcutter

disturbed a tiger, which sprang at him open-mouthed.

The man forced a pole he had in his hands into the

brute's open jaws, and called lustily for assistance, when a

comrade standing by, seeing the tiger was at a momentary

disadvantage, rushed up and drove his axe to the eye iu

the brain of the animal. On another occa.'sion I was in

the Kuttunghee pergunnah, Avhen a villager brought a

fine female panther into my camp for the reward. I

noticed that the man was scratched and his coat torn,

and that the panther had several spear wounds, fo

asked him how he had killed it. His story was, that he

had gone out early in the morning to see if his rice
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crop was ready to cut, and in Avalking along the grassy

bund he was suddenly attacked by the panther. Luckily

for him, as the weather was cold—it was in November

—

he had put on a meerzaie, or jacket thickly wadded with

cotton, and this, in some measure, protected him from

the creature's claws. His only weapon was a bamboo
walking-stick, and this he laid on with such good-will

that the animal was fain to let go and beat a retreat. Eor

most men this would have been enough, but it was not

for my friend, who, returning to his house, armed himself

with a spear, and, taking a couple of dogs, set out again

in quest of the panther, this time determined to be the

aggressor. The dogs helped him to find her again, and

as she came out at him he gallantly met her half way,

and speared her through the heart, and followed up his

attack by a series of thrusts, which soon deprived his

enemy of life. She was almost warm when brought into

my camp, and the man's scratches were still bleeding.

She had cubs in the grass which made her fierce.'

' Old Sheykha tells me he had a hand-to-hand struggle

with a panther,' said Milford.

' So he had, and a long time the old fellow was

before he got over the efiects of his scrimmage ; it was a

case of knife versus teeth and claws, and the panther

nearly had the best of it.'

' They give ugly wounds, don't they ?
'

' A panther's wound generally festers, at least tliat is

the common impression. It is supposed that the virus

from putrid carcases—for he is not a dainty feeder orets

into the claws and poisons tlie wounds ; but the same
argument should apply to tigers, for they are by no

means clean feeders, and often ])refer an excessively hiwh

bit of an old. kill to a fresh young buffalo calf. But the

shock to the nervous system is greater with the tio-er,'
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and often proves fatal where the wound is by no means

mortal. I have known cases where even an unwounded

man has died from sudden fright at a tiger knocking a

comrade down at his side ; the injured man was all right

after a few strips of plaster had been applied, but the

poor, nervous fellow at his side, who was not touched,

died from sheer fright. That men of strong constitutions

recover after getting the most serious wounds is a fact

proved by the existence of such men as little Sirdaree

here and Soma the Lebhana, but a man of weakly,

nervous habit is as likely to succumb from the shock

as from the actual bodily hiu-t; and, when one considers the

immense power of the tiger, it is not a matter of surprise

that the .nervous system should receive irreparable injury.

The wonder to me is that men so far retain their senses

as to be able to fight and get away after being struck

down.'

' Still there is much exaggeration,' said Milford, ' in

the accounts one hears of the strength of tigers. Have
you ever seen a cow's skull, let alone a buffalo's, fractured

by a blow of the paw ?
'

' No, never ; nor do I believe, in its being possible.

Men's skulls I have seen smashed by a blow, but not a

cow's ; in fact they do not attempt it. The usual way is

to rush at the animal and bear it to the ground, when,

with a sudden wrench, the vertebrae of the neck are

dislocated. I was once close to two cows when a tio-er

struck them down, and in each case the neck was broken

with a snap like a dry stick.'

Sirdaree here pointed, with great excitement, to a

small object cautiously moving about in a thicket on the

other side of a nullah to their left, ; nd whispered,
' Chousingha

!

'

Fordham carefully raised his rifle and fired, and the
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little shikaree, plunging into the jungle, soon returned

dragging out the carcass of a four-horned antelope.

' That is a fine specimen,' remarked Fordham, as

he examined it carefully ;
' very often the anterior horns

are merely a slight knob, but these, you see, are well

developed, and over an inch in length. General Hard-

wicke made a strange mistake when he called this animal

antelopus chikara, the chikara being the gazelle ; and

great confusion has since arisen regarding the two.

However, the specific name, quadricornif>, is now univer-

sally adopt-ed. In fact naturalists are by no means in-

fallible creatures, and though fewer mistakes are made

now than formerly, still the standard works are full of

errors.'

Whilst they were talking a pair of rocket birds flew

past, with their long white tails streaming like ribbons

after them. As Milford was particularly desirous of

getting specimens of these birds, he hastily withdrew the

.shot from one of his guns, substituting a smaller size, and

went off in pursuit, and after much labour and many
scratches he secured both—one a fine white bird, with a

tail sixteen inches long, the other a young male, in a

transition state from chestnut to pure white. This

Milford showed to Fordham, and asked him if it were a

hybrid.

' No,' replied he ;
' the young male has a black head

like the rest, but light-chestnut back and wings. Now
your bird has just reached the transition stage. You see

that some of the primary wing feathers are turning white
;

gradually the whole bird will assume that colour. Is it

not so, Moula ?
' continued he, turning to the Lalla.

' Yes, kliodawund. The Mahomedans have a story

about this bird, that at one iime it was one of the most

beautiful of birds in I'aradise, with twelve long white
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plumes, and a lovely voice, and it was a special favourite

of Allah ; but it was of a proud and envious disposition,

so, to give it a lesson, it was brought into contact with the

real bird of Paradise. Instead, however, of being humi-

liated, it went up to Allah with a complaint that it was

not sufficiently beautiful, that there was already another

more gaily attired bird. Then Allah got angry and

turned his face from the envious shah bulbuls, and he

gave sentence against them—that, as they had shown an

evil spirit, and had blackened their faces before him,

they should lose all their spotless plumes and become

dingy-brown little birds, with black heads, but that after

a period of humiliation they should be allowed to resume

their white garb, with only two of their cherished tail

plumes, but their faces were to remain black for ever,

they were never to change, So the shah biilbul was
.

banished from Paradise, and flits about in the lonely

bamboo forests, doing penance for its sin. Its sweet

voice is gone, and a harsh, grating cry is all it cau

make.'

' Hard lines for the poor bird,' said Milford, as the

Lalla finished his story; 'however, I'll jot that legend down
for the benefit of enquiring friends at home.'

It was late when they got to camp, but there was

more trouble in store for them. Only one tent was

pitched, and, on Fordham enquiring the reason, the old

jemadar of chapprassees came forward and said that

they had put up one tent as silently as they could, but that,

if he might be permitted to advise, the huzoor had better

ordej' the auup to march a little further, for in a large

cotton tree close by was a bees' nest, and it might be

dangerous to remain.

Milford felt inclined to laugh at the old man, and was
rather surprised at Fordham 's taking it so gravely.
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' Why,' said he, ' wliat's the harm of a bees' uest ?

what would these people think of a cottage at liome with

half a dozen hives in the garden ?

'

' My dear boy,' replied his companion, ' absurd as it

may seem to you, I am afraid we must march on ; a

jungle bees' nest is no trifling matter, and though the

insect may be an ins'gnificant one by itself, still an attack

by thousands of them is fatal to man and beast. I have

known horses as well as men stung to death by them,

and a whole camp put to flight. Go up cautiously to

yon semul tree and look at the comb. Stay, I'll go with

you.'

They walked up to the tree, which, like most of the

species, shot up like a gigantic column for about fifty

feet before it threw out branches. A decided humming

noise could be heard as they neared the place, and as

they looked up Milford saw a black mass, about six or

seven feet in diameter, high up in the branches. It was

a gigantic comb and no mistake ; he could hardly believe

his eyes.

' Those bees,' said Fordham, ' are the most vindictive

little brutes in existence if meddled with, and show the

greatest animosity in pursuing their disturbers. To fire

a shot into that comb now would cost us oiur lives, and

therefore it is always well to let them alone. I am going

to march a couple of miles further, Avhere good shade and

water are to be found ; for though we might stay here

safely by ourselves, still in a large camp there are always

thoughtless men, who might enrage these pugnacious

mites, and then it would be a case of sauve qui peut."

So, in spite of the heat, they had to ti-udge on for

another two miles, and pitched their tent under a fine old

banyan tree. There were some loose boulders lying

about the place, mostlj' about the size of a cocoa-nut,
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and some larger ; the exterior seemed more crystalline

than the ordinary trap boulder of the Seonee plateau, so

Milford took one up, as they were sitting under the tree

waiting for the tent to be put up, and, after examining it

for a few minutes, he thought it might be an agate

pebble, and dashed it against another to break it. To

his astonishment it tiew into three pieces, and disclosed

most beautiful crystals of amethystine quartz. These

geodes, as geologists ,term them, are common in the

quartz formations of the district, and some of them are

most beautiful. Fortification and moss agates are found

in the same locality, and a pearly-white semi-opal, which

cuts into very pretty ornaments. The native lapidaries

on the banks of the Nerbudda cut these agates and blood-

stones into ornaments and knife-handles, and used to

drive a thriving trade.

At last the tent was up, and Chand Khan had got a

hasty breakfast ready, and glad were the tired travellers

to rest themselves for the remainder of the day.

In the evening they witnessed a Gondian marriage

feast, in which roast pig and strong mouhwa sjjirit figured

largely. As Jacob served Labau for his wives, so the

Gondian youth has to serve the father of his chosen for a

fixed period, often for years, before he has worked out his

claim to his wife. Of course amongst the wealthier Gonds

the custom is either nominal or omitted altogether.

The next day found them on their way back to

Seonee through the beautiful DuUal valley. They were

obliged to leave the Lalla behind, for he had been trying

experiments 171 corpore vili, which had resulted in extreme

discomfort to him, and might have been more serious.

There is a tree common in the district, and indeed

throughout India, the Semecarpus anacardiiwi, called by
the natives bhela or bhelawun ; it belongs to the cashew-
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nut tribe, and the fruit is chiefly known to Europeans as

the marking-nut, as its black acrid juice is employed in

marking cloih, and is indelible, especially if fixed with

quick lime. The green fruit, pounded into a paste, makes

good birdlime ; the acrid juice is much used by the Gonds

as a mild blister, where local irritants are required, such

as in cases of sprains, rheumatism, &c., but in some con-

stitutions it is apt to create a violent inflammation, and is

extremely hurtful. The poor Lalla was unfortunately one

of these, for, on being recommended by one of his Gond

friends to try the popular cure for rheumatism, he suffered

so much from intense inflammation and swelling that

Fordham was somewhat alarmed at first ; however, with

patience and a little cooling medicine, he got better, and

vowed he would never try a Gond remedy again.

The Gonds even eat the fleshy pulp tliat surrounds the

seed of the bhelawun ; it is hardty palatable, though some

compare it, when cooked in hot ashes, to roasted apples.

In the Dullal vallej^ our friends got another rib-faced

deer, which fell to Fordham's rifle : the one which we
mentioned before as having been secured in a net had

become quite domesticated, but in captivity had exhibited

a strange fondness for a flesh diet ; it would eat anything,

beef or mutton, and one day demolished a good plateful

of goose. It is a question whether in a wild state the

muntjac has the same propensities. We have heard of

sambur eating carrion, and we can easilj- believe it after

seeing the carnivorous proclivities of the rib-face. What-

ever it feeds on, this little deer is one of the best for the

table ; the meat is short and tender, and always makes

a welcome change in the hunter's bill of fare.

A totally different piece of shikar tlien fell in Milford's

way in the shape of a chameleon, which he pounced upon

with great delight, to the horror of an old malgoozar who
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declared that the touch of the auimal would surely bring

disease. There is something unearthly and weird about

the aspect and actions of a chameleon which may well give

rise to vague fears in an ignorant and superstitious people,

but the Englishman, knowing its harmless nature, laugh-

ingly told the malgoozar that the sahib-logue were proof

against witchcraft and evil eyes.

' And an evil-looking eye he certainly has,' remarked

Milford, as the reptile squinted with one eye forward and

the other backwards.

' They say that the chameleon cannot swim,' said

Fordham, 'for his two sides do not act in concert, but I

have never tested the truth of this ; there certainly

appears to be but Uttle unison in the movements of his

limbs. The natives firmly believe in a highly poisonous

lizard called the bis-cobra or bis-copra. I once had a

whole kutcherry—amlah, plaintiflF, defendant, witnesses,

and all—put to flight by one of these dreaded lizards—

a

harmless monitor—running through the room. However,

here we are at the top of the ghat, and yonder is Seonee ;

so put your spurs to your nag, Ernest, for we have still a

smart canter before us ere we breakfast.'

Soma, the Lebhana, has been mentioned in these

pages, and it is time now to introduce him to the reader.

He is there, sitting on yonder bank by the roadside, with

a lai-ge roll of dried tiger and panther skins at his feet.

He might have done for the model of the torso of the

Farnese Hercules, with his broad shoulders and muscular

arms ; but one of his legs is shrunken to the bone, and to

counteract the contraction of the sinews he wears a

heavy iron weight attached to his ankle. Some years

ago he was noted for his strength and daring, qualities

which made him a leader amongst his people, the Bun-
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jaras, or gipsies of Central India ; even Sheykha himself

had no greater reputation as a daring tiger hunter ; but

a wounded tigress seized him one day, and a bitter

struggle they had. Soma freed himself from his savage

foe, but he could barely crawl from the scene of action

;

she had shaken his left thigh out of the socket. He was

carried to his carap and tended in the rude fashion of his

people, who, though learned in simple salves and dress-

ings for wounds, had no idea of setting a dislocation ; so

under this ill-treatment, or rather want of treatment,

poor Soma's leg stiffened and withered, and he became a

cripple for life, able only to hobble along leaning on a tall

staff. Yet the love of adventure was undiminished, and

as soon as he could crawl about he went out after tigers

again, and that he was successful the roll of skins now
lying at his feet, and which he was taking up to the

magistrate for the reward, gave ample proof. His hair-

breadth escapes were numerous. On one occasion a

tiger charged him and fell dead at his feet ; as he used to

say, in his simple straightforward way, ' I thought my
hour had come, but it was not so written on my fore-

head ;
' and he would add, ' One day I shall be killed.'

Oh this occasion Soma was waiting for a comrade,

who soon made his appearance, driving a pair of bidlocks

in a khanchur. Soma, having stowed away his skins,

mounted, and they were soon merrily trotting away
towards Seonee.

The weather was cool and cloudy, for the monsoon

had broken, and the rainy season, which is always a

dehghtfiil time on the plateaux of Central India, had com-

menced. At this time the temperature is low, the air

fresh and cool, and occasionally the sun is hidden behind

a grey cloudy sky for days at a time. Vegetation revives,

and the brown and yellow tints of summer give way to
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brighter greens. On every hedge and bank burst forth

beautiful flowers of the season ; here the eye lights upon

a lovely white convolvulus or thuubergia, there upon the

gay tassels of the Gloriosa superba, beautiful and poisonous

as a serpent. Balsams gladden the fallow fields, and old

stumps of trees are made gay witli the pale bluepharbitis ^

or the deep rose-coloured argyreia^^ whilst the borders of

tanks and rivers bear the loveliest of the convolvuli, the

ipomcea reptans^ a large pale rose^oloured flower with a

dark purple eye.

In some parts of the country where the long grass

had been burnt down, the blackened plains were fast

turning to emerald green, and in the forests the gigantic

mahoul creeper * was revelling in its growth, throwing

itself over the tallest trees, and matting the underwood

into impenetrable mazes. Dry sandy nuUahs were turn-

ing into babbling brooks, in which the villagers were

busily setting traps to snare the fry of fish, a reckle&s

and improvident proceeding on the part of an ignorant

people, which at the time had no check placed on it by

their English rulers. Every little streamlet had its trap,

made of finely split bamboo, through the interstices

of whicli a grain of rice could hardly pass, and thus

thousands of tender fry were destroyed, which, if left

alone, would have in a short time provided wholesome

lood for their unreasoning captors.

Soma and his companion had journeyed about five

miles, and were within sight of the white temples of

Seonee, when a noble sambur dashed out of the thicket

to their riglit, and, holding across a fallow field, cleared

with a bound a broad ditch on the roadside. Immedi-

' Pharhitis nil. ^ Argyreia sjyeciosa.

' The tender tops and shoots of this plant are esteemed by the natives

as a vegetahle, and are used in ste-ws. * Bauhinia racemosa.
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ately a horseman followed, and his fiery Arab, taking tlie

ditch and half the roadway in his leap, tore after the

sambur at a pace which boded ill to the deer, who by

this time was rather distressed, as his heaving flanks and

lolhng tongue attested. Soma's large eyes dilated with

pleasure as he watched the chase. ' Shabash ! shabash
!

'

he exclaimed, ' Fordham, sahib kee jai! how he rides, and

what a horse ! didst thou see, Burma, how he leaped over

the nullah ? Wah-wah ! look at that ! the stag is blown, he

turns to bay—bap-re ! bap-re ! that was a narrow escape !

how. well the saliib dodged him ! de' mar ! khoob lugga

!

give it him ; well shot
!

' he continued, as I'^ordham,

avoiding the rush of the stag, brought him to his knees

with a bullet, and then, jumping off his horse, he avoided

another stroke of the stag's horns, and buried his hunting-

knife in his heart.

Soma by this time had got out of his cart, and was

hobbling away by the aid of his staff to where Fordham
was standing, loosening Cossack's girths. On raising his

head from under the saddle-flap, he saw the Lebhana,

and saluted him heartily, for Soma was a favourite. The
Bunjara made a respectful salaam, and complimented the

Englishman on his skill and daring.

' But this is nothing to what you do with your dogs,

.Soma ; and that reminds me I have a friend who is

anxious to see your mode of spearing sambur ; can you
show it to him ?

'

' Certainly, sahib ; my young men are your slaves

whenever your lordship wishes. I cannot show the

sahib myself, for I cannot run now, but we have
some good dogs, and my ta7ida is just now encamped
near Pertapoor, which is not far, and there are sambur
in the neighbourhood. I am now going to Seonee with

skins, and I will wait at your lionour's house.'
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' Have you been fortunate lately ?-'

' There are two tiger and three panther skins, besides

two of wolves knocked over by the boys.'

' Well, come to me after you have had your rewards

paid to you, and we will arrange for a sambur hunt for

the chota sahib. You need not wait any longer, for here

come Moula and the syce.'

Soma salaamed and hobbled away to his cart, and

Fordham tightened his girths and rode off to Sconce,

leaving his shikaree to look after the deer. He had gone

out for a morning ride, and had started the sambur out of

a small patch of jungle close to some fields, and, pressing

him hard, had blown him before he could reach the

heavy woods.

A satisfactory arrangement was made with Soma, and

he went back to Pertapoor to arrange for the next day's

hunt, when Milford promised to join him.

Next morning the young Englishman rode up to the

Bunjara encampment, and found Soma waiting to receive

him at the head of a sturdy band of wiry-looking men.

Four or five large, rough-haired dogs were held in leashes,

and half a dozen of the men were armed with spears
;

in the background were the tents made of tanned canvas

of a reddish-brown tint, and the Bunjara women, with

their peculiar dress and pointed horn on their foreheads,

were standing in groups staring at the 'sahib.' The

camp was pitched on a rising ground, and, as tins was

their idle season, some attempt at permanency had been

made by the erection of a few mat huts as well as the

canvas tents. Otherwise in the cold and hot seasons

the Bunjara never dreams of pitching a camp. A tanda

may consist of from a dozen to twenty men and women,

half a dozen large fierce dogs of a peculiar breed, and a

drove of from fifty to two hundred bullocks. These
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bullocks are not fettered in any way, nor have they their

nostrils pierced ; they are simply trained to carry steadily

whatever is put upon their backs, and to follow certain

leaders which are chosen elders of the drove, and are

distinguished by bells roimd their necks. Thus they

traverse hundreds of mUes of wild jungle road, inacces-

sible to carts, and keep up trade between places that

would otherwise be completely isolated. After the day's

march the naik of the tanda calls a halt near some

suitable place where water and forage are obtainable,

and the bullocks are one by one unloaded ; the packages,

which consist chiefly of bags of grain, are piled up in

regular order, often in the form of a hollow square, in the

centre of which the Bunjaras sleep ; their cattle are

turned loose to graze, and frequently fall a prey to tigers.

A Bunjara camp thus formed on the bank of some

stream, and surrounded by dark forests, is a picturesque

scene, especially at night, when the brawny men stand

out in the light of their bright fires, and the women in

their quaint costumes are flitting about, carrying pots of

water, or cooking or grinding corn for the evening meal.

However, we must return to our camp near Pertapoor.

As all was in readiness no time was lost in starting.

Soma accompanied the sahib to the bottom of the

rise, and there made his farewell salaam. Just then

Milford noticed an old woman and two boys cutting up
wood into chips, which chips they put into an earthen

ghurra, or water-pot ; having first drilled a small hole in

the bottom, they then dug a hole in tlie ground large

enough to contain a second water-pot, on which they

placed the first, and, covering all with fuel, they kept up a

smouldering fire. On Milford's asking what thev were
about, Soma said they were preparing teak-wood tar for

the hoofs of their cattle ; the wood which was being cut
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up was the heart-wood of the teak, and the tar was

distilled from it by means of heat. He ordered the old

woman to take up one of the receiving ghurras, which she

did, and it contained a product resembling coal tar in

smell and in its constituent parts, as was afterwards

proved by analysis, but was mixed with impure pyro-

ligneous acid, which is poured off as the tar settles, and

the residue is thickened by exposure in pans. As
MUford wanted some tar for his horse's feet, he tried

this and found it answer.

They then proceeded to some low, well-wooded out-

lying hills, where a beat was organized. To the left of

them was a wide stretch of open country intersected by a

few nullahs, and it was arranged to drive out the sambur in

this direction. The runners and their dogs were divided

into small groups : one set was to take up the running

first ; the second was to go on ahead in the direction the

deer was to be di'iven, and to hide till the time came for

them to join in and press the animal hard ; they again

were to be relieved by one of two other sets which were

posted fiurther still, so that with relaj^s of fresh pursuers

to urge him to top speed, and the heavy nature of the

ground after the late rain, it was expected he would get

blown and stand to bay.

The beat was successful, for a stag, and two hinds, and

a fawn broke out in the required direction, and, startled

by a fiendish yell, went off at a rattling pace. The dogs

were slipped at ouce in two parties—one going after the

hinds and fawn, the latter of which was caught and pulled

down, the other set, followed by Milfoi'd, going off after

the stag, which, left alone, gallantly held on across country.

The dogs set to their work in style and pressed him hard.

Just as he cleared a streamlet fringed with bushes, a fresh

set of men and dogs jumped up, one man hurling a spear

u
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ia a vain attempt to transfix him as he passed ; but the

noble deer put on a fresh spurt which distanced them for

a time, but it did not last, for he was showing symptoms

of distress. Still he held on bravely tiU the third party

joined and took up the running freshly ; it was then that

he gave up the idea of fleeing, and, plunging into a small

jheel, he stood at bay with rolling eyes, erect mane, and

distended nostrils and eye-glands—that peculiar suborbital

sinus which dilates and closes when the animal gets into

a rage. Fiercely he struck with his forefeet at those

dogs Avho were bold enough to venture near, of whom
the majority Avere content with barking round the pool.

At last up came a panting runner ; whizz went his spear,

but he had miscalculated his distance, and it fell with

a splash under the stag. Two of the dogs thus encouraged

went in at him again, but one got struck under the Avat-er

and would perhaps have been killed had not a stalwart

young Bunjara rushed knee-deep into the pool, and

delivered his broad-bladed spear with such force that it

was bm-ied a full cubit in the stag's chest. This was the

beginning of the end which soon came ; the dogs seized

and hung on to the dying deer as he struggled through

the jheel, reddening its waters with his blood. Whizz
went another spear, driven by a nervous arm, and

plumped in with a dull thud just behind the left shoulder-

blade, and this was the finishing stroke ; the ready knife

did the rest, and the carcass was drawn ashore, when the

dogs were beaten ofl". Milford had continued an idle

spectator of the scene, though deeply interested; he had

wanted to see something of savage sport, and this formed

a tableau he long remembered. The noble stag sur-

rounded by panting dogs and half-naked sinewy Indians,

the water and the varied landscape, with the blue hills

bounding the horizon, made him wish to get oil" his horse.
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there and then, and transfer it all to canvas ; as it Avas

he took keen note of all the details, and on his return

home he reproduced the picture in his sk-etch-book.

The naik of the party now wished to know Milford's

orders concerning the deer; was it to be sent into

Seonee ?

' No,' he replied ;
' if they would cut off the head and

send it, he would accept it gladly ; as to the rest, it was

theirs,' and he added five rupees for sweetmeats, to make

the feast more savoury.

A few mornings after this, Fordham and his com-

panion were walking through the woods in the vicinity

of the station. Their path lying over a bed of laterite,

the crisp gravel crackled under their feet as they strode

along ; each one had a rifle over his shoulder in readiness

for any animal that might start up, but as they were not

on the look-out for game they talked as they went. The

conversation turned on the stag hunt with the Bunjaras,

and Milford remarked it seemed to him rather cruel, and

yet he supposed it was not more so than any other way

of kilhng deer.

' No,' replied Fordham ;
' in the end it is, as a rule,

Tuore merciful, for an animal brought to bay never

escapes, and though there may be more apparent butchery

in the use of the phulsa, or broad-bladed spear, of the

Gonds and your friends the Bunjaras, still it is better

that the poor creature should die thus than to creep

away to Imger with an ill-aimed bullet in its body ; but I

must say I always had a prejudice against the use of the

spear to aught except a wild boar.'

' Yes, but your bullets never fail'

' Ah ! they do sometimes. No one has so perfect a

command over his weapon as never to miss—the best

shots fail at times ; and when you read in a book, or hear

V 2
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stories, of people going out and never missing anything,

put them down as not being mortals, or anything else

you like. I know I am a fair shot, the result of long

practice, but I have missed often and made more bad

shots than I like to think of. You remember I told

you how I missed the man-eater at Sirekha—that was a

shameful shot. Hullo ! here comes a sounder
!

'

Bang! went Milford's rifle as a herd of wild pigs

dashed across the road ; a sharp crack followed the

report, and the disappointed yoimg man let his gun fall

into the hollow of his arm, as he thought he had just

illustrated the conversation by making a decided miss at

the big boar of the somider, and had buried his bullet in

a tree.

Fordham looked at him with a comical expression, as

he walked on with an impatient exclamation.

' Are you not going to look after your pig, Ernest ?
'

' No ; what's the use ? Did you not hear the bullet go

smack into a tree ?

'

' Not a bit of it, my boy. I heard a ball smashing

bone, or my ears are sti-angely at fault. Come, let us

see.'

So saying he led the way into the thicket, and there,

sure enough, lay a fine old boar, stone dead, shot through

the brain.

' There will be a grand feast for the villagers ofi" that

fellow,' he observed.

'How shall we send and let them know?' asked

Milford.

' I'll send my syce. Here, Eamdeen,' said he, taking

the horse's rein and throwing it over his arm, 'run

down to Mylee and tell the villagers to come for this

pig. Look,' continued he, drawing a newspaper from

his pocket, ' I will tie this to a branch on the road-
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side, and tell them when they come up to it to take a

hundred and fifty paces to the left, and they will find the

animal.'

Having attached the paper to a bush, they walked on.

Soon after they sighted another boar, a solitary one, and

a very large animal, going along slowly and limping.

Fordham pulled out his pocket-glass, took a look at him,

and handed it to Milford. He seemed bathed in blood,

and showed signs of having been in a severe engagement.

' That fellow has been tackled by a tiger, I fancy,

Ernest,' remarked the elder sportsman ;
- we will give

the villagers a little more meat, and at the same time see

his condition.' The shot was a very long one, but it was

successful nevertheless, and the boar fell -to rise no more.

On going up they found him one mass of scars, evidently

produced by a tiger's claws ; he had been raked all over,

but none of the wounds were serious except a couple of

bites on his shoulder and back, and they looked ugly.

As the boar lay in the little grassy dell, it was easy in

the soft marshy ground to track his footprints, so after

reloading they cautiously followed tlie trail for some

distance ; when Fordham, suddenly laying a hand on

Milford's arm, pointing ahead, whispered, ' Look there,

Ernest, under that grislea bush there is a tiger
!

'

So there was, and they stepped back behind some

thick bushes. Fordham took out his glass and looked

long and carefully.

' Upon my word, I beheve he is dead. No Hving

tiger would lie so long in one position.'

' Shy a stone,' suggested the young man.

' It would be rather awkward if he is alive and jumps

up ; these horses Avould bolt to a certainty. I wish I had

Cossack here ; he does not care a straw for a tio-er.

However, he looks as dead as mutton, and I cannot help
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thinking that the boar has killed him. Just hold my
horse's rein for a minute

!

'

Picking up a small boulder about the size of an

orange, Fordham heaved it in the air so as to fall with a

crash into the grislea bush. There was no sign, not a

movement of a tail ; at last they gave him a shot, and

that had no effect, so they went nearer ; then they were

confirmed in their idea regarding the fight with the boar.

The ground was ploughed up in all directions, and fresh

blood encrimsoned the grass. The tiger was dead

beyond all doubt, for he was lying partly on his back,

with his head thrown back against the root of the grislea;

his chest was a mass of scars, and he lay almost disem-

bowelled, with four long clean cuts which had ripped

him across and across. Attaching a halter to his hind

legs, the two men, assisted by the syce, pulled the body

out from under the bush. It was that of a fine young

male tiger who had thus met his match ; he could not

have been long dead, for the body was quite supple, and

the wounds yet fresh, and the injuries he had received

proved what a formidable antagonist a boar could be.

Many of the wounds seemed to have been inflicted either

after death, or whilst the tiger was crippled and at the

other's mercy, for the chest was gnawed.and pounded to

a jelly, and several of the rips must have been given

about the same time. Some herdsmen coming up said

they had heard a terrific noise in the jmigle that morning,

roaring, growling, and gnmting, and, thinking that two

tigers were fighting, they had drawn off their cattle to

the other side of the hill. It was only when they heai'd

the shot fired that they thought of coming near the place.

Fordham ordered both pig and tiger to be taken to his

house for further examination, and for the preservation

of the head of the former ; and Milford wished to have
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the skin of the latter, badly damaged as it Avas, in order

to convince sceptics when he returned to England, that

the account of the fight was not a mere ' Indian story.'

' I don't think I should have believed it, had anyone

told me of such a thing before this morning,' he remarked

as they rode home.
' Why not ?

' replied his companion ;
' consider what

a tough brute an old boar is, and his blind ferocity when

roused. The natives, who are keen observers of the

habits of wild animals, will tell you that a boar will face

a tiger any day, and generally gets the better of the latter

in a tussle. I remember on one occasion turning out of

a small hill, or rather hillock, for it was a little well-

w^ooded knoll isolated from the rest of the range, a large

solitary boar, which I killed, and a tiger. They had

lived together in the place for a long time, and evidently

they had a mutual respect for each other, the one giving

the other a wide berth.'

' But tigers do feed upon pigs ?

'

' Yes, of course they do—weak sows and young

porkers frequently fall a prey. Had our young friend

this morning not been a I'aw hand, he would never have

attempted to try conclusions with the leader of the herd

,

but have contented himself with a squeaker. His inex-

perience led him to attack the boar, and I suspect he got

crippled at the outset, and was not able to get away.'



CHAPTER IX.

Bumble, grumble, crash!

broke the storm from the

dark clouds, which, lower-

ing overhead, had made the depths of the forest as gloomy

almost as midnight ; the heavy warm drops began to fall,

slowl}' at first, then foster and foster ; the lightning played

in rapid and blinding flashes, and the peals of thunder

shook the ground, and reverberated through the surround-

ing hills. The drops soon turned to heavj' rain, which

increased in intensity till at last it assumed the un-

welcome form of a sheet of water. From every side

came the nish of cascades, as the torrents collected in the

narrow gorges, and swept down in mad career to swell

the larger feeders of the mountain rivers, the nearest of

which was the Suratee Nuddee, an affluent of the Gunga,
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whose distant sullen roar now struck upon the ear, as the

turgid flood rolled onward to the plains of Kerola. A
small party of men stood for shelter under a thick clump

of bamboos, waiting for the storm to pass over. The

only one to whom the novelty of the scene had a charm

was Ernest Milford. Even the discomfort of the rain

added to the excitement of the occasion. He had im-

patiently longed for the day when he should enter the

bison jungles of Sonawani, and the war of the elements

seemed to him a fitting prelude to the exciting scenes he

anticipated. To Fordham the storm was an unmitigated

nuisance ; still he was too old a hunter to complain, but

turned up his coat collar, and folding his arms leaned

against a tree trunk, waiting stoically for a break in the

rain.

At last the deluge abated, and it was deemed prudent

to go on, as they had far to go to the place where they

intended to camp for the night. The rifles were carefully

wrapped up in waterproofs and blankets, and, with coat

collars turned up and heads bent down, they made their

way on foot against wind and water, the Gond guide

leading and the horses following.

Ah, luckless mortals ! had they but known what was

standing in their path ! As Milford declared, the rain

might have washed his clothes off, and hailstones have

battered his nose to pieces, but he would have kept a

keen look-out and have got a shot at the bison bull that

stood for a moment looking at them ere he plunged into

the thicket and went off up the hill at an astonishing pace

for so heavy an animal.

' No use, my boy, no use at all,' said Eordham, as his

young friend hastily unrolled his rifle ;
' that animal

won't stop under five miles. I know their habits ; a bison

Once started makes a long nm before he thinks himself
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safe. It is a pity we did not see him first, for he was a

fine fellow ; and it is a lucky thing he did not take it

into his head to charge, or it might have been awkward

for us. A friend of mine once came upon a solitary

bull, just as we have now done, and the brute came

at him with a rush, and took a large slice of bark

off a tree behind which my friend dodged ; he then got

hold of an unfortunate gun-bearer and tossed him in

the air, and finally took himself ofi", leaving the man
senseless.'

' Did he die ?

'

' No ; he got all right after a bit : some of these natives

are as tough as gutta-percha.'

' I should think a blow from a bison would be some-

thing like a rap with a Nasmyth's steam-hammer, judging

from the skulls in your collection.'

' Yes, but men do recover. Sheykha was once

knocked down by a bison, but I fancy the long horns of

the wild buffalo are more awkward to avoid, and more

dangerous wounds are given by them.'

' The two animals are totally dissimilar, are they not.?'

' Quite—they have nothing in common ; their struc-

ture, their habits are widely different. The one is a bubalus,

with large, -wide-spreading horns, no dorsal ridge or hump,

and large splay feet on coarse limbs ; the other is a bos,

with short, massive horns on a large head, witli great

frontal development, a curious dorsal ridge wliich runs

half way do^\7i the back ; the body is heavy, broad chest,

and muscular fore-arras, but the leg below the knee is

fine, and the hoof is pointed and deer-like ; there is no

mistaking the track of a bison for that of a buffalo. Then

the buffalo keeps to his grassy plains, and jheels in which

he can wallow, whereas the bison seldom leaves his

bamboo-clad hills, unless some very tempting crop wiles
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him away for a bit from the thick cover in which he

dehghts.'

The course taken by the party lay for six miles over

bamboo-covered hill and reed-grown valley. Many of

the latter—jholas, as they are called—were very beautiful,

but it was a beauty that brought to mind visions of fever

and ague; the tall and fragrant lemon grass, the long

green leaf of the bun singhara, the tangled creeper, the

stately forest tree, and the pliant bamboo caused one to

stop and admire, whilst the rank smell of decaying vege-

tation, the rolling mist, and the damp heat warned the

loiterer to make haste.

As they rounded a clump of bamboos on the brow of

a hUl they had just ascended, they suddenly found them-

selves in a small clearing with neat little huts ranged

around.

' A Gondee village,' remarked the guide with a grin.

.

Wild and lonely indeed was the little tola ; not a sign

of cultivation, however rude, had given the hunters any

warning of the jungle hamlet in the midst of which they

now found themselves. Here, perched on the summit of

a forest-clad hill, the luxuriant vegetation of a tropical

rainy season shutting them in on every side, the Gonds

passed their lives unheedful, unconscious of the busy

world beyond their wilderness. The lonely aspect of the

place was increased by the stillness that reigned over all

;

the dusk of evening was fast spreading over the land, and

the silence was broken only by the incessant pour of rain

and the roar of the thousands of little cascades which

went leaping down the rugged hills. The village looked

deserted, but in fact all the inhabitants were indoors, and

at one house there was a little soiree ivusicale being held

round a glowing wood fire. It was a pity to disturb the

conviviality of the meeting, but a guide was indispensable

;
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SO, getting one of the party to accompany them, the

hunters hurried on their way. The Gond struck off into

a narrow, gloomy pathway in the forest, and led them at

a rapid pace over hill and dale, winding about in the

dusk with as sure a step as if he were guiding them

through the well-lighted streets of some European town.

A distant roar of waters now struck their ears.

' What is that ? ' asked Milford.

' Nuddee,' answered the Gond ; and as they descended

into the valley there was a torrent indeed ! Fed by its

thousand rills the proud stream leaped exultingly on its

way, tearing along on its transient wave the dismembered

branches that had too fondly hung over it ; it seemed

impossible that any one could cross that night, still the

attempt had to be made. The stream was not broad, but

it Avas swift, and an unassisted man would have certainly

been swept away had he attempted to cross. A tall,

slender tree grew by the edge of the water, and Fordham,

thinking it might reach across the channel, had it cut

down so as to fall across. Vain hope ! swept down by

the merciless current their anticipated bridge went out of

sight. The rain had, however, abated, and the force of

the torrent was sensibly diminishing. If they could only

get a rope across. Fordham's ingenuity was again taxed.

His eye fell on his horse. Here was a bright idea

:

Brownie was a powerful Cabulee ; if he were once made to

land on the opposite bank attached to a long halter, there

might be a chance of getting across. So Fordham took

all the halters and knotted them together, and, fastening

one end round Brownie's strong neck, drove the poor

animal into the stream. But Master Brownie objected

strongly to go ; at last a syce volunteered to ride him.

Fordham hesitated for a bit, and then allowed him to

attempt it.
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' He is ligliter than I,' he remarked, ' and then there

is the rope to haul him ashore by if it comes to the worst.'

So Brownie started again, and this time gallantly took

to the water. It was a hard struggle for the brave old

horse, for the stream was running like a mill dam ; twice

they thought he was about to be swept down, but he bore

up and reached the opposite bank. The rope was then

attached to a tree on either side, and holding on to it the

Avhole party crossed, though up to their waists in water.

After a further trudge of two miles, chiefly up-hill,

they came upon their camp, which consisted of tliree

deserted Baiga huts on the brow of the hill ; the largest

hut was taken for the sahibs, aihd Avas well cleaned and

patched up; the second was for the kitchen and servants,

and the third was occupied by old Wuzeer Mahomed, the

malgoozar of the place, who had come on ahead to see

that aU was comfortable.

Very cheerful and snug did the little hut appear after

all the discomforts of the day ; there was a cheerful log

fire burning in the larger room of the two of which the

structure was composed, and a camp table and chairs

quite gave a furnished air to the place ; the walls were

made of bamboo wicker-work, plastered with clay ; the

roof was quite water-tight. The inner room had a

standing bed place, and altogether the Gondee hut was a

far more comfortable place on a rainy night than the best

canvas tent would have been.

The first thing our friends did was to change their

wet clothes, and then to take a good dose of quinine,

after which they dined, and went to bed thoroughly tired.

Day was just breaking when they awoke in the

morning. The loud cry of the black cuckoo rang through

the forests; the mists were rolling in heavy masses down
in the valleys beneath, hiding the opposite hills from
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view. Tliere was a steady drizzle, and every leaf and

branch kept up an incessant drip, drip.

' Soobhan Allah !.' remarked old Wuzeer Mahomed,

as he came out and salaamed, ' what rain ! All the world

has turned to water
!

'

' When will the bison tracker be here ? ' asked

Fordham.
' He is here,' was the reply, as a young Gond stepped

forward ;
' I am Jeythoo.'

Milford looked at him with interest—a lithe, active

savage, spare and wiry, though younger than he expected,

he found Jeythoo just what he would have supposed him

to be ; there was something greyhound-like about him, a

snaky suppleness and a restless sharp eye, which augured

well for his reputed skill.

' Well, we had better get something to eat at once,'

said Fordham, ' and be off, for we may have many miles

to go yet before we see a hoof.'

The meal was hastily despatched, and they started,

leaving the camp in charge of old Wuzeer Mahomed,

who was getting too fat for the hard work the hunters

expected to encounter. They had proceeded some miles

over liill and valley without coming on a fresh track,

when at last, in a deep_/AoZa, the guide pointed to the tops

of the grass shoots, which had here and there been lately

cropped. A jhola is a small valley with ground of a

swampy nature, in which grow in wild luxuriance the

plants that delight in marshy soils ; the grass shoots up

in broad blades, and marsh creepers entangle the foot at

every step. Dark forests shut them in on all sides ; the

air feels close and steamy. Feverish places are they, and

to our wanderings in them we owed a series of attacks of

jungle fever which took a long sea voyage to shake off.
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Couspicuous amongst the strange flowers, Milford fouud

a species of orchid, called by the natives the bun singhara,

the root of which is used like salep, and is part of the

forest produce bartered by the wilder Gonds for the

cloths and other articles which they get from their more

civilized brethren, or from the traders of the neighbouring

markets. The other edible products which Providence

provides them for the seeking are bamboo shoots, which,

when young and tender, form a considerable article of

food, a small species of our common garden solauum, the

brinjal or egg-apple, and a kind of wild yam of whose

mealy tubers we have been fain to make a meal at times

;

so that the hunter who knows how to make use of the

gifts of nature need not starve if, belated and lost, he be

compelled to camp out in the forests for a night.

Jeythoo pointed to the cropped grass, and said em-

phatically, ' Boda
!

'

There was little to catch the eye of the inexperienced

hunter like Milford, for here and there a blade of grass

had been nipped off, which was scarcely noticeable in the

rank growth, but underneath in the marshj' soil there

were the sharp-pointed imprints of several hoofs.

Like a hound at fault the Gond hunted about to find

the right trail. At last he pitched upon one which they

eagerly followed for about a mile, when Jeythoo came to

a lialt and said they must go back ; so they turned on

their tracks and struck a fresh line, which seemed to give

the guide greater satisfaction, for he went off at a pace

Avhich kept the two Englishmen at full walking stretch

to keep up with him. Now he went more carefully, with

his body bent and forefinger pointed earthwards, as the

trail led over gravel beds and rocky ascents ; to Milford

it seemed by magic—not a trace could he discern of the
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passage of the unwieldy animals they were in pursuit of,

yet to the eye of the savage the track was as plaia as is a

page of print to us.

The day continued to be gloomy and drizzly, and was

to a certain extent cool, which was in the sportsmen's

favour, for the fatigue of climbing hills in a hot sim would

have been excessive. They had passed the crest of a

hill, and on the slope beyond had found unmistakable

signs of the immediate vicinity of the herd, which made

Jeythoo move with the greatest caution, when suddenly

a loud yell rang through the woods.

Jeythoo stopped short with an impatient exclamation.

' Alas
!

' said he, ' those woodcutters have spoilt our sport

;

that shout was to scare away the bison. However, come

along, quick, sahib ; perhaps we may do something yet.'

Away they set off at a run. Yes, sure enough, the

beasts had been disturbed : there was the place where

they had been lying, seven of them Jeythoo declared ; it

Avas very provoking, and moreover it was hopeless to

think of following them that day. A threatening rumble

overhead announced more rain, and as they were

consulting down it came "with a regular pour.

' How far is it to camp, Jeythoo ? ' asked Fordham.
' Ten miles in a straight line," answered the Gond.

Poor Milford's heart sank, for he felt exhausted; they

had already walked some fifteen or twenty miles, and his

feet were blistered and weary. For six hours they had

been wet, and, save for a hasty cup of tea and a few

biscuits, they had not eaten since the previous evening.

It was now about two o'clock.

'We had better make haste, maharaj,' said the

tracker ; ' the storm increases, and there ai'e torrents to

ford.'

These, they knew, would be no joke; so, staggering on
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to their feet, they toiled on, heavily now as there lacked

the previous excitement to spur them in their exertions.

Several small streams were crossed knee deep, and

they had accompUshed about five miles on their home-

ward journey, when a distant booming noise strack upon

their ears. This was the great stream, on the fording of

which depended their getting home that day. Their route

lay over a rise, and as they came to the top there was

a sight that roused even the apathy of the Gond.
' Wah !

' he exclaimed, ' burra poor ! how will the

saliibs cross that ?

'

The whole valley was a foaming torrent ; the turbid

flood tore along the bank-sides, bearing away trees,

bamboos, and grass, tossing and leaping in its exultant

course ; now whirling in eddies round a bend, now lash-

ing in headlong fury at some stubborn rock, it would, as

the guide said, have been death to try and cross it—an

elephant could not do it.

The natives sat down in quiet despair ; could they sit

there till the waters subsided ? The wind howled down

the gorge, cold and bleak—the very thought was fever and

ague.

' Come,' said Fordham to the tracker, 'let us try some

means of getting across.'

' How will the sahib do it ?
' he asked, Avith a smile.

' You cannot snap the faggot,' replied Fordham, ' but

you can break it stick by stick ; let us walk along the

banks, and cross each torrent that feeds the big one, and

at last we must be able to get over this.'

' True,' answered the Gond, ' the sahib speaks well

;

come along.'

The tributary torrents were not in all cases easily

forded ; many of them were too impetuous to wade with

safety, and bridges were made by the agile Gonds, who
X
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crawled along bamboos on the bank-sides till they bent

over with their weight, and then, seizing the drooping

sprays of those on the opposite bank, they were drawn

down and lashed together, and behind the barrier thus

formed the whole party struggled across; but it was

tedious and weary "work. At last they came upon the

main stream again. The channel was narrower, but the

force of the current was still too great to allow of its

being forded, and the only chance was to find a tree on

the bank sufficiently large to reach across. At last they

found one—an immense semul, whose trunk shot up like

a tall mast to a great height before it threw out

branches, and closely embracing it was a gigantic mahoul

creeper.

' Hurra !
' shoutal Milford, Avho was the discoverer,

and who, forgetting all his fatigue, cheered on the Gonds

to lay well into the tree with their hatchets. Fortu-

nately for them the wood was soft ; the forest re-

sounded with their blows. The top quivered, the trunk

swayed—stand fi-om under! Hurra! Slowly giving at

first, the noble tree fell with a crash, and by good luck

the topmost branches rested ou the opposite bank. The
tough bauhinia creeper moored the stem firmly in spite

of the force of the stream. The nimble-footed Goads
tripped along the trunk and clambered through the

branches on to the other side, but the Englishmen went

in up to their necks, and, holding firmly on by the tree,

struggled across with great difficulty, and they Avcre

thankful to find themselves once more on terra firma.

' It would be no joke,' remarked Fordham, ' to be

Avhirled do-\\Ti that torrent. You know mj' big chil-

lumchee,^ Ernest ? Well, I once lost it in one of the ton-ents

' A large \vasliiii<r-l)asiii of bras?.
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in this very forest; the man who was carrying it was

swept oflF his legs, and, heavy lump of brass as it is, the

stream carried it right away down ^ to the plains of

Kerola, and it was found and returned to me by the

malgoozar of one of the villages down there.'

' Well, I'm glad we did not trouble the said malgoozar

in propria persona this time,' rejoined Milford, who felt

more inclined to joke now that the hill with their camp

on it came in sight.

It was nearly dark when they got in, and so closed a

fatiguing and, as far as bison were concerned, an un-

profitable day.

It is too much the fashion, young reader, to describe

in stories of Indian hunting life the brilliant successes'

only, and these strung together make such a garland of

victory that the impression is created that one has but to

go forth into the woods and straightway arise beasts

of all kinds for the hunter to lay low; whereas dis-

appointments are frequent and failures many. Now and

then comes a stroke of success, but the toil is gre-it, and

it would not be right of us as a faithful recorder of

Indian camp life, nor would it be fair towards those for

whom we write, did we not chronicle here and there

mishaps and disappointments, and days of unfruitful

labour such as we have just penned.

Next morning the two friends woke later than usual

;

the fatigues of the previous day had somewhat told on

them. The day was fine, and at one time the sun seemed

inclined to struggle through the clouds, but the mist rose

again, and a leaden sky betokened another sunless, if not

wet, day.

Jeythoo was waiting, so, shaking oflF dull sloth, guns

were brought out, breakfast hastily despatched, and a

few sandwiches stowed away in pockets, and away they

X 2
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set forth. This time Jeythoo started in an opposite

direction to the route of the day before, and in a jhola

found the tracks of a solitary bison.

' We shall have to be very careful about this fellow,

Ernest,' remarked his companion ;
' in tlie first place a

solitary bison is excessively wary, and to tread on a dry

twig at the last moment may lose you the fruits of a

day's toil, as I have experienced several times ; so look

carefully how you walk, and avoid everything likely

to crackle under your footsteps. Of course speaking

will be out of the question, but if you want to say any-

thing just hold up a hand, and we will stop and commu-

nicate in whispers. Now, andiamo 1 Jeythoo is patiently

waiting. Go on, Jeythoo ; I will fill your horn with

English powder in addition to your usual bucksheesh if

you show us a bison to-day.'

The savage grinned with delight, and salaamed ; then

lifting his hand with a gesture enjoining silence, the trio

proceeded.

It was wonderful with what acuteness the Baisca led

them over hill and. valley for upwards of four miles.

Once only was he at fault, when a bed of decomposed

micaceous schist with out-cropping rock confused the

trail, and then circling round he struck it again, and

went on memly, till at last he stopped on the crest of a

Tiill overlooking a deep, narrow gorge, and motioning to

his employers to lie down, he :wornied his way like a

prowling cat through the thick underwood.

Fordham knew the ways of the tracker, and, glad of

the rest, laid himself down and patiently waited ; but to

Milford the absence of Jeythoo seemed to be much longer

than it really was. He tried to imitate the calmness

of his companion, but his pulses were tingling to be .up

and doing ; he strove to be patient, and occupied his
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mind iu looking about at the curious insects and birds.

Tiiere was a large beetle with yellow spots on the elytra,

which the Gonds affirm to be poisonous, and only to be

antidoted by very disagreeable remedies ; then there was

a very curious little creature like a spider, with a velvety

coat of bright crimson ; and a faggot insect, which con-

sisted of a worm inside a little house of his own made of

a faggot of tiny twigs, all cut to equal lengths, and

fastened together by a tenacious web.

Once Fordham rose and cautiously moved about a

dozen paces. A gigantic horn shed by some noble sambur

had caught his eye, and his tape was out to measure it.

It was the largest horn he had ever met with, and it was

a matter of regret that its fellow was not to be found.

A httle more patient waiting, and then noiselessly

the bushes in front of them parted, and Jeythoo appeared

once more. It needed no sign to tell the hunters that

the trail had been followed to a successful end ; the

dilated nostrils and flashing eye of the tracker spoke for

themselves. He held up one finger of the right hand,

and then pointing down into the gorge he motioned that

the animal was there ; then, throwing his arms over his

head and around his body, he tried to explain iu panto-

mime that he was a huge bull with large horns. After

allowing the dusky savage to moderate his transports,

Fordham motioned to him to go on.

Down they went witli the greatest caution—at times

they were five minutes in getting over as many yards of

ground ; gravel had to be avoided, dead leaves softly

trodden on, dry sticks to be carefully stepped over,

branches cautiously held to prevent the leaves rustling,

and at last Jeythoo motioned to them to lie down and

crawl after him. At the bottom of the valley was a

narrow belt of lemon-grass, through which percolated a
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sluggisli stream, and, as the hunters peered out of the

tliicket tliey liad crawled through, tliey saw before them,

standing imder a large saj tree, a bison bull. He was, as

Jeythoo gave them to understand, a very large animal,

witli massive horns, and Milford's heart throbbed with

excitement as he saw before him the gaur of whose power

and fierceness he had heard so much. But there was

still a further trial of patience in store for him ; the

animal's position would not allow of a deadly shot as he

stood with his head from them, quietly lashing Avith his

tail the flies from his broad flanks.

Fordliam knew too well the excessive timidity of the

creature to attempt to move from his place ; they must

Avait, even though it be for hours, and it was nearly half

an hour before the animal turned. He was standing in

a listless, dozing sort of way, when at last a persistent

gad-fly so teased him, that he turned round in the action

of trying to nib his shoulder with a horn.

Fordham motioned to ]\Iilford to take him carefully

just behind the point of the elbow, and a little above.

He dropped to the shot, but instantly recovering

himself he dashed orwards at a terrific pace in the

direction where the hunters were concealed. Fordham,

darting aside, pulled his young companion behind a

bamboo clump, and a heavy two-ounce bullet brought

the bull down again—onlj- to rise and stagger on.

Following the trail they came upon him once more,

Avhen Avith head bent down he prepared to charge. At
this moment a bullet from Milford's rifle struck him full

on the forehead, and brought him doAvn a tliird time

stunned, when a shot behind the ear from Fordham
settled his fate. He AA'as a A-ery fine bull, Avith splendid

massive horns, and as he lay on his side Milford ga^ed at

his huge proportions Avith astonishment. He measured
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six feet one inch at the shoulder, and he was over nine

and a half feet from nose to insertion of tail.

A brief description of this noble animal ^ may not be

out of place here.

It must not be confounded with tbe bison of Europe '

or America; ^ it is more properly a bos, or ox of the genus

(/avceus, the leading features of which are a large, massive

head with great fi'ontal development, forming a ridge

rising above the base of the horns. The horns slightly

flattened on one side, very heavy, and bent over hke a

crescent; and a dorsal ridge which, rising from a hump
over the shoulder, ends abruptly half way down the back.

In the gaur the head is broad, the muzzle large, the

forehead covered with greyish-browu hair, almost black

under the eyes, which have light-blue pupils ; the girth

is enormous, with immensely muscular shoulders and

fore-arms, whilst the leg under the knee is wonderfully

fine for so heavy an animal ; the hoofs are deer-like and

pointed ; the legs are whitish, and give a stockinged look

to the animal. Much has been said about the ferocity of

the gaur, but as a rule it is the mildest of creatures,

seeking safety in flight. Of course there are exceptions

to this rule, but we think they are rare ; they are often

shot over water in the hot weather by the Pathans of

Ashta and other villages on the borders of the forest. A
little tank at Untra was a favourite resort, but the

miserable powder and iron bullets of the Gondee match-

lock are hardly able to bring down the gaur, whose skidl

is said to be proof against even an English ball, and the

skin of whose neck is nearly two inches thick. The salt

licks are also places to which bison as well as sambur

resort, and they are sometimes killed in their nightly

' Gcivaus Gaurus. '' Bison urm.
' li. ainericinmi.
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forays on the crops raised by the Gonds in the valleys of

the forest.

After they had spent some time over the fallen bison,

Fordham remembered his sambnr horn, and so they

returned to the place where it lay. It certainly was of

very large size, being three feet ten inches along the

curve from burr to tip, and was very massive ; but

unfortunately the other one could not be found, so after

a fruitless search they carried off the one in their

possession.

Stags generally shed their horns in April, so the three

months' exposure had told to some extent on this one,

and at a little distance it looked very like the grey, bark-

less branch of a tree.

On their way home Jeythoo suddenly stopped, and

said

—

' Will the sahibs shoot more bison ?
'

' Certainly, if you can show them.'

' Then follow me ; see, here are the tracks of a herd

:

look, this is a bull, a large one ; here are three cows, and

tJie prints of two calves.'

' Hurra !

' shouted Milford ;
' fire ahead, Jeythoo.'

Fordham smiled as he followed the tracker's lead.

The ground for some distance was soft, and Jeythoo kept

on almost at a run, now and then stopping to examine

critically the green shoots that had been cropped, by
\vhich he seemed to calculate the time that had elapsed

since they passed. The trail led them over a hill, and

across an intervening valley over another rise, and as the

tracker peered over the crest, he suddenly dropped on

his knees, in which he was followed by the others, and

then, cautiously crawling to the edge, they saw in the

valley beneath on a broad ledge of turf, within easy

range, the herd lying down.
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They lay in a circle with their heads outwards, and

the bull was one of those facing the himters.

' Ernest,' said Fordham in a whisper, ' I am going to

test a disputed question, and will take that big fellow

right in the forehead with a ball ; the chances are he will

be stunned, if not killed, and when the others spring up

at the report pick out the nearest coav. We'll reckon the

first bull as your prize. I cannot resist the temptation of

this shot, for it is a popular idea that a bison's skull is

ball-proof.'

' All right,' replied the young man, ' I will take the

next one.'

' Aim a little higher than you did last time, for the

bullet must travel downwards, I'rom the position we
occupy, and it is as well to avoid injuring the poor

creature uselessly.'

Fordham raised his heavy rifle, Avhich was charged

with a two-ounce bullet, hardened with quicksilver, and

resting it on a knoll of outcropping basalt, brought the

fine sight to bear on the hollow just below the frontal

ridge, in a medial line between the eyes. Milford, quite

forgetting the share he had to take in the subsequent

proceedings, looked on with intense excitement, holding

his breath as the bright flash leapt forth. The mighty

bull, stricken as it were by a thunderbolt, gathered his

limbs together with convulsive energy, and with an

expiring groan rolled over on his side. The leaden

messenger had done its work ; no bone, however massive,

could resist so forcible a projectile, though a light ball

from a smooth-bore might have failed.

At the report the rest of the herd sprang to their feet

and dashed headlong down the slope, Milford's cow

amongst the lot, and he was so taken aback that when

he did fire his shot was inefiectual to stop her. Fordham,
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"whose ready eye and hand never deserted hhii, sprang

to ]iis feet, and aiming at tlie root of the comb or ridge

on her back, he dropped her in her tracks, saying, ' There,

Ernest, I've stopped your runaway cow for you ;
go down

and put her out of pain by a shot behind the ear.'

The cow was quickly desjmtched, and Milford coin-

pared her with the others he had seen. She was of

shghter build than the buU, with a more slender neck

and no hump ; the horns were smaller and not so massive

in proportion.

Milford returned to his companion, who was carefully

examining the effects of his shot, and probing the wound
Avith his ramrod ; AvliUst Jeythoo was squatted under a

bush some little distance off, making himself a rude kind

of cigarette by rolling up a palas leaf, and stuffing it with

dry tobacco from his pouch, which he lighted by hammer-

ing a flint on the edge of his axe over a bit of charred

rag.

' I wish,' said Pordham, looking up from his measure-

ments, ' that we could have secured one of those calves
;

I would give a good round sum for one of them.'

' Could not Jeythoo get one for j^^ou ?
'

' Xo, I am afraid not ; trapping does not answer, and

the cows are so savage in their defence of tlieir young

that it is a difficult matter to secure one, unless the

mother of a very young one be killed, but then the

calves almost always die. I never lieard of one being

kept alive and tamed, thoiigh I do not see whj^ it should

not be done, as an allied animal, the gayal (Gavceus

frontalis) has not only been domesticated, but has pro-

duced hybrids with the ordinary Indian cattle ; but it

is recorded of the gaur that the young in captivity never

live over the third year.'

On their way home Milford added to his collection a
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specimen of the large brown squirrel,' which tempted his

fate by running across their path on his way from one

tree to another. This splendid variety is about three

times the size of the English squirrel, being from sixteen

to eighteen inches long in the body, and the tail is about

twenty inches more. The prevailing colour is a bright

maroon, the under parts being yellow.

It was late in the afternoon when they reached their

huts, and they were glad to draw their chairs to the £re

and rest till dinner-time, talking over the events of the

day. And they were well satisfied with the three bison,

two of them fine bulls, that had fallen to their lot.

On the next day they agreed to separate, Pordhani

taking a minor star, and giving Jeythoo to Milford ; they

decided to meet at a certain point on the confines of the

forest, where their horses were to be stationed, from

whence they intended to gallop to Ashta.

Jeythoo took the route by which they had returned

on the eventful afternoon when they cut down the

semul tree, and as Milford crossed the now perfectly dry

rocky bed of the torrent, he noticed their impromptu

bridge spanning the gorge, and parted with it for the last

time with regret ; it seemed like an old friend, and a good

friend it had proved at a pinch. Had time allowed of it

he would have liked to have had a canoe hollowed out

of it ; and as he walked along he built little castles in the

air of the time when he might return to- Ferndale as its

master, and how nicely the canoe would float on the

mere in the park, and the bisons' heads grace the hall

;

and then he thought of certain bright blue eyes that

might look at the said canoe, and bisons' heads, and tiger

skins, and a little heart that would flutter when she

thought of the dangers her husband had gone through to

' Sciunis iiiaximtts.
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gain these trophies, and in fact Master Ernest was

getting very sentimental and abstracted, when Jeythoo

suddenly broke in on his dreams with an exclamation of

'Boda.' Milford started and looked around, but the

tracker pointed to the print of a hoof in the soft ground,

and held up one finger.

Another solitary bull. Milford thought that solitary

bulls were the exception, but this was the third they had

met with since they entered the Sonawani forest. It

was a long trail, but luckily it was all in the way home,

or rather to the point of rendezvous, and at last Jeythoo

tracked him home to his mid-day siesta in a deep jhola

;

piloting Milford carefully down he led him behind a tree,

and pointed excitedly with a long skinny finger at a dark

object in the brushwood about forty yards off. It was

the bison, no doubt, but it was not possible to get a fatal

shot at him, and Milford knew it was useless firing

unless he could be certain of his aim ; so he waited and

waited with the greatest patience, but still the animal

kept his position ; at last, fearful of detaining Fordham

too long at the place where they were to mount, and

knowing they had a smart gallop before them, he

det-ermined to change his ground and get round the bull.

Jeythoo made a gestiue of dissent, not knowing the

motives which actuated the proceeding, but Milford over-

ruled him ; he regretted it afterwards, but with the regret

was the thought that he might have watched for half a

day. Cautiously as he moved, tlie action was fatal, for as

he inadvertently trod on a dry stick the bison gave a

snort of alarm, and, plunging into the thicket, crashed

through the forest as he rushed up-hill. Milford's first

impulse was to pitch forward his rifle and fire, but he

restrained himself with the thought that lie could but

hurt the animal without in any way stopping him, and
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he would not run the risk of perpetrating an act of

wanton cruelty, simply for the sake of saying he had

wounded and lost a bison.

Jeythoo was rather disgusted ; if the sahib had only

been patient, he would have had a shot. At last Milford

made him understand that the burra sahib was waiting,

and that it was necessary to make haste, on which the

savage was appeased, and set off at a brisk walk in the

Ashta direction. Of course if the burra sahib had been

there the bison would have been brought to bay, but as

it was it could not be helped. Milford felt the conclusion

of his stalk had been very unsatisfactory, and he was not

even to have the good opinion of Jeythoo at the last,

although Jeythoo had noted with satisfaction some of the

shots made by the young sportsman on former occasions.

However he in some measure recovered his lost ground

in his sable companion's estimation by dropping in fine

style a sambur stag, which with a hind dashed across their

path.

When they got to the horses Fordham was already

there, having arrived about a quarter of an hour before

them ; he had been unsuccessful, not having seen a thing

worth shooting;.

They were quite sorry to part with Jeythoo, and gave

him an ample present of money and gunpowder, and

promised to return again some day to Sonawani.

The morning after their return to Ashta, old Wuzeer

Mahomed asked Milford if he would like to see a little

fish sliooting. Of course he was anxious to see anj'^thing

that was new to him, so, mounting a khanchur, they

drove out to a tank a little distance off, where there was

a sort of wooden pier with a tower at the end of it.

Into this they mounted, whilst a little black-looking

urchin kept watch below. The sun was just getting up.
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and gilding the surtace of the calm little mere, whicli

reflected as in a mirror the fringe of dark forest around.

Old Wuzeer Mahomed touched his English companion,

who was abstractedly gazing at the scenery, lightly on

the sleeve, and pointed to the water below. Milford

looked down and saw a large fish basking on the surface,

with his dorsal fin out of water. As he was expected to

fire at it, he did so, striking it as near to the head as

possible. That the shot took effect was attested by the

plunges of the fish as it sank, and immediately the boy

dived after it and brought it out. It was a large sanwul,

or murral as it is called in some parts of India (Ophw-

ceplmlus marulius), a common inhabitant of tanks through-

out the country. In colour it is a dingy orange, with

dark, greenish vertical bands, and white spots. It attains

a length of four feet occasionally, and is often eaten by

Europeans. It is chiefly taken by means of night lines

baited with frogs, but for rod fishing a cockroach is the

most tempting lure, though a very disagreeable one.

Soon after a round spot appeared on the surface of the

water, and thinking it was another sanwul Milford took a

careful aim and fired, but Avithout any apparent results ;

again the object appeared, and a second bullet went true

to the mark, but without efiect; and old Wuzeer Mahomed
explained the cause, by stating that the shots were fired

at terrapins, on which it was quite useless to waste powder

and ball. The fish shooting was stupid work
; perhaps to

the indolent Oriental, who could squat and smoke, and

take a shot now and then, it might be enjo)-ment, but

Milford thought a little of it was qtiite enough.

He was, however, amused and interested for a time

by watching the action of the piebald kingfisher,^ as it

ho\'ered over the water for its prey. This curious black-

' Cenjh rudi's.
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and-white kingfisher is common all over India, and the

way in which it hawks for its food has doubtless been

noticed by most people. The ordinary birds of this

family watch from some fixed post of observation;—an

overhanging bough or rock from which they dart—^but

the pied kingfisher roams freely on the wing, now and

then hovering quite stationary over a likely-spot, and then

suddenly closing his pinions he falls, as though he were

made of lead, into the water, from whence he emerges

with a fish in his bill, which he carries off to some

adjacent branch to devour. This pretty little bird occa-

sionally visits Europe, where its activity has been noticed

by jiaturalists. The certainty of its aim is most as-

tonishing ', it seldom, if ever, fails in its dart.

After a while Milford suggested to the old malgoozar

that they should try some more enlivening sport than the

fish shooting, and proposed a drive round the jungles in

the khanchur. So they descended from their perch and

drove off, the little bullocks trotting along merrily to the

tune of their bells. The country they went tlirough was

imdulating, sparsely cultivated, and a good deal over-

grown by scrub, principally of beyr bushes. Here Milford

shot a doe chikara or gazelle ; unlike the other antelope,

biit in this particular resembling the goats—the female

chikara has horns, slightly ringed at the base, but other-

wise smoother and much slighter than those of the male,

which are gracefully curved and massively proportioned

for their length, which ranges from ten to fourteen inches,

and are ringed from the base to within two inches of the

tip. The natives make a curious dagger of the horns of

the chikara. A pair of horns are reversed, base to base,

overlapping about five inches ; the ends are firmlj-

fastened by brass clamps, the space between the curve of

the horns allowing of the hand to pass through for a grip
;
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the tips of the liorns are armed with steel points, tlius

forming a double dagger.

Tlie horns of the female are used sometimes by

sliikarees for carrying the fine gunpowder with which

they prime the pans of their matchlocks.

The chikara is sometimes hunted down by dogs,

assisted by a large species of falcon, the saker (Falco sacer).

The bird is trained to fly at the poor animal's head, which

it buffets with its Avings, whilst at the same time it pecks

at the gazelle's eyes, till the poor creatiu-e is so impeded

in its flight as to allow the dogs, which would otherwise

have no chance, to come up and seize it—a cruel and

unmanly sport to our way of thinking, and one in which

no true hunter would take pleasure.

As they drove on they heard a shouting and laughing

of merry Gonds, and soon came upon a party of them

accompanied by two dogs, busily engaged in digging out

a porcupine.^

The entrance of the animal's abode was a hole in a

bank, at which the dogs were yelping and scratching
;

but tlie bipeds had gone more scientifically to work by

countermining from above, sinking shafts downwards at

various points till at last they reached his inner chamber,

when he scuttled out, and charging backwards at the dogs

with all his spines erected he soon sent them flying,

howling most piteously ; but a Gondee axe hurled at his

head soon put an end to his career, for a porcupine's

skull is particularly tender. Milford looked on with the

greatest interest ; he had never been able to understand

how the porcupine could make his quills weapons of

offence—of defence they were self-evident, but, as the

darting theory was one in which he put no faith, he was

puzzled to know how the quills were so formidable.

' Mystrix Irueura.
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However, when he saw the infuriated little creature

rushing backwards and sideways, erecting the sharp

spines as he made little sudden jobs at his assailants, he

realised how the offensiveness was accomplished. The

two dogs had suffered severely on this occasion : one had

a quill driven deep into his neck ; the other had one

through his jaw, and another fixed so firmly into the

muscles of the face under the eye, that it was with the

greatest difficulty and exercise of sheer strength that the

spine was drawn out. Milford bought the porcupine

from the Gonds, as he was anxious to taste it, having

often heard of the excellence of the meat, wliich resembles

very delicate pork.

The rest of the day was spent in skinning the bison

heads carefully, and preparing them, and cleansing the

skulls, whilst the skins were packed in small kegs of

strong brine for future preparation.

The next morning they marched back towards Seonee,

and Milford turned in his saddle at the top of a small

ghS,t, with a sigh of regret as his eye wandered for the

last time over the dark distant line of the bison jungles

of Sona'wani.

HORXS OF THE GAUR,



The autumn in Central

India is a slack time for

hunters. Not only are the

jungles unhealthy and

feverish, but the abundance of water and the growth

of the underwood are all against the shikaree, and in

favour of the animal. Our friends were, therefore, com-

pelled to remain in the station for some time, making

occasional forays on the antelope plains, which, from the

open character of the country and perfect drainage, w^ere

healthy at all seasons of the j^ear. Fordham's official

duties gave him ample occupation ; but Milford longed for

camp life again. There is almost the same monotony in

a small station that there is on board ship—the same

foces day after day—the same routine. Three young

men making love to the solitary spinster ; the doctor's
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wife cuts with the joint magistrate's, both equally resent-

ing the pretensions of the collector's spouse, who con-

siders herself the Burra Mem, or leading lady of the place,

in virtue of her husband's position. Such, however, was

not the case with Seonee in those days ; for ladies were

few—in fact, there was but one at that time ; and the men
all pulled Avell together, and there used to be a social

custom of dining at each other's houses, each guest cariy-

ing over his own dinner. For instance, the doctor and the

deputy commissioner would meet in an evening stroll,

and the latter would say, ' Come along to dinner and bring

over yours ;
' so the dinners would be combined and cosy

little parties thus formed sans ceremonie.

Fordham's house was a pleasant one for a lad with

Milford's tastes. There was a good library of books, in-

cluding many valuable works on ' JSTatural History ;

'

there was quite a museum of -birds, beasts, reptiles, and

fossil remains, in which the valley of the Nerbudda is so

rich ; there were live pets without end, from cages of

birds to a large shed near the house full of deer, leopards,

a tame tiger, bears, and all sorts of animals. Near the

well in the garden was a tealery full of aquatic birds
;

beyond that, again, was Cliand Khan's special domain

—

a substantial brick-built kitchen, which was a great con-

trast to the horrible little dens in which unmentionable

cuhnary atrocities are perpetrated in most Indian houses.

Chand Khan's kitchen was as clean as an English one,

Avith a well- scrubbed dresser and neat racks for his pots

andpans ; whilstfrom antelope and stag horns, which graced

the walls, depended numerous ladles, forks, frying-pans,

and other portions of his batterie de cuisine. This kitchen

was the old fellow's special pride. Having some notion of

bricks and mortar, he got permission from his master and

built it under his own eye, and according to his own
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notions, and the whole was extremely creditable to both

architect and cook.

By the kitchen door, chained to a huge stake, lay on

a wooden bench Fordham's pet tiger, ' Zalim,' ^ now a

fine, nearly full-grown specimen of his race.

Zalim had been caught witli a brother, whilst yet a

helpless cub, by some of Fordham's servants as they were

crossing a sandy river-bed in the Dongertal talooqa.

Their mother had e\ddently left them in search of food,

and the little fellows had crawled away from the corner

in which she had stowed them ; so they were ruthlessly

abducted and carried off in triumph to Fordham, who
succeeded in rearing one of them, which, in course of time,

became a great pet, and was named ' Zalim ' by the

native servants, who took a great fancy to him ; and so

little Zalim throve apace, Avaxing, not in wisdom, but in

mischief and stature. He would prowl round the garden

stalking the other animals that roamed about, setting to

work in a most business-like way.

At last, when he was about the size of a Clumber

spaniel, it was considered time to restrict his liberty ; so a

stout buffalo-leather collar Avas put round his neck, and a

strong chain fastened him to his stake—a proceeding

master Zalim at first decidedly objected to, and nearly

committed suicide by lianging ; but he got reconciled in

time to his novel situation, and from thenceforth became

the especial pet of the table servants, who, as they sat

round him at the kitchen door, Avould roll him over on

his back and tickle and scratch him to his infinite enjoj"-

ment. He Avas never alloAved raAv meat, but had a small

allowance of boiled goat's flesh daily, Avith as much milk

as he could drink ; and this he Avould only drink out of a

bottle, even Avhen full-grown. Put a dish of milk before

' Atifflici; ' the Tyrant.'
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liim, and in would go his huge paw upsetting tlie vessel

;

but hold out a bottle full, and he would settle down, like

a greyhound couchant, and drink it down with great satis-

faction.

On one occasion he got the flavour of raw meat. He
had been taken to be photographed, but he was restless

and would not remain still for a second. The photographer

thoughtlessly gave him a raw rib of beef, which Zalim

seized at once ; but the motion of gnawing it was even

worse than the first fidgetiness, and his keeper was ordered

to take the bone away ; but the attempt was met by a

savage growl, and the tiger's eye glared angrily at the

man as he retreated. Fordhamsaw this would never do,

so he took hold of the bone, ordering Zalim to let go ; but

the growls became more ominous, and he made a vicious

stroke with his paw. Planting a tremendous blow full on

the mutineer's mouth, his master picked up the dropped

bone and flung it away, but the animal was very restless

and unhinged in his temper for a time ; and this was the

first taste he had ever had of raw meat.

On one occasion his master, shaking hands (or paws!)

with him, gave what schoolboys are rather fond of—

a

knuckling. Zalim quickly protruded his claws and

ploughed a deep furrow in the aggressive hand. Ford-

ham quietly wrapped his handkerchief round it and

Avalked away.

A fidl-grown man miglit do anything with him ; but

when a child came near, the tiger would crouch and his

ears go back and eyes glare, whilst his whiskered lips

would draw back over his glittering tusks. So for all

these things Fordham made up his mind he was not

altogether a safe pet, and Zalim was under orders for

England. Especially had this determination been come to

since he broke loose one night and made his way to his
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master's bedroom. Fordham walked in after dining with

a fi-iend, and, finding no light, felt for some matches, when

suddenly he found his legs embraced and the calf of one

of them in the mouth of what he at first thought was

a dog ; but, remembering Zalim, he put down his hand

and patted him, on which the animal jumped up and

gambolled round him like a kitten, whilst he liglited a

candle and secured him.

He was often allowed to come into the room when

the doors were closed, and then he would have a wild

game of romps, springing over beds and chairs, worrying

a red sofa-bolster which was his special object of attack.

There was a little scene between him and Cossack one

morning. The horse liad come up to be fed with bread,

and,just to see what he would do, Fordham held a piece

of bread close to the tiger. On came the fearless horse

and found himself face to face, with the king of the

felines. Nothing daunted he stood still as Zalim impu-

dently advanced, and gave him a quiet pat on the nose.

The next moment, with a shrill Avhinny, the Arab struck

out with his forefoot ; and had the tio-er not drawn back

ver}' suddenly, the iron-shod hoof would have made some

impression on his skull.

We have here called the tigor the king of the felines.

In the opinion of every one who knows him, he is so,

though the title is usually given to tlie lion. The lion

has certainly a more noble and majestic appearance,

owing to his flowing mane ; but in size, strength, and

ferocity he is inferior to the tiger. As regards size we
were doubtfid, till we had opportunities, some ten or

twelve yeai's ago, of measuring skeletons of the two

animals, when, to our sm-prise, wo found the tiger the

larger animal. There is little doubt about the relative

ferocity of the two ; and perhaps some may remember
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the fight which occurred in one of" the menageries in

England, in which a lion and a tiger of apparently equal

powers got by accident together, and how the former was

kiUed.

In a cage adjoining the deer-house was a fine leopard,

or properly panther—a nice, sleek, glossy-skinned creatiu-e,

whose jet black rosettes shone out on his pale yellow

coat. He was tame, but untrustworthy, treacherous, and

cruel like aU of his species. The tiger is an amiable crea-

tiu-e compared with the panther ; the latter is a cold-

blooded, vindictive, treacherous, sneaky brigand, ever

merciless and shifty, but one wlio fights to the death when
brought to bay.

This one had been cooped up in the same cage witli a

slightly smaller companion, with whom he seemed to live

on terms of perfect amity ; but one night there was a

quarrel, and a fight ensued, in which the larger overcame

and slew his comrade, and before morning ate a consider-

able portion of him.

When taken young, panthers are most amusing and

playful little pets ; but they should never be kept after six

mouths of age, except in confinement. Hundreds of

melancholy accidents have occurred by neglecting this

rule.

In the deer-house were several specimens of sambur,

axis, rib-face, and others. In the first pen was a sambur

doe, as a rule a very quiet and inoffensive animal, but

wheji vexed with her keeper about anything, she is apt

to rear up and strike rapidly like a boxer with her forefeet.

Next to her was a stag with his horns in velvet. Then

came a pen with ' Tommy,' a little Brahminy bull,

brown, with black head and hump, a perfect little beauty.

Tommy would trot twenty miles with a light weight on

his back, and would stand fire like a rock, and so was
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occasionally used as a stalking-bullock for antelope ; but

he was somewhat inclined to be vicious, and had signalized

himself one day by tossing an unwary bhisti, or water-

carrier, who had taken it upon himself to walk just ahead

of Tommy, which the self-important httle creature

resented by giving him a toss over. Next to Tommy
came a fine large blue bull, whose pierced nostrils and

head stall showed that he was in some manner more sub-

jected than the rest of his wild companions. And this

was the case ; he had been trained to carry a rider or a

load, and, though he was a little awkward to sit, Fordham

often r(jde him. It is a strange thing, that, whilst the nyl-

ghau can be trained to bear a load or drag a carriage,

the sambur, though of equal size, is utterly incapable of

carrying the least thing. We have tried to train them,

but their backs give way with the slightest pressure.

Fordham used to make his blue bull earn his-gram by

carrying the servants' bundles whilst marching out in

camp, and this not only saved an extra pack-bullock,

but it kept the animal's spirits down ; otherwise he was

rather given to be aggressive %\-ith his short straight

horns.

The shed contained several other specimens of deer ;

the rib-faced, which was caught in the net on the first day

when Milford was initiated into Indian field sports, and

which Avas now a fine fat fellow, verj' tame ;
^ two beautiful

axis, a stag and a hind ; a pair of gazelles, two four-

horned antelopes, and three mouse-deer. We have

already noticed most of these in previous pages, so we
will turn to a rather handsome-looking animal resembling

the civet cat ; this was a tree cat, or Paradoxus Mtisawja.

It is commonly reported to have an excessive fondness for

' We have elsewliore mcnlioued liis cariuvorous propousities.
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toddy, or the juice of the pahn tree, and from tliis it gets

the name of toddy cat ; but iu Central India, or rather

in the Central Provinces, toddy is unknown, the national

drink being mouhwa, a strong spirit distilled from the

flowers of the mouhwa tree.-^ The musang, therefore, lives

on small animal fry—mice, lizards, eggs, small birds, and

cockroaches—and is a most undesirable visitor in the poul-

try yard. In appearance it is like a rather stout genet,

with longish fur of a deep fulvous colour, striped longi-

tudinally on the sides with black, the head and limbs

being dark blackish brown ; but the colouring varies con-

siderably.

Fordham's specimen Avas exceedingly tame, and

whilst he was in the station it was allowed to run about

the house, though there was a considerable amount of

jealousy between it and his especial pet, 'Pipit,' commonly

called ' Pips,' a large grey mimgoose.^ ' Pips ' was a

splendid specimen of his kind, and talented withal. He
measured seventeen inches iu the body, the tail fifteen,

total thu:t)T-two inches, and weighed three pounds seven

ounces. He was caught by a lame old servant ofFordham's,

Avho presented him to his master. The little mite was

then about the size of a rat, and probably about a month

old, and, after being at first very wild and snappish, he

became excessively tame. Fordham had two of them

at tlie same time, and in a letter to a naturalist friend he

wrote :

—

I witnessed yesterday a singular ebullition of anger

on the part of one of my pets. They are fed twice a day

on raw meat, chiefly birds, and on receiving their portions

tliey run off" growling into some corner to enjoy their

meals at leisure. On this occasion, however, the two ran

' Bassia bttifolia. " Jlerjjcsles i/riseus.
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into the same corner, and against each other, when there

immediately commenced a combat, and as the little one

was getting the worst of it, I pulled off the otlier. He was

in a very excited state, every hair stiffly erected, and, as I

let him go, he rolled over on his back foaming and with

every appearance of suffocation ; but after a few struggles

he recovered, and took a sensible view of the question by

carrying off his meat to devour in peace. It is great fun

to see my last acquisition and a little jungle cat {Felis

chaiis) playing together. They are just like two children

in their manner, romping and rolling over each other till

one gets angry, when there is a quarrel and a fight,

which, however, is soon made up, the kitten genemlly

making the first advances towards a reconciliation, and

then they go on as merrily as ever. The cat is a very

playful, good-tempered little thing; the colour is a reddish

yellow, with darker red stripes like a tiger, and slightly

spotted ; the ears and eyes are very large, the orbits of

the last b(3uy and prominent. What is it ? Chaus or

Bengalensis ? I am not as yet learned in cats when very

young. If it be a real jungle cat—which my shikarees

declare it to be—it strangely belies the savage nature of

its kind, as Thomson says,

The tiger darting fierce

Impetuous on the prey his glance has doomed.

The lively shining leopard speckled o'er

With many a spot—the beauty of the waste.

And scorning all the taming arts of man.

Poets are not always correct. Tigers have often been

tamed, though they are not to be depended on.'

The rest of the letter we need not quote, as it is all a

description of a species of sand-grouse [Pterocles exustus),

a bird we have already noticed. But to return to our

friend Pips, Tliougli so fond of cats, he had the greatest
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aversion to dogs, showing but little fear of them, and

attacking the largest on the least provocation. Though

reared on raw meat, he preferred it cooked, and had lost

much of his savage nature. Eggs he was partial to, holding

them in his paws, whilst he cracked one end, and bit a

little hole out of which he sucked the contents. A
particularly fastidious little animal, he avoided dirt of all

kinds, and most carefully cleaned himself after meals,

even to picking his teeth with his claws in a most absurd

way. Then as to his accomplishments : he had been taught

to sit up, shoulder a miniature musket, ' ready, present,

fire ; ' jump over his master's head, turn somersaults, sit on

a little stool, and had a variety of little tricks. The power-

ful fleshy tail of the mungoose (like that of the kangaroo)

helps liim to sit up with ease ; in fact it is a common thing

with the wild animal to sit up when on the look out.

Fordham's mungoose would follow him out shooting, and

rush to seize a bird if it fell. On one occasion Pips was

lost, and there was a general lamentation in camp. He
had been entrusted to a syce, who had given him a ride

on a led horse ; but at some part of the way poor Pips had

tumbled off, and, his collar .shpping over his head, he fell

on the road and was left behind. Great was the dismay

of the syce on discovering his loss, and great was the

grief of his master. They had traversed eighteen miles of

countrj^ and there was no certainty where tlie accident

had occurred, so Fordham gave ud the idea of seeius; his

pet again. However, as he went out shooting next morn-

ing, an accident turned Mm, from the course he intended

to take, into the old track taken by his camp the day

before, and after going a short distance he stopped to cap

his rifle, for a black buck appeared in the distance. As
he was doing this a little yelp was heard, and down
rushed poor Pips out of a palas tree by the roadside.
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Tlic cries of ihe mungoose are—a grating mew, the

most common ; then occasionally, especially when calling

to one another or searching for anything, a querulous

yelp, more like the note of a bkd ; and thirdly, the growl,

. which is like that of a cat.

One day Milford and Fordham, after making the

round of the pets, walked down to the stables, and in the

camel shed found a little rude surgery going on. The

camel driver was dressing a huge sore on a camel's back

with a poultice of green leaves mashed into a pulp. On
enquiring into the cause of the sore, the man declared it

to have been caused by a musk rat running over its

back.

' Poor little wretch
!

' said Fordham as they turned

away ;
' another sin falsely laid to its charge, for a more

harmless beast never existed ; but there is a strange

coincidence in this superstition. Ernest. In former days in

England a similar charge used to be made against the

musk rat's little European brother, the shrew mouse.

Gilbert White, in his " Natural History of Selborne," says:

" It is supposed that a shrew mouse is of so banefid and

deleterious a nature, that whenever it creeps over a beast,

be it liorse, cow, or sheep, the suffering animal is afflicted

with cruel anguish and threatened with the loss of the

use of the limb ;
" and in Brand's " Popular Antiquities

"

you -will also find an account of the barbarous cere-

monies used to avert the ill effects of the supposed

venom.'

' But musk rats are horrid things,' said Milford. ' I

never heard any one say a good word in their favour.'

' That,' rejoined his companion, ' is because of the

general ignorance regarding the animal. I never allow

one to be killed in n)y house, for several reasons. In

the lir:5t i)laco thev are not rats at all ; tliov belonijr to the
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carnivora and not to the rodents, and tlie skull of a musk

rat is something like the miniature of a bear's skull; they

creep through holes made by rats, and get the credit of

having made them, but their dentition would not allow

of such a feat. Their food is entirely animal—cockroaches,

scorpions, grasshoppers, and the like—and they are of

great use in a house in clearing away noxious insects.

At one place I had a musk rat that would come out

every evening to my whistle, and take grasshoppers out

of my fingers ; it seemed to be very short-sighted, and did

not notice the insect till quite close to my hand, wlien,

with a short swift spring, it -would poimce on its prey.'

' But the smell is so objectioiiable,' urged Milford.

' Have you noticed it much in this house ?
' asked

Fordham.
' No, I cannot say I have. Occasionally I have come

across a whifT, but nothing to take much notice of.'

' And yet,' replied the other, ' my house is full of

tliem. No doubt they have a disagreeable musky odour

which they can emit when they like, but that is only

Avhen they are frightened, and their nests are also im-

pregnated with the smell ; but as to their tainting wine

through the bottle, no man who has studied the matter

or scientific naturalist would entertain the idea for a

moment. In the case of beer or wine bottled in tliis

country, a musty smell is often noticed, which is at once

laid to the charge of the poor musk rat ; but it is eitlier

from an ill-washed bottle in Avhich either a musk rat has

been, or which has been inhabited by cockroaches, or the

corks used have been tainted ; but I doubt whether tlie

glands of the skunk, which are far more powerful

than those of the musk rat, would, if rubbed over a

bottle, give the faintest flavour to the most delicate wine.

My theorj' is that tlie animal in a quiescent state docs
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not emit the musky smell. We had once been talking

at mess about musk rats ; some one declared a bottle of

sherry had been tainted, and nobody defended the poor

little beast but myself, and I was considerably laughed

at. However, one night soon after, as I was dressing

before dinner, I heard a musk rat squeak in my room.

Here was a chance. Shutting the door, I laid a clean

pocket-handkerchief on the ground next to the wall,

knowing the way in which the animal usually skirts

round a room. On he came and ran over the handker-

chief, and then, seeing me, he turned and went back again.

I then headed him once more and quietly turned him

;

and this went on till I had made him run over the hand-

kerchief five times. I then took it up, and there was not

the least smell. I then went across to the mess-house,

and, producing the handkerchief, asked several of my
brother officers if they could perceive any peculiar smell

about it. No, none of them could. " Well, all I know is,"

said I, "that I have driven a musk rat five times over that

pocket-handkerchief j ust now."
'

' What did they say then ?
'

' Well, I think they were inclined to be incredulous
;

but as I had not the character of being a romancer, I think

I scored a few points in favour of the poor little persecuted

beast. However, to go from a molehill to a mountain,

let us go down to the elephants. There is a grand

operation to be performed there ; no less than tlie extrac-

tion of a piece of a back tooth out of a live elephant's

head.'

' Good gracious ! Who is to be the dentist ?
'

' Eamzan Khan, the old mahout. He believes he can

cure this elephant which has been going off into a de-

cline, all, as he declares, on account of an abnormal back

tooth which ought to come out,'
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' But can he get it out ? The animal will be maddened

with pain.'

' Well, he does not intend to drtiw it, but to cut off a

projecting part which irritates his mouth and prevents his

eating ; the man is clever, so I am going to let him try

the experiment. We got the elephant cheap on account

of his bad condition, and if he is cured he will be worth

double the money, for he is a fine big fellow. But to buy

an elephant cheap on account of his bad condition does

not always pay. I once heard of a very fine animal for

sale at Nagpoor, so went down to have a look at him.

When he entered the compound of the house where I was

staying, he certainly looked at the point of death, all skin

and bone ; he could hardly draw one leg after another.

But he was a fine big fellow, and I thought if I could get

him cheap he might be cured, especially as it appeared to

be mere starvation he was suffering from. Some natives

keep elephants merely for the name of the thing, and

just give them enough to keep them alive, and no more.

•'Well," I said to the man in charge, in reply to the exorbi-

tant price he named, " go and tell your master his elephant

is at the point of death. I may be able to cure him, but if left

with you he must die. I will give so much, and no more."

The man pondered a bit, and tlien said, " Well, sahib, I

am not authorized to close with you except for the sum
I have named, but I will go and speak to my master

about it." " Very well," I answered ;
" and in the mean-

time the elephant may remain here, and I will see what

a few days of my treatment will do."

' There was a large paddock attached to the garden of

the house, and into this the elephant was driven. He
dragged his wasted limbs along in a manner painful to

witness, and finally, making a slip, he came down with a

crash, and rolled over on his side quite helpless. For
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three days lie was fed iu that position ; warm mashes were

made with coarse sugar and ghee, and rolled into large

balls for which he would complacently open his mouth,

and swallow them down with great gusto. At last I

thought it time to raise him ; so had a trench dug under

his feet, and then, by using long poles as levers, we stirred

him sufficiently to get his feet in the trench, and after a

while, with a vigorous struggle, we raised him upright, and

he tottered out of the ditch. After this he throve apace,

though huge swellings came out over his body and limbs,

the result of weakness and the change of diet ; but in a

day or two he was roaming all about the place, and used to

• come to the drawing-room windows and put his trunk in

and gently wave it, asking for bread. Now and then the

gardeners would rush in and exclaim that the elephant

was making sad havoc in their beds of misrnonette and

sweet peas, and then I used to run out and catch him by
the lobe of an ear and lug him out of the place ; and this

went on for some days, and he was becoming quite a

privileged pet, when one morning Bussunta arrived with

some of my baggage, and, as I was marching the stranger

out of the flower garden by his ear, Akbar Ali rushed up

to me and begged I Avould let him go. " Khodawund,"

said he, " I know that elephant well ; he has killed two

men already, and that is why they starve him. As soon as

he gets in good condition he becomes mv,st and dangerous.

Don't have anything to say to him, I beg of you, sahib."

Well, as the people to whom he belonged would not take

my price, I sent him awa}', looking much better than lie

did when he came ; but I suppose, poor felloAV, he was
starved to death at last.'

By this time they had reached the tope of trees where

the elepliants were encamped. All the mahouts were

busy over a curious instrument, Avlii<;]i was to take a
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prominent part in the operatioi^ A log of wood, about

three feet long by eight inches square, was roughly

dressed, and a hole large enough to admit freely a man's

hand was cut in the centre, the border being studded

with "broad-headed nails. The elephant stood close by,

seemingly taking an interest in the proceedings. He was

a poor emaciated beast, and a great contrast to the plump

Bussunta and others who were picketed around.

The log of wood was in fact a gigantic bit, which was

to be placed in the patient's mouth, a sort of gag to keep

his jaws open, and this after a feeble resistance was

placed in position, and firmly bound with cords round

his head. . He was then made to lie down on his side,

and his four legs were brought together and bound. One

man then with the iron driving hook made him hold his

trunk . out of the way whilst Eamzan proceeded to

operate ; taking a small saw, after having first felt the

position of the abnormal tooth, he passed his hand

through the hole and cut off a large corner of the offending

grinder. The operation was not by any means a speedy

one, owing to the hardness of the laminae of the molar

teeth, but the poor beast, though it groaned and seemed

to suffer, knew apparently that what was being done was

for its good, and never attempted to resist. The operation

was successful, and Eamzan Khan produced a piece of

the tooth, conical in shape and about three inches square

at the base. The elephant after this throve apace, and

improving greatly in condition was sold for a considerable

sum.

There is no domestic animal living which is so phy-

sicked and operated upon by his keepers as the elephant.

Every mahout is more or less of a doctor, and the boluses,

and. mashes, and draughts that are administered are

numerous. Periodically, too, their feet have to be

z
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hardened b}- the application of a hot lotion. Constitu-

tiouall}' they are delicate animals, being snbject to colds

and inflammation, and various diseases which carry them

off in a few days. Rangoon elephants brought over into

India have to get acclimatized, and they not unfrequently

fall victims to the change of chmate. The mahouts say

if they live over three rainy seasons they become hardened

and are all right.

In 1859 we were quartered at a place where there

was a depot for elephants, chiefly of Eangoon, which had

been collected for military service during the mutiny, and

several elephants died whilst we were there, and one

Avas born, the mother having been caught but a year

previously. Of course it was a difficult matter to dispose

of the huge carcases of those that died, and they were

dragged away into a small valley, and there left to Avild

l)irds and beasts, and the operation of the seasons, to

dispose of. It was obviously an unpleasant place to

venture into, but thirst for knowledge led us to the place

at times to examine certain bones and skulls ; and then

for the first time we understood the theory of the front

shot of elephant hunters, who drop their quarry dead

with a single ball. It is probable that of all the mammalia

the elephant has the smallest brain in proportion to his

huge bulk, the rest of his head being made up of cellular

bone. We are accustomed to attribute to the larae brain

and bright honest eye, as of the horse and dog, the greatest

amount of intelligence, but here we have in ' the huge

elephant,, wisest of brutes,' a very small brain and a ridi-

culously small and piggish eye ; yet no nobler animal

exists, nor one more subser\-ient to the wishes of man.

Caught in his native wilds, in less than a year he is

performing his allotted tasks with almost human sagacity

and more than human patience. Timid to a degree by
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nature, he gains courage and self-confidence under man's

tuition, and boldly withstands the most savage onslaught

of a tiger. He has his fits of passion and repentance.

We confess to believing that often-disbelieved story of

the elephant at Lucknow, who, having in a fit of rage

killed his mahout, was brought to his senses by the frantic

widow throwing her babe before him, and telling him to

finish his crime by killing them all. The story adds that

the elephant seemed calmed down at once, and, picking

up the child, gently placed him on his head, and followed

the woman to the place where he was usually tethered.

How carefully an elephant lifts up his keeper to the

seat of command on his neck ! We never made oiu*

elephant kneel down, but mounted her invariably by the

trunk. A pat on the forehead, and the head is bent down

with the end of the trunk slightly advanced ; the foot is

placed on this, and the lobes of the ears grasped : at the

word of command, Dhur, slowly the trunk and head are

lifted till you can mount with ease on the neck or into

the howdah. To get off we used to slip down a side rope.

Old Earazan Khan, the performer of the piece of

dental surgery just alluded to, had one day a struggle for

the mastery with an elephant, a magnificent female, called

' the Begum,' or Princess. She had not long been caught,

but was very tractable and promised to make a first-rate

tiger-elephant. However, one day, when about five miles

out of the station, she took it into her head to rebel. She

had only a pad on her back, on which was seated a young

Englishman, and Eamzan was in the usual driving seat

on her neck. Suddenly stopping she shook herself so

violently as to upset the traveller, and then she turned

her attention to the driver. Shaking was, however, of

no avail ; then she tried to get at him with her trimk, but

this Avas impossible ; finally she tlu-ew herself on her side
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and tried to crush him by beating her head against the

ground ; but her shoulder and the contour of her head

protected the mahout's legs, and as she came down he

swayed his body up, showering a rapid succession of

blows with the sharp steel hankuss or driving hook, till

the blood poured from a hundred wounds. At last she

gave in, and seemed perfectly under command again,

when Eamzan invited his master's friend to remount.

This, however, he declined, and preferred to walk on to

the next village of Bundole, where a horse awaited him.

The Begum jiever tried to rebel again, but a few

months after she died suddenly, a victim to one of those

rapid elephantine diseases ; and great was her loss, for, in

addition to her stature and beauty, she had shown great

courage, and had all the qualities necessary for a good

shikaree-elephant.

"We have said that the autumn is a slack time for

hunters, but we speak of ordinary hunters, not the hunter-

naturahst ; for him all seasons have somewhat of interest,

and though large game may be more difficult to get, yet

every day adds to his store of knowledge.

At fi%'e o'clock one cloudy morning our two friends

walked down the main road on the Nagpoor side, with

their -horses and gun-bearers following them ; their

course lay along the bank of the Dul Sagur tank, which

was now full, and in the rushes by the edge sported

many a little downy dab-chick and glossy gallinule. But
what attracted the attention of the Enghshmen most were

the stately pelicans that breasted the waters like swans.

Perhaps some may object to the compai-ison, but though

the pehcan may lack the grace of the other, still on the

water he is a handsome and stately bird, and as he and

his family swim about amid their smaller neighbours, the

coots, widgeons, and teal, they look like ponderous men-
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of-war surrounded by fleets of graceful yachts and

pleasure boats.

' See,' exclaimed Milford, ' that big fellow yonder has

got a fish ; but how easily he managed it—just plunged in

his bill and spooned it out
!

'

' Yes,' replied Fordbam, ' he did it neatly ; but the

pelican never dives, he gets what prey he can at the

surface, and the natives say that an oil exudes from his

skin which allures the fish within the reach of that

capacious bill.'

' That's lucky ibr him if he cannot dive after them.'

' Well, if it be the case, it is only one of those many
marvels of a Divine providence which brings food to the

very mouth of those who otherwise, by their peculiar

formation, could not chase their prey. Take, for instance,

the devil-fish or fishing frog [Lophiiis piscator), whose

luminous feelers attract by their phosphorescence the

unwary fish to the very portals of the enormous jaws

that lie buried in the mud. The fascination of the

snake's eye which paralyses the bird is another case in

point.'

'Do you believe iu that?' asked Milford.

' Why not ?—what a common expression it is, " rooted

to the ground Avith horror !
" Many have felt the sensation

of inability to fly under extreme terror. I fancy if you

were to find yourself in a room with a dragon of old, or

with the sea serpent which periodically appears for the

edification of old women in England, you would be as

bad as the bii'd with the snake's eye on it.'

' Well, I have felt something of the kind in a moment

of great peril, a sort of paralysis of the nervous system

for a time, and I should not care to be experimented on

by a dragon of Wautley or the last new sea serpent

vouched for by legal affidavits ; those hydrophidians
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seldom appear in any form but on paper, with at times a

fancy sketch.'

' I am not sure,' replied Fordham, ' that such creatures

are myths ; the marvels of the deep are by no means

exhausted, and I hope yet to see one of these monsters,

" resurrected, and dissected, and hung up in a Aanatomical

museum ;
" but what throws the greatest doubt on their

existence is the reputed immensity of their bulk when

found, whereas there are no intermediate gradations of

large serpents better known to naturalists. Generally

throughout the animal kingdom there is a sliding scale of

size, but here you take a jump at once from a conger eel,

which is about the largest wriggler in the deep sea I

know, to a reptile about ten times—nay fifty times—the

length of the largest known boa constrictor. The common
sea snake of the Indian Ocean, the Hydrophis palamoides,

is but a small fellow, from two to three feet in length,

though a nasty venomous varmint.'

' Are they like ordinary land snakes, or have they

lius ? ' asked Milford.

' No, they have no fins, but the tail which is round in

the land snake becomes flattened and broad in the hydro-

phis. I have found them frequently in the Bay of Bengal.

The head is decidedly of the venomous type, bulging out

behind the eye, the ace of spades shape in fact ; in colour

they are yellowish, broadly banded with black. They

are rather sluggish when out of water, and my mun-
goose Pips, who was with me on the last occasion,

thought very poorly of them, for, after ha\'iug tried in

vain to get a fight out of them, he contemptuously went

up and bit their heads off.'

By this time the friends, talking as thej' went, fomid

themselves out in the open country outside the to\vn.

The husbandmen were busy with their ploughs, rude
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wooden things, in shape something like an anchor Avitli

the shaft set askew with the flukes, drawn by a couple of

miserable little bullocks. But the heavy rains had

softened the soil, and the wooden ploughshares, made of

the hard babool ^ tipped with iron from Pukhara, turned

over the rich brown earth, and played havoc with the

purple balsams that grew thick over the fallows.

' What is this ? ' -asked Milford, stopping to look at a

plant whose broad green leaves terminated in spathes of

delicate pink, enclosing small yellowish florets.

' That,' replied Fordham, ' is called by the Gonds
" k'eokanda," ^ and is one of the numei'ous roots they eat

;

if you will take the trouble to dig it up, you will find a

large tuber, which, however unpalatable and insipid to an

Englishman, is not despised by the natives.'

' It is a sort of yam, I suppose.'

' No, the yams are all creepers, and there are plenty

of them in our jungles ; but let us mount and ride on.

We may pick up a sambur or something in the valleys

yonder.'

Taking a gun apiece they sent back their followers,

and set off at a hand canter towards the woods. The

morning was fresh, and cool fleecy clouds drifted across

the sky, and there was a lightness in the air that made

the younger sportsman feel incHned to brandish his gun

over his head and shout like a wild Arab, as they swept

over the turf-clad laterite beds that skirted the hills.

Down to the southward and westward lay fields of black

cotton soil, to gallop over wliich, saturated as it was with

water, would to a certainty have lamed their horses ; but

here the ground was firm and hard, and rang to the hoofs

of Cossack and Brownie as they kept stride by stride

together. At last they were pulled up at the entrance

' Acacia iiulica. ^ Coitus yicciusiis.
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to a little grass-grown valley between two low ranges, and

the riders proceeded with more caution. The hills on

either side were composed of trap boulders thickly

covered with scrub jungle, at this time of the year densely

matted with creepers.

'There, Ernest,' remarked. Fordham, pointing to a

bush which supported a vine with heart-shaped leaves,

and small, insignificant, -greenish flowers in racemes, ' there

is the wild yam ; it is common all over these jungles, and

when hard up for food I have eaten it, though it is but

poor stuff ; when cultivated, however, it improves greatly

in size and flavour.'

' I thought yams were bushes with tuberous roots.'

' No, they are all creepers. Hola ! halt
!

'

' What is the matter ?

'

' Only a blue bull down the hollow there. Shabash !

there are two of them and three cows,' continued

Fordham, scanning them through his pocket glass.

' Take it easy ; not too fast. Let us ride gently down
towards them, and then you take the one to the right

whilst I tackle the other.'

It was some little time before the nylgaie perceived

the approaching horsemen, and when they did they stood

stupidly gazing for a while, when, finally realising their

danger, they wheeled round and dashed down the valley^

'Eide! ' shouted Fordham, putting spurs to his horse.

^ En avant!' echoed his young companion, eagerly

dasliing forward. Away they all went at racing speed,

for the course was short, and they knew that if the bulls

once got into the rocky jungle bej'ond thej' would be

safe, and their only plan was to blow them before they

could get amongst the rocks. The running lay between

two low hills, beyond which was an open stretch of

country ascending gently for about three-quarters of a
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mile to another low range running at right angles with

the glen along which they were going.

Once out in the open the herd divided, one bull

striking off to the left by himself, and the other with the

cows,, hotly pursued by Milford, inclining to the right.

The ground was rather heavy, being a mixture of brown

soil rendered soft by the rains and trap boulders ; but

Milford's light weight and Brownie's powerful limbs soon

rendered it apparent that another half-mile would decide

the bull's fate. The cows had already dispersed, and

finding themselves unpursued had halted a short distance

oflT, and were gazing at their flying lord. Milford heard

the sharp crack of Fordham's rifle, and half turning for a

second in his saddle he saw his companion's ' quarry fall

heavily on his head and roll over lifeless, and the next

moment he felt himself flying through the air and rolhng

over likewise ; but luckily he was imhurt though severely

shaken, and, after seeing some thousands of stars dancing

about for a few seconds, he jumped up and hurriedly

examined BroAvnie's knees, and finding them all right

—

the horse having pitched upon his head and shoulder,

both of which were shghtly cut—he mounted again, and

tore after his blue bull, who had now got a fair start of

him. His fall, instead of cooling his courage, seemed to

give hini increased energy, and as the Ijull gained the

rocky hill-side, Milford dashed after him at full speed.

' A good horse can follow wherever a blue bull leads,'

he said to himself, as he scrambled over the boulders and

forced his way through the thick scrub. He strained

every nerve to keep the animal in sight, knowing that if

he once disappeared in the thicket it would be a great

chance if he ever got sight of him again. The crest of

the hill was gained, and the pursued showed CAddent signs

of distress. Down they dashed over the precipitous
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descent on the otlier side, and tbey were near the bottom

Avhen suddenly the bull seemed to sink into the earth,

and before Milford knew what he Avas about he found

himself on the brink of a nullah, -with a drop of about

ten feet. However, there was no time for pulling up, or

avoiding the leap, and, -with the consolation that the

bull had safely done it, he w^ent at it. Down they came

in the sandy bed, with a stagger tJiat brought Brownie to

his knees, but, pulling him up, Ernest drove the spurs in,

and, lifting him with a scramble out of the ravine, pressed

on. The country became more level and the jungle

thinner, and the horse, though much distressed, gained

rapidly on the nylghau, whose laborious breathing told

that his race was over. Suddenly he swerved, and,

Avheeling sharp round, came at the horse with a determined

charge. Milford met him with a shot that missed as the

horse sprang aside, and he overshot the place before he

could pull up. As he wheeled round the bull Avas still

standing panting for want of breath ; Brownie, too, was

quite done up, and liis rider jumped off to get a steady

aim. It was an unfortunate move, for as he raised

the rifle to his shoulder with the bridle loosely hanging

over his right arm, the frightened horse threw up his head,

and the bullet sped wide of the mark. The delay had

allowed the bull to recover, and the young sportsman

had tlie mortification of seeing the animal start at tlie

shot, and plunge once more into the thicket.

That bull was lost to him for ever, and he thought it

was hard lines after the perilous chase he had had ; but

still he felt some compassion for tlie poor creature, who
after a severe struggle for life had made a gallant stand,

and deserved his liberty.

So Milford turned to poor, panting Brownie, and

loosened his girths, and sitling down beside lum he thought
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lie would give a five-pouud note for a bottle of cool soda-

water, if lie could only get one ; his mouth was as dry as

a lime kiln -with the heat and the excitement of the chase.

How is it that on such occasions one always thinks of

cool champagne cup, or Gunter's ices, or other things

which are quite out of reach ? It is the tantalizing vision

that tortures the poor wretch who sinks to die on the

sands of the desert—the mirage of cool, refreshing streams,

and palm trees reflected in the bosom of placid lakes.

Milford thought of a friend of his, a fellow-passenger

to India, to whom he had paid a visit a few days after

his arrival in Calcutta. ' Well, Spelter,' he asked, ' how do

you hke India ?
'

' My dear boy,' replied the other,

taking a pull at a long tumbler full of iced brandy and

soda, ' it is the finest country in the world

—

-for a power-

ful thirst!'

.Thoughts such as these passed through poor Ernest's

mind as he sat with his dry tongue rattling against his

palate. Cooper's effervescing thirst lozenges were un-

known in those days, at least to Central Indians, and so

he tried the old hunter's plan of che"\\ing a leaden bullet.

Cooper's lozenges may be better ; a leaden bullet in our

estimation is not quite so reviving as a mint julep or

sherry cobbler.

After half an hour's chewing of the cud of reflection

and the above nutritive substitute, the disappointed youth

adjusted his saddle, and rode slowly back to the place

Avliere he left his comrade. He found Fordhain sitting

on an old stump, making a careful drawing in his pocket-

book of a beautiful sweet-scented white convolvulus, the

Reevia bona nox, which trailed over a portion of the fallen

tree. Cossack was tethered close by, and Milford looked

round, but in vain, for the dead blue bull which he had

seen knocked over. Thiiildno- that some villagers had
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carted it away, lie proceeded to relate his own misfor-

tunes, and, when he had come to an end, Fordham re-

marked with a smile

—

' Then we have both been unlucky.'

' How so ? ' asked his companion ;
' I saw you knock

over yours.'

' Yes,' was the reply, ' and he knocked me over in

turn.'

Fordham had, as Milford saw, ranged up alongside

his bull, whose stride was not equal to Cossack's, and as

he dehvered his fire the animal fell to all appearance

stone dead.

Fordham dismounted and felt for his knife, but found

he had forgotten it ; however, life in the nylghau seemed"

extinct, and as there was no convenient seat handy he

sat down on its body, and striking a light ht a cigar, and

waited fur his young companion. He had been seated

about ten minutes, when he was violently thrown forward,

aud a well-planted kick on his back gave him an

a,dditional roll over in the mud, and 'as he rose to his

knees he saw to his astonishment his late victim gallop-

ping off towards the thick jungle.

Fordham stared in blank amazement for a time, and

then snatching up his rifle pitched it forward and fired,

but with what efiect he was doubtful, for the nylghau

soon entered the thicket and disappeared.

' Many a slip 'twixt the cup and the lip/ said the

Englishman with a laugh, as he lighted a fresh cigar, and,

walking to the broken stump, took out his sketch-book.

But he felt certain he would get him at last ; his rifle

generally made a lasting mark, and it was, he knew well,

but the last dying struggle of the creature. Animation

had been but temporarily suspended, and with returning

consciousness came the effort to escape.
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' Shall we track him up ?
' asked Milford.

' It matters not,' replied the other ;
' let us ride home,

it is past breakfast time. I will send JSTusseer Khan with

Bhoora, and the dog will find him. He is dead by this

time.'

And so he was, and they brought Mm in that night.

PABABOXUEUS.



The Lalla Avas deep in a

story : he sat in the midst

of a circle of admiring

hsteners ; his -mobile features working Avith excitement as

he proceeded, now with skinny finger extended telling off

the vai'ious points, now -with bated breath describing the

SLipernatiu'al, and then with fierce gestures declaiming on

the prowess of his hero in battle. He had an apprecia-

tive audience, for anon a low-toned ah, ha ! would run

round the group as he touched on some thrilling scene, or

an eager ii:ah ! or shabash I followed a bold stroke of war

or diplomacy. The stolid- looking Gond, the quick-eyed,

soldierly Pathan, the credulous Hindoo, all sat agape as

mai'vel after marvel poured from the lips of tlie iniprov-

vimtore.
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The natives of India are not a whit behind the

ItaHans in their love for romance, and tlie reader will not,

we think, be a loser if he will take the trouble to skim

over the marvellous tale which Fordham jotted down

from the Lalla's lips and added to his collection. The

heroics of the Maha Bharut and the exploits of Alha and

Oodul, the fabulous warriors of the Chundelee Rajpoots, are

sources never failing of delight to the natives, and the

man who can commit to memory several hundred stanzas,

and can sing-song them to the monotonous accompani-

ment of the drum, always commands a respectful and

admiring throng.

Our two friends had just paid a visit to one of the

most romantic spots in the district—the old hill-fort of

Amodagurh, which we mentioned once before as the

haunt of bison. The ruins which are now enveloped in

dense forest are supposed to have been one of the

favourite residences of a certain famous queen of romance,

called ' Sona Eanee,' who having failed in marryiug

Pirthee Eaj, the last Hindoo King of Dellii, wa,s canned off

by Alha and Oodul. Wlieuce the sources of the Lalla's

story we know not, but it was evidently gathered, as

were many of his legends, from the Chundelee Eajpoots

and Bundelkundee shikarees with whom he associated.

He had, as we have stated, a rare knack of extracting

every kind of information from the people amongst whom
he wandered, and with a lively- imagination, superadded

to a retentive memory, he managed at times to spin most

wonderful yarns, to the great delight of his comrades

round the evening camp fire. Both Fordham and his

companion liked to get within earshot of these at fresco

entertainments, and whilst the younger sportsman took

down with his pencil the varied expressions of the

listeners, the elder made notes of the recitations, and on

this occasion this is what he heard.
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Legexd of Eaja Chaxd Sa axd Eaja Pirthee Eaj,

AND the Hundred Headless Horsemen.

Listen, brothers—ye who have seen this day the

ruined walls of the palace of the beautiful Sona Eanee,

and doubt not when I tell you the story of those times.

Permessur is great, and he knows what is true and what

is false ; but this I know, brothers, that those were

wonderful days, and men were as giants, and there were

magicians and holy men of great power, and the gods

appeared to men and gave them their help. Ay ! did not

Bhyroo appear to Eaja Sungram Sa, on the banks of the

Nerbudda Male, when he struck off the Gosain's head

into the cauldron of boiling oil ? And didn't he promise

him the sovereignty of the fifty-two provinces, which he

afterwards got? Then there were warriors in those

times—bah ! now we have none such ; one of us nowa-

days, even a pehlwdn^ would have no more chance against

one of the old stock than a Bhojpoorea latthiaP would have

against a rhinoceros (this with a pawky leer at Eam Deen,

a syce from Bhojpoor, who affected an iron-bound bam-

boo staff, and who now joined good-humouredly in the

laugh against him).

I speak of the time of Eaja Pirthee Eaj, Eing of

Delhi. Yes, brothers, in those days Delhi was a great

place. After him came the Moghuls, and they thouglit

they would make it grander still, but (with a wink at the

Pathans) what did they do ? they built the Kootub Jilinar,

and Mahomed ShahToglugh tried to build a city, and failed,

and they made some musjids and tombs ; but no one now
knows of the grandeur of the city of Eaja Pirthee Eaj ;

and who has not heard of the famous iron latth, or

' A cliampion wrestler. ' Olubman,
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pillar, that stands up like the stem of a tall palm, and

whose foundations not even the sahib logue, who know

everything, can discover ? Yes, brothers, the sahib logue

say the world moves round on a pivot, and that latth,

brothers, is the pivot on which it turns. (' Wah ! wah
!

'

from the audience, in which Fordham ironically joined.)

The walls of Eaja Pirthee Eaj's palace were inlaid

with gold, and the doors were of massive silver, and

nuggets of gold lay strewn about, so that no one should

turn away from the place empty-handed ; one thousand

Brahmin cooks prepared food daily in the royal kitchens

for the poor.

His soldiers numbered more than one crore ^ of foot-

men, and one hundred thousand horses stood saddled in

his stables. .(' Wah ! wah !
') Who could count his ele-

phants and camels ? Brothers, you might as well pick all

the pebbles out of the Nerbudda Male.

Well, brothers, it is said that the Sona Ranee, whose

fort is above us, was the favourite queen of Eaja Pirthee

Eaj—(' You are wrong there, my friend,' muttered Ford-

ham)—and she was the most beautiful woman that ever

lived ; but after all it was doubtful whether her daughter

did not excel her. At all events the bards who sang the

praises of the daughter of Eaja Pirthee Eaj sang in such

strains, that the mere description of her beauty maddened

hundreds of prince.=, who sought, but in vain, for her

hand in marriage ; for who in those, or any other days,

was a fit suitor for tTie hand of the daughter of Raja

Pirthee Eaj ?

Eaja Chand Sa, brothers, was a poor prince, but he

came of an old stock, older and more noble than even

Eaja Pirthee Eaj, by whom his father had been greatly

' Oue huudred lakhs—i.e. ten millioua.

A A
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despoiled. His lands barely sufficed to keep up the

dignity of his house, and as for retainers, except a few

Thakoors who owed allegiance to his father, and still gave

him a sort of service, he liad none beyond the household

domestics. "What was the good of such a man, young

and brave and handsome as he Avas, setting his affections

on the daughter of his king ? By what adverse fate had

a wandering minstrel accepted the hospitality of the

generous but impoverished prince, and repaid him by

describing in glowing verse the loveliness of the Princess

Seeta ? It was destiny, brothers, destiny ; who can escape

it ? What is written on our foreheads must come to pass !

(' Ha-w ha-n, such hai, such hai '
—

' yes, yes, it is true—it

is true.') From that night Kaja Chand Sa refused food;

he visited the court of Delhi in disguise, and hung about

to catch a sight of the princess ; he lived but to sigh ; he

lurked about the palace gardens by day and roamed the

Avoods at night. Sorely he bemoaned his fate. Ah ! if

the inheritance of his fathers had not been wrested from

him, he might have gone up to Raja Piilhee Eaj and

made his request in princely fashion ; but now ! what re-

mained to him but his sword and death ?

Well, brothers, one night as he was wandering de-

jectedly in the Avoods, he heard a great rustling in the

bushes, and a beautiful green snake darted across the

path. Eaja Chand Sa thought the creature's eye turned

to him beseechingly as it passed ; but his attention was

drawn off to a huge black serpent, with fiery red eyes,

that sprang on in pursuit of the other. Something told

Chand Sa that this was an enemy, and like lightning his

sword was out, and the head of the reptile lay snaj^piiig

its fangs at the grass on the roadside. At that moment
a beautiful peri stood by the side of the astonished raja

—

('Wah!').
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Laying her hand on his arm, ' Eaja Cliand Sa,' said she,

* you have saved me from worse than what you mortals

call death. I was the green snake, and had the evil spirit

whom you destroyed overcome me, I should have been

entombed inside him, living and yet dead, till some one

qualified to liberate could come to set me free ; for it is not

every one, prince, who could do what you did. Any other

warrior but yourself would have faUed, and death would

have been the result. A virgin blade of the purest steel,

wielded by an immarried prince of unblemished lineage,

prepared by a fast of seven days for the work in hand,

were the conditions. Judge, therefore, how opportune

was your arrival, sent by Indra himself. Now,' continued

the peri, to whom the raja listened with respectful

attention, ' I can do you some service in return ; though,

alas, it will not do you much good ! however, no one

can avoid his fate. You wish to see the Priacess Seeta ?

Shut your eyes, nor open them again till I tell you.'

So saying she laid two fingers on his eyelids ; a cool

wind played about his temples, and he felt as though he

were in a swoon, when suddenly the light pressure on his

eyes ceased, and the voice of the peri told him to look up.

To his amazement he found himself in a spacious room,

built of the purest white marble. The light flickered

through lattices of the most delicately carved stone,

pierced in a manner like the intricate design of costly lace-

work ; the groined roof was richly gilt, and all round the

room w?.s a deep border of flowers of every hue inlaid in

the white marble, composed of precious stones of in-

estimable value, designed and executed by workmen

brought from far countries on the other side of the black

waters.^

On a golden charpai^ covered with silken bedding

> The sea. ^ Bedstead (literally, four feet).

A A 2
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embroidered with "pearls, lay the Princess Seeta, the most

beautiful being in the world. On her forehead, fixed in

a golden band which confined her hair, blazed a diamond

of immense size, as big as an egg. (' Wah ! wah !

') Yes,

brothers, the sahib will tell yon it is true ; the Queen of

England now has the stone, but on Eaja Pirthee Eaj's

death it melted away to one-fourth of the size it was, for

Krishna, who gave it to his forefathers, struck it with a

flash of lightning as it fell into the hands of the Moghuls.

The arms of the princess were covered with rubies and

emeralds, and as her breast heaved with her sleeping

breath, diamonds sparkled like the dewdrops on the

leaves of the, lotus. By the side of her bed was placed a

stand of precious jade stone, on which stood a vase of

rock crystal and a drinking cup carved out of a single

emerald.

But Eaja Chand Sa saw none of these things ; his eyes

were rivetted on the face of the beautiful princess, and

one of his deep sighs awoke her.

She rose with a start, and, suppressing a scream, she

gazed with astonishment at the handsome youth who,

kneeling before her, poured forth abundant apologies for

his intrusion. None of tlie suitors Avho had asked for

her hand had been so good-looking as this one, and she

was not sorry when they retired disappointed ; but now
she thought she could listen for ever, and it was grief to

them both when the peri, again appearing, warned them

they must part. The princess added her entreaties to

tliose of the raja that she would take them both away
together, but she was obdurate.

' Ye know not what ye ask,' said she ;
' the king, your

father, is under the special protection and favour of Indra,

and his magicians are mighty : they would soon discover

that I had helped you to fly
; you would be speedily
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retaken, aud I should surely be punished. Nay, what is

written in your fate will come to pass. I know only of

one who may help you, and to him, prince, will I take you.'

So saying she placed her fingers on his eyelids, and

when Eaja Ohand Sa opened them again he was once

more in the gloomy wood, the peri and his horse standing

beside him.

' Chand Sa,' she said, ' we meet no more ; henceforth

another must guide thy destinies. I send thee to one

who will give thee the means to conquer, if so be that

Indra will permit it ; only this will I tell thee : on the

first day of the new moon the Princess Seeta will proceed

to the temple to make offerings ; if thou hast the power

thou mayest carry her off. Farewell. Take the road

yonder, and follow it till it divides in two branches

;

pursue the one thy horse chooses, till thou art stopped

by a cliff; take then thy right shoe in thy left hand and

throw it at the rock, which will divide ; enter, and thou

wilt find one who will direct thee.'

A ray of moonlight fell on the spot where the peri

stood, and she was gone.

Eaja Chand Sa mounted and rode slowly along the

path, pondering on the events of the evening, and, with

his heart full of the beauteous vision he had seen, he

scarcely noticed that his horse hesitated at a point where

the road forked ; the animal felt inclined to take the one

to the right, but a nightjar fiew up with a scream right

under his nose, and turned him into the other path. At
last a huge rock barred the way ; there was thick jungle

full of thorns on either side, and the barrier was in front,

so the horse came to a dead stop, and this recalled the

prince to himself, and, remembering the instructions given

by the peri, he drew his right shoe off "with his left hand,

and hurled it against the face of the rock.
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Instantly, like huge doors unfolding, the stones parted,

and a vast chasm yawned before him. (' Wah ! wah

!

kya khoob
!

')

Yes, brothers. Drawing his sword the raja plunged

into the gloom, leaving his horse at the mouth of the

cavern. For some time he stumbled on in darkness,

hardly knowing where he was proceeding, when at last

a light like that of a star glimmered in the distance ; it

brightened as he approached, and then he found himself

before a golden gate through which poured a brilhant

hght (' Wah !

') ; the door opened of itself for liim, and

he passed through into a vast hall, whose crystal roof and

ivoiy pillars, capitals of which were studded with gems,

gUttered with dazzling brilliancy. In the centre of the

chamber lay a tiger skin, and or it sat, Avith his legs

crossed and his arms folded before him, in an attitude of

meditation, a very old man—so old and shrivelled that

he seemed to be but a skeleton Avith the skin drawn over

it ; his long white hair hung loosely over his shoulders,

and his beard flowed down to his waist.

Eaja Chand Sa sheathed his sword, and advancing

towards the venerable seer made a low obeisance. For

a time neither spoke. The old man never raised his

eyes from the floor, nor altered his position, yet the

prince felt sure his presence was known. At last with a

deep hollow voice the magician broke the silence.

'I know thee, Chand Sa,' said he, 'and the wish of

thine heart, and for thy sake and still more for the sake

of thy forefathers, who were known to me, I will give

thee the means of accomplishing thy design
; yet the end

of it is doubtful—there is a cloud over thy future which

it is not even in my power to see through or avert. Eaja

Pirthee Kaj is the favoured of Krishna, and it is only by

the countenance of the gods that you can succeed.
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Speak not a word, but listen to what I say. Thou

requirest arms and money ; return to thy horse, and thou

wilt find a troop of one hundred men awaiting thee, all

armed and mounted ; they wiU obey thy behests even to

death, and each one shall slay a thousand of his enemies

before he falls. But first thou must thyself take off of

each his head. (' Wah ! wah !

') The leader of this troop of

horse wiU hand to thee a bag, from which thou mayest

draw all thy needs, and if thou art sore pursued, ask him

and he wiU give to thee the means of deliverance. If

they suffice not, fate is against thee, and thou mayest not

avoid it. Go, and utter not a word till the rock closes

on thee again.'

Eaja Chand Sa bowed reverently, and retraced his

steps through the gloomy corridor and the portal of

riven rock, which slowly closed as he passed out. He
found his horse tethered where he had been left, and

beside him drawn up in line stood a troop of cavalry

;

such cavalry, brothers, as no man had ever seen before.

The riders were as giants, and the steeds they bestrode

were of great size and power, and were jet black in

colour. They saluted Chand Sa as he approached, and

then remained motionless as statues, whilst their leader

paid his respects to his new lord, Avho, after courteously

receiving them, mounted, and rode off at their head.

Well, brothers, on the day foretold by the peri, the

Princess Seeta went to make ofierings at the temple. In

the meantime, Eaja Chand Sa, escorted by the hundred

horsemen, made a formal demand of Eaja Pirthee Eaj

for his daughter, but was laughed to scorn ; so Eaja

Chand Sa remembered the day of offering.

The Princess Seeta's heart had become as water,

brothers, since the night the peri had brought her hand-

some suitor ; and her attendants wondered at her
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thoughtful aud sad mien and loss of appetite: the most

delicate sweetmeats, such as she had been partial to, re-

mained untouched, alike with the rarest fruits the royal

gardens could produce. She spent her days in sighing,

and tears wet her pillow at night, and only the vision of

Chand Sa filled her heart ; and as she travelled in pomp,

borne in a golden litter from the palace to the shrine of

the god, she strained her weary eyes through the loop-

holes in the velvet curtains to see if Chand Sa was any-

where in sight.

The king's daughter travelled in great state, as you

may suppose, brothers. There were guards and ofiicers of

the household ; slaves bearing gifts of great value for

the temple ; female attendants in covered litters, and

elephants and horsemen bringing up the rear, and all

the people prostrated themselves as the daughter of

Pirthee Eaj passed by.

The route lay tlirough a grove of large mango trees,

and suddenly the sound of drum and pipe changed into

shrieks and shouts, as a mass of horsemen, black and

gigantic, charged down upon the procession as it wound
through the gloom of the grove. But the Princess Seeta

recognised her lover in the leader of the troops, and her

heart beat for joy.

Sooner than I can tell you, brothers, the escort was

ti-ampled down under the feet of those dreadful horses ;

and the blade of each rider fell like lightning, shearing

through steel and brass, as sword and shield were raised

in defence.

Eaj a Chand Sa sprang to the litter of the princess,

and, after a few hurried sentences, he gave the order to

move off rapidly, ere the alarm could be given and a

pursuit organized. The black horsemen brought up the

rear, and the prince himself joined them occasionally,
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and cast an anxious glance behind, for he knew it would

not be long before the armies of the offended father

would be on his track. Onward they hurried through

the heat of the day, not even stopping to drink by the

wayside, nor to shake the dust off their clothing.

It was an anxious time, brothers, for Pi rthee Eaj was

powerful, and beloved of the gods, and his magicians

were mighty. But who knew? Perhaps Indra might

permit the marriage, and then what could the king do ?

for even kings, brothers, have to obey the gods. (' Hara,

han ! yes, yes ! such hai ! it is true
!

') Well, they

hurried on,, trusting that nightfall would cover their

retreat ; but, asP told you before, brothers, Eaj a Pirthee

Eaj had a hundred thousand horses ready saddled m his

stables, and no sooner had the fugitives from the escort

reached the palace than the squadrons were in motion.

At the third watch of the day the fugitives noticed, to

their soitow, a cloud of dust bounding the distant horizon

in their rear, and before long the pennons of the ad-

vancing spearmen could be distinguished. Eaja Chand

Sa remembered the words of tlie aged seer, and calling to

him the leader of his troop, consulted with him as to

what was to be done. The warrior drew from a pouch a

small paper covered with magiciil characters, and handing

it to the prince told him to blow the powder it contained

upward towards the heavens. Chand Sa did so, and

instantly there arose such a dust storm as completely hid

the fugitives, who took advantage of it and changed the

course (' Wah, wah, bhaie
!

') ; but as they were con-

gratulating themselves on their escape, there came an

ominous roll of thunder, then a vivid flash, and peal

rang on peal as torrents of rain came down and beat the

dust to the ground. This, then, had failed, and Eaja

Chand Sa felt as though the gods were against him.
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(' Ah-ha
!

') Yes, brothers, he thought so, but he still

detennined to do his best ; for the gods love those who

fight well and die hard (' Such hai, bhaie
!

'
—

' true it is,

brother '), and with resistance success might be granted.

So he consulted again with the old warrior, who was

calmly scanning the long lines of the approaching hosts.

This time the horseman took from his saddle-bow a

bottle of water, and, putting his horse to a gallop, poured

forth the contents in a line between the two forces. The

earth suddenly divided, and a swollen river rushed

between. (' Wah ! wah ! shabash, kya khoob !

')

Yes, brothers, there was safety for them at last : who

could cross such a torrent as that which foamed and

tossed behind them as they sped on their way ? Surely

they were safe. But, brothers, Eaja Pirthee Eaj's sorcerers

were might}^ and advancing to the front they invoked

the aid of Krishna, and a vast chasm opened and

swallowed up the river. (' Un-e wah !

')

' Illustrious prince,' said the aged leader of the troop,

"• we must now appeal to arms. Call a halt then under

these trees, for we must perfoi^m the necessary ceremony.'

So Chand Sa halted his partj'^ whilst the horsemen

ranged themselves in a line. The veteran leader dis-

mounting spread a carpet for the prince, and requested

him to seat liimself After this he placed before Chand

Sa a stool ; then drawing liis sword he presented it to

the four quarters of the compass, and repeated an in-

vocation, after which he handed it to the priuce, saying,

' Strike, and fear not
!

' At this moment one of the horse-

men moved forward out of the ranks, and reining up his

steed before the raja bent his head towards him ; the

sword flashed in the air, and the head of the trooper

fell on to the stool. (' Wah !

') Then, brothers, like an

arrow from a bow shot forth that headless warrior ; like
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a flash of a thunderbolt he burst on the advancing

columns. Chand Sa gazed with eager straining eyes

as he saw tlie foremost ranks break and fly as the re-

lentless steel, driven by the arm of a corpse, sheared

through armour and flesh like as the sickle of the

thatcher mows down the reeds on the river-side.

('Shabashlshabash!')

Suddenly he saw the trooper reel and fall from his

saddle, and at the same instant the head rolled off the

stool! ('Wah!')

'His work is done,' said the aged leader in deep

hollow tones.

Another horseman advanced and bent his liead to the

stroke. Once more were beaten back the forces of

Pirthee Raj , as the hawk drives the trembling teal into

the lake. A thousand more fell under the enchanted

steel, and the second head rolled from the stool.

Who shall describe, brothers, the consternation in

Eaja Pirthee Eaj's camp ! but his astrologers bade him be

of good cheer, for though his forces m'ght be destroyed,

still success would come. So legion after legion hurried

to the front, though they rushed over a pile of corpses

that swelled as a mountain before them, and breasted the

rampart of carcases but to add to the pile. Well,

brothers, there is no use in describing in detail the deeds

of the hundred horsemen as each rushed on the foe ; but

it Avas all of no avail, the last warrior, even the aged

leader of the troops, had fallen, and Eaja Chand Sa gave

up hope. Only death now remained, so tenderly em-

bracing the weeping princess he sprang on his horse, and,

flashing his tulwar in the rays of the descending sun, he

dashed forward to meet his doom, when a piercing shriek

arrested him. He turned in his saddle, and nearly

swooned at the sight, for the beauteous Princess Seeta,
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Struck to the heart by her own hand, hiy writhing on

the ground in the agony of death. (' Hi, hi, kya zuloora
!

')

His first impulse was to throw himself on the body of

his love ; the second, which prevailed, to dash at the

enem}^ Weakened by the loss of a hundred thousand of

his men, Eaja Pirthee Eaj's. force had dwindled down to

a mere body-guard, and through these, almost to the

presence of his father's and his own deadly foe, Eaja

Chand Sa cut his way. Frantic with rage and grief lie

madly threw himself first on one and then another, and

wherever his sword fell it was death. (' Shabash
!

') At

last, just as he reached Pirthee Eaj, one of the astrologers

touched him on the head with his stafi", and, stunned as

with a hghtning stroke, Chand Sa fell to the earth. {' Wall

!

wah!')

Eaja Pirthee Eaj would have put him to death then

and there, but the Brahmins interfered and averted the

king's intention, on the score of the prince's noble lineage

and high caste ; but, brothers, it would have been better

if he had been put to death, for his heart was dried up

for love of the Princess Seeta, and die king had his eyes

put out and cast him into one of the lowest dungeons of

the fort. (' Arre hi ! hi
!)

Well, brothers, after this Eaja Pirthee Eaj, who had

no more children, wished to adopt a son, and a favourable

selection having been made, great festivities were held in

the palace. For days, nay months, brothers, there were

perpetual feasts and revellings of all kinds ; the fairest

dancers in the realm were gathered together, and the

bards assembled in crowds to rehearse the glories of the

gods, and of Eaja Pirthee Eaj. There were fights

between wild beasts, and the champion wrestlers per-

formed prodigies of strength and skill ; but, strong as

they were, none of them could bend the bow given by
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Krishna to Eaja Pirthee Raj. This was the great trial of

strength, and the raja promised an elephant-load of silver

to the man who could draw an arrow to the head ('Wah !

wah!
')

; but they all failed, and the raja laughed them to

scorn.

The shouts of the revellers reached the ears of Eaja

Chand Sa, as, blind and sorrow-struck, he lay in a corner

of the dungeon, longing for death to release him from his

sufferings.

Every day the jailer came to bring the unfortunate

prince his food, and out of compassion used to sit awhile

and talk to him. So he came as usual, and told him how

Eaja Pirthee Eaj had promised an elephant-load of silver

to the man who could draw the bow to the head of an

arrow.

' Go,' said Chand Sa, drawing himself up, and losing

for the moment his attitude of deep dejection, ' go to the

raja, and tell him there is one here who will draw his

bow, ay, and send the arrow through six planks of wood.'

' Bap re
!

' replied the jailer, 'how can I go with such

a message to the king ? My lord wishes his slave to lose

his head.'

' Go, then,' said the prince, ' to tlie Dewan Prem Eaj,

and tell him to convey my message to the raja.'

So the jailer thought this was the safer plan, and

away to the minister he went and confided the challenge.

The dewan laughed. But he was anxious to see if

the vaunt could be sustained, and he was also anxious

that some amelioration should take place in the un-

fortunate captive's condition, whose higli lineage and

great misfortunes excited commiseration amongst all

classes, and even amongst those courtiers whose self-

interest required that they should show harshness towards

him in the sight of Eaja Pirthee Eaj, the king.
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So tlie Dewan Prem Eaj went and told the king

concerning the boast of Eaja Chand Sa, and Pirthee Eaj

lauglied loud and scoi-n fully.

' What ! have not captivity and chains and the bread

and water of affliction tamed that proud spirit yet? Well,

let him tiy ; but if he fails, as he will do, he shall be

trodden under foot by elephants.'

Then Chand Sa leaped for joy at the news, and

stretched forth his arms to grope for the dungeon door,

so eager was he for the trial ; and the dewan and jailer

looked amazed at him, so little did he resemble the bowed-

down and dejected captive of the day before.

'Tis said, brothers, that as Chand Sa was led past

the groves of the palace gardens a little green bird flew

on to his shoulder, and, having twittered away for a

few seconds, took again to flight, hovering round him.

('Wah!')

The king sat in the great court-yard with his nobles

around him, whilst clouds of attendants hovered about

with silver and gold maces and fans. Jets of rose-water

were flung into the air to cool the breeze, and a thousand

scents pervaded the atmosphere. On a table in front of

the king lay the famous bow, made, they say, out of a

gigantic horn of a rhinoceros, and on one side stood a

group of warriors and wrestlers wlio had in vain striven

to bend the celestial weapon.

A murmm- of compassion and incredulity ran round

the assembly as the tall figure of the captive prince, led

by two warders, made its appearance at the foot of the

court-yard; but tliere were some who did not fail to

remark the upright bearing and elastic footfall which

strangely belied the reported treatment of the celebrated

prisoner. But, brothers, it was the last flare of the torch

before it sinks into an ember : none could see into the
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heart of Chand Sa, or feel the elation which gave him

the false semblance of activity he wore.

The king, Pirthee Kaj, noticed his bearing with anger.

' Ah, ha ! blind one
!

' he cried, ' thy step is proud and

free indeed to meet thy doom. Presumptuous man ! the

elephants wait to tread thee under their feet for daring

to mock at the ordinance of thy king. Canst thou hope

to draw the bow of Krishna when the strongest of the

pehlwdns have failed ?

'

' Give me the bow, king,' replied the prince, ' and

place six planks one before the other in front of the

target, and I will send an arrow through all.' (' Shabash!
')

A cry of astonishment broke from the bystanders, and

at the king's order six planks were laid on the face of the

target, though how a blind man was to hit the mark was

a subject for much comment and wonder.

Eaja Chand Sa desired to be placed facing the target,

and told the men in charge of it to shout aloud.

' He is going to shoot by the sound of the voice,'

cried the spectators.

' Give me the bow,' said the prince ; and it was

handed to him by. an officer of the court, together with

an arrow, the point of which Eaja Chand Sa carefully felt.

' Now let my lord, the king, give the word.'

' Shoot, blind one, shoot,' ciied Pirthee Eaj.

As easily as though it were a child's toy, Chand Sa

drew the long arrow to the head, and wheeling rapidly

round he discharged it full at the breast of Eaja Pirthee

Eaj, who, struck through the heart, fell from his throne

down the steps. (' Wah ! wah !

')

Brothers! how can I describe the confusion that

reigned during the next few minutes ? Some ran to pick

up the king, others beat their breasts and stared, but did

nothing ; then arose the cry to seize the assassin.
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He lay on Li-j face.

They turned him over.

He too was dead.

There were some there, brothers, who said that the

little green bird flew to him just as he pulled the bow,

and that as he fell two birds of like plumage were seen to

fly into the gardens, where they are occasionally to be

seen to this day, flitting amid the fragrant flowers of the

bela and harsingha ; they were the souls of Eaja Chand

Sa and the Princess Seeta. (' Wah ! wah !

')

Brothers ! I have said all as it has been handed down
to us by our fathers. Purmessur only knows how much
of it is true and how much false ; but there are the ruins

of the Sona Eanee's fort, which everyone can see. With

which conclusive statement the Lalla took a proffered

hookah, and was soon in a cloud of smoke.

' More romance than history,' remarked Fordham, as

he shut up his memorandum book. ' Come, Ernest, it is

time we were in bed, and then hey for the man-eater of

Kahani
!

'

Chinta Gond possessed but an ill character amongst

his people, and even the Hindoos and Mahomedans were

averse to much intercourse with him. He was a soda,

or one gifted with supernatural powers, could cast the

evil eye, and had the power of turning himself and others

into wild beasts. No wonder he was avoided, and he

knew it, and traded in consequence on the fears of bis

neighbours ; for he was a brave man indeed who would

not give Chinta Gond aught that was in his house: flour or

millet, daroo (spirit from the mouhwa flower), or the much
pnzed, and not often to be freely got, salt—all were his

for the asking, and there was never any lack of luxuries

in his solitiiry hut, where, Avith his wife, he lived apart.
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It was rumoured too that tigers were seen coming along the

forest paths with offerings of meat for the soda's hut; certain

it was that the flesh-pot often simmered on his fire, when
the rest of the Gonds had but grain and roots to live upon.

It was late one afternoon when Chinta and his wife

—

who. was about the only one who disbelieved in her

husband's supernatural powers, for she had never seen

them—were coming along from an adjacent village, and

their path lay over some open country dotted with bushes,

amongst which were grazing a herd of nylgaie.

Chinta "s wife remarked that they had not had meat

for some days, on which he told her that he had the power

of giving her some.

'Look here,' said he, producing from his pouch a

small dried root: 'hold this in thy hand. I shall turn

myself into a panther and kill one of those nylgaie ; when

I return to thee fear not, but give me the root to smell,

whereupon I shall resume my original form again.'

The poor woman tremblingly took the root, whilst her

husband walked away, and was presently hidden by the

bushes.

Soon she saw a huge panther cautiously stalking the

nylgaie, and then a speedy rush brought the nearest of the

herd down. The quarry was soon despatched, and the

panther bounded back to the spot where the woman was

left. Seeing the blood-stained monster approaching with

mouth wide open, the ppor creature's nerves failed her,

and with a piercing shriek she threw away the root, and

rushed blindly from the place.

The infuriated soda, for it was Chinta the Gond in

the form of the leopard, hunted about wildly for the lost

root, but in vain, vrhen, frantic with rage at not being

able to resume his human form, he' bounded after his

fugitive wife, and coming on her as she lay cowering in a

BB
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corner of his hut he tore her to pieces—the first of a long

list of victims to his hate.

Such was the history of the man-eating panther of

Kahani as related in the popular traditions of the

country, and certainly everything in the career of this

extraordinary animal tended to foster the unearthly repu-

tation he had gained. Eanging over a circle, the radius

of which may be put at eighteen miles, no one knew

when and where he might be found ; he seemed to kill

for killing's sake, for often his victims—at times three in

a single night—would be found untouched save for the

fatal wound in the throat. The watcher on the high

machaun, the sleeper in his cot in the midst of a populous

village, were alike his prey.

The country was demoralised: the bravest hunters

refused to go after him. Wild pigs and deer ravaged the

fields : none would dare to watch the growing crops. If

it had been an ordinary panther, who would have cared?

Had not each village its shikaree ? men who could boast

of many an encounter with tiger and bear, and would

they shrink fi-om following up a mere animal? Certainly

not ; but they knew the tradition of Chinta Gond, and

they believed it. What could they do ?

On the morning of the second day after leaving

Amodagurh, the two sportsmen neared Sulema, a . little

village not f;\r from Kahani, out of which, it was reported,

the panther had taken no less than forty people within

three years. There was not a house that had not mourned

the loss of father, or mothei', or brother, or sister, or wife,

or child, from within this little hamlet. Piteous indeed

were . the tales that were told as our friends halted to

gather news, and the scars of the few who were fortunate

enough to have escaped with life, aftei- a struggle with

tlieii' enemy, were looked at with interest ; but the most
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touching of all were the stories artlessly told by a couple

of children, one of whom witnessed the death of a sister

and the other of a brother—both carried off in broad

daylight—for the fell destroyer went boldly to work,

knowing that they were but weak opponents.

With hearts full of indignation, and firm resolves to

do their best to rid the country of such a scourge, the

Englishmen rode on. The morning was bright and cool, and

the crisp air gave promise of the coming cold weather, for

it was now towards the end of October, and at an eleva-

tion of two thousand feet the temperature was enjoyable

after the steaminess of the rainy season. The birds were

singing in the hedges, and chased the bright dragon-flies

that flitted about ; crickets chirped merrily in the grass,

and all nature seemed joyous and bright, so different from

the tales of woe and death just poured into the travellers'

ears.

Fordham had been telling his young companion the

legend concerning the dreaded beast, and went on to ex-

plain that it Avas the worst man-eating panther he had

ever come across, and that the government had raised the

reward on his head from ten rupees to one hundred.

' And yet that is but less than a shilUng a life, if all

one hears be correct,' remarked Milford.

' Just so,' replied Fordham, ' but it is sufiicient ; if

you were to offer ten pounds a life it would not tempt

the natives more. I believe no reward will tempt these

superstitious creatures to stir in the matter, and yet, un-

less fortune favours us particularly, I do verily believe

that it will be only by patient endeavour of the native

shikarees that he will ever be killed : his extreme caution

renders it most difficult to get hold of him. Even when

he has seized his prey, the sUghtest noise makes him

drop it and seek safety in flio;ht, and this mingled

]] B 2
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cowardice and ferocity have gained him his supernatural

reputation. Alas! had I known three years ago what

depended on one shot, what a number of lives I might

have saved
!

'

' How was that ?
'

' Three times this very panther came out before me,

and, but for the impression that a man-eating tiger was in

the place where we were beating, 1 should have knocked

him over. I was in camp at Dhooma, and a neighbour-

ing thakoor sent word to say that one of his men had

been carried off by a tiger. I went to the place, and

took with me two elephants, one of which I posted up

the nullah to my left, whilst the beaters drove a deep

ravine on my right ; in front of me was a small open

patch. After a while out came a panther, and stood for

a moment just in front of my elephant. I felt very much

inclined to knock him over, but I thought of the chance

of losing the tiger, and so let him pass on. He was driven

back by the spare elephant and re-entered the beat, from

which he was a third time expelled. After all no tiger

appeared, and, on going down into the ravine to rescue

the body of the man, I found to my disgust that it was

the panther who had killed him—the brute who had

thrice escaped my bullet.'

' What a sell
!

'

' Yes, it was more than a sell, it was a grave mis-

fortune, for had he been then killed all these lives would

have been spared, for the thakoor's man was one of his

earliest victnns. Ha ! what was that ?
'

Fordham reined in his horse and listened.

' Did you not hear a cry, Ernest ?

'

' I did indeed, and as of some woman weeping.'

Again the breeze bore to them from a distant corn-

field a piteous wail, as of some one in distress.
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' That acciivoed creature again !
' muttered Fordham,

as clapping spurs to his horse he went off at speed in the

direction of the sound, closely followed by his companion.

At the door of a rude wigwam—such as the Gonds build

for shelter whilst they watch their crops—lay the body

of a fine stalwart man in the prime of life. It did not

require a second glance at the four deep holes in his

throat to tell how he had met his fate : the man-eater's

mark had been well and surely imprinted there, and the

struggle was but a short and sharp one. In a corner of

the hut crouched a terror-stricken child, about four years

old, whilst by the body of her husband the wife, a young

woman of about five-and-twenty years of age, sluieked

and tore her hair in frantic distress.

Fordham gazed sternly and sadly at the group.

Milford, with the impetuosity of his age and character,

wished to do something at once. The man had only

lately been killed, was, in fact, yet warm ; the panther

must be somewhere near—why not send for the elephants

and beat about ?

' No use, my boy,' answei'ed the elder sportsman,

shaking his head. ' I know the brute too well ; he is

a dozen miles off' now. I have known him cover a

stretch of nineteen miles in one night ; when he fails he

makes a long run. Is it not so ?
'' he continued, asking

the question in Hindostanee of an old shikaree, who had

just come up ^vith a run after the horses.

' It is, my lord. Allah knows where he is now

;

perhaps killing some one in the Dhooma dhectiou, for he

has failed here, and he will try again, and has tried ere

this—but not in this neighbourhood.'

Fordham put some questions in a kindly tone to the

bei-eaved wife, and after she was somewhat calmed she

told her piteous tale.
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Her Inisba'id would come out to watch his crops

;

they were iu prune condition, and did not he owe his

rnahajiui money ? So he would not let them be de-

stroyed by the deer and wild pigs, and he laughed at her

fears about the panther. For several nights all had gone

well, but on this morning, just at the breaking of dawn,

the watchful wife heard a rustle in some bushes close by,

and stirring up the fire, she called to her sleeping husband

and told him of her suspicion. Laughing at her for a

foolish woman, who was frightened at the morning breeze

playing with the dead leaves, he turned round again and

went to sleep. She sat and watched ; half an hour more

passed, when a large animal burst into their hut, and re-

gardless of the fire seized her husband by the throat,

dragging him away struggling in vain. She sprang to his

assistance, and, laying hold, of her husband, shrieked

loudly ; the panther tugged at his throat, but she held on,

and at last the man-eater dropped his victim, and spring-

ing into the bushes disappeared. But her husband was

dead!

This was the sum of her story, told with many sobs

;

and few of her listeners heard it unmoved.

However, nothing could be done just then, and the sun

was beginning to beat fiercely on the plain ; the village

of Kahani was yet some distance off, and at eleven o'clock

there was to be a council of all the shikarees of the

talooqa, to fix on some definite plan of action. So, giving

instructions that the' poor woman was to be looked after,

Fordham rode off towards camp.

The Lodhee thakoor, or chief, of Kahani, was a fine-

looking old man, not quite so stalwart, perhaps, as some
of his tribe, but still he looked like the scion of an old

house which boasted of an ancestry far beyond the days

of Bukht Buland. He was dressed in the Avadded green
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ungurkha, or coat usually worn by his race, and bore over

one sleeve a massive silver armlet, by which he was dis-

tinguished from his followers, many of whom resembled

him both in features and dress.

He came forward to meet Fordham at the entrance

to his village, and after the preliminary greetings and

compliments, the conversation turned on the all-absorbing

topic of the man-eating panther.

Milford looked round with somewhat of contempt at

the fine soldierly-looking men around him, armed with

tulwax and matchlock, and yet afraid of venturing out

against this one cowardly foe ; but then they were firm

believers in the reputed supernatural origin of the animal,

and superstition makes cowards of the bravest. In all

probability, had not the foolish legend been promulgated,

the man-eater would soon have met with his match, for

the shikarees were not timorous as a rule, nor without

experience ; but, as it was, not a man would go after him,

with the exception of a few Pathaiis from other parts of

Seouee, induced by the reward offered by government.

At eleven o'clock the assembled shikarees, with the

thakoor and the inspector of police, presented themselves

before the tent, and the council was opened. Many

a tale was told, first by one and then another, of the

misdoings of the terrible creatiure. Such a hst of

tragedies was hardly ever before produced on such an

occasion.

The thakoor related a case which had lately occurred

in his own garden. A young Pathan, a government

peon, passing through Kahani had to stay the night. At

dusk everyone as usual retired within doors, and none

stirred out after dark. A watch Avas set in each familj^

and sentinels hourly called from house to house. The

thakoor's dwelling Avas a substantial building, and the
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young man was advised to enter with the rest of the

family ; but the evening was sultry, and the* peon, after

the manner of a stalwart Pathan, was fearless, and laughed

at the idea of showing alarm at a mere panther. 'Why !

'

said he, ' I could slice him in two with my sword as

easily as I could a lemon.' What could be done when

the man was so rash ? It was his fate ! All retired, and

the door was closed, the young man remaining in the

verandah. He kept awake till midnight, for the inmates

heard him moving about and smoking his pipe. But the

panther was there also, stealthily biding his time. At

two in the morning they heard the young Pathan's death

shriek, and rushed out to help him ; but it was too late,

he was dead!

Here the inspector of pohce broke in and corrobo-

rated the thakoor's story, adding on his own account

some family history of the said young man, who was a

distant relation of his own by marriage, throwing in at

the same time broad hints of what he himself would have

done to save him had he been at Kaliani at the time, all

of which tended to show that he was a man of very

superior stamp to the ordinary run of even Lodhee

thakoors, who are by no means a race oblivious of their

own status amongst men, that is native men, putting the

sahib logue out of the question. However, our worthy

member of the Indian constabulary was not present at

the time, and so his poor very distant cousin by marriage

\vas lost. It is possible that the mere sight of our friend

might have frightened away the panther, under the sup-

position that he was some species of nondescript bipedal

pard, of superior stature and ferocity ; for he had the

most astounding set of whiskers, trained out in the right-

angle fashion so highly thought of amongst his people.

But somehow he did not take with Fordham, who turned
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to the shikarees and commenced a close cross-examination,

Avith a view to elucidate something regarding the habits

. of the beast they were in search of.

It was unanimously acknowledged that he had taken

to preying exclusively on human beings, and that it was

utterly impossible to tempt him by tying out baits either

alive or dead; the latter even in the case of a man
would be useless, for he was so suspicious that he made
sure by the deep breathing of his victim that he was

sound asleep before making his attack. Goats _and

ponies he would not look at, and the dummy of a man
on a bed had been tried, but without success. What
then could be done.^

No one could say.

Where were his haunts ?

The whole country was before him ; no one knew.

He was at Kahani at night, and at Dhooma in the morn-

ing ; who could tell to eighteen miles where he was to

be found ? The only chance was to iill him over a bait,

but what bait could attract him ? He was a devil and not

a mere animal ; h'e knew every trap that was laid for him,

and only a living man would tempt him.

The insjjector of police here requested permission to

make a few remarks, which being accorded, he proceeded

to recount the evidence in a pompous manner, showing

how accustomed and skilled he was in putting together

the main points at issue, the ergo of which was that as

nothing but a human bait would tempt the panther, a

human bait must be provided. Now everybody knew

that the gun of his honour. Major Fordham, Sahib

Bahadoor, was as a slave in the hands of his master, that

he had only to wish that the ball might strike even the eye

of a lizard as it glanced over a stone, and it was done
;

had not all the world talked of it, and did not all Seonee
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know of the antelope struck on the bound, and the tiger

in the midst of his charge, and ?

Here Fordbam stopped the torrent of compliment,

and reminded him that he had some valuable suggestion

to make, and as the time was short it would be better to

proceed at once to business.

Somewhat disconcerted at the interruption to his

ornate peroration, the worthy thanadar went on to state

that it was necessary that the bait should be a man—

a

living man. In the days of former rulers this would be

easy, but the justice and clemency of the British rule

covered the face of the earth as the clouds cover the

heavens in the rainy season, and where could a man be

found ? Still he had a suggestion, and may his fault be

forgiven if it were displeasing to his lordship ; but his

lordship knew that the country was being depopulated,

and everyone walked with bated breath, in hourly ex-

pectation of the arrival of the final stroke. Now, there

were two criminals condemned to death for murder at

that time in the Seonee jail. They were to be hanged

by the justice of the sirkar for their crimes, but it

appeared to him that under the circumstances they

might be utihsed to attract this man-eating panther. Far

be it from him to wish them to be put to death burkkeldf

qanoon, contrary to law ; but, under the protection of

his honour's unerring and death-dealing rifle, the beast

would be stopped in his rush, and fall stricken at their

feet. They would come to no harm, and might be

hanged afterwards.

The pompous gravity of tlie proposer, and the pre-

posterous character of the idea, so tickled both Fordhara

and Milford, that they could hardly keep from laughing

outright. But the former composed himself, and answered

that under the law no such utilization of a condemned
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criminal was admissible, however advantageous it might

be, and he was afraid that not even a special recom-

mendation through the proper channel would meet with

a favourable response from government ; but the idea was

novel and ingenious, and he saw in it a means by which

the worthy inspector could cover himself with glory, and

achieve a great name, besides obtaining the favour of

government (here the thanadar drew himself up, and

pleasurable emotions swelled his heart and kindled his eye).

They had all heard, continued Fordham, how the thanadar

had stated that his rifle was as his slave, that his aim was

deadly, and that therefore no harm could come to the

person covered by such an luierring marksman ; now,

though the government would, not allow the unla-\vful use

of a convict, still it might not object to anyone making a

voluntary hazard, considering the exceptional character of

the case ; and, therefore, if the thanadar would offer him-

self as a bait, he, Fordham, would take the greatest care of

him, and would strike the panther dead at his feet, to his

great gloxy and renown, and the blessings of the whole

country, not to say the gaining of the reward. Come, now!

would he do it ? would he suffer himself to be tied out for

one night ? He knew that the sahib's gun never failed.

The poor thauadar's visage lengthened to such an

extent at this unexpected turn of affairs, that the whole

assembly burst out into laughter.

How could he do it ? Perhaps the sahib's gim that

never failed might not go off. "Who was to feed his little

ones ? Everyone's fate was Avritten on his forehead, and,

after all, was not the man-eater a devil ?—a ti-ansformed

Gond ?—a soda ? His lordshij) would forgive him ; he did

not mind fighting openly for the sirkar, but a shaitdn

was too much for him.

' Well,' said Fordham to his companion, ' we can't
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make an unwilling volunteer of liim, like the Sepoy who
said, when he was going to the Burmese war, " Han, sahib,

hum bulumteer hai, muggur hum jane nahi mungta"

(" Yes, sir, I'm a volunteer—but I don't want to go ").'

At last it was resolved that a figure of a man should

be made, and laid on a bed under a tree, with various

cooking utensils lying about, as though a traveller had

camped for the night ; and close by his bed was to be

placed a box containing a goat, muzzled so as to prevent

its bleating, but that its breathing might confuse and

deceive the panther. It Avas but a makeshift, and many
of the shikarees shook their heads over it ; but others

were more sanguine, and none more so than the Lalla,

who went vigorously to work at the dummy figure, w^hich,

as it progressed, caused great amusement in the camp,

and as one of the Sepoys nicknamed it the Thanadar

Sahib, the joke was made much of. As for that worthy,

after the episode of the morning, he kept out of the way.

The day passed in these preparations, and at dusk"

the figure was placed in position, and very natural it

looked as, rolled up in an old resale, it was laid on a

charpai, and the cooking-pots placed about. Poor

Nanny was not put into her box till the last, when, after

a good feed and a drink of water, she was muzzled and

put under a chest, in which several air-holes had been

bored.

The place chosen was at the foot of a huge tree, on

the outskuls of the village, and in the branches was built

a niachaun for the watchers; into this Fordham, Milford,

and the Lalla got shortly before dark, and anxiously

awaited the result of their experiment.

Before leaving camp Fordham had cleared out a large

tent, and made all the camp servants and followers sleep

in it. At each door he had a large fire kept alight, and a
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sentry with musket and bayonet on guard in both front

and rear.

In this way several days passed. The experinnent had

failed, and the shikarees who had been doubtful all shook

their heads more wisely than ever. The days were spent

in scouring every nook and corner of the country, but

not a trace of him could be found. One morning a herd-

boy rushed frantically into the camp, saying he had seen

the man-eater close by ; but by the time the elephants

were ready he had disappeared, and next day came a

report of his having attacked a man seven miles off, who
after a vigorous defence escaped with life. But his time

was drawing near in a manner they wot not of.

Kurria Gond was a poor ne'er-do-weel of the loafing

stamp. He would rather hang about pools gf water or

salt licks, in search of pigs and deer, than till the ground

his father left him, and about the only well-c^red-for

implement of support in his house was an old matchlock

which had been his grandsire's. With this he kept body

and soul together; for occasionally a pig or nylghau

w^ould sell well amongst his more thrifty neighbours, who
Avoidd give him corn and roots in exchange for meat.

But times had been hard of late ; Kurria did not care to

sit out watching at nights when there was a chance of

being devoured by the man-eating panther, so his trade

as a hunter fell off, for day-shooting is never so successful

in the native way as night-work, and he was verging on

starvation. At one time in a fit of desperation, and

tempted by the large government reward, he went off to

watch for the man-eater ; but then a report came of how
another rash sportsman had been pulled down out of his

tree and killed, and so Kurria's small stock of courage

oozed away, and lie gave up the hazardous quest. So

Kurria begged for food and turned his hands to odd jobs,
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and now and then got a pot shot at a pig ; but he was

getting thinner and thinner, and, as the crops were bad

and times liard, his neighbours could not be hberal.

At last, one day, Kurria could stand it no longer

—

food must be had, and if he could not eat it woidd be

better to be eaten; so come panther, come shaitan, he

would watch for pigs at all events till eight o'clock that

night, by which time the moon would be going down.

So Kurria went off to one of his favourite haunts, and

got into a previously dug hole, where he crouched down

moi'e closely than he had ever done before. As night

came his teeth chattered and his hands shook, and every

nerve was so strained that it is doubtful whether he could

have hit a pig even if one had come before him. But

luck was against him, and after some hours' weary

watching, whilst the cold ^perspiration stood in beads on

his forehead, he crept silently out of his hole, and, with

many a furtive glance cast behind liim, he made his way
home. As he passed a small copse bordering a field of

pulse, he saw a dark object moving about in the gloom

of the brushwood ; his knees knocked together with fright,

and then came the consoling thought that this was a

favourite spot for pigs, and where he had often seen them

before. Surely fortune favoured him this time, and sent

him a chance for food for many weeks. It was a piw—it

must be a pig.

So he knelt down, and resting his matchlock he fired

at the black shadow.

If Kurria was alarmed before, how much more did

his hair stand on end and his heart leap into his mouth,

when he lieard the savage roar of a beast of prey, and
the bubbling growl which told of a mortal wound !

The affrighted Gond fled with a momentary expecta-

tion of being torn in pieces, and he flung himself into his
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hut before his astonished wife, the very picture of abject

terror.

Mrs. Kurria was a busthng little woman, and a bit of

a shrew ; so, after hearing her husband's disjointed story,

she rated him well for his cowardice.

What had he to be afraid of? Was he not safe and

sound? And the animal might be a pig after all, and if it

was a cuteela janwar, a tiger or a panther, did not the

sirkar give a handsome reward ? It was evident luck was

in their way, and she should rouse all the neighbours in

the morning, and lead them to the search.

Early in the morning the old dame was astir in the

village, and had gathered a dozen of her friends, Avho,

armed with spears and axes, headed by Kurria and his

shrewish wife, set forth on the quest.

Tliey approached the copse with considerable hesi-

tation, and at last hailed a boy who was herding some

buffaloes.

In a few minutes the unwieldy animals were slowly

forcing their way through the brushwood, when suddenly

their leader gave an angry grunt, and followed by tlie

others dashed through the thicket, and then was heard

the voice of the boy calling out

—

' Here he is ! here is the panther, dead.'

And so there was—a very fine panther shot through

the heart.

An old villager, who approached the dead animal,

now started back with astonishment, and, pointing with

skinny finger and starting eyeballs, exclaimed

—

' Brothers, this is the man-eater ! See, there is the

mark of the axe on his head where the Lodhee thakoor

struck him ; and there is the toe on the left foot gone,

where that Seonee shikaree hit him with a knife when he

rushed up the tree after Jiim.'
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'There,' screamed Kurria's spouse, dancing around

like an old witch ;
' there ! did I not say to you that luck

was in your way ? and you ready to die with fright ! Why,

the sirkar will make you a rich man, and I shall have

silver bangles, and all the country shall talk of you—won't

they, brothers ?

'

A chorus of assent followed, and, poles being cut, the

panther was carried home in triumph, and great were the

rejoicings throughout the country when it was heard that

the dreaded man-eater was no more. But Kurria's wife

pulled a very long face when her husband came back

from Seonee with only ten rupees, and said that the

government ruhng was, that the special reward was not

to be given till six months after the reported death of the

panther, and then, if no deaths had occurred in the in-

terval, the amount was to be handed over. But good

dame Sookea got her bangles after all, and Kurria hved
- in clover for a time on the balance of the money, and had

great reputation as the skikai'ee who overcame the man-

eater of Kahani.



a period of twelve

months from the date

_ of tlie last chapter

:

a year full of awful
interest, fraught with sorrowful reminiscences and gloomy
presages—the memorable year of the Indian mutiny.

The storm %vas still raging, though there were
brighter rifts in the clouds. Delhi had "fallen, Lucknow
was relieved, and people were beginning to breathe more
freely. Still the tide of battle was rolling over the
country, and many a pen was thrown aside for the grip
of the sword-hilt. Still at the dinner table the events of
the day were spoken of with bated breath, with the ad-
mixture of foreign tongues, and with tlie spelled-out

names of places and people ; for swart, impassible faces

c c
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girt the talkers, dark eyes watched every emotion, and

silent listening ears carried garbled scraps of news to be

retailed with every form of exaggeration in the bazaar.

It was not entirely without warning that the tornado

had burst. The distant thunder had muttered and

growled, and sullen flashes of lurid lightning broke over

the horizon some time before the crash came. Some had

predicted the storm aright, but others laughed at what

they thought were absiu-d fancies, till at last it broke

;

and now that we look back to its causes and conditions,

the wonder is that its area was so limited. We are not

going to inflict a chapter of history on our readers, or re-

capitulate how we got possession of our Eastern Empire :

how was first inserted the thin -end of the wedge ; how
Clive and Warren Hastings drove it ; how others poured

on oil, while the successive strokes of Wellesley, Ellen-

borough, and Dalhousie buried it to the head, shivering

the knots and riving the pliant fibre.

There was such a thing at the time of the commence-

ment of our stoiy as the court of Delhi—the court of the

Great Moghul. What vivid pictures does not the phrase

recall ! Of Baber, the founder of his dynasty, a jovial

potentate, equally ready for a fray or a frolic ; of the

great Akbar ; of Jehangeer, to whom our British Solomon

sent an ambassador ; of the lovely ISToor Jehan, whose

history is a romance in itself; of the warlike and wilv

Aurungzebe. Those were great Moghuls, founders and

destroyers of cities, before whom princes bowed trem-

bling, as they sat on the jewelled peacock throne, of

whom the monuments still remain in many a palace and
mausoleum of surpassing beauty.

There was an emperor at the time of which we write

seated on the throne of Akbar the Great ; but what a

shadow ! what a phantom of an autocrat ! A prisoner
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within his palace walls ; a pensioner of an alien race, who
scrutinized his expenditure, and met his glance with a

fearless stare ; a poor, old, purblind poetaster, fated to be

the last of the Great Moghuls ! What a fate ! It was not,

however, all to be laid to the charge of the British. In-

exorable doom had for years before laid its chill hands

on that falling dynasty, and sapped it slowly but surely :

the Mahrattas were even less lenient guardians of the

imperial dignity than were the English. No, it was the

decree of Heaven, and had the aged monarch had his Avill

he would have cast from him the allurements of fickle

fortune, content with what he had left of ignoble ease.

But he had sons and courtiers who pined over the glories

of the past, and whose traditions all stirred within them

hatred of their virtual rulers and unquenchable longings

for emancipation.

In olden times these white-faced foreigners cast off

their shoes, and bent trembling before the throne of their

ancestors ; now they passed by Avith a sneer and a smile,

and the descendant of Baber had to humble himself

before unknown, untitled Saxons. All this was gall and

wormwood, but what could be done ? There was j'^et a

small cloud no bigger than a man's hand in the horizon,

and their eyes fixed longingly on this. The country of

their oppressors was engaged in a deadly strife with a

powerful neighbour ; the thunder of the cannon at

Sebastopol reverberated through the marble halls of the

palace at Delhi, and the eager listeners round the throne

felt that each stroke of a Eussian sabre made a dint in

the heavy links of their shackles. Then cast they their

eyes about. Who was on their side, who ? Had not

chiefs, who. in former days swore to serve their fathers,

grudges to bear against the dominant race ? Was there

no one who would draw the sword for the house of

c c 3
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Timor ? Surely they were not the only down-trodden

ones ! Were there no treaties broken ; no rights of

adoption set aside ; no ancient houses humbled in the dust

even as they were ? Ah ! there is yet that which will hum-

ble the power of the arrogant British, there is discontent

;

let us look to it. Where is the lawful heir of the great

Peishwa of the Mahrattas ? has he got his own ? The

Eanee of Jhansie, has she no wrongs to avenge? and are

the talooqdars of Oude the men to succumb quietly to a

power which gives them a distaflT and spindle in the place

of sword and spear ? No, Allah ho Akbar ! the dawn

is at hand.

Thus reasoned they within themselves, and set to

work silently. Their emissaries, bound by religious as well

as mundane obligations, traversed ihe country as men-

dicants, menials, teachers, and scribes; there was a net-

work spread, each individual mesh of which was as it

were a living snare eager for prey. Azimoollah, the

confidant of that disowned adopted son of the Peishwa

too well known now as the Xana Sahib, went to England

ostensibly to urge his master's claims, really to spy out

the nakedness of the land. The unsuspecting English

feted and feasted him after their usual manner, and the

wily Asiatic, laughing in his sleeve, went off to the

Crimea to judge for himself of our condition. There,

thanks to our admirable administration, he learnt a lesson

whicli he took to his own heart, in the ill-clad, worse

shod soldiery, shivering in tlie trenches in the bitter

Crimean winter. What a contrast to the jaunty-capped,

cane-switching, smartly dressed warriors exhibited to the

eyes of his own countrymen ! Doubtless he wrote to the

thii-sting conspirators round that musty old throne in

Delhi, ' Don't you believe a word of what you may hear

to the contrary : these cursed giaours are thoroughly
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beaten.' How they laughed in their sleeve when the

guns of Port William thundered for the fall of Sebastopol

!

A certain number of chiefs were gained over ; now they

must make sure of the army, without which their cause

was hopeless. A portion was composed of co-religionists,

but how were the others to be won over ? They were

Hindoos, and luckily of the higher castes ; work them on

a religious weakness—that is the way to do it.

How inscrutable are the ways of Providence ! Here is

a new cartridge ordered which requires grease. Spread

abroad that the fat of pigs is used ; that will touch the

haughty Brahmin to the quick, as well as the Moslem.

Through every secret channel dribble into their ears the

same song : your rehgion is to be betrayed ; the English

have lost their power, and now strive by breaking your

caste to bind you. to them ; will you be made pariahs ?

if not, rally round the imperial standard ! So the current

gathered strength till at last the banks burst—burst

perhaps too soon, and perhaps providentially so for us.

As it was, the disaffection was limited to certain chiefs

and theu- territories, to certain districts of the North-west

and Bengal, and to the whole of the native troops in the

Bengal Presidency, with few exceptions. This was bad

enough, but to say that the whole of India was in a state

of rebellion is incorrect. The mass of the population

was not opposed to us, else we had been driven out of

the country ; and in many cases we armed the people

and led them against their insurgent brethren. The

intiiguers of the court of Delhi had counted too much on

the antipathy which they themselves felt to the British.

That antipathy was not national and universal, but

partial. Some of the great chiefs were sincerely loyal

;

others played a double game, and temporized, waiting to

join the winning side. The conspirators had hardly
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reckoned on the neutrality of the Deccan^nay, more than

neutrahty, for that splendid Indian cavalry, the Nizam's

irregular horse, did gallant service in our cause—nor

did they count on the active opposition to them of the

Sikhs and the Goorkhas : thus were they foiled at all

points.

There was much of an inflammable nature in that

part of India whither we have taken our reader. Nagpoor

was the seat of a Mahratta prince, who was primed with

substantial grievances akin to those of the Nana. The

Avilds of Sumbulpoor and Mundla had restless predatory

chieftains, whose old tulwars, erst so red with the blood

of the foe, were rusting ignobly in their scabbards. The

• Lodhee thakoors of Jubbulpoor and adjacent districts

caught the infection of mutiny, and the 52nd Regiment

of Native Infantry were for a time the masters of the

Head-quarter Station on the banks of the limpid Ner-

budda. The late Earl of Mar and Kellie, then Major

Erskine, was commissioner of the Saugor and Nerbudda

territories, and under his orders tlie Residency at Jubbul-

poor was fortified and provisioned, and was the means of

safety for the European residents of the place.

The history of the mutiny of the 52nd is instructive,

as showing the complications of emotion which affected

our native army—the mutinying as it were in spite of

itself. That army was but an epitome of the nation.

They err who say that the whole of India rose against

us ; likewise are they equally in error when they speak of

the whole army to a man hating us, tliough almost to a

man they rebelled. How much easier is it to organize a

movement either for good or evil, amongst a coherent

body like a school, a college^ an armj', or a navy, than

amongst a diffused population ! A band of mischievous

boys bent on barring out an obnoxious master will cany
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the whole school with them, of which a majority may be

indifferent at first, and the rest reluctant; few indeed

would you find strong enough to resist and be stigmatized

as ' sneaks.' To a great extent it was so with the Bengal

army. There was an active minority corrupted and bent

on mischief ; a large majority unwilling, reluctant to

move at first, but gradually won over to the belief that

they were being surreptitiously deprived of their caste-^a

civil and rehgious degradation of which the Enghsh mind

has no adequate conception ; and a residuum, small indeed,

of strong-minded loyal ones, who in spite of taunts, jeers,

and threats, remained true to their salt.

The regiments within the vortex of revolution

speedily succumbed, but those at a distance were affected

by conflicting emotions for some time. For some weeks

after the disaffection of the whole native army of the

Bengal Presidency had become an indubitable fact, the

52nd bided their time. The whole station was at their

mercy, and they knew it, yet though they openly declared

that the British rule was over, and they barely recognised

the authority of their officers, they refrained from any

overt act of rebellion, and it was not until after assistance

had arrived, and gims and troops from the Madras side

had assured safety to the Europeans in the Eesidency,

that the 52nd one night took their arms, and, with the

exception of a few resolute and faithful men, marched off

to enrol themselves under the standard of the Emperor of

Delhi, whose servants they proclaimed themselves.

Here again the behaviour of two detached companies

showed tlie contradictory sentiments that prevailed. One

detachment sent back the two European officers in

command -with every semblance of respect ; the other

dragged about the unfortunate subaltern in charge, and

after various councils over him, at one of which it was
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agreed to release him, they iu the heat of the first brush

with our troops left his mangled body for the victors.

It would not have been a matter for surprise if the

Pathans of Seonee Chappara, the desceudants of the

stalwart warriors who, in the armies of the Moghul

Emperor, had wrested a pleasant abiding place on the

fertile plateau of the Satpura, had once again drawn the

sword for their ancient monarchs. Was not every sur-

rounding district in a state of anarchy, or held with

difficulty by the British ? Was not Seonee with all its rich

resources at their feet, for what could the half-dozen

Enghsh officers and the two companies of Madras in-

fantry do ? At the word of Mahomed Nujiif Khan, the

descendant of Taj Khan, the Paladin of his clan, would

not two thousand sabres leap from their scabbards ? The

Lodhee thakoors would soon follow suit ; Bahadoor Sing

was already in arms in the Jubbulpoor district, and his

uncles in Seonee, Dheeraj Sing and Holkar Sing, were

wavering. At this crisis, when the peace of Seonee was

trembling in the balance, to the officer in charge of the

district ^ Kujuf Khan ^\'ent, and offered his sword and his

influence in favour of the British. Who shall say when
they read this little episode in history that gratitude is

unknown to the Oriental, though it may not have an

equivalent word in his native tongue ? When the British

took Seonee from the Mahi-attas, they found the repre-

sentative of the once ]30werful Maliomedan rulers in

poverty and disgrace, having been dispossessed of the

dignity of dewan. Although tliey could not restore him

to the governorship, they amply provided for his neces-

' Captain, now Lt.-Oolouel, "SV. B. Thomson ; llien of tlie 13th Reaiment
of Bengal Native Infantry, one of the few loyal corps, and the one which
furnished the famous Bailey guard in the memorahle defence of the Resi-

dency at Lucknow.
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sities, according to his rank, by assigning him a fertile

estate instead of the sterile talooqa of Dongertal, and

treated him with much consideration—a policy which

bore good firuit in the unhesitating loyalty which Nujuf

Khan showed in time of need.

We well remember the day when, under an um-

brageous grove of old mango trees, the heads of the

Pathan families assembled with their followers, to furnish

a contingent for the defence of the district. It was a

scene worthy of a painter : the English officer with but

one young companion of his own nation, girt by a circle

of swarthy Asiatics, armed with every species of weapon,

whichhad beenheirlooms since the days ofBukht Buland—

-

broad-headed battle-axes and halberds, the old family

tulwar and target, the ponderous zumboorka (a kind of

blunderbus), and the long slender matchlock, the mace

and the dagger. The leader and chief spokesman would

have delighted the heart of Carl Haag, whose canvas

never showed a more majestic Tfarrior. Tall and portly,

with snow-white beard standing out fiercely from his fine

aquiline featiu-es, in the tiger-cat fashion already alluded

to in these pages ; dark flashing eyes, and a deep sonorous

voice, that rolled round the assembly like muffled peals of

distant thunder, as, gurgling forth his Arabic gutturals, he

swore before them all that the last drop of his blood

should be shed in defence of the British, who had restored

the honour of his house ! And in that dear old hisrhland

district, of which we never tliink but with afiection, no

rebel ever set foot save as a cringing suppliant.

We must crave our reader's pardon for this long di-

gression, and return to the fortunes of our two friends,

who at the time we have just been speaking of were far

from the pleasant hills of Seonee. At the first note of

alarm Fordham threw up his appointment, and was once
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more placed under the militaiy department for service in

the field. Milford insisted on going with him, much
against his earnest counsel. He pointed out to his youth-

ful comrade the dangers to which he was exposing him-

self, both from the chances of war and of disease, and

that as the only child of his widowed mother, and heir to

considerable property, he ought to reflect before taking

such a serious step ; but the young man was firm. What
would they think of him at home should he turn his back

at such a time, and, seeking safety in flight, leave others

to do what every Englishman was called upon to do—to

strike home for his countrywomen that yet remained, and

to avenge those that had been so foully slain ? What
would the one woman he thought and dreamt of think,

if he came sneaking home to pull on lavender kid gloves

over his delicately white hands, whilst others were

reddening under the sword-hUt? 'No, nc-,' said he,

almost parodying the words of tlie Moabite, ' where you
go I'll go too, and by board and bridle we will keep to-

gether, whatever betide, as long as we can.'

A tear dimmed the other's eye as he gripped the

hand of his young friend, and he said no more on the

subject.

Fordham's irregulars had been chafing in idleness for

a week at an outlying post of observation, Avlaere they

were ordered to halt and guard a ford from the attacks

that might be made on the convoys of tents and provi-

sions which were being huriied on to the front. An
enterproing rebel chief had akeady distinguished himself

by capturing one of these, and ^vas currently reported to

be living in great state in the tents tliat liad been intended

for the officers of a regiment, which, marching hastily to

the seat of war, was in daily expectation of them.

Over the distant ridge of jungle rose a conical hill.
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whence faint wreaths of blue smoke rising into the

clear morning sky, or the star-like glimmer of watch-

fires in the murky night, tantalised the idling sabreurs,

who knew that the peak was stockaded, and the valleys

tenanted by the enemy they longed to have a dash at. i3ut

the orders were to wait. The general was encamped,

and had been for two days on a strong position about ten

miles ahead, and it was provoking to be thus stuck in the

rear ; but Smith's detachment had yet to join, and then an

advance might be expected. So they waited and amused

themselves as well as they could. Fordham had parades

twice a day ; for his men were all new levies and but

rough and ready—brave fellows when well led, but with

much to learn as yet of combined movements and mili-

tary precision. Most of them were skilful and fearless

riders, adepts at tilting at the tent-peg and feats of arms

at speed, and in this he encouraged them as much as

possible, both he and Milford joining in their sports.

The country round was undulating, and slightly

wooded, and as nylgaie abounded they got an occa-

sional run after a blue bull, taking care to go in a party

of five or six, lest they should happen to meet with the

enemy. Thus had well nigh a week passed, when our

friends were having a ratthng burst after a couple of fine

old iron-greys, which they had separated from their herd.

They little recked that they were going in the direction

of the rebel camp. Some miles as yet lay between them,

and they hoped to come to close quarters long before

there was any danger of a collision. Cossack was in rare

fettle, and carried liis master like a bird ; and as Milford

pressed on after his bull, which took a diverging line of

country, he heard the sharp crack of his comrade's rifle,

which seldom spoke in vain. Before him lay a broad

valley, Avith here and there a clump of viouhwa and saj
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trees ; it formed a sort of cul de sac, the ujjper end being

barred by a well-wooded ridge, beyond which lay a river

and a ford, and country road. The bull held on bravely for

the thicket ahead, andMilford was calculating whether he

could close with him before cover was reached, when his

astonished ears were stunned by a sharp fiisilade of

ginjals and matchlocks, answered by the rattle of mus-

ketry, just on the other side of the hill. He reined

up at once, and amid the strife of men the nylgaie saved

his life. Again and again volleyed the ginjals, answered

hj a desultory fire, and then Milford recognised the bray

of an English trumpet, and in a few minutes more the

roar of artilleiy rang through the glen, and the grape shot

hurtled over his head.

' Whew !
' whistled the young man, instinctively duck-

ing, though the iron hail hissed through the air high

above him, being mostly ricochets. ' Those thakoors are

sxetting fits now ! I wonder where Fordham and the rest

are.' So saying he dashed spurs into his horse and flew

down the valley again. As he passed the fork of the

gleus where they had parted, he saw his companion's blue

bull lying dead and alone, and as he spurred on in the

dii'ection of the camp he was hailed by name. Reining

up and looking around he saw Fordham and two of his

native officers with half a dozen men halted on a knoll,

impatiently watching the progress of a trooper, who was

galloping towards the distant camp with instructions for

reinforcements.

' Ernest, my boy,' eagerly exclaimed the elder soldier,

' I was getting nervous about you, and never blessed my
eyesight more than when I saw you rounding that

corner. Why, you must have been right on to the rear

of the rascals !

'

' There was a good breadth of a hill between us, I am
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thtmkful to say,' laughingly rejoined the othsr, ' and I

stood more chance of being peppered by our fellows than

by the rebels. What are you going to do ?

'

' I am afraid we can do nothing, for by the time the

sowar can reach Martin, and give him my instructions,

and the men ariive, the enemy will be non est ; but I in-

tend to make a reconnaissance, and eifect a junction wifh

Colonel Smith if possible. I suspect he got into an am-

bush on the river.'

He scanned the distant camp with his glass, and ex-

claimed, ' Bravo ! we may have some chance after all.

Martin has heard the firing apparently, for I see our men

in saddle. I only want one troop though, and he must

stay with the rest, which will be a disappointment to him,

I am afraid. Ah ! there they come at a trot. Now he

halts and gets my note.'

' The firing still continues,' remarked Milford.

' Yes, but it won't last much longer. There is a little

bit of ugly jungle about there, and I fancy that was just a

last round or two to clear it before crossing the infantry

again. I wish those fellows of ours were here ; it is pi'o-

voking to be hampered in this way when work has to be

done
;

' and he stamped his foot impatiently.

The usually calm hunter seemed to Milford to have

developed quite a new phase of character in the im-

petuous leader of cavalry.

After a searching interrogation of a native guide as to

the geogi'aphy of the country, Fordham rode on to meet

his men, and placing himself at their head set off at a

trot.

The two roads, namely the one by winch tlie detach-

ment was marching, and that guarded by Fordham,

formed two sides of a triangle, of which the river made
the base. The country thus enclosed was hilly and
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covered with jungle, but the river meandered through a

broad fertile valley practicable for cavalry, and it was

supposed that the rebels, foiled in their attack at the ford,

would fall back along the river till they reached the pass

leading to their hilly stronghold on the left bank. So

Fordham pressed on, hoping to come up to them before

they turned up the defile.

It was nearly midday by this time, and the heat-was

getting oppressive ; but the leader of the irregulars re-

laxed not the pace for a minute, and led the way at a

swinging trot. The few villagers who were at work in

their fields gazed wonderingly at the troopers, half un-

certain whether to retreat or stand their ground, ^whilst

the women and herd-boys fled, leaving their buffaloes

wallowing in the roadside pools, which regarded the

intruders with vacant looks, as anon they submerged

themselves to the muzzle in order to drive off the trouble-

some flies.

On they went, trot, trot, scaring the egret by the

lonely reaches of the stream, and the otter as he sat on

the island rock plunged into the water at the unusual

sight. Further on they surprised a herd of nylgaie,

which dashed off for some distance, and then, finding

they were not followed, turned, and intently watched the

strange cavalcade, which held on their way on other aims

intent.

' Walk !
' at last cried Fordham, who hastily stopped

the trumpeter, as that incautious youth was about to put

the bugle to his lips.

' Halt
!

' came the next command. ' We can give

our fellows five minutes' breathing time,' said he, pointing

to a gorge in the hills to tlieir right ;
' there is the en-

trance to our friends' retreat, and it will be a pity if we
cannot bar the way.'
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' The firing ceased some time ago.'

' Yes, ttat affair was short and sharp, and they can-

not be far off now. Now then, forward again !

'

. They went on at a walk, and half a mile further on,

as they rounded a bend in the river, they came upon

the enemy halted, and refreshing themselves after their

retreat ; some had even stacked their arms on the bank,

and were mixing their meal of parched pea-fiour and

water ; others were smoking and chatting, and none

expected an attack from this new quarter, as the only

portion of them under arms was a detachment told off to

guard their rear. Several of their wounded were groan-

ing in rude litters, made of country beds slung to poles,

whilst "their comrade.? gave water to those who needed it.

Jokes were being bandied to and fro, or execrations at

the superior force which had driven them back ; but soon

were these changed to yells of hatred and despair, as

the trumpet rang, out the charge, and with flashing

sabres, and shouts of ' Allah ho Akbar
!

' the irregulars,

led by the two Europeans, swooped down upon them.

Taken at a disadvantage as they were, those who still

retained their arms were nearly ten times the number of

their assailants, and some show of resistance was made,

which would have been formidable if better combined

;

but the horsemen were amongst them, sabring right and

left, and those who had arms soon followed the example

of those Avho had been caught bathing and eating, and

fled towards the jungle. One determined band, led by a

gigantic Boondela, made a stand on a rock)^ knoll, from

whence they coinmenced a vigorous fire, deeming their

position secure from cavalry ; but they little knew of the

daring of the reckless rider who had chased many a hog

and blue bull over worse ground, and to their surprise

the horsemen came at them, plunging over the rocks.
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Levelling his matchlock, the leader fired at Fordham as

he came on, but the ball glanced under his arm, and

mortally Avouuded a young trooper who was just behind.

Clubbing his gun the Boondela smote through the guard

of another, and sent him reeling over his horse's tail ; but

the sowar bounded to his feet, and rushed at his foe, who,

hurling his empty weapon at him, drew his heavy tulwar,

and flung his sliield over his arm. The Pathan was a

good swordsman, but he was soon hard pressed by his

gigantic foe, who would have triumphed had not Ford-

ham, who had just caught a blow which would have

ended Milford's earthly career, and returned it with

interest by his sword's point, turned to the assistance of

his follower. The rebel chief turned savagely on his

nobler assailant, and in doing so exposed himself to the

Pathan, who with one of those drawing cuts in which the

Indian swordsman excels, cleft his antagonist almost in

two. This decided the day, and no further resistance

was made.

The ground was strewn with arms of all kinds, in-,

eluding the ginjals and zumboorkas which had formed the

battery at the ambuscade, and which Avere, it was reason-

ably supposed, the chief defence of the stockade on the

neighboring hill. Three of Fordhani's men had fallen,

and two more were wounded. One of the slain, the boy

who had received the shot intended for his leader, was

the nephew of an aged trooper ^vho had fiercely avenged

his fall. Fordham, ever tender towards his men in

trouble, sent for the old man, and told him to take

the body back to the camp, and that he would under-

take all the expenses of his funeral. ' For the ball

that laid him low was intended for me : I ought to have

had it,' he said.

' Nay, khodawund,' replied the old man, as the tears
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started to his eyes, ' may every bullet find a place in this

poor body ere it touches you ! It was his fate. The horse

that he rode—Allah grant that vultures pick its bones

ere long !—has the mark of the devil on its neck ; you

Enghsh sahibs do not believe in it, but it is true. I

warned that poor boy's father not to buy the brute ; but

it is a fine animal, and he could not afford much money.

He bought it, and he fell in the first action ; then this

poor boy would have it, and now he has gone. Soobhan

Allah! it is fate!'

The horse in question had a litlle curl of hair on his

chest, which was quite enough to condemn him in the

eyes of the natives as a beast of ill-omen. Such an-

animal, be he perfect in form and temper, will find no

favour with the superstitious Oriental, who would rather

trust himself to any spavined, cross-grained, broken-

winded brute, than to the noblest steed cursed with the.

fatal mark.

As there was a good deal of spoil in the way of arrns

which it was necessary to collect, more for the sake of

preventing their being regained by the rebels than for

- their value, Fordham decided on leaving Milford and the

troop, whilst, with a few men, he pushed on to Smith's

camp.

After a few hours he returned with an officer and

escort from the detachment, to whom he delivered over

the arms and prisoners—glad to wash his hands of the

latter—and, making his men fall in, they resumed their

homeward march.

' You had a narrow escape fi-om that Boondela, Ford-

ham,' remarked his young companion.

' Yes/ replied he, with a somewhat sad expression,

which the other afterwards remembered ;
' a miss is as

D D
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good as a mile. Perhaps the next time I may not be so

lucky.'

They reached camp late in the evening, and Fordham
got orders from the general to join at once, which they

did next day.

Eighteen hours after this, in the early morning, long

before even the crows' dawn, the shrill fifes of a Madras

native infantry regiment playing ' Cheer, boys, cheer,' as

they marched with a swinging step past Milford's tent,

awoke him.

Already the tent pitchers were at work, knocking up

the tent pegs, and the camp was astir. The young man
sprang up and dressed with a rapidity that is only

acquired in time of war. His attire was of a semi-

mihtary nature—a tunic of red cloth wadded with

cotton-wool, usually called by its native name a ' mirzaie,'

a grey felt helmet, with a silk turban round it, and long

cavalry boots. Hastily belting on his sword and revolver,

and slinging his cartridge-belt over his shoulder, he

sallied forth in search of Fordham, who was already out

with his men. After giving a few instructions to his

native officers, Fordham turned to his comrade, saying

:

' Come along, Ernest, and get something to eat

before we start. The general is routing us out betimes,

and report has it we have some chance of a brush with

the enemy, who is in force beyond the river.'

Chand Khan, who was faithfullv foUowins his master's

fortunfs, had prepared a camp-table beside a crackling

bonfire, which the chilliness of the season had rendered

acceptable, and a steaming jug of chocolate and rounds

of buttered chuppattees awaited them.

The whole camp lay at theii- feet, for they were

pitched on the crest of a knoll. All the dark plain below,

on either side of the main road, was lit bv a thousand
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fires, which kept flashing up with fitful gleams as the

spare litter was anon tossed on to make a blaze. The

stillness of night was broken by all the discordant sounds

of a moving camp : the incessant clatter of tent-pegs, the

shouting of men, neighing of horses, gurgling of camels,

creaking of heavily laden cart-wheels, shrilling of fifes

and rolling of drums— all of which made a scene not

easily described. Then rang out a clear bugle call,

answered by a blare of trumpets, as regiment after regi-

ment of cavalry and artillery took it up. The air for a

few minutes was full of soul-stirring martial music, sweet

to the soldier, though not perhaps of strict accord to the

sensitive ear of the musician ; but that glorious jangling

clang of trumpets sent young Ernest Milford's blood

tingling to his finger-tips, and was remembered for many

a long day. Then dark sinuous masses might be per-

ceived moving over the plain, and the road seemed

thronged both to sound and sight. An old hut catches

fire and throws a transient gleam around. There go the

red-coated infantry, and there the quivering pennons of

the Lancers, followed by the French grey and beehive

helmets of the Madras light cavalry. In the distance

looms over the horse artillery, huge elephants, like those

that swelled the armies of Tamerlane, dragging in harness

the ponderous siege guns. Beyond the orderly masses

of troops surge a confused throng of camp followers,

whose presence was often a source of serious embarrass-

ment.

The grey dawn was just streaking the eastern horizon,

when Fordham was summoned to the general's tent

—

or rather camp-table, the rest having been struck and

started. He found the veteran soldier carefully scanning

a map, which, weighted by a couple of bricks and a lantern,

covered the table. The chief of his staff, with compasses

D ]) 2
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and tablets, was making hurried memoranda, whilst the

rest of-the officers stood around.

' Major Pordham,' said the general, turning to him

on his arrival, ' I am about to make use of you on a most

important service, which I have reason to believe you are

well fitted to perform, especially after what I have heard

of your late exploit on the Cheetul River.'

Fordham bowed as the old soldier looked at him with

a kindly smile.

' You will please to look at this map,' he continued ;

' here, within this red pencil line, is the enemy's force,

which we shall attack in a few hours. This is all arranged

and will be, I trust, satisfactorily carried out ; but there is

a point which is of importance to us, both as preventing

the escape of the enemy after defeat, and the possibility

of his reinforcements taking us on our flank. These

heights, you will observe, run in the form of an irregular

crescent, the western horn of which is opposite to a spur

from another chain of hills ; the plain is thus narrowed

to a space of about half a mile, through which runs a

road leading to the old fort of Bodagurh. You see

the Cheetul Eiver sweeps round from the south-west

and west, and takes a northerly and easterly direction

;

through this gorge the banks are steep and the current

swift, and here the enemy have managed to construct a

bridge of boats. TJiis bridge I must have destroyed, and

you are the man to do it, I think.' (^Fordham bowed again.)

' Y'^ou are a shikaree as well as a soldier, and I trust j-ou

will be able to get your men across country to this point in

less time than any of the regular cavalry could get there,

and long before infantry could-. Guns are out of the ques-

tion, for in places you will have little else than cattle

tracks. Here is a tracing of the map. Start without delay,

and destroy that bridge if you can before noon.'
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' It shall be done, general, if man can do it,' replied

Fordham, saluting as he turned away.

' Au revoir^' said the general, holding out his hand.

' Good-bye,' returned the other, grasping it cordially ;

for the veteran was an old friend, and a wave of sadness

came over Fordham as he thought that the parting might

be their last ; but by the time he reached his men the

transient feeling was over, and cheerily rang out his voice

as he gave the order to mount. It so happened that

Fordham's guide was an old shikaree, born and bred in

that part of the country, to whom every turn of the river

and curve of the hills were familiar, and under his direction

they soon left the busy camp and struck into the silent

jungle. As the crow flies the distance to the bridge of

boats was not more than eighteen miles, but the only

practicable way was tortuous in the extreme. Where the

ground was level no time was lost, and they pressed for-

ward at a trot ; but in one place they had to dismount and

lead their horses over the rocky bed of a mountain stream,

startling the jungle fowl out of the bamboo copses, and

astonisliing the grey monkeys, who for the first time in

their lives saw a squadron of cavalry led over their native

wilds.

The morning broke fresh and sparkling, with all the

crispness and exhilaration of the season of tlie year—the

Indian cold weather. Overhead a bright Italian sky ; all

around the dewdrops glittering in the slanting rays of tlie

rising sun ; every bush gay with blossom and ringing with

joyous songsters ; all seeming glad and peaceful, and little

in harmony with the clank of arms, and the clash of the

charger's hoof on the rock, which told of war and death.

Long did Mlford remember that eventful morning,

and that wild scramble over the hills.

' I almost wish,' said Fordham to his comrade, as a
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sambur hind dashed across their path, ' that we were only

on one of our pleasant shooting trips, Ernest, instead of

this more serious matter. I know we shall succeed,

something tells me that, but at Avhat sacrifice no one

knows. I would, my boy, you were safe home again at

Ferndale Lodge.'

' Never mind me, Fordliam,' replied the other ;
' we

will both go back home covered with glory, and then

you must pitch your camp at Ferndale for a time—and

won't you just be welcome !

'

' I should like it, Ernest, my boy. Nothing would please

me better than to see you in your own English home,

but I doubt whether I shall ever see old England again.'

' Of course you will ; surely you don't intend to stick

in this countiy all your hfe. No, you've promised me
you will take your furlough after these rebels have all

been knocked on the head, and my mother has already

assigned you a bedroom.'

' L'homme propose, mais Dieu dispose,' replied the

other, reverently liftipg liis helmet for a moment. ' We
shall see what time will bring forth. Look ! yonder is the

river and the bridge of boats. Save for a few boatmen

cooking on the bank, they seem to have left it un-

guarded, in which case our task will be easy.'

They were then defiling slowly over the crest of a low

ridge which commanded a view of the ^'alley and river,

and they had been for some time following a cart track,

leading to the ferry which had existed before the con-

struction of the bridge. As they descended the ridge the

road led through a low jungle of palas trees, which for a

time obstructed their view.

' I think I hear a band,' remarked Martin, the adju-

tant, riding up to Fordham ;
' don't you ?

'

' It sounds like it. Yes, there is no mistake, it is a band,
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and playing an English air too. We cannot have been

forestalled surely ? Eide forward to the advanced guard,

Martin, and fall back at once if there be anything sus-

picious.'

The strains of the band came clearer, and the air was

unmistakably ' The girl I left behind me.'

The advanced guard halted, and Fordham rode for-

ward.

' A battalion of native infantry is crossing the bridge,

sir,' reported the adjutant, ' and it is diflScult to say

whether they are friends or foes : they march as steadily

as any Queen's corps, and the band plays an English

tune.'

Fordham was eagerly scanning them through his

glass.

' Rebels, every mother's son of them,' he sternly

muttered, shutting up the telescope. ' The officers are all

black, but the villains still keep up their discipline. Now,

gentlemen, we must make small work of those brutes.

Whatever I may have felt regarding the misguided crea-

tures who have followed their own chiefs, I have not

the slightest compunction towards those fiends who,

pampered and spoilt by us, have turned on the hands that

gave them their salt ; so forward and strike home! Let

the villains come off that bridge, and then charge and

spare not
!

'

The rebel infantry had crossed the bridge before the

advance of their assailants was noticed ; when, steadily as

though they had been on parade, they threw themselves

into square and prepared to resist cavalry.

It was the work of a few minutes to give the necessary

instructions ; one troop remaining in reserve, whilst the

other, led by their commandant, trotted to the front.

Nothing could have seemed steadier than the attitude
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of the mutineers. Milford rode by his fiiend's side, and

Fordh^m, putting out his hand, gave his young comrade

a firm grip.

' Ernest, my dear fellow, if I fall and you escape, let

this be your last fight. You have done enough for your

country, and need not fear for yo.ur good name. Now
God bless you, my boy

!

'

He leant over Cossack's neck to hide his emotion, and

patted the favourite on the shoulder, and then drawing

his sword looked sternly ahead.

'Eeady, present, fire
!

' came the word of command as

given in those days, steadily from the square ; but the

crash of the volley was almost drowned in the pealing

shout that broke firom the troopers as Fordham, simul-

taneously with the word ' Eeady,' shouted ' Charge !
' and

the trumpet rang out the order.

Irresistible was the avalanche. The work of the

infantry had been done like the lesson of the parrot. The

native officers had given the correct orders at proper

times, and the manceuvre so often done on the parade-

ground, and even on the battle-field, under their former

leaders, was done again and faultlessly ; but there the

thing ended. It was the uniform of the warrior stufied with

straw—there was no heart in it ; no faith in their leaders

—

none in themselves. At the first contact they broke ; the

square was in confusion—a chaotic mass of men striving to

get out of the way of the avenging sabres of their foemen.

How they broke the square and got into it Milford

could hardly say. The noise and smoke and flashing of

fire, clicking of steel on steel, groans, shrieks, and yells,

formed a sort of Pandemonium, through which he went

as through a dream. He had an idea that a Sepoy placed

the muzzle of his musket close to his back, and was about

to pull trigger, when Fordham's sword crashed through
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the rebel's brain, and the next moment he reeled and felt

deadly sick, as he saw his beloved companion throw his

arms up in the air, and Cossack rear up wildly and fall

over with him backwarris. He was springing to his as-

sistance, when there came a teiTific crash on his head, and

aU was dark. A Sepoy had clubbed his musket and

struck him down with the heavy butt.

How long he lay in a. swoon he knew not, but when
he came to himself he was lying under the shade of an

old mango tree with wet cloths on his head, being fanned

by one of the troopers. A short distance from him was a

group of sorrowing men round a native bed, whereon was

stretched the man who for the past two years had been

to him the dearest of friends. With a Avild cry of anguish

he staggered to the place and sank down beside him.

There was no need to ask the grave medical man, who
bent over his leader, giving him now and then some

slight stimulant. All hope was over, and victory had in-

deed been dearly bought. Once Fordham opened his

eyes for a second, and half opening his hand closed his

fingei's on Milford's. Thus they remained for some time,

the young man unable to control his sobs. In the distance

a few shots were still being fired, but the action was vir-

tually at an end. The second charge of the reserve

troop had completed the discomfiture of the rebels, and

the plain was strewn with their dead and dying. After

some time a new-comer was added to the ring of mourners.

It was Martin. His anxious enquiry of the doctor was

met with a sorrowful shake of the head ; but Fordham

heard the whisper and opened once more his eyes. More

from his look than from any action, Martin drew near

and bent down. His leader's lips parted, and then came

the query, faintly and yet earnestly

:

' The bridge ?

'
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' Is destroyed, totally destroyed,' was the reply.

A bright smile came over the dying commander's

face, as he knew that the work entrusted to him had been

completed ; his hand tightened over that of his young

comrade, and with a gentle quivering sigh he died a

gallant soldier's death.

One year more has passed, and a travelling carriage

dashes up the old avenue at Ferndale Hall. A stalwart

young man, bronzed by Eastern suns, hands out a fair,

bright, happy English girl, whom he now calls ' wife.'

Hand in hand they roam over their new home. In the

hall he points out to her a noble stag's head, an Indian

sambur. Underneath it on brackets are two weU-worn

rifles. The rifles were Fordhaui's, the head that of a

sambur he killed. They go out into the garden, and

across the park into the churchyard. Drawing a key

from his pocket, the young husband opens a side door of

the church, and the two stand under the varied light of

a beautiful painted window ; underneath is a brass plate :

Sntrcif fo tijc gltmorg of

PHILLIP FORUHA]\I,

A iU.JOE I^^ HEB MAJESTX"3 IXDLiLN ABilT;

KILLED IX ACTION WHILST LEADING HIS MEN,

FEBRUARY 4th, 1S5S,

AGED 45 TEARS.

THIS WINDOW WAS ERECTED BY A SORROWING FRIEND, TO WHOM

AS

A CHRISTIAN, A SOLDIER, AND A SCHOLAR

HE WAS BVEB A PATTERN.



APPENDIX.

TOPOGBAPEICAL ANB SISTORIGAL SKETCH OF
THE 8E0NEE DISTRICT.

Whilst this volume has been going through the press, a notice

has appeared in. several public journals, which might lead the

reader to expect a work more exclusively devoted to topography
.

and natural science, and perhaps the perusal of the foregoing

narrative of a hunter's life may have created a desire to know
something more of the district in which I have placed my
characters. I therefore append this memorandum, necessarily

very brief, of the topography and history of Seonee, a district

which, in common with others in the Central Provinces, has,

within a few years, emerged with rapid strides from barbaric

wilds to comparative civilisation. We do not grow cities in

India quite so rapidly as our American cousins do on the other

side of the Atlantic. Still, on turning over the pages of the

new ' Gazetteer of the Central Provinces,' we find descriptions

almost as glowing as those of our old friend Zephaniah Scaddef,

and we read of churches and dispensaries, market-halls and

public gardens, in places where I remember but a few thatched

bungalows, and where the leopards stole our goats, and wander-

ing bears dug up our flower-beds by night.

It was reserved for the present governor of Bombay, Sir

Eichard Temple, to develop the rich resources of the country

which had lain dormant since the days of the ISIahrattas. He
rode in over joint-dislocating ruts and boulders, and black

tenacious mud that loosened one's horse's shoes, scrambling up

gfradients like the roof of a house, and fording treacherous

streams, where hidden quagmires were doubtfully consolidated
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by faggots and rough-hewn logs, and when he left the Provinces,

he might have done so in a triumphal car, drawn by a traction-

engine, over broad, smooth causeways and noble bridges.

During the years of his rule as Chief Commissioner every

scheme of public utility was met by restless, imtiring energy ;

it was not enough that a work was sanctioned and expected to

be carried out, it was to be seen, personally inspected, no matter

what the distance ; and the Chief's rides arie things to be remem-
bered somewhat ruefully by tender horsemen.

I have experienced some diflBculty in preparing the follow-

ing synopsis, removed as I am from the scenes I describe, and

being debarred from obtaining and utilising local traditions, of

which there are many, and there is not much on record to which

I can obtain access in England. I have had to assist myself

occasionally from the Eeport on the Land Revenue Settlement

of the district (1867) by Captain (now Colonel) W. Brooke

Thomson, with whom I was associated in the work for some years.

His habits of obsei-vation and his long experience, extending

over ten years, of this district render his remarks, which I

acknowledge as I proceed, of particular value.

The district of Seonee, comprising a tract of about 4,000

square miles, forms a section of the Satpura range lying between

the valley of the Nerbudda on the north, and the Nag-poor terri-

tory on the south, extending from about 21° 39' to 22° 53' N. lat.,

and from 79° 15' to 80° 15' E. long. It is bounded as follows

:

Jubbulpoor and Mandla N., Nursingpoor N.W., Chindwarra W.,
Nagpoor S.W., Bhundara S., Balaghat and Mandla E. The
plateau lies like a huge embankment between the valley of the

Nerbudda and the Mahratta country of Nagpoor. The traveller

mounts the northern face at the ISilwa Pass about twentv-seven

miles from Jubbulpoor, and, iraversing an undulatino- table -land

for about seventy-five mUes, descends a yet deeper fall at the

Koraie Ghat, twenty-one miles south of the town of Seonee.

To his left hand, eastwards as he travels south, the uplands sink

and fall into the valleys of the Thanwur and Ban Gunga, whilst

on his right they lie level with the plateaux of Chindwarra. Of
the 4,000 square miles of which Seonee is composed, about
three-fourths are upland, and the remainder lie in the valley of
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the Ban Gunga and the talooqa of Dongertal, a portion of

which last has lately been cut off and added to Nagpoor. But

nowhere is the elevation above the sea less than 1,000 feet,

whilst on the plateau the highest point is 2,749. The station

of Seonee itself is 2,043, which we may accept as a general

average.

The upland over which the road, which was once the high-

way from Calcutta to Bombay, passes is divided into two por-

tions by the Ban Grunga, which, rising at the village of Pertapoor,

a few miles south of the station of Seonee, flows, as described

in p. 146 of this volume, first to the north-west, then east-

ward, tin it receives the waters of the Thanwur, when it turns

due south ; thus in its easterly coiu-se bisecting the plateau

into north-western and south-eastern divisions. This bisection

also divides the district geologically, the upper division being

exclusively trap overlying sandstone, the lower more varied,

being mixed with granite and metamorphic rocks.

In the north ' the trap formation is seen in every variety

;

no one walking over the country will forget the dreadful trap

boulders, and the basaltic cappings of the cliff-like walls of aU
the northern streams are very remarkable. Quartz, feldspar, and

magnesia mica also are met with. These rocks indeed consti-

tute the prevailing formation of the whole country running

from the banks of the Gunga just before that river turns south,

along the watershed of the Saugor and Hirree rivers, slanting

right across the summit plateau to th6 Pench. South and east

of this line you find quite a different formation. It is still, I

believe, basaltic, but reposing on syenitic granite, with here and

there beds and veins of feldspar, hornblende, and quartz, and

other metamorphic rocks. You see the hornblende and the

quartz on all the hills, and the granite is also found cropping

up constantly in the passes to the lower country. And where

the Gunga and the Hirree force their way from the upland to

the lower country, you find the rocks all granite.'

'

In the beds of the Gunga and Bawun-thurree it also occurs

in places, especially in the barriers of the Gunga.

Limestone occurs in one place, to the best of my recoUec-

' Col. Thomson's Report.
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tion not far from Dongertal. The lapidary would find a rich

store in the north, of lieliotrope, carnelian, moss and fortification

agates, all of which are common to the valley of the Nerbudda ;

also geodes containing fine crystals of amethystine quartz.

In the north-western section the rivers are characterized by
rugged and often precipitous banks of rocks, with clear water

dashing over boulder and shingle, or gliding calmly in deep

reaches terminated by rocky barriers. The south-eastern

streams, on the other hand, partake of the common Indian

character of deep sandy beds, into which the water sinks out of

sight during the summer, percolating through the soft sand

till some outcrop of rock here and there arrests its course and

forces it to the surface, forming an occasional pool. When the

traveller or peasant would slake his thirst, he digs a hole a

couple of feet in depth in the apparently dry bed of the stream,

and has not long to wait for the fruits of his labour.

The district is not very rich in minerals. Mica exists, but

not in valuable quantities. In the south-eastern section large

beds of laterite occur, in which is found, and worked after a

rude fashion, haematitic iron ore. Gold is found in the south-

western corner of the Dongertal talooqa, in the affluents of the

Puchdhar river. It is washed out of the sand towards the close

of the rainy season, by a class of people called ' Sonjliirs,' who are

generally in bond, by means of advances, to native bankers, to

whom they make over their earnings ; but they have a curious

objection to getting more than a certain quantity at a time. It

was with difficulty I got some of them to work for me in 1863,

bringing me the gold mixed with the sand, and it was still more
difficult for me to get a sufficient quantity of gold out of which

to make a cross about an inch in length.

jNIore than half of the district is wild foi'est and rugged

rock : deducting the total cultivated and culturable area, as

reported in 1867, viz. 613,760 + 441,111 = 1,054,871 acres

from the 2,518,908 acres of total area given in the map issued

from the Surveyor-General's Ofiice, the result shows an area of

1,464,037 acres of wilderness. Much of this area is dense

forest, which sweeps round the eastern face of the plateau, and
turning south, runs westerly to the Pench Eiver, and then

down to the south-western corner. This is the great belt which
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includes the bison jungles of Sonawanee, and which varies in

width from a minimum of five miles to a maximum of twenty-

five, the average being about ten or twelve.

- In the north-western section forests prevail generally, but

they are denser towards ' the junction of the Thele and G-unga,

and again on the hills dividing the Bijna from the Grunga; also

along the hills to the north of the Bijna'—indeed, the whole of

the north is covered with forest, in the midst of which a scanty

cultivation exists.

With regard to the general aspect of the district, I cannot

improve on Colonel Thomson's graphic report, which says :

—

' In the north-western, or, as we may call it, the sandstone and

trap section, the bare, bleak, treeless appearance of the ctilti-

vated lands and the stunted and scanty appearance of the forest

are remarkable, and in the northernmost portion the want of

population is very striking, the inhabitants being chiefly Gonds

of the wilder, poorer sort, and grazing Aheers. The village.

sites would seem, so to speak, to correspond with the country.

They are very miserable, squalid, comfortless-looking collections

of mere huts, in a double line, stuck generally on a bare ridge.

In the south-eastern section everything is different. Instead of

the bleak, brown-looking country of the north, you have a light,

bright-looking country, almost all of it divided off into irrigation

compartments; and with an almost park-like appearance, owing

to the numerous Mohwa, Tendoo. and Chironjee trees, which

you find in plantations on the higher lands, and dotted here

and there even amongst the rice-fields. There is everywhere

evidence of a thick population. You meet carts driving, as

well as laden, in great numbers on all the innumerable tracks

that cover the face of the country, which give an aspect of life

and business strongly contrasting with that of the north. The

village sites, corresponding to the general appearance, are fre-

quently situated on a rising ground, embosomed in trees, with

one or more fine tanks about them ; and the houses are large

and well built, and properly raised, and carefully fenced in with

tall bamboo fences, having a small garden plot, with a well

behind or inside the fence. The Malgoozar's house is built on

the same plan, the buildings forming a quadrangle round a

courtyard, the Malgoozar's own residence being in the inner
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side of the square, with the garden plot behind, the rest of the

buildings on the sides right and left being cattle-sheds and

granaries. Generally there are two rooms, one on either side

of the front entrance, where strangers and visitors are lodged.

Inside you see the Malgoozar's Khansars, with fine, sleek, high-

caste-looking bullocks fastened to the posts near the kind of

arbour or porch, in front of his door. Altogether there is an air

of comfort and plenty, combined with care and system, which

indicates a thrifty, thriving people, very much higher in the

scale of civilization than in the north.

' The scenery in many parts of the district is very remark-

able. Nothing can exceed the beauty of certain portions of the

Nerbudda River, where it flows in long, deep, cool-looking,

often winding reaches, between high banks, covered near the

water's edge with short grass, and crowned with magnificent

old trees of all descriptions, which overhang the water, under

which you see herds of spotted deer and flocks of pea-fowl

feeding. The scenery of the Upper Grunga, too, is very charm-

ing, like the Westmoreland rivers.

' There is also some truly grand scenery where the Grunga

and the Thanwur, flowing at right angles to each other,

commence their fall into the lower country, passing over alter-

nations of rapids and pools, between precipices of granite

upwards of 200 feet high, and at last meet in a beautiful deep

reach in the heart of the great forest called Bansabhar.

' The Hirrie in like manner passes with a more gradual fall,

but for a longer distance, and through almost higher and more

solid-looking rocks, which are crowned on the one side by the

ruins of an old fort called Amodagurh, on the other by those of

the palace of the famous Rajpoot queen, Sona Ranee.
' Few have seen this place, as it is situated in the heart of a

dense, tiger-infested forest, and only accessible on foot, and then

with difficulty. The Bygas have rope ladders from the top of

the precipice, to enable them to get at the honeycombs found

in clefts of the rocks.'

The scenery of such a country as is above described by
Colonel Thomson must of necessity be varied, and I can add
my testimony, as a sketcher from nature, to its being in parts

' really mag-nificent
;

' the views from the Silwa and Koraie
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passes, from the old hill-forts of Kohiirgurh, Pertabgurh, and

Bhainsagurh, and from the Nagarkhana Peak near the station

of Seonee, are grand ; whilst the DuUal Valley, the reaches of

the Grunga and Hirree, and many a dingly dell in the southern

division, present lovely bits for the painter. The whole district

is full of beauty, and it is a matter for regret that the traveller

passing along the main road loses much that is pleasing, and

sees some of the most uninteresting featiires.

The climate on the plateau of Seonee is equable, and m.uch less

oppressive in the hot weather than in the plains of India. The

nights are generally cool, and during the rains thick clothing is

required, and fires are often agreeable. The cold weather is

pleasant and bracing, though not so sharp as in the north-west

and the Punjab.

The forest lands are feverish from August till November,

and during those months it is not advisable to remain out under

canvas ; otherwise we found tent life very pleasant throughout

the remaining nine months of the year.

The necessary brevity of this appendix will not allow of a

full treatment of the Flora and Fauna ; it would require another

volume to do full justice to the subject. I can only mention

the most important timber trees and such plants as are m.ost

striking, and add short notices of the mammals and most

interesting birds.

I have already alluded in the preceding narrative to the

beauty of the forests at various seasons of the year, and to the

richness of the flowering trees, the Buteas, the Bauhinias, and

others ; but I think I omitted to notice a very beautiful one,

the Amultas (Cassia fistula), which b;ars some resemblance

to a gigantic laburnum. The southern forests produce finer

trees than the northern, and this is especially apparent in the

growth of the teak. This varies considerably with the geological

formation ; and the natives classify the varieties as Pathuria

Sagoon, or stony teak, and Doodhiya Sagoon, or milky teak.

The former is found on the sterile trap formation of the north-

western section, and is close-gxained, short, and knotty ; the

latter on the metamorphic soils of the south-east, and is of a

finer quality and of more important dimensions.

E E
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I have been obliged to restrict myself to the more useful and

larger trees and shrubs. I would I had space for the ornamental

plants, whose blossoms make glad and fragrant the hill-sides and

verdant valleys, and gem the surface of the waters. I must,

however, make some mention of a princely timber tree, the Saul,

Shorea
( Vatica) rohusta, which, though not strictly a denizen

of Seonee, is found in abundance in the Raigurh Bichia tract,

which, adjoining the Seonee district, was made over at the time

of settlement to us for survey and assessment. This noble tree

yields timbers from 30 to 60 feet in length, with a girth of 3

to A^ feet. The wood is hard, heavy, and at the same time

elastic. It is in great repute for house and ship-building, but

it is stated to shrink and warp much when cut into planks. The

tree yields in great abundance a kind of resin used as a substi-

tute for pitch, and the Mundla Gronds used formerly to destroy

many fine trees by girdling them for the sake of the dhoona,

as this substance is called. Fortunately, now the Forest De-
partment have taken the Saul under their special care ; so this

indiscriminate destruction has been arrested.

Of the edible roots consumed by the Gronds the principal

ones are the heokanda (Costus speciosiis), wild yams {Dioscorea

angui/na and D. pentaphylla), a species of arrowroot {Gurcwirui

angustifolia) called Tikoor.

Of the Fauna of the district the mammalia comprise the

following :

—

Order
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A wild elephant has wandered from the ]\limdla jungles to the

borders of the district, but I did not think this justified my in-

cluding it in the list; and for this reason I felt inclined to leave

out the wild buffalo, of which only stray ones have been shot,

its proper habitat being the plain country of Eaipoor and

Belaspoor.

A complete list of the birds would take up more space than

I have at command, but I give a few of the most noticeable

ones, selected from a catalogue of specimens I brought to

England with me in 1861.

Order
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to state whether or not the waters of Seonee contain anything

rare in the way of fishes ; but the mahseer {Barhustor), sanwul

{Ojphioc&phalus Marulsu^), rohoo (Labeo rohita), and the little

chilwah [Aspidoparia morar) are the few that occasionally

appear on European tables. Brief also, from the same cause,

must be my notice of the insects. There are, however, one or

two important ones which deserve mention. The tussur silk

moth {^Saturnia paphia) abounds, and the worms are cultivated

for the sake of the silk which is woven in the looms of Seonee.

The tussur in its wild state feeds on the saj (Pentaptera

tomentosa), lendiya {Lagersirmmia parviflora), and ber {Zizy-

phws jujuba) ; but the saj only is used in the plantations where

the cultivated worm is propagated by a class of men called

Khewuts, who are usually, by profession, fishermen. They pur-

chase the cocoons in the first instance from the Gronds, and

keep them till the m^oth appears and lays her eggs. The
worms when hatched are planted out on stunted saj trees, and

are carefully tended by the Khewut men, who during their

watch strictly isolate themselves from their families and live on

rice and salt only, an infringement of which custom, they be-

lieve, would be followed by disease in the worm. The tussur

moth is of large size, the female extending about six inches

across the wings, of a delicate fawn colour with large triangular

eyes of transparent membrane surrounded by a border of

purple in each corner of the wings. The worms are prettily

marked on a green ground tint, and are as thick as a finger

when full grown.

The next most important insect is that which produces the

lac dye and gum (coccus sp.). The trees on which this curious

little creature deposits the crust which constitutes the stick lac

of commerce are the palas {Butea frondosa) and the kusum
{Schleichera tnjuga). There is, however, not much trade in

stick lac in Seonee; it is more abundant in the adjoining dis-

tricts of Jubbulpoor, Chindwarra, and Mundla. Some idea of

the commerce in this article may be gained from the fact that

from one collecting station in the Raipoor district, that of Eajim,

from 3,000 to 4,000 bullock loads are annually exported.

I have noticed below the ghats a species of Gantharis much
resembling the cantharides fly of the shops, perhaps a little
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smaller and of a brighter green, but intensely vesicatory. For

blistering purposes, another beetle common in gardens, with

barred elytra {Mylabrie sp.), is frequently used.

I must now devote a brief space to the human inhabitants

of the district, dividing them into aborigines and immigrants.

The aborigines are the Gonds ; they are a race of stature

below medium height, very dark in colour, with Mongolian

features, high cheek-bones, wide nostrils and thick lips, straight

black hair on the head, but not much on the face.

The women are in comparison finer than the men, being in

many cases well-formed and pleeisant-looking, if not pretty

;

often they are cast in quite an Amazonian mould, and a stalwart

damsel at times quite eclipses her puny-looking husband. Their

costume is simple, consisting of one cloth only, which, en-

circling the waist in the manner of an ordinary Indian male

attire of rather scanty dimensions, is then th'-own across the

breast and over the left shoulder. The head is left bare,

the hair gathered into a knot at the back, rather on one side,

into which a gay-colomred flower is frequently fastened in a

coquettish manner. The legs, which are bare from the upper

part of the thigh downwards, are profusely tattoed with designs

in dark blue, and heavy bracelets, bead necklaces, and anklets

make up the rest of their attire.

The men are content with a waist-cloth and a wisp of a

turban round the head, and all carry a little axe with which

they knock over game, cut down trees, build their houses,

carve their meat, and even, I believe, shave themselves. Those

who are well off have a blanket for wet weather.

As regards their character I will begin by quoting the words

of the Rev. Stephen Hislop, who as a missionary worked amongst

them for many years, and who, at the time of his sudden and

lamented death,' left some unfinished notes on the aboriginal

tribes which were afterwards ably edited by the Chief Com-
missioner, Sir Richard Temple. Mr. Hislop says they ' are en-

dowed with an average share of intelligence and a more than

ordinary degree of observation. Shy in their intercourse with

strangers, they are not wanting in courage when there is an

understood object to call it forth. Truthful in their statements,

' He was drowned in crossine a swollen stream.
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faithful to their promises, and observant of the rights of pro-

perty among themselves, they nevertheless do not scruple to

plunder those to whom they are under no obligation to fidelity.

But the great blot oa their moral character is their habitual

intemperance. Besides their daily potation, a large quantity

of liquor is an essential element in their religious rites.'

This is doubtless a deplorable fact, but I am inclined to

agree with what Captain H. C. Ward wrote in his report on

Mundla, to the effect that Mr. Hislop's statement that ' their

acts of worship invariably end in intoxication ' is somewhat too

sweeping a condemnation.

Al writers, however, are agreed as to their good qualities.

Sir Eichard Temple says : ' They are honest and truth-telling

;

they are simple-minded ; though superstitious, they are yet free

from fanaticism. They have great physical endmrance ; their

courage is remarkable.' Captain Ward writes : ' The Grond in

service is exceptionally faithful and obedient to his employer,

so much so that he would not hesitate to commit any crime at

his orders, and sooner than turn informer would himself die.'

But one of the best descriptions of Grondee character is by

Colonel Thomson, who describes them as ' very peculiar ; timid

with strangers. They are personally brave, honest in their dealings,

proverbially truthful and faithful, and very tractable ; still they

are unsettled in disposition, prone to wandering, and apparently

void of attachment for places. Thus, then, when well treated

and trusted, they make excellent servants for rough work ; on

the other hand, when they fall amongst bad characters, they

are easily led away into joining plundering parties, which they

seem to enjoy. In former days they were so much addicted

to plunder that an attack by gangs of robbers got to be called a

Gondee. Silent and suspicious at first, they are easily drawn

out if their language be spoken ; and they are particularly

accessible to a little cajolery. The stolidest old Grond in

the field, or his still more stolid and eccentric partner, who
would, under ordinary circumstances, if addi-essed as Gond,

answer you with a shake of the head or a muttered " aha "

(the word used in their parts for "no"), will generally, if

addressed as " Thakoor " and " Thakoorani," or " Bhoee " and
" Bhoeen," give you some information.'
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The Gonds, generally so called, are split up into many tribes,

and indeed the aborigines of Gondwana belong to two distinct

groups, the Kolarian and Dravidian, which again are subdivided,

there being thirteen Kolarian and ten Dravidian tribes, with

three doubtful ones attached to each group, making twenty-nine

divisions. But there appears to be much uncertainty about

these divisions, and in every district one hears of castes not

known in other districts ; for instance, of the twelve and a half

castes of Gonds in Seonee recorded by Mr. Hislop, only the

Gond and Panka appear in the Dravidian classification of the

report of the Ethnological Committee. Again, Mr. Hislop's

memorandum omits the Baiga, who in Seonee represents the

Kolarian group.

Q'heir divisions appear to be principally based on the number

of gods they worship, some being worshippers of three, others of

five, seven, or even twelve gods ; in the latter case several

Hindoo deities being brought in.

The Pardhans are the bards, and in many cases the priests,

of the Gonds, though the Baigas or Bhumias are, par excellence,

the clergy, and they are reverenced by more than the mere

aborig^es, but chiefly on account of their reputation for casting

the evil eye, being able to assume the form of wild beasts, and

various other imcanny practices, which their isolated habits and

wild appearance give colour to.

The language of the Kolarian Gonds approximates that of

the aborigines of Western Bengal, the Kols and Santhals,

whilst there are many points of resemblance between that of the

Dravidian Gonds and the Tamil.

There is an interesting paper on the language of the Gonds
by Dr. 0. Manger, who was civil surgeon of Seonee in 1847,

which may be found in the ' Journals of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal,' vol. svi. After giving a vocabulary he says :

Singular noims form their plural by the addition of nk, as

Kara, a horse ; Koranli, horses.

Konda, an ox ; Konddnli, oxen.

Mura, a cow ; Muran/t, cows.

There is nothing to distinguish gender, save that certain

females of animals have different names, as
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Bilal, a cat

;

Bokal, a tom-cat.

Yeti, a, she-goat ; Buekral, a he-goat.

Puddhi, a, sow ; Ikundal, a boar.

Nouns are thus declined :

—

First DeclenMon.

Nom. Kara, a horse

;

Korarik, horses.

„ , >ofahorse; Xorawina, of horses,
or Korada J

'
< „ > to a horse

;

Koranltun, horses.
Ace. I. or Xoratim 1

Ablat. Koratsun, by a horse
; Koranh^un, by horses.

Second Declension.

Nom. Gohk, wheat.

Gren. Gohhna, of wheat.

Dat. and Ace. Gohkun, to wheat.

Ablat. Gohksun, by wheat. ]

No plural.

Third Deelemsion,

Nom. Pindi, otta (flour). ^

Gen. Pindina, of otta. I

Dat. and Ace. Pinditun, to otta. f

Ablat. Pinditsun, by otta. j

No plural.

Peesoxal Pboxouxs—Singular.

Nah or Nunna, I.

Norea, my.

Nakun, me.

Naksun, by me.

Imma, thou.

i\Tn;a, thy.

Nikun, thee.

Niksnn, by thee.

Trar, he.

Wunna, his.

TFurf, him.

ir»(«7i!sw«, by him.

.Afai, we.

Morcan, our.

Mdliun, us.

Mdltsun, by us.

Plural.

Imat, you.

Miman, your.

Mekun, you.

Miksun, by you.

TFJirj, they.

Wurran, their.

Wurrun, them.

Trtt?-r!MWMra, by them.

Demonstrative.

Yirg, this.

Je/jwa, of this.

Tenk, this.

Tenkiun, by this.

Interrogative.

Singular.

Bur, who.

Bona, whose.

Bonk, whom.
Bonsitn, hy whom.

C<i, he, she, it.

J<!« "1 him, her, it,

Ttinei them.
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Tirg, these.

Yirran, of these.

Tirlmn, these.

YirrunsH-n, by these.

Plural.

Burk, who.

Boran, of whom.
Bonk, whom.
Bortiun, by whom.

Tunna, his, hers, theirs.

Indefinitet.—Bore, someone ; Bara, something. Singular Bora, what ?

Plural Barauk, what ?

Imperative.

Infinitive.

Present part.

Past part.

Verbs.

Wunka, speak.

Wwiikunna, to speak.

Wmiki, speaking.

Wv,nktv,r, spoken.

Conjunctive part. Wiinksi, having spoken.

Preterit Tense.

Nunna wunJti, I speak.

Tmma munki, thou speakest.

Wur munki, he speaks.

Mar munki, "we speak.

Jmar wunii, ye speak.

Wurg munki, they speak.

ImpeTfect Tente.

Nunna Tvurikunddyi, I was
speaking.

Imma munkundi, thou wast

speaking

Wur wankundur, he was
speaking.

Mar rvunkuTidum, we were

speaking.

Imar nmrikundir, ye were

speaking.

Wurg ttunkundurq, they were

speaking.

Fvtiire Past.

Nunna rvunJtsi hon:e'\ . o r n
i-^<^. Same for all persons.

Imma rvunksi iwrce J

Perfect.

Nunna wunktdn

Imma frunhti

Wv/r -rvunktur

Mar rrunktum

Imar firunktir

Wurg rvunkturg

Pluperfect.

Niinna rounliti

Imma niuriksi

&c., the same
for all persons

Singular.

Plural.

Imperative.

Wunhi, speak thou.

Wunliar, speak ye.

I had spoken, &c.

Ffiture.

Nuiina leunkiia,

Ivima ivunkiki,

Wur rminhanvr

Mar wunMkurn
Imar imrikihir

Wurg irvnlmrrurg.

I shall speak,

&c.
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Future Indefinite.

Singular.

Nunna mualtuaddn Junve. Mar wunliundir huwe

Tmma Kvnkundi liowe. Wurg nurikundurg lione.

Wir Kunkundur Junve.

Second Example op a Vbeb.

Jim, beat thou
;
jimpt, beat ye. Nu,nnajia, I am beating.

Jiana, to beat. Kimnajinddn, I was beating.

Jitur, beaten. Nunnajitan, I beat.

Jia, beating. Niinna jiii, I have beaten.

Jisi, having beaten. Nunnajehi, I shall beat.

Nunnajinddn Iwive, I shall be beating.

Naiinajisi limve, I shall have beaten.

Dr. Manger goes on to say that ' the verbs seem to be con-

jugated alike, whether transitive or intransitive, and to have no

passive voice, nor is there anything corresponding to the

Hindostani particle ne. No aorist tenses or subjunctive

mood.' He then gives examples of the Lord's prayer, the Ten
Commandments, and an interesting specimen of the songs with

which the Gronds are wont to beguile their evenings and the

fruitless days of the rainy season. As the legend it contains is

curious, I give a short abstract of it in prose.

The Song of Sandsumjee.

Sandsumjee married six wives, but had no heir, so he married

a seventh and departed on a journey ; during his absence, after

his relatives had sacrificed to a god, she bare a son Singbaba.

The 'small wife was sleeping, the other six were there
;

' so they

took the babe and threw it into the buffalo's stable, placing a

puppy by her side, and said, ' Lo ! a puppy is born.'

But the buffaloes took care of Singbaba, and poured milk

into his mouth.

When the six wives went to look for him, they found Sing-

baba playing.

Thence they took him and threw him to the cows, but the

cows said, ' Let no one hurt him,' and poured milk into his mouth.

So when the six wves went to look ag-ain whether he was alive

or dead, lo ! Singbaba was playing.

y JF
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Thence they took him and threw him into a well, but on

the third day when they went to enquire, they found Singbaba

still playing. So they took him and threw him on the tigers'

path as the tigers were coming, and they heard his cries as they

left him. But the tigress felt compassion, and said, • It is my
child

;
' so she took him to her den, and having weaned her cubs fed

Singbaba with milk, and so he grew up with the cubs. To her one

day Singbaba said, ' I am naked ; I want clothes.' So the tigress

went and sat by the market road till muslin and cloth makers

came along ; on seeing her run at them they dropped their bundles

and fled, which she took up and brought to Singbaba, who
clothed himself and kissed her feet.

Another day he said, ' Give me a bow.' She again went and

waited till a sepoy armed with a bow passed by. She roared

and rushed at him, on which he dropped the bow and fled, and

she picked it up and brought it to Singbaba, who shot birds

with it for his little tiger brothers.

In the meantime Sandsumjee returned home and said, 'Is

any one inspired ? Has God entered into any one ? If so, let him
arise.'

Then Singbaba received inspiration, and accompanied by his

big and little brothers went. In the midst (of the assembly)

was a Brahmin. Him Singbaba required to get up ; he refused,

whereupon the big brother (tiger) got angry and did eat him up.

All asked Singbaba, ' Who are you ?

'

' Ask the buffaloes,' he replied, telling his little brother to

go and call his mother. She came, and the thi-ee species were

assembled before the people.

' Question them,' said Singbaba. So they asked, ' Who is he ?

'

First the buffaloes answered, ' Sandsumjee's son,' and tliey

told his history.

Then the cows told how he stayed with them two days, and
then was thrown into the well ; from thence they knew not

where he went.

' Ask my mother,' said Singbaba.

So the tigress told how she weaned her cubs and nourished

him, on which all embraced her feet and established her as a

god, giving her the six wicked wives. So Singbaba became illus-

trious, and the tigi-ess was worshipped.
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' Sandsumjee Bahana id salm diul,

Of Sandsumjee Baba this soug is,

Bhirn bdns hhirri-ta saka dud.

Of Bhirry bamboo jungle Bhirri this song is.'

As the Gonds are divided, in an uncertain sort of way, into

various septs or clans, so does their religion, which depends on

the number of deities they worship, differ in all parts. Mr.

Hislop says :
' Though the Grond pantheon includes about fifteen

gods, yet I have never obtained from one individual the names

of more than seven deities.' These are pure and simple Grond

gods, but the worship of the Hindoo deities, especially of the

dread goddess Kali, has crept in wherever the aborigines have

mixed with the immigrants.

The chief god is Burra Deo, the Great Spirit, the Manitou of

the Eed Indian ; he is imiversaUy accepted by all the. tribes. Of
the others the best known are Thakoor Deo, a household deity

;

Ghunsyam. Deo, the guardian of the crops; Mata Deo, who
requires to be propitiated for disease, especially smaU-pox

;

Phursa Pen, the god of war ; Bhim Sen, whose origin may be

ascribed to the Hindoos, Bhima the Pandoo being one of their

great heroes ; and, in Seonee, though I do not find him men-

tioned by other writers, Donger Deo, the lord of the forests, who
is worshipped under some tree conspicuous for its size. The

minor spirits, good and bad, are numerous ; the Bagh Deo is the

spirit, usually malignant, of one who has been killed by a tiger,

and such ' a one has to be propitiated by offerings on a rude

shrine. In every district certain localities of striking aspect are

invested with a guardian ' deo.' The Goorera Deo in the Ban
Gunga valley, and the Kookra Deo of the legend given in

Chapter IV., are cases in point—they are minor celebrities with

only a local fame. The religious ceremonies consist chiefly of

sacrifices of pigs, fowls, and mouhwa spirit ; and the officiating

priests are generallj' of the Baiga race, and are termed Bhumias

or Bhoomkas.

The Baigas arrogate to themselves superiority over the whole

of the Gond tribes as being the original sons of the soil, and

their language is said to have more of the Sanscrit in it than the

ordinary dialects of Gondwana. They usually hold themselves

aloof from the ordinary Gonds, and live in the wildest parts,

F F 2
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which assists in maintaining their character for supernatural

powers. Some few colonies of them exist in the Seonee district,

but more are to be found in the wilds of the adjoining country

of Mundla. They have been thus graphically described : '

—

' Of slight wiry build, they are very hardy, extremely active,

and first-rate sportsmen. Cunning in making traps and pitfalls

and capital shots with their bows and arrows, they soon clear the

whole coimtry of game ; persevering to a degree, they never leave

the track of blood, and the poison on their arrows is so deadly to

the animal struck, that sooner or later it is certain to die. Un-

armed save with the axe, they wander about the wildest jungles

;

and the speed with which they fly up a tree on any alarm of

tigers is wonderful ; yet the courageous way in which they stand

by each other on an emergency shows that they are by no means

wanting in boldness. Their skill in the use of the axe is extra-

ordinary, and they often knock over small deer, hares, and pea-

cocks with it. It is indeed by no means rare to see panthers

brought in either speared or knocked on the head with the axe.'

And again :—' In the rains, when he has little else to do, the

Baiga and his companions amuse themselves with nmning down

sambur and spotted deer with their dogs, following them into the

water, and killing them with their axes when brought to bay.'

The sorcerers and medicine-men of the Baigas are in great

repute in Grondwana, and some of them are supposed to have

power over tigers and in the laying of the disturbed spirits of

those who have been killed by tigers.

The social ceremonies of the Gond are simple. In marriage

it is usual for the bridegroom, unless he can offer a sufScient

dower, to serve the bride's father for a term of years, the period

of probation commencing about twelve years of age. Though a

girl's parents generally dispose of her, she has the right, which

is recognised, of refusing their choice and of eloping witli

another lover, though, accoriing to Captain Ward, it is allowable

for the deserted swain to abduct her by force if he has the power,

or one of the girl's first cousins may do so, but it is not often

attempted imless the family are very much against the match.

A Grond may have as many wives as he can afford to keep.

Widows are allowed to remarry, and it is visual for the

' ' Central Provinces Gazcttcci,' article ' Mandla,' h\- Captain H. (^. Ward,
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younger brother to take the widow, unless she have a prefer-

ence for another who Is willing to take her. Elder brothers are

not, however, allowed to marry widows of younger brothers.

After death the bodies are either burned (which is considered

more honourable), or buried with the feet to the north, so that

the deceased may more readily tread the path to the happy

hunting-grounds of his people, which are said to be somewhere in,

the direction of the Himalayas.

The spirits of the dead are supposed to haunt certain places,

and offerings are made to them. According to Captain Ward,

the spirit of the father of a family haunts the house till it is

laid ; and imtil that is done by the Baiga priest, a portion of

the daily food is set aside for him, and he is the only object of

worship for the time.

With the space at my disposal it would be useless for me to

attempt more than a very shadowy outline of the history of the

Seonee portion of these tribes. Those who wish to know more
should study Sleemau's account of the Grurha Mundla dynasty

;

Hislop's Memoranda ; the admirable prefece to the ' Central

Provinces Grazetteer ' by Mr. C. Grant, C.S. ; the report of the

Central Provinces' Ethnological Committee ; and Sir Greorge

Campbell's paper on the Dravidian and Kolarian groups in the

- Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,' vol. xkxv.

Their history as a people of importance does not carry us

back further than the sixteenth century, when Sungi-am Sa, of

the Grurha Mundla dynasty, became ruler over fifty-two dis-

tricts ; but he, again, traced back his origin to Jadho Eai, a

Eajpoot adventurer, who succeeded his father-in-law, a Grond

prince, in a.d. 358.' The earliest mention of the aborigines

we may assume to be that in the ' Eamayana,' where it is stated

that the early Aryan settlers or hermits were sadly annoyed by

the mockery of the mischievous savages, the ' shapeless and ill-

looking monsters,' which terrified the devotees."''

It is probable that they were all primitive sa\"ages tiU they

were improved by a fusion with the aristocratic Eajpoot blood,

which gave an elevation to the chiefs, and through them a

superior tone to those who now pride themselves on being Eaj-

Gronds.
' Sleeman. Journal Bengal Asiatic Society, vol. vi.

" Giant's Preface.
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That Rajpoot chieftains ruled over Gondwana from ex-

tremely remote ages is proved by the discovery of inscriptions,

one of -which, on a metal plate, contained a grant of land from

a sovereign of the Haihaibunsee Eajpoot dynasty of Ratunpoor

to a Brahmin in Mundla in the Sumvat year 201 (a.d. 144),'

and a rajah of the same line is mentioned in an inscription m
a temple at Chattisgurh, dated a.d. 103. That Seonee itself

was under the rule of a Hindoo dynasty as far back as the fifth

century seems to be satisfactorily proved by the discovery in

the district of a copper plate containing a grant by the reigning

prince to his officiating priest, which, when taken in con-

nection with Dr. Bhau Daji's reading of an inscription in the

Ajantha caves, and vrith certain passages in the ' Puranas,'

points to the existence of a Yavana line of princes ruling on

the Satpura range, the name of whose founder, Vindhya Sakti,

is suggestive of the Puranic term 'Vindhyan,' as applied to

what is now known as the Satpura range.^

The existence of a ruling race in Seonee of greater civili-

sation than the aborigines is proved by the ruins of G-hunsore,

where there are the debris of forty temples. One can scarcely

call them ruins, seeing that hardly one stone on another remains,

owing chiefly to the spoliation by the surrounding malgoozars,

who for years i:ast have been using the massive blocks, many
of them of great size and length, for building piurposes. That

they were at one time of great importance and beauty is pro-

bable from the quantity of exquisite carvings in freestone which

have been exhumed. On one occasion, when in the vicinity of

Grhunsore,we dug up several cartloads ofmost admirably chiselled

SevEdc and Vishnuite sculpture, which are now deposited in the

Nagpoor Museum. I also found there a large Jain idol in a

sitting posture, which had been placed under a tree by the

people of the place, and worshipped in an ignorant sort of way,

the tradition being that tlie tree was an old dry one which had

burst forth into leaf when the god was placed under it. It was

approached by the credulous villagers with great awe, under

the belief that a gigantic guardian serpent would attack the

presumptuous intruder ; and great was the wonder when my
men deposited it on a cart, and removed it to my camp, without

• blccman. ' Grant's Preface.
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any such wrathful manifestation on the part of the abducted

deity. They, however, begged I would let tliem have the

image again ; and so I did, after pointing out to them the folly

of putting their trust in a god who was so helpless.

It is a matter of question whether the Gaolee dynasty ever

ruled over the Seonee plateau, but below the ghats, in the

Dongertal talooqa, are found some descendants of that' pastoral

nation, who keep up the traditional life by being owners and

breeders of cattle.

I think we may go at once from the Yavana Hne to the

Gurha Mundla dynasty, in whose history we find the first tra-

dition of the fusion of the blue blood of the Eajpoot with the

plebeian stream that flowed in Grondee veins.

It was in the year a.d. 358, whien stiU a Vindhyan king ruled

over Seonee, that Jadho Eai, a soldier of fortune in the service

of one of the Haihaibunsee sovereigns, accompanied his master

on a pilgrimage to the source of the Nerbudda, at Ummer-
kuntuk. In a dream the goddess Nerbudda appeared to him,

and assured him of ultimately attaining sovereign power, in-

structing him at the same time to go to one Surbhee Partuk, a

Brahmin, at Eamnuggur, near Gurha. Jadho Eai quitted his

lord's service, and, by the advice of the Brahmin, entered that

of the Gond Prince of Gm-ha, whose only child, a daughter, he

married, and succeeded to the throne. The scruples of con-

science regarding an alliance with a maiden of inferior caste

were allayed by an omen fi-om the gods in the sight of all the

people—to wit, the descending of a blue jay, or roUer (Coracias

indica), a bird sacred to Siva, on the head of the favoured

successor of the dying rajah, for which purpose—as Sir William

Sleeman, from whose account I have abridged this tradition,

remarks—it was doubtless ingeniously trained by the young-

adventurer and his spiritual guide. The throne of Gurha was

increased by the addition of Mundla by Gopal Sa, the tenth in

succession from Jadho Eai, in the year a.d. 634,' and the

dynasty thenceforth became what is now termed the Gurha-

Miuidla line. It was, however, reserved for the forty-eighth

prince, Sungram Sa, to raise the family to the proud position

of ruler over fifty-two districts, having, it is believed, received

' ' Central I'lovinces Gazetteer," article ' Mandla,' yi. 282.
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only three or four from his father ; and it is probable that tlie

three districts of Ghunspre, Chownree, and Dongertal, which

now foi-m the district of Seonee, were then brought under the

Grurha Mundla rule.

Tradition hath it that Sungram Sa was a very pious prince

and an encourager of religious men, one of whom conceived the

idea of assassinating him in fulfilment of a vow he had made to

offer up the blood of a certain number of sovereigns in sacrifice

to Siva.' Taking advantage of the superstitious nature of

Sungram Sa, he persuaded him that, by the performance of

certain secret rites, he might so propitiate the god Bhyroo, to

whom he had erected a temple, as to become victorious over

all his enemies. Sungram Sa fell into the design, but luckily

the suspicions of a favourite servant were aroused, and he

warned his master that the Sunyassee priest meant to kill him,

and begged to be allowed to accompany him ; the prince was

brave, and refused, but took the precaution of hiding a sword

under his cloak. The Sunyassee instructed him to walk round

a cauldron of boiling oil repeating certain prayers, and then to

fall prostrate before the god ; the prince requested the priest to

show him first how the rites should be done, lest he should

make a mistake, and, on perceiving that the Sunyassee had a

naked sword under his dress, he severed his head from his

shoulders, on which the god Bhyroo appeared and promised

him victory over all his enemies, which led to the annexation of

the country known as Bawungurh, or the Fifty-two Forts. The
history of the Gurha Mundla rajahs has much of interest and

romance in it, for which I have not space, but must pass on to

the time of Narendra Sa, the fifty-seventh prince in succession

from Jadho Eai. In the meanwhile the powerful armies of the

IN'Iogul emperor had reduced tlie Gond princes to the state of

feudatories. Narendra Sa was for a time deprived of his terri-

tories by two insurgent cousins; however, these being ultimately

defeated and slain, his authority was re-established, but two of

his feudatories, Azim Khan, jaghirdar of Barha, and Londee

Khan, soobah or governor of Chownree (Seonee), taking advan-

tage of the unsettled state of the coimtiy and their master's

weakness, broke out into rebellion, attempting to establish an

' Sir W. Sleeman.
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independent sovereignty. Narendra Sa, being unable to cope

with them single-handed, invited the aid of Bukht Buland,

the powerful Rajah of Deogurh, and on the defeat of the rebels

assigned to him the three districts of Ghunsore, Chownfee

and Dongertal (modem Seonee).

Colonel Thomson relates a tradition, which I also remember,

regarding the death of Xioondey Khan or Soondey Khan :—
' The

battle in which he was killed was fought outside Seonee on the

lands of Pertapoor, where his head was cut ofif, but his body is

stated to have gone on fighting until he reached his house in

Seonee, where he was finally overwhelmed. The people of

Seonee fixmly believe this story, and point out the two chu-

bootras (masonry platforms) erected, one where his head fell,

and the other where he was finally despatched, and have made a

kind of peer or saint of him, his shrine being carefully kept and

looked after.'

Seonee now became part of the Deogurh kingdom, and

probably its prosperity dates from this time (about a.d, 1700).

Bukht Buland was a man of liberal views, great energy, and

singular administrative ability, and to him may be ascribed the

immigration of various classes of Hindoos and Mahomedans,

which now form two-thirds of the population, and under whose

superior agricultural skiU the district rose rapidly into import-

ance. I may now, before treating of these immigrant peoples,

hurriedly glance over the subsequent points in the history of

the district. The story of Taj Khan, or, as some call him, Raj

Khan, as related in Chapter VII. of this volume, is substantially

historical as far as relates to the manner in which he won the

favour of Bukht Biiland, and became talooqdar of Dongertal

and conqueror of Sangurhee. In a.d. 1743 Eaghojee Bhonsla,

the Mahratta ruler, having taken possession of the kingdom

of Deogurh, including Seonee, was much pleased with the

fidelity of Mahomed Khan, the son of Taj Khan, who held

out the fortress of Sangurhee against his troops for a lengthened

period, and only surrendered at the command of his lawful

master ; and he appointed him dewan or governor of what is now

the Seonee district.

This Pathan family continued to govern till the time of

Zuman Khan, the foiui;h dewan, who, being indolent and
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incapable, was superseded by a Mahratta ; and when tlie district

was ceded by the Bhonslah ruler of Nagpoor to the British

in 1818 the once powerful Pathan family was found in poverty

and disgrace. It was then, as Colonel Thomson observes, ' a

most graceful act of recognition on the part of the British

Grovemment awarding to Dewan Mahomed Nujeef Khan, the

grandson of Mahomed Dhummee Khan (third dewan), and his

heirs, the Gondee talooqa in Oobaree, in lieu of their here-

ditary talooqa of Dongertal,' and the measure proved a most

politic one; for in 1857, instead of turning their influence

against us, which, connected as they are with many of the

Nagpoor people, they might easily and with much effect have

.

done, they expressed themselves determined to rise or fall

with the British Government. The dewan called on me in

person immediately after my arrival (which was in June 1857,

after the breaking out of the mutinies), and placed himself

entirely at my orders, offering active service if required.' Let

the ' Gazetteer ' furnish the final record of the history of the town

of Seonee up to the present time.

'It was founded by Mahomed Amin Khan, who made
Seonee his head-quarters instead of Chhapira. It contains

large public gardens, a fine market-place, a noble tank which

has recently been improved and deepened. The principal

buildings are the court-house, gaol, school-house, dispensary,

and post-ofiice. A handsome church is about to be erected.'

Now we must turn back to the settlers introduced by Bukht
Euland. At that time the plateau country was inhabited

chiefly by the aboriginal Gonds, Purdhans, Mehras, Punkas, and
Kutteas, though it is to be supposed that there were colonies

also of wMch some descendants may survive of the followers of

the Hindoo riilers who built Ghunsore and other places of

superior architecture ; but local tradition invariably assigns to

Bukht Buland the credit of introducing the foreign element in

the population. In his day the Lodhees, Aheers, and Rajpoots

of the northern portion came in from the westward, whilst

from other parts, chiefly south and east, came in a stream of

Bagrees, Kerars, Koormees, and Ponwars, and they speedily

monopolised the best parts of the coimtry, driving the abori-

' The Gondee talooqa comprises some of the best land, and is, therefore,

more v.Juable than Dongertal.
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gines more and more into the jungles and to the sterile

north. It was natural, too, that the Pathans should follow in

the wake of their successful leader, Taj Khan, and under him
acquire much landed property of the best sort ; they number

now about 14,000 strong, and are successful cultivators and the

chief employers of the aboriginal Gonds, with whom they get on

well.

The Ponwars are, however, the most important class, both

numerically and as excellent agriculturists. They are noto-

riously imtrustworthy, shifty, and litigious, but energetic and

enterprising, and are most skilful practical farmers. They aie a

good-looking race, tall and fair, having a high-easte Brah-

minical appearance, and their women are frequently very hand-

some. They are descended from the Pramaras of Dhar in

Malwa, a Eajpoot-Khettree race, whose royal house furnished at

one time rulers both in Jubbulpoor and Nagpoor on either side

of the plateau. Of the other settlers, ' the most remarkable

classes among the landholding community are the Lodhees,

Aheers, Eajpoots, and Pathans. The first three are generally

stalwart and fine-looking, and are dressed much in the saine

style—the long wadded green angurkha. They are all much
alike in appearance ; the Aheers are perhaps the finer-looking

;

they have all blunt, rough manners, and are reputed turbulent,

but I have alwaj's found them well-disposed and easy enough to

deal with.'

'

The Lodhees in all probability immigrated from Bundlecund,

though there are Lodhees in the southern part of the district

who so far differ from their northern brethren, and resemble

more the Ponwars, as to lead to the supposition that they are

descendants of older colonies settled to the south of the range.

The Aheers may be classed as being of the Gaolee race, who
came into the north through Chindwarra, whilst the southern

Gaolees of Dongertal are settlers of an earlier date when Gaolee

kings ruled over Nagpoor.

The Gwaras deserve passing notice; tbey are a low-caste

race of the Gaolee type, chiefly entertained as farm servants and

ploughmen ; they are excessively hardy, and are reputed trust-

Vforthy. Colonel Thomson says of them : ' I have seen one of

' Colonel Thomson's Report.
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them run with a malgoozar's " kacchar " (a rough sort of gig

drawn by trotting bullocks) twenty-five to thirty miles, and at

the end lie down to sleep satisfied with a pinch of tobacco to

allay the cravings of hunger until he could get his peek, or

rice gruel.'

I must not conclude this sketch without a brief allusion to

the architectural remains left by the people who, from time to

time, have played a part in the history of the district.

The oldest forms of human erections are the cromlechs

mentioned in page 130 of this volume.

These are supposed to be Indo-Scythic, and they resemble

in a striking degree the Scythian remains of Europe. But

I must not venture now on lengthy remarks on the theory of

the great tides of emigration which, setting north and south

from the plateaux of Central Asia, carried with them the

customs which left traces of identity in regions so far apart as

Northern Europe and the Indian peninsula—traces not only in

such monuments as these cromlechs and cycloliths, but in

implements of stone, roots of words, and traditions.

Throughout the Central Pro\inces down to the banks of the

Godavery river, these cromlechs may be found, and numbers of

celts, axes, and well-shaped stone implements, identical in foitn

with those of Europe, have been discovered in various places.

The ruins of Ghuusore, to which I have already alluded,

appear to be the next in order of antiquity, and then come

the forts of the Raj-Gond dynasty. The aboriginal Gonds

have but little to show of architecture ; as may be expected of

a people whose worship is of a primitive and sylvan character,

their remains, instead of temples and altars, take the practical

form of fortresses. Of these there are several in Seonee on

commanding positions along the south-eastern face of the

range ; they can hardly be called specimens of aboriginal skill,

for whatever tliere is about them of excellence has been bor-

rowed from the more civilised Rajpoots. In most cases these

so-called forts are nothing but natural fastnesses, an isolated

rock or projecting spur, in which the existing difficulties of

access have been augmented by barriers of stonework. The
masonry in parts is of the most solid description, being

cubes of granite fastened by iron clamps. No doubt in olden
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days they were almost impregnable, but they would be useless

against modern artillery. Such are the forts of Bhainsagurh,

Pertabgurh, Umargurh, and Kohiurgurh on the south-eastern

range, and Amodagurh on the banks of the Hirrie. The
Mahomedan rulers have left but insignificant remains in

the two forts of Dongertal and Chuppara ; they are probably

not more than 150 years old, and are both in ruins.

The present government is leaving its mark more beneficially

in the peaceful form of weU-made roads and noble bridges, and

one of the most lasting monuments will be the handsome stone

ghaut, or flight of steps, which extends across the southern end

of the Dul Sagur tank, at one time a reedy swamp ; it was

built by Colonel Thomson, the extensive ruins of Grhunsore

furnishing most of the enormous blocks of stone used in its

construction.





NOTES.

Chapter II.

Page 69. The Man-eater.

This incident occurred, jast as it is related, to a friend, the late

Lieutenant-Colonel (then Captain) R. Tait, of the Madras army,

who was with ns for a short time in Seonee. My brother-in-law

helped him to recover the wounded tiger.

Chapter III.

Tage 100. The Lalla.

My old shikaree Moula, or ' the Lalla,' as he was generally

called, has already been introduced to the English public by
Captain J. Forsyth, and his account of him is very trae as to his

character, though incorrect as regards his history. The Lalla was

never in Upper India ; he was a native of Sasseram, in Bengal

(Behar), and when, during the Indian Mutiny, I was sent there

to take charge of the Sasseram levy, he came into my service with

one or two others, and I took him with me to the Central Provinces
;

in fact, his history is told by me in the character of Fordham in

Chapter III. of this volume. On my departure for England on

leave of absence, I got my friend Colonel C F. Pearson, Con-

servator of Forests, to take my follower under his protection, and

he then passed into the care of Captain For.syth, who ofS.ciated

for a time as Conservator during Colonel Pearson's absence, and

was with him when he met his fate.

Captain Forsyth says of him

:

' A really first-class tiger shikari is extremely i-are. The com-
bination of qualities required to make him is seldom found in a

native. I shall best explain what he should be by describing the

Lalla. And first as to his name. " Lalla " means in Upper India

a clerk of the Kayat caste, to which our friend belonged ; so that,

though utterly ignorant of all letters save those imprinted on a
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sandy ravine bed by a tiger's paw, he was nicknamed the Lalla by

the people, and thereupon his real name disappeared for ever ;
and,

when he was afterwards killed by a tiger, no one had any idea

what it was.
' He was a little wee man, so insignificant and so dried and

shrivelled up that, as he nsed to say, " No tiger would ever think

of eating me." His early training had made him exceedingly keen

of eyesight and in reading the signs of the forest, while in his

many wanderings he had accumulated a store of legends of demons

and devilry, and a wild jumble of Hindu mythology, that never

failed, when retailed over a fire at night to a circle of gaping cow-

herds and village shikaris, to unlock every secret of the neighbour-

hood in the matter of tigers. Such an oily cozener of reticent

Gronds never existed. Then, miserable as he looked, he could walk

about all day and every day for a week in a broiling sun, hunting

up tracks, with nothing but the thinnest of muslin skull-caps on

his hard nut of a head, and would fearlessly penetrate into the

very lair of a, tiger perfectly unarmed. He had a particular

beaming look, which he always w6re on his ugly face when he had

actually seen, or, as he said, " salaamed to," a tiger comfortably

disposed of for the day ; and in late years, when I had to leave all

the arrangements to him, I hardly recollect ever going out when
he reported the find a likely one without at least seeing the game.

He could shoot a little, say a pot shot at a bird on a branch at

twenty paces, and kept guns in beautiful order. But he soon came

to utterly despise and contemn everything except tiger hunting,

for which he had, I believe, really an absorbing passion. Even
bison hunting he looked down on as a sport not fit for a gentleman

to. pursue. Tor ten months in the year he moped about looking

utterly wretched, and taking no interest in anything but the

elephant and rifles, and woke up again only on April 1, oppos.te

which date " Tiger shooting commences " will be entered in the

Indian almanac of the future, when the royal animal shall be pre-

served in the reserved forests of Central India to furnish sport

for the nobility of the land ! Poor old Lalla ! He fell a victim in

the end to contempt of tigers, bred of undue familiarity. I was

very ill with fever in the June of 1866, and meditating a trip

home, and had sent out the La'la with a double gun to shoot some

birds for their feathers with a view to salmon flies. He came upon

the tracks of a tiger, and, contrarj'' to all orders, tied out a calf at

night as a bait, and sat over it in a tree with a gun. The tigress

came and received his bullet in the thigfh, jjoing: ofi" wounded into

a very thick cover in the bed of a river. The plucky but foolish
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Lalla followed her in there the next morning by the blood, but

soon found that tracking up a wounded tiger with a gun is a very

diflFerent thing from following about uninjured tigers without intent

to disturb them. Before he had gone a dozen paces the tigress

was upon him, his unfired gun dashed from his hands, and buried

for half its length in the sand, his turban caffed from his head to

the top of a high tree by a stroke of her paw that narrowly missed

his head, and himself down below the furious beast, and being

slowly chewed from shoulder to ankle. He was brought in a

dozen miles to Khandwa, where 1 was, by some men who had gone

in for him when the tigress left him. The fire of delirium was

then in his eye, and he raved of the tiger's form passing before

him red and bloody. But he recognised me when I came to him,

and conjured me to go out forthwith and bring in her body

next day if I wished to see him live. I knew that the natives have

a superstition to this effect, and, though I was then in a high fever,

I sent off my elephant at midnight to a village near the spot, fol-

lowing myself on horseback at daybreak. Much rain had fallen,

and aU, old tracks were obliterated. The jungle was also very

^reen and thick, and I spent the whole day till the afternoon

hunting, as I afterwards found, in a wrong direction. At last I

came on a fresh trail, with one hind foot dragging in the sand, and

then I knew I was near the savage brute. We ran it up to a dense

jaman cover in the river bed, and I had barely time to get the

people on foot safely up trees when the tigress came at me in the

most determined manner. She looked just like a huge cat that

had been hunted by dogs; her fur all bedraggled and standing on

end, eyes glaring with fury, and emitting the hoarse coughing roar

of a charging tiger that no one, to the very close of his tiger

shooting, hears without a certain quickening of the blood. The
first two shots hit fair, but did not stop her, and she was not more

than a few yards from the elephant's trunk when the third ball

caught her clean in the mouth, knocking out one of her canine

teeth, and passing down the throat into the chest. She could do

no more, but lay roaring and worrying her own paws till I put an

end to her with another shot in the head. She was a lean grey-

hound-made brute, scarcely bigger than a panther. The Lalla was

avenged, but the poor fellow was beyond any help that the sight

of his enemy might have afforded him, and notwithstanding every

cure—for he was the favourite of everyhody who knew him—he

sank under the exhausting drain of so many fearful wounds.' ' No
one regretted his death more than I did, for I was in some measure

' ' Highlands of Central India,' pp. 279-282,
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responsible for having given him a turn for the shikaree's life by

taking him away from the peaceful avocation of a Bengal bird-

catcher and making him vrhat he was.

Chapter IV.

Page 130. Cromlechs.

The account here given of these cnrions remains has appeared

once before with its legend in an amateur magazine which was

started in Calcutta, and which, like most Indian periodicals,

flourished awhile, but, lacking moisture, withered away. The

article was written with a view to connect these remains intimately

with those of Northern Europe by giving examples of coincident

superstitions which have descended from those misty ages by the

traditions handed down from generation to generation.

Chafiee V,

Page 145. Bunsee Loll Abheer Chund Bat Bahadoor,

A. wealthy bankerand honorary magistrate, is an example of what

energy and intelligence will do for men of whatsoever nation they

may be. Still more honourable is it when wealth and distinction

arise from loyalty to the State. Bunsee Lall, untitled, as when I

first knew him, in the perilous times of the great Indian Mutiny,

espoused the cause of the Government, not without risk to himself

had the day gone against us. With the capital at his command he

was enabled to furnish large supplies of grain for the troops in the

field. Whilst other natives were eagerly getting rid of the depreciated

Government paper, Bunsee Lall, firm in his conviction of our ulti-

mate success, bought in. The result was great and well-earned

wealth. Then came honours ; he was made a Bai Bahadoor in con-

sideiation of his services, a title of great distinction, with a gift from

the Crown of a golden armlet and shawls. Subsequently he was
created an Honorary Magistrate of the First Class and member of the

Municipal Committee of Kamptee ; held various offices in the collect-

ing of customs and octroi ; was a commissioner appointed by the

Government of Bengal, in 1873, for supplying food to the famine-

stricken provinces ; and has lately been an honoured guest at the

great Durbars held by H.E.H. the Prince of Wales at Agra, and
by the Viceroy at Delhi, on the proclamation of Her Majesty as

Empress of India, on which occasion he was presented with a medal.

Page 156. ' Without doubt a tiger lias carried it off.'

This actually occurred to my brother (R. Cranfuii-d Sterndale),

who went out one evening after dinner to Barelipar, shot a stag,

and had it carried off by a tiger in the manner described.
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Page 177. ' The brute rushed outfrom under this very lush.'

This was one of the nearest shaves I ever had, and happened

to me in June 1860 at Paladown, on the banks of the Pench river.

The tiger was killed about ten days afterwards by Colonel G. F.

Pearson and myself, and his temper may be seen by the account

of the fighting tiger at Noni, for that was the animal. He was

noted in that part of the country as a muggra-tcalla (a cross-grained

brute) ; so, on the whole, I had reason for congratulation on his

forbearance.

Chaptee VI.

Page 201.

A bullock is of great assistance in approaching antelope in open

country ; they are so accustomed to see villagers with their cattle,

that anyone with an ox can get well within shot. The native

shikarees and antelope snarers are so well aware of this, that they

use specially trained bullocks, which are taught to go to the right

or left or to stop by pressure of a finger on the back. During the

mutiny I became possessor of a very handsome little Brahminy
bull, which I afterwards trained to stalk antelope. As Tommy
had received his ' baptism of fire ' (having been ' looted ' at Banda),

he stood a solitary shot across his back with supreme indifierence,

and I often.rested my rifle over his sturdy little shoulders. I go;^

him in this manner. Marching one day in rear of a regiment of

Madras troops, which, as usual, had a numerous train of camp
followers, I noticed a very handsome little ball of a peculiar colour,

brown, with black hump and head, bearing a load qnite as bic as

himself—for ' Tommy,' when mounted by an ordinary- sized person,

could hardly keep his rider's toes off the ground—a miscellaneous

pile of rags and sticks, pots and pans, old hookahs, and bundles,

which made a pyramid, the apex of which was crowned bj a
squalling baby ; and under this he was trotting along so oheerfillly

that I was quite taken with him, and, addressing the tatter-

demalion of an owner, who, with a ragged wife and dusty urchins,

was goading him on, I asked if he would sell him ; but no, he was
proof against offers. How was he to get on if he had no means of

carriage ? Money was no good unless he could get a substitute for

his bullock. So I gave up for the time, and deputed a man to

watch my dusky friend, and when he was encamped for the day
to bring him to me. Accordingly, at noon, he made his appear-

ance, and a bargain was struck to our mutual satisfaction, he going
off with a stout country pony worth twice as much as the bullock

and master Tommy came into my possession and lived in clover.

G G 2
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Fage 215. Tiger Ilunt in the Sidmrhs of Secmee.

This happened, jnst a.s it is described, in 1864. The party

consisted of Colonel Thomson and Captain Forsyth on the former's

elephant, myself and Captain C. Plowden on Bussunta, and Dr.

Roberts on the roof of the hut.

Chapter VII.

Page 227. The Tiookhur Man-eater.

This tiger held his own for many years, being exceedingly wary

and favoured by the natural difficulties of the ground. I am told he

was at last shot in extreme old age by Mr. J. Nichols, of the Bengal

Civil Service.

Chapter X.

Page 337. JUlephantine Dentistry.

I believe my broth er-in-lavr. Colonel Thomson, still possesses

the piece of the tooth which was cut out on this occasion. He
used it for some time as a paper weight Both the doctor and

the patient were in his service.

Chapter XI.

Page 370. The Man-eating Panther of Kahani.

The story of this extraordinary man-eater is faithfully told in

the text, but the time of his career was from 1857 to 1860. He first

began by carrying oif a follower of the Thakoor of Goorwarra, near

Dhooma, on whom we were keeping a watch during the troublous

times of the mutiny. Colonel Thomson and I went after him
under the supposition that it was a tiger that had killed the man,

and he came out three times before us in the manner related by

Fordham. I left Seonee for two years to take a more active part

in the suppression of the revolt, and on my return in 1859 I found

that the panther had become the most dreaded man-eater of the

district. Every sportsman in the vicinity had done his best to kill

him, but without success, and I tried most energetically for a time,

but with no better luck. He was afterwards killed by accident by

a native who hardly knew what he was firing at ; and his skin,

which was a beautifully glossy one—quite disproving^ the theory

that confirmed man-eaters get mangy—now peacefullyreposes in a

London drawing-room.
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Allah shoohr ! God be praised !

Andr. Literally a pomegranate ; in fireworks a kind of squib.

Bagh. A tiger.

Sapre. A common exclamation—Oh, father !

Bawurchee. A cook.

Bhaloo. A bear.
'

Bliugra. A ravine.

Bismillah ! al reJiman al ralieem. In the name of God, the mer-

cifal, the compassionate. The customary prayer when slaughter-

ing for food.

Biicha. The young of any animal.

Budzdt. Bad caste, i.e. a bad lot.

Bunniah. A shopkeeper.

Burra Jnittha hdgTi, Khodaivund—Khoob hharee walla. A lusty tiger,

my lord—a very heavy one.

Burra poor. A great torrent.

Burra saMb—Burra mem. A term applied to the senior gentleman

or lady.

Canoongoe. A village lawyer.

Chahootra. A platform of masonry or clay.

Chappattee. A thin flour cake or scone.

Cliapprassee. An orderly.

Charpai or Charpoy. A native bed ; literally, four feet.

Chello. Go on.

Gliota hazaree. Literally, little breakfast, i.e. early tea and toast.

Dak. Post.

Darogah. A superintendent or inspector.

De mar. Give the stroke, i.e. hit hard.

Blmr. In Elephant language—lift or lay hold.

Burhar. A levee.

Odrd. A term usually applied to a kill by a tiger.

Ohdt. A mountain pass ; also a landing-place at a river or tank.
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Ghee. Butter melted down and boiled.

Gholdm. A slave.

Ginjal. A. heavy matchlock for wall service fired from a rest.

Hdlal. Slaughtered according to religious law.

m ! hi ! hya zuloom ! Alas ! alas ! what tyranny !

SusU or Sansli. A neck ornament or collaret.

Kavjah. A roast.

Khana loo. Bring dinner.

KMdmutgar. A table-servant; literally, a servant, from khidmuf,

service.

Khoob hurra lagh hi. He is a very big tiger.

Khoob lugga. Well hit.

Khubhur. News.

Kisrmd. Fate.

Kubburistan,. A burial-gronnd.

Ldtth. A pillar.

Lotah. A brass drinking-vessel.

Machami. A platform in a tree or on posts.

Malgoozar. The owner or lessee of a village.

Moolla. A doctor of divinity or learned man.

Moulvie. A doctor of divinity.

Must. A kind of madness to which male elephants are liable.

Nerhudda Mai. Mother Nerbudda, a river sacred to the Hindoos.

Nylgdo. Plural and fem. Nylgai ; literally bine bull or blue cow,

popularly known by the English corruption Nylghau, to which

I have adhered in the text.

Oonth. A camel.

Pean. The same as cha]iprassee, an orderly.

Permessur. A Hindoo term for the Supreme Deity.

Phuttakas. Crackers.

Punchayet. A board of arbitration, consisting of five or more
members.

Pufivarrees. Village accountants.

Eesaie. A sleeping quilt.

Sahib logue. Gentlefolk—generally applied to Europeans.

Seer. A measure of about two pounds or a quart.

Shabash ! Bravo !

Sirkar. Government.

Soobhan Allah ! Merciful God !

Sowar. A horseman.

Syce. A groom.

Tanda. A Bunjara party.

Tehseeldar. A native collector of revenue.
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Teivdua. A panther.

Thanadar. An inspector of police in cliarge of a thana or station.

Tiffin. Lunch.

Tola. A small hamlet.

Toofdn. A storm or tempest.

Tukdeer. Pate.

Tulwar. A scimitar.

Wall ! An exclamation of astonishment.

Wurhagool. A flying-fox.

Zenana. Women's apartments, a harem.

Zumhoorka. A shorter weapon than a ginjal, but of larger calibre.

Elephant Language.

Bhirree. Let go.

Bhutt. Sit down.

Dhur. Lift, or lay hold.

Dliutt. Step back.

Bug. Step over.

Maeel. Get up.

Taie. Turn round.

Taie-dhutt. Back and turn.
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this work is

o arrr.iyijf/; -Kri jii iro^-j
written m the form

of acoimecte3 story,

contains the per-
r- -.T '';. -.'Ai

f J" gonal adventures

and notes of . . one

who is a naturalist

as well as a sports-

man ; and though
' ".jarr.. ,-• "

as entertaining as a

p novel,' it is valuable

as' a hook of' refer-

ence. In the Ap-

j;U>r:y ..J irr,.;'r -,>?:„ . . - ... ... . ...
pendix, which contains an exhaustive topo-

\ SOTgAj|Jj^j^<^j^ historical account of the district

fCfi-£ TO
^f''''gg(;^ggj"'.5^ W^'founii usefuV'lists of' -"forest

trees, animals, aiii birds, with'theii- scientific'and

native names.
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• - ••"'-"i-«.- .H08A33 3HT iO >iOOS rOi^ ,V AHO TPOi/ 3>1T

r!"!^";;-:;: EXTRACTS :fe,om reyiews.''

ATHEN^UM.
' Page after page is ffigd not ''only with sporting storiesT of' the ordinary type, but with

3urious facts in natural Ustoiy, with" quaidt touches of nativeNsharacter in various classes of

thei pe^pje, #nd witii bits of , tradition or -legend .brought put- naturally in con-^ersatipn djiring

the different expeditions. There is much in this volume which will commend it to a wider

circle of readers than that for which it was primarily intended.'

SATTTRDAT KEVIEW.
'The incidents' accumulated in camp life are well told and very faii-ly put together.

There is a good deal in these pages about the habits of birds or animals which is preferable

to descriptions of lucky shots and victories over animal instinct by human perseverance and

long-headedness,-„The-,distinction,between.the,bison.,and the buffalo is well brought out.

Altogether sportsmen may get a good deal out of ttiis publication.'

1 1
;

' J o fT ' .1 / EDUTBUKGH DAILTfeevtew.
- f Familiar as' we are with the ground and the people^ Ve have not discovered a mistake

even m the aUnsions or coloumn; of the dialogue'^ The most ignorant and the most hlask

'<nixnj:A-Aavr,'\^^^ ««-j *w«.a -u-^^-^W-oU—w^t^Siaiwil^pl^unirpai^whde all who know India, or

want to understand its people and our government, will put it orgtheir shelves beside Sir

Henry Lawence's " Adventures m the Punjab " and "W D Arnold's " Oakfield " Rarely

have we enjoyed a book so much-t- If aU -who'-wnte on India would write tAt«!,4he Bntist

public would soon be ashamed of their culpable ignorance ' "'

"^--'
. - -.v 'i^ > "• ^.'-"*>,

-*' ^ MAYPAIB "-
; >^

'n any doubt this, let thei^ead that most chiurming IjooFof t£i season, Mr Stemdale's

"Seonee."' -/-? ^-''• -^i ^^^ -K- STAlfDAKD ^^ , ^ --

:. 'Mr. Sterndale has added much valuable detaU as to the habits^f the vinous annnals,

and is careful to giveinformation as to the trees, plants, and insects, ;all 'of .which will be--'-" - - Th. gf - ^-' —'''-..'.'

available for the class for whom the book is specially .written^n^ely.^f yot^men whose
lirofession, military or civd, will take them to India.' -*<?

' ' . .'- SPECTATOR. :°'%,:.^:'^

'This is in every respect », volume worthy of prais^r%|e^^^|,jpperi^oi to

recount, fewer still have the art of telling theni so admirably^ ^l^a^llglj^^j^J^^
put together the Appendix, with its varied information, is a stiirm^rqualitj^* ._

^^-3*'^^"



-,, i.'iThiSf, narrative xof. camp life on the Satpiira I^nge,, contains, in aij,hajidy,ijati

shape, with a commendable absence of repetition, a mass of ^nformationjjas , to. all find

of Indian field sports, from the most daring and perilous down to the least venturesome

together with a sort of si^6psis"bl XIndifln&natiffiilliistdrStfliktely to be very useful to,al

whQ,(ifu:e,igoingitp;iseek |in,i>ur jEastern^Empire .^he.^amuae^ugi^t^ fit,a,r,acfi^ffnjtiip or;thi

opportunities of a life's career.' .;g}y..[.,d:lmo vit .i -^uii, , ..ui Alnh^'i-i

HOME ITEWS.

' His book is in every way excelleid, andlbt^hC to *itfa3i6aJrty welcome.

'

BB.ITISH QTJAETEBLY EEiVlEW. "
i

Jorr ifj-/; ur-,;. v-H'., ; ;.,} ..,.;;; _:_,; .,T[r: '.„^.:'~'
., .---r '-•l-'i'J v j, ;ri;

.
,., 'j ;•

, ,, ,;:,'i i], ^iij
j

' It is one of the most interesting books thatTiave recentljr fallen into our hands."^

-lovorr io ^r/jrj •giu/oT; /; «n ir.-,oI>AIiIiji-]MLA:'IiL-'..GAZETTEi'j; s-j-j-b msrf.t «ti,, Jj/.^ •lorfio r:

jxfi'.'Tt'is written.with :ease and ahinLation.jHirheoAuth&r;is;<a.nat.ui^Jist ^andabota^jsty as^ej

as a". keen fiandi experienced sportsman, liaiid' ihfe),pictufesj<Qf aiiungle:tlifelc,and.^B6<?>^?y3:@S

picturesquely coloured, without being overchaiged. Not the least interesting feature of th

volume is'^Ji&^Blever'^ketch636'f£tWiaiive'^JMfers—fffll'^oftraitsTta^^ "W

inljpneedWTfead^'boiik' like' this to'uhderstarfl'-the anini6sity'6f those'TaraveTyodamen wh

wage war against the tigers.' .r lnui's y. y. ilj _ \ j;_ t jl^rj;; iijj-ff yun r.ii i- .i-sunoiJiJd-jii >-._'

LAND 3AKDoWATER.
i/'Records of a variety, o|, .incidents in the life of.two sportsmen during their sojourn i

Seonee (Laclusive of the legend, of Taj Khan, illustrating the superstitious .customs ^of tl

MahomedansJ, having the advantage of beings written by. .one of an - unusually observai

mind, who allowed nothing of .interest to ^ escape him. Details ,of every kind .of sport, an
'

. / jj-j';_ i.ij i . J
1 'V ^n I ,^.,)t_llJ ..: ; ;:c jrjii i ,. *.j;!tf ^.ilfii'A'A 'I'll yj j-;j lii'.'J.i ' rj <_ i'jf.' ' .';. 'i>

the game found in the district in question, are given in a pleasant, unassuming manner, an

many useful references to birds, insects, and plants, crop up here and there throughout tl

whole volume—concluded by some forty pages of Appendix, containiag an admirable top<

graphical and historical sketch of the Seonee district.'

GLOBE.
' He has given a picture, not only of Indian sport, but of jungle surrovmdings generally

the faithfulness of which will be at once recognised by all who have gone through sue

experiences. It is greatly superior to the average of sporting works, and readers of s

classes may take it up, with full assurance that they wiU find plenty to interest them betwe<

the covers.'
[P.T.O.



.(SCQTaMANT
'''

"'^l''*Jildlfihy''pr6paied'"tt^<i%c'='=o'f '"huiiaig iore'^afid oiavehttire,5ctedoli%i(SBa't aiid"' topo-

T'aphioalnfete^fhfiioiy'an'dromaticfe:' -' •,• ;ji'>l'->-i i" a -:o-.fj; ( .'.'i :«rjfri(ii..'.- >; :h\n , .ii-.'k

U ...J Ji/iya;. v-i'jy -jj -) •cfAtttmJTir.lA.M'D.jNiAArKnGAZETTE- io r/.^'i j. jMiv/ tj.. jw,

'-'''''A 'J)le^ant^'"Tmtte"ii '6ae''^6(f'''startling'iidventufe;''aDd '^ofetaWTraluaH^ informatioJi

specially interesting to the ornithologist.' 'i- ''^''' ' J"- ' '
•
'''^

'

i'lii'"!':'

'

.awa"K: aMOH

' Pleasant reading for alljshp love excitine incidents^^and true yet romantic pictures of

. life strange io our ordinary English ways. Those who take it up for amusement will not

le disappointed, whilst seekers after instruction will find abundance of detailed information

n other subjects than tigers an{rbiSb'S£adoiie.ilLW«}il^edi£hei'fiook on a young lady of novel-

bading tas*es,' and'toer^erdict'wovddiihaVe'-cori^inced ithe.'Auihcwiihai to 'dothe

aets^J13i6fgarb'Of'fictiou'was tiot^theinista^ -j^hich^it firstsight' it.would^ierhaps seein.'-; sk

ili io yxiiiiA v/ij+^OTjlni i^i-o[ oilj 7u7: .fisyicrrj-is'/.j j|ni-jd i'^ru'^lu ,'„ !f'--.f,,j -ilyirpgairjjoiq

'/f . 311 ExtracfetfrOBi.; Letter, ,from_a,,Nflitftvp/ i
Qr.?iitleitiaq. tp^^e, ;AT;ithx>r^.; y„,ui,jy

,{,.' I^ayfe^xeaA /yQur^ooki5ri,th,,g5eat i;9.;^r{gtig.,3Vhat^,m^ ,d^h^f^^pjej5^CTe .Jh^^g^

nd vivid pictvtres of nature with which the book abounds.' '.iia'uj axli Jix !,• i \i,.;- "^i- r.-

.StfHEW&TjKRDIANvJ:

'We have read many books 'of sport in India, 'but itot m^ny of- them are so good 'as Mr.

Iterndale's book:
'
There are tales of " moving' accidents by flood 'antf ield"" in rich plenty,

nd they are very weU 'told, vividly, and with5ut'exaggeration;.'i;f...''.V...We are rather liicline^

quarrel with Mr. Sterndale for making such a pleasant book^end''with"a tragedy.' '
'' ''"'"'

r.r. ,v,iu:. a ^,ri:.: ..,- .<r,r .j.f.,>, .!.; „ ,,; ,,.,vf. .,.,; .,„,- ,, ,,: ,
;,,,:f, ^.j^ ^,: r,_,^, -

^,^^^__^ ^,,^

•^ '- " ' '^•-'- '
'

''' jyif'^ iy-jh-'i .. 1 , .-Mil''

,'?:r:-o,i^D

''' '• ' - ' - .''-;.I .WW-,.. -.,(.!! •

'''"
'

•
'-- '' '

' '•
'

'"'' '' ''"'" • • .--iii.it.-: . -j^l'

-•>' yyjli! >^j-!l;; '; vl,
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Daughter {A) of Hetlu By Wm. Black. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Davies (W7n.) The Pilgrimage of the Tiber, from its
Mouth to its Source. 8vo, with many Illustrations and Map, cloth extra, z8f.

Davies {Wm.) A Fine Old English Gentleman, "Kyi^m.'
plified in the Life and Character of Lord CoUingwood : a Biographical Study. By
William Davies. i voL, cloth extra, crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6j.

Dare's Spain. See Spain,

Dougall {J. D.) Slwoting; its Appliances, Practice,
and Purpose. See Shooting.

English Catalogue of Books {T/ie), publislud during
1863 to 1871 inclusive, comprising also the Important American Publications.
This Volume, occupying over 450 pages, shows the Titles of 32,000 New Books and

New Editions issued during Nine Years, with the Size, Price, and Publisher's Name,
the Lists of Learned Societies, Printing Clubs, and other Litcraxy Association!^, and
the Books issued by them ; as also the Publishers' Series and Collections—altogether
forming an indispensable adjunct to the Booksellei*s Establishment, as well as to
every Learned and Literary Club and Association. 3a?. halif-bound.

•«• The previous Volume, 1835 to 1B62, of which a very few remain on sale, price
2/. 5J. ; as also the Index Volume, 1837 to 1857, price i/. 6j.

Supplements, 1863, 1864, 1865, 3^. 6d. each;
x866, 1867^ to 1875, 5*. each.

Writers, Essays on. See Gentle Life Series.

Matrons and their Profession. By M. L. F.,
Writer of " My Life, and what shall I do with it," Crown 8vo, cloth, 7^. ^d.

Painters of tlie Georgian Era. Hogarth to
Turner. Biographical Notices. Illustrated with 48 permanent Photographs, after
the ^nest celebrated Works. Demy 4to, cloth extra, xSf.



List of Ptiblications.

Erckinann-CJiatrian. Forest House and . CatJiermes
Lovers. Crown 8vo» y. (td.

- * -
.

Tlie Brothers Rantzau: K Story of the Vosges.
s vols., crown Svo, doth, 21;. 1 voL, profusely lUustiated, doch extra, 5^.

Evans (C.) Over t!ie Hills and Far Away. By
C. Evan's, Author of *'A Strange Friendship.'* Crown 8vo, cloth extra, los. 6d.

• A Strange Friendship. Cro^vn 8vo, cloth, Sj.

E. V. B.'s Beauty and tJie Beast. See Beauty and the
Least

Faith Gartncys Girlhood. By the Author of " The
Gayworthys." Fcap., with Coloured Frontispiece, -y.-^dr ' ^

Fezv (A) Hi/Its on Proving Wills. Cloth, \s.

Fields {J. 71) Yesterdays with Authors. Cr. 8vo, lOJ. 6^.

Flammarion (C.) TIu AtmospJtere. Translated from the
French of Camille Flamharion. Edited by James Glaisher, F.R.S.. With lo

Chromo-Lithograplis and 8i Woodcuts. Royal 8vo, doth extra, bevelled boards, 30;.

Fogg's {W. P.) Arabistan: or, the Land of "The
Arabian Nights." Being Travels through Egypt, Arabia, and Persia to Bagdad
By W. P. Fogg, M.A. Demy 8vo, with numerous Illustrations, cloth extra, 14^.

Fool of the Family, and other Tales. By JOHN Danger-
field. 2 vols., crown 8vo, 21J.

Forbei {J. G) Africa: Geographical Explorations and
Christian Enterprise, from the Earliest Times to the Present By J, Gruar Forbes.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 71. 6d,

Forrest {Johti). Explorations in Australia; being Mr.
John Forrest's Personal Accounts of his Journeys. 1 voL, demy 8vo, cloth, with
several lUuslratioiis and 3 Maps, j&r.

Forrest [R. IV.) Gleanings from tJie Pastures of Tekoa.
By Robert William Forrest, M.A., Vicar of St Jude's, South Kensingtoit

Small post Svo, 260 pp., cloth extra, 6j.

Franc {Maude Jeane). Emily s Choice. An Australian
Tale. I voL, small post Svo. With a Frontispiece by G. F. Angas, 5J.

Halts Vineyard. Small post Svo, cloth, 4J-.

John's Wife. A Story of Life in South Australia.
Small post Svo, cloth extra, 4^.

Marian; or, the Light of Some One's Home. Fcp.
3rd Edition, with Frontispiece, jr.

—
_— Silken Cords and Iron Fetters, 4r.
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Franc {Maude Jeane). Vermont Vale. Small post 8vo, S J.

Minnies Mission. Small post 8vo, /JJ.

Friswell (Laura) The Gingerbread Maiden ; and other
Stories. Witli lUustiatioDS. Square doth, 31. td.

Garvagh {Lord). TIte Pilgrim of Scandinavia. By
Lord Garvagh, B.A. 8vo, cloth extra, with Illustrations, lof. dd.

Gentle Life (Queen Edition). 2 vols, in i, 8vo, \os. 6d

THE GENTLE LIFE SERIES.

Printed in Elzevir, on Toned Paper, handsomely bound, forming suitable

Volumes for Presents. Price 6j. each ; or in calf extra, los. dd.

T/ie Gentle Life, Essays in aid of the Formation of
Character ofGentlemen and Gentlewomen. Tenth Edition.

*' Deserves to be piinted in letters of gold, and drculated in every hoiise.*'

—

C/tam-
her^ yountoL

About in tlte World. Essays by the Author of "The
Gentle Life." Fifth Edition.
" It is not easy to open it at any page without finding some handy idea."

—

Morning
Post,

Like unto Christ, A New Translation of the "De
Imitadone Chrlsti " usually ascribed to Thomas i Kempis. \Vith a Vignette from an
Original Drawing by Sir Thomas Lawrence. Secoad Edition.
" Could not be presented lu a more exquisite form, for a more sightly volume was

never seen."

—

Illustrated London News.

Familiar Words, An Index Verborum, or Quotation
Handbook. Affording an immediate Reference to Phrases and Sentences that have
become embedded in the English language. Second and enlarged Edition.

"The most extensive dictionary of quotation we have met with-"

—

Notes and
Queries,

Essays by Motttaigne, Edited, Compared, and Anno-
tated by the Author of "The Gentle Life." \Vith Vignette Portrait. Second Edition.
"We should be glad ifany words of ours could help to bespeak a laige circulatioa

for this handsome attractive book."

—

Illustrated Times.

Tlte Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia. Written by Sir
Philip Sidney. Edited, with Notes, by the Author of " The Gentle Life." Dedi-
cated, by Permission, to die Earl of Derby. 7^. €d

'* All the best things in the Arcadia are retted intact in Mr. Friswell's edition.*'—Examiner.

The Gentle Life. Second Series. Seventh Edition.
" There is not a single thought in the volume that does not contribute in some

measure to the formation ofa true gentleman."

—

Daily Nevus.

Varia: Readingsfrom Rare Books, Reprinted, by per-
mission, from the Saturday Review, Spectator^ fire.

" The books discussed in this volume arc no less valuable than they arc rare^ and
the compiler is entitled to the gratitude of the public.'"

—

Observer,



List of Publications,

The Silent Hottr: Essays, Original and Selected. By
the Author of *' The Gentle Life." Third Edition.

** All who possess * The Gentle Life ' should own this volume.**

—

Standard.

Essays 07i English Writers^ for the Self-improvement of
Students in English Literatture.
" To all (both men and women) who have neglected to read and study their native

literature we would certainly suggest the volume before us as a fitting introduction."—Exatttiner.

Other Peoples Windows. Bjr J. Hain Friswell.
Second Edition.
" The chapters are so lively in themselves, so mingled up with shrewd views of

human nature, so full of illustrative anecdotes, that tHc reader cannot tail to be
amused."

—

Morning Post.

A Man's Thoughts. By J. Hain Friswell.

Half-Length Portraits. Short Studies of Notable
Persons. By Gibson Craig. Small post 8vo, doth extra, 6s,

Getting On in the World; or. Hints on Stucess in Life.
By William Mathews, LL.D. Small post Svo, cloth boards, sj. 6d. : superior

binding, 3^. td.

Gouffl The Royal Cookery Book. By Jules Gouffe.
Translated and adapted for English use bjr Alphonse Gouffe, Head Pastrycook

to Her Majesty tie Queen. Illustrated with large plates, printed in colours. i6i

"Woodcuts. 8vo, -doth extra, gilt edges, ai us.—

—

Domestic Edition,
half-bound, loj. 6cL ....-,
"By far the ablest and most complete work on cookery that has ever been sub-

mitted to the gastronomical world."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

The Book of Preserves ; or. Recipes for Pre-
paring and Preserving Meat, Fish salt and smoked, Terrincs, Gelatines, Vegetables,

Fruits, Confitures, Syrups, Liqueurs de Famille, Petits Fours, Bonbons, &c., &c
I vol, reyal 8vo, containing upwards of 500 Receipts and 34 Illustrations, lor. 6d.

Royal Book of Pastry and Confectionery. By
Jules Gouffe, Chef-de-Cuisine of the Paris Jockey Club. Royal 8vo, Illustrated

with lo Chromo-lithographs and r37 Woodcuts, from Drawings from Nature by

E. MONJAT. Cloth extra, gilt edges, 351.

Gouraud {Mdlle) Four Gold Pieces. Numerous Illus-

trations, small post 8vo, cloth, ai. 6d. See also Rose library.

Gower {Lord Ronald). Handbook to the Art Galleries,

Public and Private, of Belgium and Holland. i8mo, doth, ss.

The Castle Howard Portraits. 2 vols. Folio,

cloth extra, 6i 6r.

Greek Testament. See Novum Testamentum.

Green {H. W.) Walter Lee; a Story of Marlborough
College. 2 vols., crown 8vo, aif.

Guillemin(A,) The World of Comets, Translated and
Edited by James Glaishhe, F.R.S. Numerous Coloured and other lUustiations.

Super-royal 8vo, cloth extra.

Guizofs History of Frattce. Translated by ROBERT
Black. Royal 8vo. Numerous Illustrations. In s volumes, doth extra, each 24*

A 3
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Guizofs History of England. In 3 volumes of about
500 pp. each, containing 60 to 70 full-page and other Illustrations, doth extra gilt,

34X. each, \In thepress.

Guyon {Mdine.) Life. By UrHAM. Crown 8vo, 6s.

A ShortMethod ofPrayer and Spiritual Torrents.
Translated from the French ofMdmeDs LA MoTME GuYON. zamo, cloth extra, 2j.

Gttyot (A^ Physical Geography. By ARNOLD GUYOT,
Author of "Earth and MaiL*^ In i volume, large 4to, 138 pp., numerous coloured
Diagrams, Maps, and Woodcuts, price lor. dd,. strong boards.

Hacklander (F. W.) Bombardier H. and Corporal Dose

;

or. Military Life in Pnissia. Translated from the German. Crown 8vo, cloth 5f.

Hale (E. E) In His Name. A Story ofthe Dark Ages.
Small post Bvo, doth, 35. 6d.

Hall {S. P.) Sketches from a7t Artist's Portfolio. See
Sketches.

Tour of tlte Prince of Wales. See RusSELL.

Hall (JV. W.) How to IJve Long; or, 1408 Health
Maxims, Physical, Mental, and Moral. By W. W. Haix, A.M., M.D. Small post
8vo, cloth, ST. Second Edition.

Hans Brinker; or, the Silver Skates. An entirely New
Edition, with 59 Woodcuts Square crown 8vo, doth extra, 71. 6d,

Hazard (5.) Sa7ito Domingo, Past and Present; with a
Glance at Hayti. With upwards of jjo beautiful Woodcuts and Maps, chiefly from
Designs and Sketdies by the Author. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, i8r.

Cuba with Pen and Pencil Over 300 Fine
Woodcut Engravings. New Edition, Svo, cloth extra, 151.

Hazlitt{W) The Round Table. (Bayard Series.) 2s. 6d.

Hebers (Bishop) Illustrated Edition of Hymns. With
upwards of loo Designs engraved in the first style of Art. Small 4to, is. (xL

Heginbotham {Henry). Stockport: Aiuient andModern.
In Five Parts, containing 120 pages, and many full-page Illustrations. loi. bd. each.

Henderson (A^) Latin Proverbs and Quotations. With
Translations and Parallel Passages, and a copious English Index. By AlfredHenderson. Fcap. ^to, 530 pp., 101. 6<i

Hitherto. By the Author of "The Gayworthys." New
Edition, doth extra, 3s. W. Also in Low's American Series, double voL, is. &/.

Hofmann {Carl). A Practical Treatise on the Manufac-
jure of Paper in all its Dranches. Illustrated by no Wood Engravings, and Five
large Folding Plates. In i voL, 4to, cloth, about 400 pp., 3^ i3J.6<;.

Holland (Dr.) Kathrina and Titcomb's Letters. See Rose
Library. Uoards, m.

Mistress of tlie Manse, 2s. 6d. See also Rose
Library.
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Holmes {Oliver W,) Tlie Guardian AngeL See Rose
Library,

Songs in Ma7iy Keys, Post 8vo, *]s, 6d,

Mechanism in Thought and Morals, I2m0j is, 6d,

Horace {Works of).
' Translated literally into English

Prose. By C. Smart, A.M..' New Edition, iSmo, cloth, zs.

Horsley {C. E.) A Text-Book ofHarmony, For Schools
and Students. Small post Svo^ cloth.

Hugo {Victor), ^^Nijieiy-Three," Illustrated, crown Svo, 6^.

Toilers of tlie Sea, Crown 8vo, 6s, ; fancy boards.
ss. ; cloth, zs. 6d. ; Illustrated Edition, xos. 6d.

Hunt {Leigh) andS. A, Lee, Elegant Sonnets, with Essay
on Sonneteers. 2 vols., 8to, i8r.

Day by the Fire, Fcap., 6s, 6d,

• 3 o
. 2 6

- 3 6
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Hutchinson {Thos,^ Summer Rambles in Brittany,
niustiated, cloth extra, los. 6<f.

Hymnal Companion to Book of Common Prayer. Edited
by the Rev. E. H. Bickkrsteth, \^car of Christ Church, Hampstead.

The folUrwingis a Listoftke EtUtiansi— s. d.

No. I. A Small-type Edition,~mediuni 32mo, cloth limp . . ..06
No. I. B ditto roan limp, red edges . .

No. I. C ditto morocco limp, gilt edges .

No. 2. Second-size type, super -royal 32mo, cloth limp
No. 2. A ditto roan limp, red edges. . .

No. 2. B ditto morocco limp, gilt edges .

No. 3. Large-type Edition, crown 8vo, cloth, red edges .

No 3. A ditto roan limp, red edges .

No. 3. B ditto morocco limp, gilt edges .

No. 4. Large-type Edition, crown 8vo, -with Introduction and
Notes, cloth, red edges .-36

No. 4. A ditto roan limp, red edges . . ..46
No. 4. B ditto morocco, gilt edges .... 66
No. s- Crown 8vc, with accompanying Tunes to every Hymn,

New Edition 3*^
No. 5. A ditto with Chants 4 "o

No. 5- B The Chants separately 16
No. 5. C.Large Edition. Tunes and Chants .- 76
No. 6. Penny Edition.

Fcap. 4to. Organists' Edition. Cloth, is. 5d.

The Church Mission Hymn Book. 120 Hymns for Special
Llissions and Schoolroom Services. Price %s. ^d. per loo, or i^d. each.

*»* Clergy7m7t i7Urod%tcing the Hymnal are allowed Special Terms.

Aft ^PP. prospectus scjit postfree on application.

t^° The Book of Common Pkaver, bound with the Hyj.inal Comp.a.nion. 32P10,

cloth,, ^d. And in various superior bindings.

Tlie Hymnal Companion is also sold, strongly bound
with a Sunday School Liturgy, in two sizes, price i^. and 8(£.

Illustrations of China and its People. By J. THOMSON,
F.R.G.S. Being Photographs from the Author's Negatives, printed in permanent

Pigments by the Autotype Process, and Notes from Personal Obserration. 4 vols.,

imperial ^to, each 3/. 3J.
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Jacquemart {7) History of the Ceramic Art. Descriptive
and Analytical Study of the Potteries of aU Times and of all Nations. By Albert

Jacquemart. 200 Woodcuts by H. Catenacci and J. Jacquemart. 12 bteel-plate

Engravings, and 1000 Marks and Monograms. Translated by Mrs. BORV I'AL-

LISER. In I vol., super-royal fivo, of about 700 pp., doth extra, gilt edges, 42J.

Kcnnan {G.) Tent Life in Siberia. Third Edition, 6s.

Kennedy (Capt. W. JR.) Sporting Adventures in the

Pacific. With Illustrations, demy 8ro, x8j.

Kerkadec ( Vicomtesse de). Madeleine. 2 vols., cr. 8vo, 2\s.

King (^Clarence). Mountaineering in tlie Sierra Nevada.
Crown 8vo. Third and Cheaper Edition, cloth extra, fa,

Kingston {IV. IL G.) Snow-Slwes and -Canoes; or, the
Early Days of a Fur-Hunter in the Hudson's Bay Temtory. With numerous

Illustralioas. Imperial i6mo, doth gilt, js. 6d.

Koldewey {Capt.) Tfie Second North German Polar
Expedition in the Years 1869-70, of the Ships "Germania" and "Hansa.** under

Command of Captain Koldewey. Edited by H. W. Bates, Esq. Numerous
Woodcuts, Maps, and Chromo-lithographs. Royal 8vc^ doth extra, i^ Z5C

Lang (Dr. J. D.) Aft Historical and Statistical Account
of New South Wales, from the Founding of the Colony in 1788 to the present day.

By John Dunmore Lang, D.D-, Senior Minister of the Scotch Chorchj Sydney.
Fourth Edition. In 2 vob., crown 8vo, cloth extra, xl. is.

Leaved [A .) Morocco and the^Moors, Being an Account
of Travels, wth a general Description of the Country and-its People. By Arthur
Leaked, M.D. with Illustrations, 8vo, cloih extra, i&r.

Leavitt {Professor J. M.) Nczu World Tragedies,

Le Due { Viollet Le), How to build a Hoiise, Numerous
lUusuations, Plans, 8:c. Medium 8vo, cloth, gilt edges, 12J.

Annals of a Fortress. Numerous Illustrations
and Diagrams. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 15^.

The Habitations ofMan in all Ages. 103 Illus-
trations. Translated by B. Bucicnall, Architect. 8vo, cloth extra, i&r.

Lectiwes on Architecture. Translated by B.
BucKNALL, Architect. In 2 vols., royal 8vo, 3/. 35.

On Restoration. With a Notice of his Works in
connexion with the Historical Monuments of France, by Charles Wethered.
Crown Svo, with a Portrait on Steel of Viollet le Due, cloth extra, 2J. 6^.

Lessing's Laocoon : an Essay upon the Limits of Paint-
ing and Poetry, with Remarks illustrative of N'arious Points in the History of Ancient
Art. By GoTTHOLD E. Lessinc. a New Translation. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, $s.

Lindsay {IV. S,) History of Merchant Shipping and
Ancient Commerce. Over 150 Illustrations, Maps, and Charts. In 4 vols., demy
Svo, cloth exti-a. Vols, i and 2, au. each ; vols, 3 and 4, 24^. each ; 4 vols., 4^^ soj.
"Another suindird work."—STA^ Times.
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Little Preacher. 32010, u.

Locker (A .) The Village Surgeon. A Fragment of Auto-
Hograpiiy. Crown Svo, doth. New Edidoo, y. td.

Long (Col. C. CJtaille). Cetitral Africa.—Naked TrutJis of
Naked People: an Account of Expeditions to Lake Victoria Nj-anza and the Ma-
braka Niam-Niam, West of the White Nile. DemySvo, numerous lUustrationSj i8f.

LoTxfs German Series—
1. THE ILLUSTRATED GERMAN PRIMER. Being the easiest Introduc-

tion to the Study of German for all Beginners, is.

a. THE CHILDREN'S OWN GERMAN BOOK. A Selection of Amusing
and Instructive Storiesin Prose. Edited by Dr. A. L. Meissner, Professor ot

Modem Languages in the Queen's University in Ireland. Small post Svo,

cloth, IX. 6d.

3. THE FIRST GERMAN READER, for Children from Ten to Fourteen,
Edited by Dr. A. L. Meissner. Small post 8vo, cloth, xs. 6ft

4. THE SECOND GERMAN READER. Edited by Dr. A. L. Meissner.
Small post 8vo, cloth, if. 6d, [Inpreparation.

BucliJuiti:''s Deutsche Prosa. Two volitmes. sold separately I—
5. SCHILLER'S PROSA. Contaming Selections from the Prose Works of

Schiller, with Notes for EngUsh Students. By Dr. Buchheim, Professor of
the German Language and lateiatuie. King's College, London. Small post
8vo, 2J. 6d, \ReaAy,

6. GOETHE'S PROSA. Selections ftom the Prose Works of Goethe, with Notes
for English Students. By Dr. Buchhbim. Small post Svo. \_ln preparation.

Lov/s Half-Crown Series, choicely bound, cloth, gilt
edges, small post 8ro. :

—

1. SEA-GULL ROCK. By Jui.es Sandead. Numerous Illustrations.

2. THE HOUSE ON WHEELS. By Madame Stolz. Many Illustrations.

3. THE MISTRESS OF THE MANSE. By Dr. Holland.
4. UNDINE, AND THE TWO CAPTAINS. By Fouque. Illustrations.

5. DRAXY MILLER'S DOWRY AND THE ELDER'S WIFE.
6. THE FOUR GOLD PIECES. By Mdme Gouraud. Several Illustrations.

7. PICaOLA : OR, THE PRISON FLOWER. By X. B. Saintine. Nu-
merous Illustrations.

8. ROBERT'S HOLIDAYS. Profusely Illustrated.

9. THE TWO CHILDREN OF ST. DOMINGO. Profusely Illustrated,

10. THE PEARL OF ORR'S ISLAND.
11. THE MINISTER'S WOOING.
12. AUNT JO'S SCRAP BAG.

Low's Copyright anii Cheap Editions ofAmerican Authors,
compriang Popular Works, reprinted by arrangement with their Authors :

—

1. HAUNTED HEARTS. By the Author of "The Lamplighter." ij. 6<i
2. THEGUARDIANANGEL By"TheAutocratoftheBreak£astTable." li.W.
3. THE MINISTER'SWOOING. EytheAuthorof"UncleTom'sCabia."ii.6u!.
4. VIEWS AFOOT. By Bayard Taylor. is.6d.

5. KATHRINA, HER LIFE AND MINE. By J. G. Holland, ii. 6d.

6. HANS BRINKER; OR, LIFE IN HOLLAND. By Mrs. Dodge, is. td.

7. MEN, WOMEN, AND GHOSTS. By Miss Phelps. li. 6d.

8. SOCIETY AND SOLITUDE. By Ralph Waldo Emerson, is. id.

9. HEDGED IN. By Elizabeth Phelps. li. dd.

11. FAITH GARTNEY. ix. 6d.

12. STOWE'S OLD TOWN FOLKS, ax. Sd. ; cloth, 31.

13. LOWELL'S STUDY WINDOWS, ix. bd.

14. MY SUMMER IN A GARDEN. By Charles Dudley Warner, ix. td.

15. PINK AND WHITE TYR.A.NNY. By Mrs. Stowe. ix. W.
16. WE GIRLS. By Mrs. Whitney, ix. bd.

17. OTHER GIRLS. By Mrs. Whitney. 2x.

20. BACK-LOG STUDIES. By Charles Dudley Warner, Author of "My
Summer in a Garden." \s. €d.

22. HITHERTO. By Mis. T. D. Whitney. Double Volume, ax. bd., fancy
flexible boards.

23. FARM BALLADS. JBy Will Carleton. ij.
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Low's Standard Library of Travel and Adventure.
Crown 8to, bound unifonnly in dodi extra :

—

I. THE GREAT LONE LAND. By W. F. Butlek. With IDustralions and
Map. 'Fi/th Edition, yj. 6d.

a. THE WILD NORTH LAND: The Story of a Winter Joomeywith Dogs
across Northern North America. By W. F. BuTLES. With xuimerous Wood-
cuts and a Map. Fifth Edition, -js. td.

3. HOW I FOUND LIVINGSTONK By H. M. Stawlet. Introductory
Chapter on the Death ol Livingstone, with a brief Memoir, yx. id.

4. THE THRESHOLD OF THE UNKNOWN REGION. By C R. Mark-
ham. With Maps and Illustrations. Fourth Edition, with Additional Chap-
ters, loj. td.

S- A WHALING CRUISE TO BAFFIN'S BAY AND THE GULF OF
Boothia. By A. H. Markham. New Edition. Two Maps and sevexal
Illustrations, -js. 6d.

6. CAMPAIGNING ON THE OXUS. By J. A. HacGahah. Fourth EdiHon,
yr. 6d.

7. AKIM-FOO:- The History of a Failure. By Major W. F. BtnxBR. New
Edition, 7X. 6d.

Lozv's Standard Novels. Crown 8vo, 6s. each, cloth
' extra:

—

THREE FEATHERS. By William Black.
A DAUGHTER OF HETH. Thirteenth Edition. By W. Black. With

Frontispiece by F. Walker, A.R.A.
KILMENY. A Novel By W. Black.
IN SILK ATTIRE. By W. Black.
ALICE LORRAINE. By R. D. Blackmore.
LORNA DOONE. By R D. Blackmore. Eighth Edition.
CRADOCK NOWELL. By R. D. Blackmore.
CRIPPS, THE CARRIER. By R. D. Blackmore. [7« t/u Press.
CLARA VAUGHAN. By R. D. Blackmore.
INNOCENT. By Mrs. Oliphant. Eight IDnstiations.
WORK : A Story of Experience. By Louisa M. Alcott. Illnstrations.
MISTRESS JUDITH : A Cambridgeshire Story. ByC C Frasee-Tvtler.
NINETY-THREE. By Victor Hugo. Numeroos Ilhistiations.
NEVER AGAIN. By Dr. Mayo.
MY WIFE AND I ; or, Harry Hcndereon's History. By H. BsECHER Stowe.WE AND OUR NEIGHBOURS. By H. Beeches Stowe.
OLD TOWN TALK. By H. Beecher Stowe.

Low's Handbook to tite CItarities of London for 1876.
Edited and ReWsed to August, ^%^&, by Charles Mackeson, F.S.S., Editor of
*'A Guide to the Churches ofLondon and its Suburbs," &c. Price rj.

MacGahan {J. A.) Campaigning on tlie Oxiis and the
Fall of Khiva. With Map and numerous Illustrations. Fourth Eition, small post
8vo, cloth extra, "js. 6d. See also Low's library of Travel and Adventure.

Under the Northerji Lights ; or, The Cruise of
the "Pandora" to Peel's Straits in Search of Sir John Franklin's Papeis. With
Illustrations by Mr. De Wylde, who accompanied the Expedition. Demy 8vo,
cloth extra, iSj.

Macgregor {jfohn). " Rob Roy" on tlie Baltic. Third
Edition, small post 8vo, zs. 6d.

A Thousand Miles in the ''Rob Roy'' Canoe,
Eleventh Edition, small post 8vo, us. 6d,

Description of the "Rob Roy" Canoe, with Plans,
8:c It.

Macgregor {yohn). TJie Voyage Alone in the Yawl "Rob
Roy." Second Edition, small post 8vo, jx.
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Major (R. H.) The Discoveries of Prince Henry the
Navigator, and dieir Results. .With several lUustratioos. Demy 8vo, doth extra.

Markham (A. H.) Tlie Cruise of tlie " Rosario." By
A. U. Markham, Commander, R.N. 8vo, doth, with Map and Illustxailons, t6s.

A Whaling Cruise to Baffiiis Bay and the Gulf
of Boothia. With an Account of the Rescue of the Survivors of the Crew of the
" Polaris." Third Edition, crown ^vo, 3 Maps and Illustrations, cloth, js. 6if.

Markham (C. i?.) The Threshold of the Unknown Region.
Crown 8vo, with 4 Maps. Fourth Edition. With additional Chapters, giving the

History of our Present Exi>edition as tar as known, andan Account of the Cruise of
the *' Pandora." Cloth extra, lof. ^d.

Marsh (G, P,) Origin and History of the English Lan-
guage. 8vo, i6j.

The Earthy as Modified by Hnman Action, being
a New Edition of *' Man and Nature " Royal 8vo, cloth, xZs.

-^ Lectures on the English Language. 8vo, 15^,

Manry {Commander). Physical Geography of the Sea and
its ^feteoroIo^. Being a Reconstruction and £nlai;gement of his former Work,
with illustrative Charts and Diagrams. New Edition, crown 8vo, 6r.

Men of Mark ; a Gallery of Contemporary Portraits
((aken from Life) of the most Eminent Men of the Day. Printed in Permanwit Pho-
tography. With hrief Biographical Notices. Published Monthly, price is. 6d. Vol.
I., 4to., cloth extra, gilt edges, 25s. '

Mercy Philbrick's Choice. Crown 8vo, \os, 6d.

Michell (N.) The Hearts Great Rnlcrs^ a Poem, and
Wanderings from the Rhine to the South Sea Islands. Fcap. 8vo, 35. €>d,

Milton's Complete Poetical Works; with Concordance
by W, D, Cleveland. New Edition, 8vo, t-zs. ; morocco, i/. is.

Mistress Judith. A Cambridgeshire Story. B^^ C. C.
Fraser-Tvtler, Author of "Jasmine Leigh," Small post 8vo, cloth extra, 6j.

Mohr (E.) To the Victoria Falls of the Zambesi. By
Edward Mohr. Translated by N. D'Anvers. Numerous Illustrations, four

Chromo-lithographs and a Map. 1 vol., demy 8vo, cloth extra, 245'.

Moody {Emma). Echoes of tJu Heart. A Collection of
upwards of 200 Sacred Poems. ,i6rao, cloth, gilt edges, price is. td.

Narrative of Edward Crewe, TJie. Personal Adventures
and Experiences in New Zealand. Small post 8vo, cloth extra, 5^.

Never Again: a Novel. By Dr. Mayo, Author of
" Kaloolah." New Edition, small post 8vo, 6s., fancy boards, is.

New Testament. The Authorized English Version

;

with the various readings from the most celebrated Manuscripts, including the Sinnitic,

the Vatican, and the Alexandrian MSS., in English. \\%h Notes by the Editor.

Dr. TiSCHENDORF. Revised and corrected, Tauchnitz's Edition. Cloth flexible, giit

edges, 2J. 6t/. ; cheaper style, sj. ; or sewed, u. td.

Noel {Hon. Roden). L ivingstone in Africa ; a Poem. By
the Hon, Roden Noeu Post 8vo, limp cloth extra, its. 6d.
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Nordhoff (Q California: for Health, Pleasure, and
Residents. A Book forTravellers and Settlers. Numerous Illustrations. 8vo, lai. S*/.

Nortlwrn California, Oregon, and tJie Sandwich
Islands. Square 8vo, cloth extra, price I2J. 6rf.

Nothing to Wear, and Two Millions. By WILLIAM
Allen Butle3. u.

Novum Testamenticm Greece. Edidit OsCAR DE Geb-
HARDT. i8mo, cloth, 3*. td,

Oliphant (Mrs.) Innocent. A Tale of Modem Life. By-
Mrs. Oliph.ant, Author of " The Chronicles of Carlingford," to:., &C. With Eight
full-page lUustrations. Small post 8vo, cloth extra, 6s^^

Onr Little Ones in Heaven. Edited by Rev. H. ROBBINS.
Fcap. cloth extra. New Edition, with lUiistradons, price 5*.

Painting, A BriefHistory of the Painters of all ScJiools.
By Louis ViARDOT and other writers. Illustrated with 90 full-page and other En-
gravings. Super-royal 8vo (440 pp.), cloth extra, 251.

Palliser (Afrs.) A History of Lace, from the Earliest
Period. A New and Revised Edition, with additional Cuts and Text, with upwards
of 100 Illustrations and Coloured Designs, i voL, 8vo, 1/. i^.. Third Edition.
" One of the most readable books of the season ; permanently^ valuable, always

interesting, often amusing, and notinferior inall the essentials ofa gift 'bo6iL."~-Tim£s.

Historic Devices^ Badges^ and War Cries, 8vo,

The China Collector s Pocket Companion. With
upwards of 1000 Illustrations of Marks and Moaograms. Second Edidon, with
Additions. Small post 8vo, limp cloth, 55.

Pai'is (Comte de). History of the Civil War t?t A-merica,
Ey the Comte de Paris. Translated, with the approval of the Author, by Louis
F. Tasistro. Edited by Henry Coppee, LL.D. Volume I, (embracing, without
abridgment, the First Two Volumes of the French Edition}. SVith Maps faitlifully

engraved from ihe Originals, and Printed in Three Colours. 8vo, cloth, i8j,

Phelps (Miss). Gates Ajar, 3 2mo, 6d.

Men, Women, and Ghosts, i2mo, sewed, \s. 6d,

;

cloth, as.

Hedged In, i2mo, sewed, \s, 6d. ; cloth, 2s,

Silent Partner. 5J.

Trottfs Wedding Tour, Small post, 8vo, 3^. 6d,

What to Wear, Foolscap Svo, fancy boards, \s,

Phillips {L.) Dictio7iary ofBiographical Reference^ Svo,
\l. IIJ. 6rf.

Phipson {Dr. T,L) Familiar Letters on some Mysteries
of Nature and Discoveries in Science. Crown 8ro, cloth extra^ 7*. 6d,

Pike (N,) Siib-Tropical Rambles in the Land of the
Aphanapter>'."ic. In i vol., demy Svo, iSi. Profusely Illustrated from the Authot's
own Skclchcs, also with Maps and valuable Meteorological Charts.
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Plutarch's Lives. An entirel3rlJew and -Library Edition.
Edited by A. H. Clough, Esq. 5 vols., Svo, li im. ; half morocco, top gilt, 3/.

Morals. Uniform with Clough's' Edition of
" Lives of^Plutaich." Edited by Professor GooDWilf. 5 vols., 8vo, 3i 3J. . . r

Poe {E. A.), The Works of. 4 vols., 2/. 2s.

Poems of the Iniier Life. A New Edition, Revised, with
many additional Poems, inserted bypennission of the Authois. Small post 8vo, 55.--

Polar Expedition. See Koldewey and Markham.

Portraits of Celebrated Women. By C. A. Ste.-Beuve.

Ptirdy ( William), ^ The City Life, its Trade and Finance,
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, ^s. fxL

Preces Veterum, Collegit et edidit Joannes .F.;France.
Oowii'Svo, clodij red .edges^ 5f. -

''
! :;_ i ._ ^z.V^l^-,\*.5 .:

PrejevalskyXN!-Jif:i^^-''Trti^eIs!^^^ M.
Pkkjevalsky, Lieut.-Colond, Russian Sta^T. Translated by E. Deuiar Morgan,
F.R-G.S., and Annotated by Colonel Yule, CB. 2 vols., demy 8vo, doth extra,

-with numerous Illustrations and Maps, 42J.

Price {Sir Rose, Bt.) The Two Americas. Demy 8vo,
with Illustrations, [/« tlie Press.

Queen ( The) of the Colonies ; or, Queensland as I saw it.

Second Edition, crown Svo, 6r.

Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia. By Dr. JOHNSON. With
Introduction by the Rev. Wiluam West, Vicar of Nairn. (Bayard Series.) ej. 6^.

Read (5".) Leaves from a Sketch Book: Pencillings of
Travel at Home and Abroad By Samuel Read. Royal 4to, containinK about

130 Engra\'ings on Wood, cloth extra. 253^-

Retzsch (M.) Outlhus to Burgers Ballads. Etchings by
MoRiTZ Retzsch. With Text, Explanations," and Notes. Designs. Oblong 410,

cloth extra. lor. 6(f.

Outlines to Goethe's Faust, 26 Etchings. Oblong
4to, los. Cd.

Outlines to Schiller's '^ Fight with tlie Dragon^'
and " Fridolin." 26 Etchings. Oblong 410, cloth extra, iw. td.

Outlines to Schiller s '* Lay oftheBeW 42 Etch-.
ings. With Lord Lytton's Translation. New Edition. Oblong 4to, clcth extra, zos. 6d.

•Reynard the Fox, The Prose Translation by the late
Thomas Roscoe. With about loo exquisite Illustrations on Wood, after deagns
by A. J. Elwes. Imperial i6mo, cloth extra, ^s. 6d.

-Richardson {A, S,) Stories from Old English Poetry,
Small post Svo, cloth, 5;.

Rivingion {F) Life of St. Paul. With Map. 5^.
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Rockefoucatdd's Reflections. (Bayard Series.) 2s. 6d.

Rogers {S.) Pleasures ofMemory. See "Choice Editions
of Choice Boolcs." s». fid.

Rohlfs {Dr. G.) Adventures in Morocco and Journeys
through the Oases of Draa and Tafilet By Dr. Gerhaed Rohlfs. Translated from

the Gennan. With an Introduction by Winwood Reaoe. Demy 8vo, i^s.

Rose Library {TIte). Popular Literature of all Countries.
If. each volume. Many of the books are Illustrated. The following volumes are

now ready :

—

I. SEA-GULL ROCK. By Jules Sandeau. Illustrated, ix.

a. LITTLE WOMEN. By Louisa M. Alcott. is.

3. LITTLE WOMEN WEDDED. (Forming a Sequel to "Little Women.") is.

4. THE HOUSE ON WHEELS. By Madame De Stolzl Illostiated. is.

5. LITTLE MEN. By Louisa M. Alcott. (Double VoL), 2s.

6. THE OLD-FASHIONED GIRL. By Louisa M. Alcott. (Double Vol.), ir.

7. THE MISTRESS OF THE MANSE. By J. G. Holland, is.

S. TIMOTHY TITCOMB'S LEITERS TO YOUNG PEOPLE, SINGLE
AND MARRIED, is.

9. UNDINE, AND THE TWO CAPTAINS. By Baron De La Motte
FOOQUK. A new Translation by F. E. Bunhett. Illustrated. M.

10. DRAXY MILLER'S DOWRY AND THE ELDER'S WIFE. By Saxe
Holm. zs.

ji. THE FOUR GOLD PIECES. By Madame Gouraod. Numerous lUus-

trations. is.

12. WORK : A Story of Experience. First Portion. By Louisa M. Alcott. is.

13. BEGINNING AGAIN : being a Continuation of " Work." By Louisa M.
AlXOTT. IS.

14. PICCIOLA : or. The Prison Flower. By X. B. Saintine. Numerous graphic

Illustrations, if.

15. ROBERT'S HOLIDAYS. Illustrated, ij.

16. THE TWO CHILDREN OF ST. DOMINGO. Numerous Illustiations. i».

17. AUNT JO'S SCRAP BAG. ii.

18. STOWE(Mrs. H. B.)THE PEARL OF ORR'S ISLAND, if.

19. THE MINISTER'S WOOING, it.

20. BETTYS BRIGHT IDEA 11.

21. THE GHOST IN THE MILU if.

22. CAPTAIN KIDD'S MONEY, is.

23. WE AND OUR NEIGHBOURS. (Double VoL), af.

24. MY WIFE AND L (Double Vol.) 2f.

=5. HANS BRINKER ; or, The Silver Skates, ir.

35. LOWELL'S MY STUDY WINDOW, ij.

27. HOLMES (O.W.)THE GUARDIAN ANGEL.
28. WARNER (C. D.) MY SUMMER IN A GARDEN.

The Volumes in this Series are also published in a more expensive form oa fine

toned paper, cloth extra, gilt edges, at 2f. 6d. or 3f. 6ii. each, according to siie, &c
Se£ Low's Half-Crown Series.

Russell (W. H), LL.D. The Tour of tJie Prince of
Wales in India. Illustrated entirely by Sydney P. Hall, Esq., NLA, Super royal

8vo, cloth extra, gilt, 2/, zj.

Ruth and Gabriel. A Novel. By LAURENCE Cheny.
" The reader's interest is sustained from the first page to the last."

—

Softsman.

Sanitary Drainage of Houses and Towns, By GEORGE
E. Waring, Jun. One vol., crown 8vo, cloth extra, lof. &/.

Saner (E,) Handbook of European Comnurce, What
to buy and Where to buy it, &c. By Ghorgs Sauer, for many year^ Correspon-

dent of the Neva York Herald, Crown 8vo, cloth, sf.
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Schiller^s Lay of the BelL Translated by Lord Lytton.
With 42 lUustratioDS after Retsch. Oblong 410, zof. td,

Sclmyler (E.) TMrkistan, See Turkistan.

Schweinfurth {Dr, G,) The Heart of Africa ; or, Three
Years' Travels and Adventures in the Unexplored Regions of the Centre of Africa.
By Dr, Georc Schweinfurth. Translated by Klleh E. Frewer. 2 vols.,

£vo, upwards of 500 pages each, with 130 Woodcuts from Drawings made by the
Author, and 2 Maps^ 42;. Second Edition,

Artes Africaftce. Illustrations and Descriptions
of Productions of the Natural Arts of Central African Tribes. With 26 Lithographic
Plates. Imperial 4to, boards, 28*.

Sea-Gull Rock. By JULES Sandeau, of the French
Academy. Translated by Robert Bij^ck, M.A With Seventy-nine very beautiful
Woodcuts. Royal i6mo, cloth extra, gilt edges, 7^. ^. Cheaper Edition, cloth gilt,

3J. (>d. See also Rose Library.

Sfiakespeare, The Boudoir Shakespeare. Arranged for
reading aloud. Part L—Cjinbeline, ir. Part II.—The Merchant of Venice, ii.

Sliooting: Its AfplianceSj Practice, and Purpose, By
James Dalziel Dougall, F.S.A., F.Z.A., Author of ''Scottish FieldSports," &c.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, lor. ^.
"The book is admirable in every way . . We wish it every success."

—

Globe.
''A very complete treatise. . . Likely to take high rank as an authority."—i?<«7^

Nczvs.

Sketches from an Artistes Portfolio. By Sydney P.
Hall. Folio, cloth' extra, 3/. 35. Containing about 60 Facsimiles of the original
Sketches by this well-known Artist during his travels in various parts of Europe.
"A portfolio which any one might be glad to call their own,"

—

Times.

Sketches ofLife and Scenery in Australia. By a Twenty
five Years' Resident, i voL, demy Svo, cloth extra, i+y. Crown 8vo, 6^.

Smith (tr.) Assyrian Explorations and Discoveries. By
George Smith (of the British Museum). Illustrated by Photographs and numerous
Woodcut Illustrations of his recent Discoveries. Demy Svo, 185. Fifth Edition.

The Chaldean Account of Genesis. Containing
the Description of the Creation, the Fall of Man, the Deluge, the Tower of Babel,
the Times of the Patriarchs, and Nimrod ; Babylonian Fables, and Legends of the
Gods ; from the Cuneiform Inscriptions. By George Smith, of the Department of
Oriental Antiqmties, British Museum, Author of" History of Assurbanipal," "Assy-
rian Discoveries," &c., &c. With many lUustrations. Demy Svo, cloth extra, iGj.

Fourth Edition.

Smith and Hamilton s French Dictionary. 2 vols., cloth,
z\s. ; half roan, 22J.

Spain. Illustrated by GUSTAVE DORfi. Text by the
Baron Ch. D'Avillier. Over 240 Wood Engravings, half of them being full-page
size. All after Drawings. Imperial 4tOj cloth extra, gilt edges, 3/. 3^'.

Socrates, (Bayard Series,).
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Spooner
(
Very Rev. E.) St. Oswald's Stinday School.

Small post 8vo, doth^ y. 6d.

Spry (W. J. J) Tfie Cruise of H.M.S. "Challenger."
I Vol., cloth extra, with Map and numerous Illustiations.

Stanley {H.M.) HowI FouiidLivingstone. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, ^s. 6d. '

>

" My KahdUy' Prince, King, and Slave, A Story
from Central Africa. Crown Svo, about 430 pp., with numerous graphic Illustrations,
aficr original JD^igns by the Author. Cloth, 7J. €td. .

Coomassie andMagdala, A Story of Two British
Campaigns in Africa. Demy Svo, with Maps and Illustrations, i6j. Second Edition.

Stolz {Madame), Tlie House on Wheels, Small post Svo,
2J. €d. See also Rose Library.

Story without an End. From the German of Carove,
by the late Mrs. Sarah T. Austin. Crown 4to, with 15 exquisite Drawings by
E. V. B,, printed in Colours in facsimile of the Original Water- Colours, and nume-
rous other Illustrations. New Edition, 7J. dd.

Square i6mo, with Illustrations by Harvey,
3f. (>d,

Stoive {Mrs, Beecher), Dred, i2mo, in boards, is,

• Geogi^aphy, with 60 Illustrations, cloth, 45-. 6d,

Ministers Wooing. ^s, \ Copyright Series,
i^. dd, ', cloth, IS,

Old Town Folk. 6s. ; Cheap Edition, 2s. 6d.

Old Town Fireside Stories. Cloth extra, 3J. 6d.

My Wife and I ; or, Harry Henderson's His-
tory. Small post Svo, cloth extra, ts.

We and Our Neighbours. Small post Svo, 6s.

Pink and White Tyranny. Small post Svo, 3 s. 6d.
Cheap Edition, ij, 6d, and zr.

Chimney Corner. \s. ; cloth, \s. 6d.

"

The Pearl of Orr's Island. Crown Svo, ^s.

Women in Sacred Histoiy. Illustrated with 15
Chromo lithographs and 200 pages of Letterpress. 4to, cloth extra, gilt edges, i/. 51.

Studies from Nature. Twenty-four Plates, with De-
scriptive Letterpress. Ey Stephen Thompson. Imperial 410, 331.

Sidlivan (G. C.) Dlww Chasing in Zanzibar Waters and
on the Eastern Coast of Africa ; a Narrative of Five Years' Experiences in the Sun.
pression of the Slave Trade. With Illustrations. Demy Svo, clirh^SS,ifa. "^
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1

Tauchnit£s English Editions of German Authors.. Each
Volume, cloth flexible, 2j. ; or sewed, u. 6^. The followmg are now ready :

—

ON THE HEIGHTS. By B. Auerbach. 3 vols.

IN THE YEAR '13. By Fritz Reuter, i vol.

FAUST. By Goethe, i voL ;' .\

L'ARRABIATA. By Paul Hevse. i vol.

THE PRINCESS, AND OTHER TALES. By Heinricii Zschokke. i vol.

LEiSSING'S NATHAN THE WISE, AND EMILIA GALLOTTI.
HACKLANDER'S BEHIND THE COUNTER. Translated by Map.y
HOWITT, 2 vols. '

THREE TALES. By W. Hauff.
JOACHIM V. KAMMERN : Diary of a Poor .Young Lady. By IL Nathusius.
POEMS BY FERDINAND FREILIGRATH. Edited by his Daughter.

GABRIEL. From the German. By Arthur Milman.
THE DEAD LAKE, AND OTHER TALES. By P. Hevse.
THROUGH NIGHT TO LIGHT. By Gotzkow.
FLOWER, FRUIT, AND THORN PIECES. By Jean Paul Richter.
a vols.

THE PRINCESS OF THE MOOR. By Miss Maelitt. 2 vols.

AN. EGYPTIAN PRINCESS. By G. EberS.' a voU. '

EKKEHARD. . ByJ. V. ScHEFFEt. -2 vols. ~r- - '

BARBAROSSA, AND OTHER TALES. By Paoi. Hevse. From the Ger-
man. By L. C. S. - -

'' -'

WILHELM MEISTER'S APPRENTICESHIP. By Goethe. 2 vols.

PRINCE BISMARCK. A Biographical Sketch by Wilhelm Gorlach. i vol.

DOUBTFUL PLAYS OF SHAKESPEARE.

' Tatichnitz (B.) German and English Dictionaiy. Paper,
ir. ; doth, is. 6d. ; roan, is.

-French and English. ^ Paper, is. 6d.; cloth, 2s.;
roan, as. 6d.

'— Italian and English. Paper, is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s.

;

roan, as..6d.

Spanish and English. Vz^&r, is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s.;

roan, as, 6d.

Neiu Testament. Cloth, 2s.
;

gilt, 2s. 6d.

Tennyson's May Queen. See Choice Series, 2s. 6d.

Tkeophilus and Others. By the Author of " Hans Erin-
ker and the Silver Skates." Crown 8vo, cloth extra, lor. Sd,

Thomson (y.) Tlie Straits of Malacca, Indo-China, and
China ; or, Ten Years' Travels, Adventures, and Residence Abroad. Ey J. Thom-
SON, F.R.G.S. Upwards of 60 Woodcuts, from the Author's own Photographs and
Sketches. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, a\s.

T/wmfson {Stephen). Old English Homes. A Summer's
Sketch-Boolc By Stephen Thompson, Author of " Swiss Scenery," &c. 25 very
fine Permanent Photographs by the Author. Demy 4to, cloth extra, gilt edges, 2/. ar.

Thomwell Abbas. By GRANT Lloycs, 2 vols.. Crown
8vo. 2IX.
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Ticknor {George)^ Life, Letters, and Jottrnah, 2 vols.,

crown 8vo, clMh extra, 24J.
" No matter what your peculiar taste in this style of corapositicn. no matter what

your range of acquirement, rest assured that you will rise from the careful perusal^of

his journals and correspondence with a lively sense of self-satisfaction, amused, in-

structed, and (we will venture to add) improved."—0«flr/w^ RevUvt.

Timothy TitcomVs Letters to Young People, Single and
Married. Clotb, ar. {.See also Rose Library.)

Tirme{y,E.) T/ie Wonderlandofthe Antipodes : Sketches
(^Travel in the North Island of New Zealand. Illustrated with numerous Photo-
graphs. Demy £vo, cloth extra, i6r.

Tiscliendorf {Dr.) See New Testament.

Tissandier {Gaston), A History and Handbook of Photo-
graphy. Tian^ated from the French of Gaston Tissandier ; edited by J. Thom-
son, F.R.G.S. Imperial i6mo, 75 Wood Engravings and a FrontisEHecCj cloth

extra, 6f

ToUiausen {A .) The TechnologicalDictionary in theFrench^
English, and German Languages. Contaimng the Technical Terms used in the
Arts, Manufactmcs, and Industrial AfTairs generally. Revised and Augmented by
M- Louis Tolhausen, French Consul at Leiprig. ITie First Part, containing French
Gennan-English, crown 8vo, x vols., sewed, 8*. ; i voL, half roan, ^r. The Second
Part, contamii^ English-German-French, crown 8vo, 2 vols,, sewed, 8r. ; i vol.,

bound, 9r. The Third Part, contai ning German-English-French, crown 8vo, 2 vols.,

sewed 8f . ; i vaL, bound, gr.

Trcgane {Louis.) See Adventures in New Guinea, 6s, ^

Trollope (A .) Harry Heathcote of Gangoil. A Story of
Bush Life in Australia. Illiistrations. Small post, cloth extra, 5^.

Trowbridge {A. C.) The Young Stirveyor, I vol., small
post 8vo, cloth eitia, vdth numerous Illustrations, 51.

Turkistan. Notes of a Journey in the Russian Provinces
of Central Asia and the Khanates of Bokhara and Kokand. By Eugene Schuyler,
Secretary to the American Legation, St. Petersburg. Numerous Illustrations.
2 vols., demy 8vo, cloth extra, 2/. zj.

Turner {Rev. P, S.) British Opiitm Policy, 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Vijiccnt (F.) The Land of the White Elephant: Sights
and Scenes in Socth-Eastem Asia. With Maps and lUustraUons. 8vo, cloth extra, i8j.

Waller {Rev. C. H) The Names on the Gates of Pearl,
Being those of the twelve Tribes of Israel, and other Studies. By the Rev. C H.
W,\LLER, M_A. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Adoption and the Covenant. Some Thoughts
en Coufirmaticru Super-royal i6mo, cloth limp, 2J. td,

Warburton {Col. Egerton). Journey across Australia.
An Account of the Exploring Expedition sent out by Messrs. Elder and Hughes,
under the Command of Colonel Warburto.v. With Illustrations and Map. Edited,
wiih an Introductory Chapter, by H. W. Bates, Esq., F.KG.S. 8vo, cloth, 16*.

Waring {George E., Jufi) Sec Sanitary Drainage.
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JULES VERNE'S WORKS.
SPECIAL NOTICE.—Messrs. Sampson Low & Co. beg to inform

Oie prablic, in reply to many inquiries with reference to an announcement
of Cheap Editions of Jules Verne's Works by other houses, that they
are the sole Proprietors of the Copyright in all the Translations ofthe AVorks
by this Author published by themselves, as testified by the following :

—

To ENGLISH READERS of the WORKS of M. JULES VERNE.
** The undersigned^ exclusive Proprietors and PublisAers of iJie Worhs of

M. Jules Verne, hereby certify that Messrs. Sampson Low & Co.
are alone autlionzed to translate into English the following WorTcs of
this Author:—

, MICHAEL STROGOFF. loi. &/.

THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND, in 3 vols. 2m. 6i
THE SURVIVORS OF THE CHANCELLOR. 71. &f.

DR. OX'S EXPERIMENT.* is. 6d.

A WINTER AMID THE ICE, &C*
AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS.* ^s. 6d.

THE FUR COUNTRY. loi. &/.
MERIDIANA: OR, THE ADVENTURES OF THREE RUSSIANS AND

THREE ENGLISHMEN IN SOUTH AFRICA.' vi. 6d.

FIVE WEEKS IN A BALLOON.* 7s. 6ii.

A FLOATING CITY.* 71. 6J.

THE BLOCKADE RUNNERS.* m. only.

FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON.* 7, , -.
AROUND THE MOON.* V^' °^-

TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA.* loi. 6d.

MARTIN PAZ, THE INDIAN PATRIOT, is.

atid that all other Copies ofthese WorTcs are unauthorized and counter

feit reprints. (Signed) "J. HETZEL & CO."

"
jfe soussigne, certifie que M. Hetzel, mon editeur, a seul droit d'autoriset

ou de 7-efuser la reproduction de mes livres.

"

(Signed) .i'JULES VERNE,"

••* Besides the more expensive Editions, Messrs. Low have issued handsome
Shilling Illustrated Editions of each of the Books marked wth an asterisk, thus (*).

Complete Lists of all the Editions and full particulars may be had on applying to the
English publishers.

Warner (C. D.) My Summer in a Garden, is., cloth, 2s.

Back-log Studies. \s. 6d. ; cloth, is.

Mtimmies and Moslems. Demy 8vo, cloth, 1 2J.

Westropp {H. M.) A Manual of Precious Stones and
Antique Gems. ByH. M. Westropp, Authorof"The Travellers' Art Companion,"
" Pre-Historic Phases," &c. Niunerous Illustrations. Small post 8vo, cloth ej;tra, 6f

.

Wheaton {Henry). Elements of International Lazv. New
Edition. [/n iliefress.

Whitall {Alice B.) On the Rock. A Memoir of Alice B.
AViiiTALL, by Mrs. Pkarsall Smith. Small post, cloth, ar.
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Wftitney {Mrs. A. D. T.) The Gayworthys. Small post
8vo, 31. fieL

Faith Gartney. Small post 8vo, %s. 6d. ;
paper, is.

Real Folks. Small post 8vo, y. 6d.

Hitherto. Small post 8vo, 35. 6d. and 2s. 6d.

Sights and Itisights. 3 vols., crown 8vo, 31J. 6d.

Summer in Leslie Goldthwaite^s Life. Small
post Svo, 3J. dd,

The Otiur Girls. Small post Svo, 3^. 6d.

We Girls. Small post Svo, y. 6d. Cheap Edi-
tion, if._ 6d. and 2*.

Wilkes {George). SJiakespearefrom, an American Point of
View. Demy Svo, cloth extra.

• Wills, A Few Hints on Proving, without Professional
Assisunce. By a Probate Codrt OmOAi. Fourth Edition, revised and en-
larged, with Forms of Wills, Residuary Accounts, ftc. Fcapt 8vc^ cloth limp, ir.

Woolsey {C. D., LL.D.) Introduction to the Stu.dy of In-
temational Law ; designed as an Aid in Teaching and Histoncal Studies. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 8j. dd.

Worcester {Dr.) New and Greatly Enlarged Dictionary
of the English Language. Adapted for Ubtary or CoUege Reference, comprisine
40,000 Words more than Johnson's Dictionary. 410, cloth, 1834 pp., price 3ii 6<t
well bound : ditto, half morocco, nL %s. '

*- J »

" The volumes before us show a vast amount of diligence : but with Webster it is
diligence in combination with fancifulness—with Worcester in combination with eood
sense and judgment. Worcester's is the soberer and safer book, and may be pro-
nounced the best existing EugUsh Lexicon."

—

Athcntmim,

Words of Wellington, Maxims and Opinions, Sentences
and Reflections of the Great Duke, gathered from his Despatches, Letters, and
Speeches (Bayard Senes), 2s. 6d.

r- -t , •"«

Wrinkles and Recipes: a Collection of Practical Sug-
gestions, Processes, and Directions for theMecham-c, the Engineer, the Fanner, Md
the Housekeeper. Edited by Park Be.\-jamin. Illustrated, ismo, roan, is.

Xcnophon's Anabasis; or. Expedition of Cyrus. A
Literal Translation, chiefly from the T< ' ' '^ ' ~ - —-
Books I. to III. Crown Svo, boards, ar.

Literal Translation, chiefly from the Text of Dindorf, by George B. Wheeler.
Crown Svo, boards, 2S.

Books I. to VII. Boards, y. 6d.

Young {L.) Acts of Gallantry. Giving a detail of every
Act for which the Silver Medal of the Roj-al Humane Society has been granted durini
the last Forty-one Years. Crown Svo, cloth, is. 6d.

">"""(,

Young {y. F.) Five Weeks in Greece. Crown Svo, ioj. 6d.

Hontton:

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON, SEARLE, & RIVINGTON
CROWN BUILDINGS, 188, FLEET STREET.
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